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Stellen Sie sich eine Welt vor, in der Fahrzeuge ohne einen menschlichen Fahrer zu
benötigen autonom fahren können, in der Kühlschränke für die Versorgung mit Lebensmitteln des täglichen Bedarfs verantwortlich sind, in der sich Produktionspläne automatisch
an sich ändernde Bedürfnisse anpassen können bevor überhaupt eine Änderung des Bedarf
beobachtet wird oder in der ein Team von Fußballrobotern die menschliche Weltmeistermannschaft besiegen kann. Dies wäre eine Welt, in der auf der einen Seite technische Geräte
wirklich den Nutzern dienen, indem sie sich kontinuierlich an sich ändernde Gegebenheiten
anpassen. Auf der anderen Seite wären diese Geräte auf eine bestimmte Art auch ein
emanzipierter Teil unserer Gesellschaft.
Einige dieser aufgeführten Ideen sind inzwischen näher an der Marktreife angelangt als
man sich vielleicht vorstellt. Beispielsweise betreibt Google bereits jetzt autonome Fahrzeuge
im regulären Straßenverkehr, Kühlschränke können bereits von außerhalb überwacht werden
und Produktionspläne passen sich zumindest an die aktuellen Gegebenheiten an. Basis all
dieser technischen Systeme – sowohl der existierenden als auch der aufkommenden neuen
– ist einerseits eine geeignete Sensortechnologie, um die aktuelle Situation wahrnehmen zu
können, und andererseits eine Adaptionslogik, die in der Lage ist, auf die wahrgenommenen
Stimuli angemessen zu reagieren.
Dieser Aspekt der Adaption ist das Hauptthema dieser Arbeit. Klassischerweise lässt sich
Forschung in Industrie und Wissenschaft entlang von zwei Richtungen einordnen: Entweder
wird versucht, das Potential und die Fähigkeiten existierender Systeme weiterzuentwickeln,
oder es wird versucht, neue Visionen zu etablieren und Prototypen für diese aufzubauen.
Eine mindestens ebenso herausfordernde Richtung ist es, beide Optionen zu kombinieren.
Warum sollten wir darauf warten, dass neue adaptive Lösungen marktreif sind und sich
im täglichen Bedarf durchsetzen? Stattdessen ist es doch wesentlich vielversprechender,
aufkommende Visionen und neue Paradigmen in der Entwicklung von technischen Systemen mit existierendem Wissen und etablierten Lösungen zu kombinieren. Ein Weg, dieses
umzusetzen, wird im Rahmen dieser Arbeit beschrieben.
Daher präsentiert diese Arbeit einen grundlegenden Entwurf für Systeme sowie das
darauf aufbauende Framework, anhand dessen Eigenschaften wie Selbstkonfiguration und
Selbstverbesserung für parametrisierbare technische Systeme zur Laufzeit ermöglicht werden. Ein erwartetes Ergebnis durch die Anwendung des Frameworks auf existierende Systeme ist die Herbeiführung gewünschter Eigenschaften wie Adaptivität und Robustheit.
Aufbauend auf dem generellen Systementwurf werden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit Möglichkeiten zur Anwendung maschineller Lerntechniken in Echtweltsystemen untersucht. Dazu wer-
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den zwei neue Varianten von Learning Classifier Systemen und Fuzzy Classifier Systemen
entwickelt. Diese beiden modifizierten Ansätze werden in das Framework integriert und
stellen dabei einen wichtigen Mechanismus zur Realisierung der Selbstverbesserungseigenschaften dar.
Die wissenschaftlichen Erkenntnisse dieser Arbeit werden im Folgenden benannt. Eingangs wird das bereits angesprochene Framework entwickelt und vorgestellt. Dieses Framework ist in der Lage, den Selbstkonfigurationsprozess im laufenden Betrieb autonom zu
verbessern, indem Techniken des maschinellen Lernens eingesetzt werden. Daraufhin wird
das spezifische Lernproblem, das von einem Teil des Frameworks definiert wird, klassifiziert.
Aufbauend darauf wird nach passenden Techniken zu Lösung dieser Problematik gesucht.
Dazu werden dann die bereits benannten Varianten existierender maschineller Lernverfahren
entwickelt und vorgestellt. Weiterhin stellt diese Arbeit wesentliche neue Verfahren für
zwei weitere Forschungsgebiete vor, wobei beide Ansätze auf dem entwickelten Framework
beruhen. Im Bereich der Straßenverkehrsforschung wird ein System eingeführt, das die
Freigabezeiten an innerstädtischen Ampelanlagen automatisch an sich ändernde Verkehrssituationen anpasst. Das gleiche Framework dient dann im Bereich der Datenkommunikation
dazu, ein System zu entwickeln, das die Protokollkonfigurationen von Datenkommunikationsprotokollen dynamisch und zur Laufzeit an beobachtete Situationen in der Umgebung
des Knotens anpassen kann. Abschließend wird ein abstrahiertes Modell zur Klassifizierung
von Echtweltsystemen eingeführt, anhand dessen die Menge an Systemen identifiziert werden kann, für die das Framework einsetzbar ist.
Untersuchungen haben gezeigt, dass technische Systeme, die über das zusätzliche Framework verfügen, eine erheblich bessere Systemleistung erzielen können, wie herkömmliche Systeme. Als Beispiel dienen die beiden exemplarisch untersuchten Hauptanwendungen dieser
Arbeit: Einerseits kann die verfügbare Kommunikationskapazität in mobilen ad-hoc Netzwerken um etwa 6 % erhöht werden, während andererseits die auftretenden Verlustzeiten von
Fahrzeugen in städtischen Verkehrsnetzen um signifikante 16 % reduziert werden können –
jeweils in Abhängigkeit von den untersuchten Szenarien. Weiterhin zeigen die Ergebnisse
der ebenfalls durchgeführten generalisierten Untersuchung, dass das Framework in der Lage
ist, seiner Zielsetzung auch unter Einflüssen wie Störungen und verrauschten Sensordaten
nachzukommen.
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Abstract
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systems
Imagine a world where cars drive autonomously without the need for a driver, fridges are
responsible for keeping the needed amount of food, work schedules re-organise themselves
automatically considering the correct priorities, production systems change their production
schedule before the observed demands change or even shortages occur, or a soccer team
consisting of robots beats the (human) world champion team. This would be a world where,
on the one hand, technical devices really serve their users by adapting continuously to
changing conditions and demands, and, on the other hand, become a somehow emancipated
part of the world.
Some of these ideas are closer to market maturity as one might assume. For instance,
Google already operates autonomous cars, fridges can be supervised remotely already, smart
homes are on the way to become a part of reality, and production systems adapt at least
to current conditions. Basis of all these technical systems – both, existing and upcoming
ones – is (a) an appropriate sensor technology capable of detecting the situation and (b) an
adaptation logic capable of appropriately reacting on these stimuli.
This adaptation aspect is the major topic of this thesis. Typically, research by industry
and science can be categorised among two main research directions: increase the potential
and the abilities of existing systems or establish new visions and develop prototypes. But
an equally challenging direction is to make way for a cooperation of both approaches. Why
should we wait until new adaptive solutions will be well-engineered and well-established?
A better concept is to somehow combine upcoming visions and new paradigms of system
design with existing technical knowledge and solutions. This somehow is the common theme
of this thesis.
Therefore, this thesis presents the system design and the corresponding framework to
enable capabilities like self-configuration and self-improvement for parametrisable systems at
runtime. As a result of these capabilities, systems equipped with the framework as additional
control mechanism are characterised by aspects like adaptivity and robustness. Besides the
general system design, the thesis investigates the possibility of applying machine learning
techniques to real-world applications – two novel variants of Learning Classifier Systems
and Fuzzy Classifier Systems are developed. These modified machine learning techniques
are integrated into the framework. Thereby, they take over the responsibility of the selfimprovement tasks.
The contribution to scientific knowledge presented in this thesis is given as follows. Initially, the architectural framework is developed. This framework is capable of self-improving
the reconfiguration behaviour autonomously by making use of machine learning techniques.
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In addition, this thesis characterises the specific learning problem and investigates which
techniques are applicable. Additionally, modified variants for the most promising techniques are developed to cover the restrictions and requirements of real-world systems and
their safety-demands. Furthermore, the thesis presents two contributions to the state of the
art in traffic control systems and data communication – both based on the general design. In
traffic control, a novel decentralised system to adapt traffic control strategies at urban intersections according to changes in the traffic conditions is presented. The same system design
applied to data communication results in a locally-organised system to reconfigure network
protocol parameter sets as response to observed situations. Finally, the thesis introduces a
generalised model to classify real-world systems that are controllable by the framework.
Analytical considerations of the evaluation results demonstrate the benefit of applying
the developed framework to the control of technical systems. For instance, the available
communication bandwidth in mobile ad-hoc networks can be increased by about 6 %, while
the delays of vehicles in urban road networks can be dramatically decreased by up to 16 %
depending on the investigated scenario. In addition, the results of the generalised investigation show that the framework is able to fulfil its task even under challenging conditions
such as noise and disturbances.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

During the last decade, research departments of academia and several well-known companies
worldwide investigated possibilities to develop new design paradigms for systems that are
required to perform high-level management and control tasks in complex dynamic environments (e.g. IBM’s Autonomic Computing [1]). Examples for the targeted systems include
the management and control of vehicular and air traffic systems [2], data communication
and telecommunication networks [3, 4], business and production processes, unmanned aerial
vehicles [5], or health services [1]. Most of the effort has been driven by the insight that
monolithic, static solutions – which make up for the main part of today’s developments
– are not able to cope with the upcoming demands [6]. Thereby, new and adaptive solutions will become of increasing commercial importance. This insight is accompanied by
disappointing experiences in applying conventional design methodologies and techniques to
the development of such novel adaptive systems. As a consequence, this insight made way
for researchers to focus on a paradigm shift: away from perfectly preplanned monolithic
solutions and towards self-organised, distributed, and autonomous entities (cf. [7]).
The high effort allocated for research on new fundamental concepts for self-organised
systems is accompanied by current trends. As one popular example, each human of (at least
the western) world is equipped with an ever growing number of devices such as handhelds,
smart phones, laptops, or music players. Furthermore, these devices are characterised by an
increase in their computational power – each of them is as powerful as a standard workstation
PC just a few years back in time. Considering just the smart phones – who would have
1
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envisioned that mobile telephones are as small and powerful as they are today only ten
years ago? Apart from the basic telecommunication functionality, today’s devices are able
to perform computer games, applications (e.g. text processing), and handle movie files highly
efficiently. They can be used to take part in multi-player games and can be connected to
diverse systems via technologies like Bluetooth or WiFi.
Besides the advantages of these technical comforts, some drawbacks can be observed as
well. Years ago, nobody would have thought about malfunctions of technical devices due
to mutual influences. Nowadays, interconnectedness between devices is not the exceptional
case – instead, it is nearly standard. Even if a device is not designed to interact with
others, it is subject to their actions in terms of messages, interferences, or just emission and
radiation. One aspect of these growing environmental influences is that their impact has to
be covered within the design of the system – which leads to more complex solutions that
are prone to failures due to this complexity. The manageability of interconnected systems
decreases, as users and administrators are just not able to understand and monitor every
single aspect of the system. In addition, it is impossible to anticipate all possible situations
that a system will be exposed to during its life-time – nobody knows which new trends
might appear within the next years or even months [1]. Furthermore, it is hardly possible to
explicitly specify the entire behaviour of a complex system on a detailed level, since complex
is just meant as another word for describing the exorbitant set of theoretically occurring
situations and corresponding configurations. From another viewpoint, these systems also
become too massive and confusing to be administrable [1]. As one example to underline
this observation, Ganek and Corbi stated that 40 % of today’s computer system outages are
caused by complexity-induced operator errors [8].
As a consequence, research initiatives
like Organic Computing (OC, [9]), Auto-

gap

nomic Computing [1], or Proactive Computing [10] emerged and proposed to discurrent systems

„OC“ systems
time

today

tribute computational intelligence among
several (autonomous) entities, since monolithic solutions will not be feasible anymore.
The vision behind all of these initiatives is
mainly based on designing systems that are

Figure 1.1: Design gap

characterised by aspects like local responsibility, self-organisation, robustness, adap-

tivity, and capability of learning; they differ in the application domain, the degree of the
autonomy, and the way to achieve the desired behaviour of the favoured systems. But, to
some extent, the previously formulated ideas can be observed among all of them.
Considering the responsibilities of these targeted systems and the mentioned key-characteristics, one fundamental aspect is that they will only achieve the desired behaviour, if they
are able to adapt themselves and their behaviour to changing environmental conditions.
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This is accompanied by the needed ability to perceive such changes in the first place, and
simultaneously control and continuously improve their own behaviour. As a consequence,
adaptivity and self-improvement have to define the foundation of such systems. Assuming
that it will take time for industry and science to develop satisfying solutions that cover all
necessary aspects, a design-gap can be identified. Today’s systems reach their limits and
the desired solutions are not available. Figure 1.1 illustrates this gap. This thesis intervenes
at exactly this gap. The basic assumption is that the existing OC principles can already
be applied to real-world systems in order to evoke the desired effects. Besides closing the
gap, it can be desirable to enable OC characteristics after finishing the design process in
order to unburden the designer from one part of the design task. Consequently, the question
arises how existing systems can be augmented with the desired behaviour. A combination
of existing technologies and the advantages of OC’s basic principles like adaptivity and
self-improvement is needed.

1.2

Problem Statement

“It is not the question whether adaptive and self-organised systems will emerge, but how
they will be designed and controlled.”
- Prof. Dr. Hartmut Schmeck, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [7]

troducing an architectural framework for
No domain
knowledge

Limited domain
knowledge

close the considered design gap by inHigh knowledge
about application

Full knowledge
about application

This thesis presents a mechanism to

parametrisable systems. This architecture
Domain
knowledge

allows for a self-configuration of the sys-

Absolute freedom

Restricted learning
with sandboxing

System with static
parameter settings

Non-parametrisable
monolithic system

tem. It consists of a control mechanism and
Degree of
freedom

a parametrisable productive system. This
results in an improvement of the adaptation strategy over time without having any
insight into the system’s logic or domain

knowledge. Although the presented apFigure 1.2: Classification of the system’s de- proach transfers a certain degree of freedom
gree of freedom and the corresponding domain
from the designer to the system itself, this
knowledge
degree of freedom is not unbounded. Figure 1.2 illustrates the possible range. Nonparametrisable systems have a static character and a high degree of integrated domain
knowledge – provided by the developer at design time. Parametrisable systems have a
slightly higher degree of freedom, since they can be customised to specific environments. In
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contrast, systems where the output is obtained by using techniques like Evolutionary Programming have a high degree of freedom, but limited domain knowledge – the evolutionary
process needs a feedback about the quality of its found solution in order to perform a guided
search, but it decides independently of the underlying problem about its next action. The
targeted system constitutes an in-between solution by extending the system’s freedom to
a certain degree – the developer has to provide some domain knowledge, but the system
decides about its actions (here: its configuration) at runtime within given boundaries.
This corresponds to the paradigm shift supported by the OC initiative. Traditional
system design follows a top-down path from the system level to the lower implementation
levels, while OC wants to move at least a subset of design time decisions to runtime [11].
In today’s systems, all future situations affecting the system have to be anticipated and
covered at design time. Obviously, this is hardly possible in cases of highly dynamic and
non-deterministic environments typically characterising real-world systems. Increasing the
system’s degree of freedom by moving a set of configuration decisions to the runtime and
hence into the system’s own area of responsibility should be accompanied by another effect: increasing the robustness in terms of a larger range of acceptable disturbances. This
paradigm shift has some fundamental consequences on the design process of such systems:
Self-configuration: The manual configuration task typically performed by searching for
a static configuration, which works well in most simulations, is replaced by self-configuration.
Classical system design anticipates situations and defines strategies, while OC systems reconfigure themselves at runtime in response to user directives, external stimuli, or disturbances.
Therefore, the system needs an active component performing this adaptation task, which
has previously been covered by the designer of the system. In the context of OC, systems
are assumed to consist of several interconnected subsystems collectively achieving a common
goal. Due to the vast set of possible configurations and corresponding situations, the adaptation cannot be assigned to centralised elements working on behalf of the group. Thus, on
the one hand each of these interconnected subsystems is responsible for reconfiguring itself,
while on the other hand the reconfiguration of the complete system is agreed upon by the
subsystems using decentralised negotiation mechanisms.
Self-improvement: In classical system design alternative solutions are discovered at
design time, followed by evaluating candidates using simulation or building of real models.
Typically, templates or best-practises exist transferring the knowledge from one designer to
another. This knowledge can be assigned to the OC system to some degree by the designer,
but a large part has to be discovered autonomously at runtime. In the considered case,
this knowledge concerns the modification strategies for configuring the system according to
changing environments. Thus, the OC system has to be able to explore possible alternatives.
In the first place, the selection of predefined possibilities is feasible. But it bears the disadvantage of limiting the design space to a small set of anticipated solutions. In contrast, the
system has to be allowed to discover completely new solutions at runtime – which requires
the usage of learning and optimisation techniques at runtime. These basic concepts allow
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for a self-improvement of the system, but also result in safety and acceptance problems.
Hence, the trial parts have to be bounded to guarantee an acceptable system behaviour.
Sandboxing: Already in current system design, model- and simulation-based approaches
are standard. These approaches are characterised by the advantage of being able to analyse the system behaviour (e.g. exposing the system to extreme situations) without taking
safety-restrictions or user-centric aspects into account. Consequently, a testing within a
protected and isolated area without impact on productive parts is done – this area is called
sandbox. The term can be found in a variety of research areas, but is typically used with the
same meaning of the underlying concept – something is tested in an isolated area, where it
cannot cause any undesired effects in the real system. Examples include the sandbox as a
“flexible and expressive thinking environment” [12], to analyse native x86-code [13], and as
a dynamic environment in the grid [14].
The same concept has to be transferred from design time to runtime in order to benefit
from its advantages. For a large range of applications, a variety of simulation tools and
models exist due to the analysis process at design time. These simulators cover a wide
range from microscopic (on the lowest level) to abstracted macroscopic (on the highest
level) approaches. Using such a sandbox at runtime leads to some basic considerations.
Simulation makes only sense if conclusions can be drawn from the results. Accordingly,
an optimisation component is needed, which is capable of using the sandbox as evaluation
function. Such an optimisation component requires a certain time horizon, meaning the
on-line part of the system cannot wait for the new solutions. Additionally, the simulation
models have to resemble the environment’s actual state as closely as possible – but such a
model will probably never reflect an exact copy of the reality (already caused by perception
using sensors). Consequently, the present thesis investigates the cooperation of time-delayed
optimisation of configuration sets and on-line learning based on these off-line discovered
rules.
Application: Investigating learning in OC applications happens not just as an end in
itself – instead, the applicability of the developed concepts has to be demonstrated by means
of practise-oriented systems. Hence, practise-oriented and problem-related application domains have to be identified and exemplarily investigated. These application examples have
to follow two goals. On the one hand, they can be used to demonstrate the benefit of the
developed framework in comparison to standard approaches. On the other hand, they shall
constitute major contributions to the state of the art in their particular domain by shifting
the boundaries of knowledge a bit further. Besides exemplarily investigating application
scenarios, a statement about the general applicability of the developed concepts is needed.
Hence, one part of the thesis’ challenge is to identify similarities between real-world systems,
develop a basic classification, and investigate for which of these classes an application of the
proposed framework is promising.

6
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1.3

Scientific Focus and Contribution

Based on the previously introduced research problems, the scientific focus of this thesis and
the contribution to scientific knowledge can be summarised as follows:

• Architectural framework: This thesis presents an architectural framework, which
allows for self-adaptation and self-configuration of existing parametrisable systems.
Besides the pure adaptation aspect, wrapping existing systems into the framework
equips them with further OC characteristics like robustness against a set of disturbances, flexibility, and self-improvement. Thereby, the framework works as a black
box solution without interfering with the underlying system’s logic.
• Machine Learning: The self-improvement is realised using machine learning techniques. Therefore, this thesis characterises the specific learning problem and investigates which techniques are applicable. Additionally, modified variants for the most
promising techniques are developed to cover the restrictions and requirements of realworld systems and their safety-demands.
• Optimisation: The learning part distinguishes between on-line learning from feedback and a “sandbox” solution to explore new behaviours. Thus, a major focus of
the thesis is put on investigating a separation of the learning aspects by encapsulating the exploration part. Therefore, a sandbox environment based on simulation has
been conceived and the applicability of different optimisation heuristics to the search
problem is focused.
• Traffic Control: Based on the general design, the thesis presents a new contribution
to the state of the art in traffic control systems. Considering realistic models of traffic
situations, the advantage of using the novel approach is demonstrated in comparison
to existing manually optimised traffic control strategies.
• Data communication: Data communication protocols are another application area
characterised by systems using mainly static and manually configured solutions. Therefore, a system based on the proposed framework has been developed describing a novel
approach to enable situation-aware data communication.
• Generalisation: Finally, the applicability of the developed approach has been investigated by generalising the control problem. Considering this generalisation and
abstraction, the question is answered for which type of systems an application of the
framework is promising and where restrictions might be expected.
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Outline

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of related work that has
been published in the domain of architectures for adaptive systems. Apart from related
solutions, the generic Observer/Controller architecture is explained, which serves as a basis
for the presented work. Afterwards, the proposed system is introduced on an architectural
level in Chapter 3, accompanied by formally defining its scope and target. The architecture
describes a general concept, but leaves some design choices to the developer. In particular,
on-line learning and a safety-based off-line optimisation component are used – Chapter 4
discusses the characteristics of these components and determines which specific techniques
should be used to cover the corresponding tasks. Chapter 5 describes the structure of the
evaluation. Afterwards, the following three chapters demonstrate the applicability and the
potential benefit of the approach by applying it to different application domains: Chapter 6
introduces an adaptive traffic control system for urban road networks. Chapter 7 presents
a system to dynamically adapt data communication protocols to changes in their environmental conditions. Chapter 8.1 discusses how the developed solution can be applied to
adaptive production control scenarios, while Chapter 8.2 demonstrates the applicability to
error prediction in enterprise mainframes. These four different applications are based on the
generic approach as discussed in the previous parts of the thesis – but they are not intended
to just serve as exemplary application scenarios. Instead, the evaluation part for all of them
demonstrates the unique characteristics of the solutions and the advantages compared to
the state of the art in their particular domains. In Chapter 8.3, the scope of the framework
is investigated by applying it to an abstracted mathematical problem. Finally, Chapter 9
contains the conclusion of this work and gives an overview of promising future research
opportunities.

1.5

How to Read this Thesis

This thesis contains several different aspects of diverse research domains. Of course, it is
conceived as a whole and intended for reading it in one piece. But – due to the variety of
covered areas – some readers might only be interested in partial aspects. Hence, the following
part aims at guiding readers to those areas they are mostly interested in. Consequently, the
guide is organised along the particular research areas covered by this thesis.
System Design: The basic idea of this thesis is to develop the system’s design and a
corresponding framework to enable self-configuration and self-improvement for parametrisable systems. Hence, a major part focuses on system design aspects. Readers, which are
only concerned with this issue, will read Chapter 2 for a discussion of related work and
Chapter 3 for insights on the system developed in this thesis.
Machine Learning: The aforementioned aspect of enabling self-improvement capabil-
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ities to fine-tune the self-configuration of adaptive systems is achieved by using machine
learning techniques. In this context, a special focus is set on learning under safety restrictions. Researcher concerned with machine learning topics will find their major field of
interest covered by Chapter 4.1. This chapter discusses the applicability of machine learning
techniques to the control problem defined in the framework. Afterwards, two novel variants
for rule-based on-line learning mechanisms are introduced: a modified Learning Classifier
System and a modified Fuzzy Classifier System.
Optimisation Heuristics: Besides on-line learning capabilities, the framework contains a component to discover the best possible response for currently unknown situations.
Finding the best response is typically referred to as an optimisation task – hence, one part
of this thesis deals with choosing appropriate search heuristics for the corresponding optimisation problem. Researchers focusing on this topic will find information regarding their
research area in Chapter 4.2.
Traffic Engineering: Researchers predominately interested in traffic engineering topics will focus on Chapter 6. The chapter describes the Organic Traffic Control system as
one application for the framework presented in this thesis. Hence, the chapter provides a
comprehensive analysis of decentralised traffic control including the state of the art, the customisation of the developed framework, and an extensive evaluation of real-world scenarios.
Data Communication: A second major scope of applying the framework is set on data
communication networks. Therefore, Chapter 7 introduces the Organic Network Control
system, which adapts parameter configurations of data communication protocols automatically to changing environmental conditions. Analogously to the chapter concerned with
traffic engineering aspects, Chapter 7 provides a comprehensive analysis of network protocol parameter control including the state of the art, the customisation of the developed
framework, and an extensive evaluation using three different protocol types.

Chapter 2

State of the Art
Enabling adaptivity at system level has been investigated by researchers for years. As a
result, several architectures or design patterns have been presented carrying attributes like
adaptive, self-adaptive, or dynamic response. Further systems focus on more locality-based
principles like self-organisation, self-configuration, or self-management. All of these concepts
are by no means completely new. Thus, this chapter intends to give an overview of existing
related approaches and to highlight the need of a novel system, which is able to cover the
research questions discussed in the previous chapter.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Initially, Section 2.1 defines requirements for adaptive systems covering the problem statement of the previous chapter.
Afterwards, research areas investigating adaptive systems are considered following a systematic approach:
• Initially, the particular domain and the relation to the topic of this thesis is motivated.
• Afterwards, basic architectures and design principles to achieve adaptivity in this
research area are presented.
• The third step investigates to which extent these basic principles have been transferred
to applications and prototypical implementations.
• Finally, these three aspects are used to characterise the research domain with respect
to the initial requirements and analyse their applicability to the identified problem.
Thereby, the Observer/Controller design pattern as developed in Organic Computing (OC)
[15] is set apart from other work, since it will serve as input and basis for the developed
framework.
In the remainder of this thesis, the terms “design”, “architecture”, “design pattern”, and
“framework” are used as follows. Design and architecture describe a general macrostructure
9
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of systems or a systematic concept of how to construct systems, respectively. A design
pattern is a concretisation of the former two abstract system descriptions. It decomposes
abstract tasks into more specific subtasks and describes the cooperation of the resulting
elements. The following discussion of the OC domain in Section 2.2 serves as example:
Figure 2.1 describes a general architecture, while Figure 2.2 depicts a design pattern, which
is based upon the general architecture. In contrast, the term framework denotes a concrete
implementation of a group of systems that are all following the same methodology and using
the same techniques – right up to a collection of class libraries and interfaces. Following
this classification, there is only one class below the framework: the concrete system itself,
which is serving a specific purpose.

2.1

Classification of Requirements

Chapter 1.3 introduced the scope of this thesis and defined the general requirements for the
system to be developed. In order to analyse the state of the art in more detail, the necessary
classification of these requirements is introduced in the following part. The identified aspects
are then used to characterise the particular concepts: either they can deal with the identified
problem or the demand of a new solution exists. Consequently, the following aspects define
requirements that have to be fulfilled as completely as possible. Therefore, they describe
attributes of an additional control mechanism that can be applied to allow for the desired
characteristics as introduced in the previous chapter.
A) Adaptivity: As initially defined, it is assumed that augmenting productive systems
with the additional ability to adapt themselves to changing environmental conditions will
lead to a higher system performance. Thus, an external control mechanism is needed that
allows for adapting the system in response to observed changes of attributes with impact on
the system’s performance. The result of this adaptation process is an increased performance
in terms of problem-specific metrics of the productive system’s particular domain.
B) Robustness: Closely connected to the goal of achieving adaptivity is the need of
robustness against a set of disturbances in the sense of [16]. Changing parameter configurations according to observations is assumed to increase the system’s performance. In
this context, disturbances are not only failures and misbehaviour of components, but also
unexpected situations where the static setup of parameters leads to a dissatisfying performance. In contrast, changing them as response to disturbances and consequently keeping
the system’s behaviour within tolerated boundaries is an even more challenging task. As a
result, the need of users’ manual intervention (and the associated cost) can be drastically
decreased.
C) No interference with the system’s logic: The previously demanded adaptation has to be reached without interfering with the system’s logic – an additional control
mechanism surrounding the system has to provide a customisable black box solution and
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to work on the available set of accessible configuration parameters. An intervention to the
logic of the system instead of configuring accessible parameters would entail that the control
mechanism cannot be realised as black box solution anymore. Consequently, this requires
the existence of such parameters for the system to be controlled.
D) Operability: The additional control mechanism is not allowed to affect the productive system’s operability. In cases where the additional adaptation mechanism fails (e.g. due
to malfunctions of components), the underlying productive system must be able to continue
its work (remain operable) – merely with a static character.
E) Flexibility: Current systems are characterised by processing static logic or at least
following a predefined goal. In future systems, the aspect of being able to change this goal on
demand will become of increasing importance. Thus, the control mechanism has to provide
adequate concepts to incorporate flexible goals and to change them at runtime.
F) Vast situation and configuration spaces: Based on the initial motivation of
OC [17], it is assumed that systems have to cope with vast situation and configuration
spaces. Closely related to the corresponding indefinite possibilities for observations and
configurations is the need of coping with unknown and unanticipated situations. The control mechanism has to find appropriate settings, although it cannot fall back to predefined
strategies and does not know the optimal response.
G) Self-improvement: Adaptivity can be achieved by different approaches ranging
from choosing between a restricted set of predefined behaviours to allowing the system to
explore new behaviours autonomously. Due to the assumed vast situation and configuration
spaces characterising real-world systems, a predefinition of alternatives is assumed to be
inappropriate. Thus, the control mechanism has to be capable of self-improving its behaviour
by taking a feedback on its actions into account. As a result, appropriate techniques to
perform self-optimisation and self-improvement are needed.
H) Restricted exploration: Self-improvement relies on choosing between alternative
actions and autonomously identifying new behaviours in case of unanticipated situations. In
addition, a qualitative feedback is needed distinguishing between good and bad behaviour.
Although this concept has to make use of exploration mechanisms, real-world systems require
that only tested and acceptable actions are performed – otherwise it cannot be guaranteed
that the system will always behave in an acceptable manner. Thus, the system has to be
equipped with an effective mechanism to restrict the exploration parts of self-improvement
– only pretested solutions are allowed. Since such a pretesting directly before applying the
action to the system is infeasible at design time due to the vast situation spaces, a “sandbox”
solution is needed.
I) Decentralised operation and collaboration: OC assumes that a set of autonomous, more simple systems will replace the existing, monolithic ones to counter the
system’s complexity [7]. Since a controlled self-organised behaviour of several cooperating
elements is desired, the system architecture has to foresee decentralised collaboration possibilities. Although collaboration is typically application- and task-specific, the possibility
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has to be covered by the architecture by means of e.g. communication capabilities.
J) Comprehensibility: In order to achieve user acceptance, the control mechanism
has to provide appropriate interfaces for monitoring. In addition, the actions performed
by the adaptation component have to be comprehensible to users. An engineer analysing
the past behaviours by comparing input situations and applied actions has to be able to
understand why the system acted in the particular way.
K) Real-world requirements: OC and related research initiatives develop novel concepts for systems applied to the real world. Thus, the control mechanism enabling adaptivity
for the productive system has to be able to deal with environments that are typically noisy.
The term “noisy” summarises various influences such as measurement errors, incomplete
observations, transmission errors, or continuous values that have to be treated like random
influences.
L) Generalised approach: In addition to these criteria A to K, a generalised framework is needed, which does not provide just a domain-specific solution. In particular, it has
to allow for enabling adaptivity for a variety of systems and tasks.
Based on the aforementioned aspects (the previous itemisation from A to L) that are
characterising the requirements of the desired adaptation module (the control mechanism), a
comparison to the state of the art is possible. Hence, the remainder of this chapter identifies
related research areas and discusses existing concepts to cover similar or connected problems.
Therefore, the ordering of the aspects will be kept for each considered technique from the
state of the art.

2.2

Organic Computing

This thesis falls into the context of OC [17] – hence, it seems natural to start the search for
appropriate and suitable architectures, design patterns, or frameworks in this research field.
OC has emerged recently as a challenging vision for future information processing systems
[7] and claims that a paradigm shift in system development is needed. Comparable to the
“Vision of Autonomic Computing” [1], which predicts that the increasing interconnectedness
of systems and devices will become a “nightmare” for designers and administrators of IT
infrastructure, OC postulates the need of a paradigm shift in systems engineering towards
self-organised solutions. Nowadays, more and more systems are equipped with sensors and
actuators, aware of their environment, and communicating freely. Based on these characteristics, future OC systems will be able to self-manage their behaviour, and a collection
of these systems will be able to self-organise to cooperatively achieve tasks. However, the
designer of the system will be able to delegate control to populations of smaller, more autonomous, and collaborating entities. In this context, autonomous means that the particular
system is able to work in its environment without external control.
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In contrast to domain-specific initiatives like Autonomic Computing for the IT infrastructure environment, OC covers a broader spectrum of systems. Thus, current research investigates heterogeneous applications and theoretical concepts ranging from hardware [18, 19]
over robotics [20, 21] to software [22]. An overview of the concepts and basic ideas of OC is
given in [23, 24]. Although the focus is broad, some common ideas, especially for the basic
design of systems, can be observed. The most prominent example in system design is the
“Observer/Controller design pattern”, which has been introduced in [17] and further refined
in [25, 26]. A summary of the developed approach and its applications is given in [15].

2.2.1

The Observer/Controller Design Pattern
OC systems are characterised by the need of
system status
goals
reports

SuOC

ternal changes. Typically, this response results
in an adaptive behaviour and incorporates fur-

Controller
controls

input

observes

Observer

an adequate response to environmental or in-

ther aspects like robustness and flexibility. In order to allow for such an adaptation process, the
output

Organic system
: agent/robot/entity

system’s design provides a regulatory feedback
mechanism capable of monitoring, analysing,
and reacting to changing conditions.

There-

fore, OC proposes the so-called generic ObFigure 2.1: Basic concept of the Observer/Controller architecture [26]

server/Controller design pattern, which constitutes a generalised way to achieve controlled selforganisation in technical systems [26, 25]. This

regulatory feedback mechanism contains three major components (see Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 for a more detailed version):
System under Observation and Control (SuOC) The SuOC is the “productive” part
of the system that serves a specific purpose. The term corresponds to the previous
notation of the “existing parametrisable system”, which has to be controlled by the
framework. Thus, the SuOC is functional without observer and controller and it will
remain operable if higher layers fail (i.e. Observer/Controller components).
Observer The SuOC’s state and dynamics are monitored by the observer in order to give
an appropriate description of the current situation for the whole system at each point
of time. The observer also monitors the environment, either directly or through the
sensors of the SuOC.
Controller Based on the observer’s aggregated information, the controller influences the
SuOC with respect to the goals given by the user.
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Figure 2.2: Generic Observer/Controller design pattern [26]
System under Observation and Control: The lowest layer of the architecture encapsulates the productive part of the system. This productive system can serve various
purposes, see Section 2.2.3. Higher layers of the architecture monitor and adjust (if necessary) the parameter configurations of the productive system in discrete time intervals. OC
postulates the distribution of computational intelligence among large populations of smaller
entities – thus, the SuOC in Figure 2.2 can refer to single systems or groups of autonomous
systems, respectively. In both cases, the SuOC needs to fulfil some basic, application-specific
requirements:
• The SuOC’s behaviour and its environmental conditions have to be observable.
• The performance of the SuOC according to some goal given by the designer or user
has to be measurable.
• The SuOC has to possess a set of variable parameters that can be dynamically adapted
at runtime and that have certain impact on the performance of the system.
Observer: The observation task can be split into five consecutive steps: monitoring,
preprocessing, data analysis, prediction, and aggregation. The monitoring part receives the
raw data from the SuOC and is based on an observation model that customises the observer’s functionality for the specific SuOC. Thus, it selects the observable attributes of
the system, the analysis detectors, and the appropriate prediction methods. This selection
is done within constant discrete time intervals, expressed as sampling rate. The observed
system data can consist of the SuOC’s individual data and some additional more global
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(environmental) system attributes. All measured data is stored in a log file for every loop
of observing/controlling the SuOC, since it has to be accessed by the predictor and by the
data analyser (see Figure 2.2), e.g. for calculating time-space patterns.

The actual observation process starts with receiving the SuOC’s raw data. This raw
data can be preprocessed in order to smooth the corresponding attributes and to extract
meaningful attributes – afterwards, it is transformed into a vector describing the system’s
situation. Next, the data analyser applies a set of detectors to this preprocessed data
vector. For instance, cluster computation, detection of emergence parameters (according
to the definition in [27]), or further mathematical and statistical methods might be needed
to extract meaningful information. The result of this step is a system-wide description of
the SuOC’s current state. Since the adjustment of the SuOC’s parameters is performed
according to the sampling rate, the controller’s action has impact on the next situation.
Thus, the attributes from the situation vector can be augmented with forecasts for both
– the next raw data as well as the next system-indicators (by using specific or statistical
methods like chart analysis). Finally, the aggregator collects the processed information
into the so-called situation descriptor, and passes it to the controller, which appropriately
influences the SuOC. Further details on the observer part with a special focus on determining
emergent behaviour have been discussed by Mnif in [28].

Controller: The controller’s task is to guide and control the SuOC by choosing its
most promising parameter configuration. It receives the processed and augmented situation
descriptor from the observer and interferes only in those cases with the SuOC where an
adaptation of the current settings is necessary. The decision module that is responsible for
choosing the most appropriate parameter settings for the current situation is called action
selector. Since OC systems act in real-world environments, a fast decision is necessary.
Thus, the action selector is equipped with two important capabilities: on-line learning and
preparation. The learning part works on a fixed set of different strategies that map a given
situation onto a corresponding action – it aims at increasing the quality of this selection
process. The task is performed in real-time. In addition, the preparation component is
responsible for extending the behavioural repertoire of the action selector and has a broader
time horizon. A detailed investigation of the controller part with a special focus on the
learning component has been performed by Richter in [29].

As a conclusion, it is important to note that an organic system will continue to work,
although observer and controller might be disturbed and stop working. Thus, the main
objective of the proposed architecture is to achieve a controlled self-organised system behaviour. In comparison to classical system design, OC systems have the ability to adapt
and to cope with some emergent behaviour they have not been programmed for explicitly.
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2.2.2

Design Variants of the Observer/Controller Design Pattern

The generic Observer/Contoller architecture needs to be customised to different scenarios
by adapting the various components of the observer and the controller. As stated in [30]
and depicted in Figure 2.3, this customisation of design variants ranges from fully central
to fully distributed architectures. The former case describes a single Observer/Controller
that regulates various components of the SuOC and that directly intervenes into all of these
entities (see Figure 2.3(a)). In contrast, the latter example defines one Observer/Controller
for each component of a technical system (see Figure 2.3(b)). These two variants – the fully
central and the fully distributed architecture – define the two extreme points in the design
space. Nevertheless, there are also many other distribution possibilities like a multi-level
architecture (see Figure 2.3(c)).
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Figure 2.3: Design variants of the generic Observer/Controller design pattern [30]
Based on these various possibilities to realise and customise the generic Observer/Controller architecture, the designer of the system has to decide about the most promising
approach for his context. In the course of this decision process, the need for different design
variants can be classified according to increasing size, complexity, and heterogeneity of the
contained subsystems. The simplest case is an isolated system with a clearly defined purpose
and a restricted configuration space where no distribution is needed (see Figure 2.1). In
contrast, larger and more complex systems are characterised by a drastic increase of the
number of possibly occurring situations and the corresponding number of different system
configurations that cannot be handled by one single Observer/Controller component. With
growing complexity, the demand of a hierarchical and multi-levelled decomposition of the
control problem becomes more recommendable. A common analogy for such systems is the
organisational structure of large companies. Some kind of management serves as highest
instance that defines abstract global goals or strategies. Lower layers of the hierarchy convert
the abstract goals for their area of responsibility into more specific goals – hence, high level
administration units are not bothered by low level decisions [29].
OC introduces the variability of systems as a measurement for the quantification of
complexity during the design process for technical systems. The term variability is defined
as the number of possible configurations of a SuOC [31]. Obviously, the variability tends
to increase with the complexity of the SuOC. However, introducing hierarchical and multi-
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levelled Observer/Controller structures is a powerful instrument to reduce the externally
visible variability and consequently hide the complexity of a system.

2.2.3

Application of the Observer/Controller Concept

The generic architectural design and its distribution variants describe an architectural
blueprint. Besides the application scenarios developed in the context of this thesis, several projects from varying application domains have developed their own systems that are
built upon this basic concept or are at least inspired by it. This section provides a survey
of various applications. The survey is structured according to the distribution of the Observer/Controller components. An overview and a detailed discussion of these projects has
been presented in [15] and is summarised in the remainder of this section.

Central Observer/Controller
Technical systems that cannot be subdivided into subsystems or that consist of highly
interrelated subsystems are monitored and controlled by a centralised Observer/Controller
architecture, see Figure 2.3(a). A first example for such an application is the organic
elevator control system as presented in [32]. Elevators are typically working according to
a simple mechanism – they stop at the nearest hall call in their current running direction
and only change their direction after serving all requests for the current one. In case of a
group of elevators working in parallel according to this simple concept, a synchronisation
effect can be observed when all elevators move up and down as a parallel wave. This socalled bunching effect results in increasing waiting times for passengers and has been proven
as inefficient [33]. In terms of OC, this is an undesired emergent effect that has to be
detected and avoided. Therefore, the organic elevator control system consists of several
autonomous elevators and one centralised Observer/Controller component. The observer
contains corresponding emergence detectors, and the controller can intervene to discontinue
the synchronisation by manipulating the behaviour of individual elevator cabins.
The project Organic Computing in Off-highway Machines (OCOM) focuses on
machine management in off-highway machines like tractors or wheel loaders [34] and serves
as second example for a centralised design variant. Each off-highway machine consists
of several subsystems (like the traction drive, the power take-off, and various auxiliary
components) that are closely interrelated. Hence, an efficient operation of the machine
(e.g. in terms of a minimal fuel consumption) can be achieved by developing an adaptive
machine-wide management of these subsystems. Therefore, OCOM relies on a centralised
Observer/Controller design. The SuOC is formed by the machines’ subsystems, while the
Observer/Controller is responsible for a reliable, adaptive, and robust machine management.
A third example for centralised Observer/Controller systems are self-organised cleaning
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robots [29]. These robots search in their local neighbourhood for dirty places and clean
them by following a local strategy. Additionally, they try to self-improve their behaviour
by learning using the success of the cleaning strategy as evaluation criterion. They are
able to indirectly communicate with each other by placing “pheromones” at places they
have already cleaned – these pheromones are observed by other robots. The goal of this
communication is to avoid double-cleaning of areas and the resulting wasting of resources.
Therefore, a centralised and a distributed variant have been investigated – the former one
uses a centralised component that generates and exchanges the robots’ behaviour strategies
[35], while the latter one analyses fully decentralised learning strategies of the autonomous
robots [36].

Distributed Observer/Controller Components
As depicted in Figure 2.3(b), a second design variant for OC systems is useful if a technical
system consists of several loosely coupled subsystems. In these cases, each subsystem can
be equipped with a separate Observer/Controller component. The predominant application
area of this type are applications where the subsystems are locally distributed or belong to
different authorities. A prominent example are Service-oriented Architectures (SOAs) that
typically consist of several distributed applications and are characterised by a high degree of
interaction among these components. Based on the general concept, the design of Organic
Service-oriented Architectures (OSOAs) [37] has been investigated where management
responsibility at runtime is distributed to each component. Therefore, each SOA entity
is equipped with an Observer/Controller component to achieve controlled self-organisation
[38]. The observer monitors its SOA component and determines the current operational
state. Based on this information, the controller adapts the behaviour of the underlying
SOA component according to given objectives specified in service-level agreements (SLA).
Furthermore, automatically negotiated SLAs are used to coordinate the runtime behaviour
of service components according to given business objectives [39].

Multi-levelled Observer/Controller Components
The third type of OC systems is designed according to the variant depicted in Figure 2.3(c).
A set of distributed Observer/Controller components is hierarchically organised with those
on a higher level influencing subsystems on lower levels. Such a design can be found
in systems where several subsystems are sufficiently complex to require their own Observer/Controller. One example for such a system has been developed in the context of
the project MeRegioMobil that investigates a smart home environment equipped with several household appliances and an electric vehicle [40]. Within this smart home environment,
charging periods of the vehicle and the operation of various appliances (like freezer or washing machine) are automatically rescheduled in order to adapt the consumers’ energy demand
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to the power generation in the grid. This rescheduling is done by taking price signals into
account, which reflect a load-prediction of the energy grid, and considering constraints given
by the user. Therefore, a multi-levelled Observer/Controller framework is used. Each appliance is equipped with a local Observer/Controller component responsible for observing
the appliance’s current state and turning it on or off according to current conditions. Additionally, these local Observer/Controller components communicate their data (e.g. power
consumption profiles) to a higher-level smart home management device that centrally derives
timing strategies for the smart home.

2.2.4

Characterisation of the Observer/Controller Design Pattern

Considering the list of requirements as introduced in Section 2.1, the generic Observer/Controller design pattern can be characterised as follows:
A) Adaptivity: By dynamically adapting the SuOC’s parameters, the general design
of OC systems aims at enabling adaptivity.
B) Robustness: The approach is designed to provide robustness against disturbances, in particular those induced by emergent phenomena.
C) No interference with the system’s logic: Although the main focus of the concept
is to control emergent behaviour [27], the application of parametrisable systems without
interfering with their logic is possible.
D) Operability: Due to the clear separation and the non-intrusive concept, the SuOC
remains operable (with static configurations) in cases where the Observer/Controller
component fails (the principle of non-critical complexity [11]).
E) Flexibility: The design pattern includes an interface for the user to define the
system’s goal. Thus, the design covers flexible goals. However, this feature has not been
investigated at a technical level, yet.
F) Vast situation and configuration spaces: The generic Observer/Controller design pattern aims at dealing with vast situation and configuration spaces. The particular realisation of observer and controller part decides whether unanticipated situations
are managed appropriately or not.
G) Self-improvement: The controller part of the concept contains a rule-based action
selector and an evaluation approach. Although not explicitly named in Figure 2.2, the
corresponding tasks can be covered by a self-improvement component.
H) Restricted exploration: The controller part contains a simulation model, which
can be used to restrict the exploration mechanism of the learning component – it
defines an abstract concept rather than a detailed classification of tasks.
I) Decentralised operation and collaboration: The design pattern does not include provisions for a decentralised collaboration. However, extensions are possible and
subject to ongoing investigations [11].
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J) Comprehensibility: Due to a rule-based approach, the behaviour of the system is

comprehensible to users – but this depends on the realisation of the learning part and
the freedom granted to this component.
K) Real-world requirements: The architectural concept has been designed to deal
with real-world requirements – in particular, continuous and noisy sensor information
can be used and disturbances are covered by the adaptation component.
L) Generalised approach: The Observer/Controller design pattern proposes a generalised approach to allow for adaptivity in technical systems, but it lacks steps to substantiate
the abstract ideas.
In general, the generic Observer/Controller architecture postulates a design paradigm,
rather than defining a detailed concept and an applicable framework. Currently, the architectural design and its components are not completely investigated. For instance, the
project Observation and Control of Collaborative Systems (OCCS) [41] covers certain aspects only, like the observation model of the observer or the quantification of robustness and
flexibility. Only scenario-specific prototype implementations are available, rather than a reference implementation. Furthermore, a major focus has been set on determining emergent
behaviour [27, 28, 29] – other detectors are mostly neglected. Due to the abstract character
of the concept, it does not provide a black box solution and therefore has to be customised
by defining distribution variants, models, and components like the action selector.
Summarising, the Observer/Controller design pattern tackles a large set of the initial
requirements. Due to its generic approach and the abstract design, it leaves some questions
open that are covered by this thesis: how can restricted and safety-oriented self-improvement
be enabled, how can collaboration and rule generation be realised? Furthermore, the way
towards an adjustable black box solution is pursued. Thus, the generic concept serves as
input and basic model for the framework as developed systematically in this thesis.

2.3

Related Architectural Approaches

Obviously, OC is not the only community addressing complexity by introducing controlled
self-organisation and learning or developing adaptive, flexible, and robust systems. Several
other software and hardware domains have to operate systems autonomously in unknown
environments – again, a certain degree of freedom needs to be granted to these systems
while they are simultaneously kept within controlled boundaries. A related survey of design
methodologies compared to OC’s generic Observer/Controller pattern is given by Richter
in [29].
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Control Theory
Control theory is an interdisciplinary field of
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Figure 2.4: Control loop (detailed)

cope with the behaviour of dynamics in technical
systems [42]. In this context, a dynamic system
means that its behaviour changes over time –

mostly in response to external stimuli or forces [43]. In the simplest case, a system S produces some kind of output O for an input I. This output O is continuously compared to
a predefined reference value R. If O deviates from R, a controller will automatically adapt
the input value I in order to satisfy the goal O = R. Figure 2.4 illustrates this concept by
describing a feedback loop.
Typically, open and closed loop systems are distinguished. A system is called closed
loop system if its subsystems S1 and S2 are interconnected as a cycle (see Figure 2.5(b)).
Non-cyclic variants are referred to as open loop systems (see Figure 2.5(a)). The main
purpose of each control system is to guarantee the stability of the control loop’s behaviour.
In case of a linear system, this can be achieved by defining lower and upper boundaries. In
contrast, specific theories are needed for non-linear systems. Thus, the control model and the
control strategy are responsible for providing the desired behaviour. Three main categories
of control models are known in literature: adaptive control, proportional-integral-derivative
control and model-predictive control [44].

System 1

System 2

(a) Open loop

System 1

System 2

(b) Closed loop

Figure 2.5: Open and closed loops in control theory

Adaptive Control
In order to cope with time-varying and disturbed sensor data, adaptive control [45] modifies
the control model used by the controller. A frequently discussed example to motivate the
concept is the control of an aeroplane whose mass decreases due to fuel consumption. Thus,
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the controller needs a control model that adapts itself according to these changes. The
main subject of adaptive control is to dynamically change the respective control law in that
sense that it does not need a-priori information about the bounds on these uncertain or
time-varying parameters.

Proportional-Integral-Derivative Control
The Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller is the most commonly used variant
of a feedback controller. It is the most promising approach in the absence of knowledge
about the underlying process [46]. It defines a generalised feedback mechanism that can
be found in a wide range of industrial installations, although the particular organisation
is application-specific. The concept is based on calculating the deviation of the desired
behaviour by comparing the measured value to the desired one – this difference is going to
be minimised by adjusting the process control inputs. The calculation is based on three
separate parameters: the proportional, the integral and the derivative values, denoted P ,
I, and D. P is used to determine the reaction to the current error, I refers to the sum of
recent errors, and D relies on the rate at which the error has been changing. The process is
adjusted using the weighted sum of P , I, and D [47].

Model Predictive Control
One major problem in control theory is to guarantee stability for closed-loop control systems.
Introduced in the 1980s, Model Predictive Control (MPC) [48] has been successfully applied
to industrial installations such as oil refineries and chemical factories. Today, it is one of the
most widely used control techniques in process control. A driving car serves as prominent
example. Within a given control horizon the driver knows the desired trajectory. Based on
the characteristics of the particular car, he decides on the best control actions (accelerator,
braking, steering) in order to follow this trajectory. Thus, only the first control actions
are chosen at each instant – this procedure is followed repeatedly. In contrast, the decision
process is based on previous errors [48] in other strategies like PID.
The example illustrates that MPC controllers are based on dynamic models of the process. The controller itself consists of a multi-variable control algorithm containing a dynamic model of the process, knowledge about past control actions, and an optimisation
cost function for the considered prediction horizon. Based on the model and the current
measurements, the MPC controller calculates the next actions for the independent variables
of the process. The operational part takes independent and dependent variable constraints
into account; afterwards, the determined set of actions is transferred to the corresponding
desired value of the regulatory controller. Most of the installations are based on linear models (they are approximately linear within a restricted prediction horizon [49, 50]), but also
non-linear models are known [51].
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Application of the Concept
Applications of control loops and their design variants are manifold and can be found in
different installations. Especially modelling is ubiquitous in science and engineering with a
strong connection to applied mathematics [44]. Thus, most of the literature about control
theory includes parts concerned with models using differential and difference equations [52].
The most prominent examples come from physical systems, especially mechanical, electrical,
and thermofluid systems [53]. Corresponding representatives of the problems are given as
follows. Arnold discusses mathematical methods applied to control problems of classical
mechanics [54], Kundur describes methods and control strategies for power system stability
[55], and fundamentals of fluid power control are given by Watson [56]. An overview of
further examples has been presented by Aström and Murray [44].

Characterisation of Control Theory
Considering the list of requirements as introduced in Section 2.1, control theory concepts
can be characterised as follows:
A) Adaptivity: The approach enables adaptivity within the given boundaries provided by the logic of the control model.
B) Robustness: Control theory provides some kind of robustness against disturbances if these disturbances do not affect the controller or the functional process of the
system and have been considered by the designer.
C) No interference with the system’s logic: If appropriate models of the system’s
behaviour exist and the dependencies of parameter and system performance can be defined,
control theory might be adopted to deal with existing systems without interfering with
their logic.
D) Operability: Due to the strong interconnection between control mechanism and
element under control, the underlying process might not remain operable in cases where
the control mechanism fails.
E) Flexibility: The goal of the control loop is hard-coded – thus, it cannot handle
flexible goals.
F) Vast situation and configuration spaces: Vast situation and configuration
spaces have to be covered at design time by taking them into account when developing
the control model. Unanticipated situations are typically problematic and might lead to
failures.
G) Self-improvement: Current approaches do not consider self-improvement.
H) Restricted exploration: Due to the predefined logic, the system does not rely on
exploration mechanisms to cover unanticipated situations and therefore does not need
concepts to control the impact of such a mechanism.
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I) Decentralised operation and collaboration: Although systems can be intercon-

nected, collaboration to achieve goals cooperatively is not part of the design.
J) Comprehensibility: The comprehensibility to users depends on the complexity
of the system. Especially in large collections of integrated subsystems with interdependencies, a comprehensibility is rarely given.
K) Real-world requirements: Control theory has been successfully applied to manifold real-world applications – thus, the concepts are able to deal with real-world requirements.
L) Generalised approach: Due to the strong relation to the particular control problem, a control loop is always problem-specific. Nevertheless, the approach itself provides a
generalised concept.
Thus, control theory approaches do not match all the requirements for this thesis, since
especially unanticipated situations and the corresponding situation spaces are not applicable. Consequently, the designer has to foresee all possible situations that might appear at
runtime.

2.3.2

Adaptive Architectures for Robotics

First of all, probably robot systems will come to mind when considering autonomous and
environmental-aware systems. Robots are designed to act under real-world conditions without external control of human users. Thus, the robots have to cope with similar problems as
investigated in this thesis. Such a robot is defined as an entity consisting of principles from
system design and kinematics by combining sensors, actuators, and information processing
within one autonomous system [57].

Architectural Concepts
Several different approaches to design robot systems have been proposed and investigated
during the past decades [57]. Those being most closely connected to the topic of this thesis
are considered in the following. Sense-Plan-Act (SPA) was the predominant robot control
methodology until mid of the 1980s [58]. It defines a simple control loop consisting of three
phases. Phase one is used to gather all available information from the sensors (sense), in
phase two a world model is built upon the gathered information and the next move is derived
(plan). Finally, this plan is executed (act) in phase three. Figure 2.6(a) illustrates the
approach and shows that the planning phase distinguishes between five consecutive steps:
perception, modelling, planning, task execution, and motor control. During these steps,
a model-based determination of the next steps is performed and an appropriate control
strategy for the motors is calculated. SPA is used in iterations, which means that after
finishing the planning phase the next sensing phase starts immediately.
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Figure 2.6: The Sense-Plan-Act paradigm

Using the terms of control theory as discussed before, SPA is designed as an open control
loop (see Figure 2.5(a)) – the information flow through all three phases is linear from sensing
over modelling and planning to acting. Thus, the design and the corresponding behaviour
are easy to understand. But especially for the restricted computational capabilities of mobile
robots, the computationally intensive approach has drawbacks. A first approach to cope
with these drawbacks has been a separation of reactive and planning behaviour as proposed
by Herzberg et al. [59], see Figure 2.6(b). An alternative approach spearheaded by Brooks
[60] became more prominent. It decomposes the robot control problem into sub-problems –
these smaller problems are task-specific modules (Brooks calls them “behaviours”). They are
realised as a network of finite state machines. This subsumption architecture distinguishes
between several predefined behaviours. As a result, the planning part of choosing the best
behaviour or strategy is reduced. Figure 2.7 illustrates the basic concept. The architectural
design describes a set of layers being responsible for one specific behaviour each.

reason about behaviour of objects
plan changes to the world

identify objects
monitor changes

Sensors

build maps

Actuators

explore
wander

avoid objects

Figure 2.7: Brook’s subsumption architecture [60]
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Application of the Concept
Since SPA served as a reference model for years, several different systems based on the
concept can be found in literature [61]. One prominent example has been presented by
Shanahan and Witkowski and uses a Khepera robot [62]. The authors describe two applications in detail that are used for navigation and map building within an office scenario. The
navigation part results in knowledge about open and closed doors, while the map building
describes the rooms’ and doorways’ layout. A similar example is given by Stentz [63]. Both
examples are purely based on the SPA concept.
Additionally, two famous approaches have been presented applying Brook’s basic design
to real robots: Genghis [64] and Herbert [65]. An overview of the fundamental concepts is
given in [66]. The first example, Genghis, is a six-legged walking-machine with decentralised
control. The overall movement of the system is based on the reactions of the legs. Each leg is
controlled by two motors (one for up-down and one for back-forth movements). The system
consists of augmented finite state machines (FSM) for each behaviour. The behaviours are
built incrementally and can be run by selectively deactivating later FSMs. Furthermore,
Connell presented the autonomous and mobile robot Herbert, which is able to wander around
in a closed office environment [65]. In this context, Herbert’s task is to get into peoples’
offices and pick empty soda cans from their desks. Herbert is able to avoid obstacles, to
follow walls, and to recognise objects looking like soda cans or desks in real-time. In total,
the behavioural repertoire consists of 15 different abilities that are ordered using Brook’s
layered approach.

Characterisation of the Approaches
Although the discussed architectural approaches and design patterns have differences, they
are built upon each other and can be considered as one major solution framework. Thus,
the list of requirements can be considered as follows:
A) Adaptivity: The approach allows for a restricted adaptivity – it takes the environmental conditions into account.
B) Robustness: The approach is robust against disturbances that have been foreseen at design time and taken into account when designing the finite state machines; unanticipated situations might lead to failures.
C) No interference with the system’s logic: The design of the system relies on
defining explicit behaviours realised as finite state machines. Hence, integrating existing
systems without interfering with the system’s logic is not feasible.
D) Operability: Due to the strong interconnection between control mechanism and
element under control, the underlying process might not remain operable in cases where
the control mechanism fails.
E) Flexibility: The concept does not cover flexible goals.
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F) Vast situation and configuration spaces: Perceiving real-world environments
using sensors leads to vast situation spaces. In contrast, the configuration space in
traditional robotics is very restricted. As a result, unanticipated situations lead to
failures in most cases.
G) Self-improvement: Current research addresses questions of self-improvement
within the domain of robotics (see e.g. [67]), but the topic is neglected within the design
pattern.
H) Restricted exploration: Since all behaviours are predefined, the approach does
not make use of automated exploration mechanisms to identify better behaviours –
consequently, no controlled and restricted usage of such mechanisms is considered.
I) Decentralised operation and collaboration: Decentralised collaboration is
not explicitly covered by the design.
J) Comprehensibility: The comprehensibility to users depends highly on the
purpose of the system, the particular model (SPA), or the number of possible behaviours –
in complex systems, comprehensibility can be considered as problematic.
K) Real-world requirements: Since robots are designed to take part in daily life and
to fulfil specific tasks in this context, the corresponding architectures have to cope with
real-world requirements.
L) Generalised approach: State machines are designed to cover just one task. Hence,
the basic approach is not a generalised concept – it requires high effort to customise a certain
solution.
In general, SPA has a further disadvantage: the model-based concept is very slow. In
particular, the system can almost never plan at the same rate as the environmental conditions are changing. In addition, all modules depend on each other and failures affect the
whole system. Furthermore, the open loop plan execution has been identified as inadequate
due to uncertainty and unpredictability [68] – changing environments require an adaptation
of the system’s world model. The behavioural approach does not take such a world model
into account – consequently, the realisation of behaviour is easier to develop than standard
SPA. But in this concept, planning and optimisation are more difficult to be taken into
account.

2.3.3

Multi-Agent Systems and Adaptive Agents

A multi-agent system (MAS) is a technical system composed of multiple interacting, intelligent entities – the so-called agents [69]. Typically, the term MAS is used for software
agents, but it can also refer to robots, humans, or teams containing a mixture of both. These
agents are used to model or solve problems that cannot be handled in a standard monolithic
way due to high complexity. Usually, a MAS builds some kind of heuristic approach for an
insolvable or very complex problem [70]. In literature, the concept has been successfully
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applied to several well-known tasks, e.g. modelling social structures [71], disaster response
[72], or on-line trading [73].
Based on the terms given by Wooldridge [69], agents in a MAS can be characterised using
three main attributes: a) autonomy – each contained agent is at least partially autonomous,
b) local view – none of the agents has a global view of the system (e.g. due to the system’s
complexity), and c) decentralisation – all agents are equal, especially no designated controlling agent exists (otherwise the system can effectively be reduced to a monolithic system
[74]). Although these characteristics define restricted behaviours based on simple rules, a
collection of collaborating agents (the multi-agent system) can manifest self-organisation
and complex behaviours.
Since research has investigated MAS for several years, a wide variety of architectures and
approaches to design adaptive and self-organised behaviour has been proposed [69, 6]. First
attempts of deductive reasoning agents were based on logics [75, 76], but their popularity
decreased quickly due to several restrictions and limitations of the concept [77]. Afterwards,
the so-called mental aspects of the agents have moved into the focus [78, 79, 80]. As a result,
decision making does not completely found on pure logics. Among these approaches, the
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model [78] has been established and widely accepted as basis
for further research in this domain.

The Belief-Desire-Intention Model
BDI implements the principal aspects of Bratman’s human practical reasoning theory [81]
and is characterised by the eponymous three attributes: the agent’s beliefs, desires and
intentions. An agent uses these basic concepts to solve a particular problem. The process
of developing or choosing a plan or strategy is separated from the execution of the currently
active plan or strategy. Due to this differentiation, the agent is able to react on observed
changes in the environment immediately – usually, deliberating plans takes time (choosing
what to do is often referred to as optimisation problem).
Based on the general model of the ar-

Agent
Desires

Intentions

Beliefs

Possible
actions

chitecture (see Figure 2.8), the designer of
an agent has to define the particular mental
attitudes. The beliefs are used to represent
the current status of the system as the agent
observed it – including the environment and
other agents in the neighbourhood. In addition, beliefs can also contain inference rules

Detectors

Effectors

Environment
Figure 2.8: The BDI design model [78]

– this attribute allows for forward-chaining
and leads to new beliefs. The term belief is
used on purpose instead of knowledge, because the belief of the agent is based on its
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perception, which is not necessarily correct. The local view in combination with incomplete
or possibly disturbed sensor information leads to uncertainties in modelling the world’s
status.
The desires represent the agent’s motivation – in particular, each agent has personal
goals which are tried to be fulfilled at runtime. Typically, agents are not designed to cover
just one goal – the desire is a trade-off between several different (and possibly conflicting
or inconsistent) goals. Thirdly, the architecture defines an intentions entity. Intentions are
the result of desires and the current observation – the agent has chosen to achieve a specific
desire. Within the implementation of the BDI model, intentions are defined as effectively
started actions from a selected plan. In this context, plans are actions or sequences of
actions agents can perform to achieve their intentions. Bratman defined plans as only being
partially conceived, with details being filled in as they progress [81]. In order to trigger
the agent’s reactive activities, events are used. Such an event can be applied externally via
sensors or embedded systems, or internally to activate updates or activity plans. Usually,
they are used to update beliefs, trigger plans, or modify goals.

Application of the BDI-concept
Several representatives for architectures using BDI concepts are known in literature. As one
popular example, Martin et al. introduced the Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [82], which
aims at enabling the allocation of software services through a distributed set of autonomous
agents. Communication between and cooperative effort of the agents are organised by one
or more brokers. These brokers have knowledge about the capabilities of other agents and
are responsible for the matching of requests from users and agents. The goal of the concept
is to enable a transparent view on the system. For a particular request, a user or agent
does not have to know the identities, locations, or number of involved entities. The OAA
is used as a framework to minimise the effort needed for achieving interoperability between
various platforms, or the consequences of dynamic environments. Although it aims at being
a generalised approach to agent architectures, the main concerns are software services and
collective task performing.
The Adaptive Agent Architecture (AAA) approach presented by Kumar et al. [83] has
similarities to the previous example. The main difference is the focus, which has been set on
teamwork. Based on theoretic analysis, the authors developed a brokered architecture, which
allows for the automatic recovery from failures (of the broker). This broker is responsible
for forming groups based on the tasks and requests he receives. The self-organisation of
the agents aims at providing self-healing capabilities. In contrast to the system targeted by
this thesis, both systems lack properties like self-optimising behaviour, learning capabilities,
architectural design, and a re-usability of other systems.
The Cognitive Agent Architecture (COUGAAR) is an open source, distributed agent
architecture [84, 85, 86]. Due to the financial support of the Defense Advanced Research
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Projects Agency (DARPA), the focus has been set on developing distributed systems with
a large number of involved agents. Hence, these systems are characterised by military needs
like hierarchical task decomposition. Additionally, recent extensions of the approach investigated fault tolerance, scalability, and security aspects. Based on the vision of MAS,
the agents are supposed to achieve a common goal by arranging themselves into a society,
which collectively solves the tasks. The COUGAAR framework contains an adaptive control
mechanism using an Adaptivity Engine that makes use of the agent’s cognition and aggregates the observed attributes by the integrated metrics service. Each agent has different
operational modes that can be exchanged depending on the situation.

Characterisation of the BDI Approach
Considering the list of requirements as introduced before, the MAS frameworks and the
corresponding BDI concept can be characterised as follows:
A) Adaptivity: For the agent itself, the BDI concept enables adaptivity according
to some predefined characteristics.
B) Robustness: According to the specific agent model, the system is characterised
by a restricted degree of robustness against disturbances – to cover disturbances that
occur according to unforeseen situations, concepts like self-improvement are missing.
C) No interference with the system’s logic: The concept relies on building integrated agent-oriented systems – thus, it is not able to control existing solutions without
interfering with the system’s logic.
D) Operability: Since the agent covers both, the logic and the adaptation, the basic
purpose of the system will not remain operable in case of failures of the control mechanism.
E) Flexibility: As the desires are predefined for each autonomous agent, the approach
does not cover flexible goals.
F) Vast situation and configuration spaces: In most agent systems, vast situation
and configuration spaces are not considered; the same observation can be made for
unanticipated situations. But – in principle – (especially if an appropriate model exists)
both can be handled in the context of the design.
G) Self-improvement: Although some work has been done on learning in MAS (cf.
[87, 74]), the basic concept does not cover self-improvement.
H) Restricted exploration: Due to using predefined desires and behaviours, agents
have no exploration mechanism to identify new behaviours – consequently, such a mechanism is not subject to restrictions in its usage.
I) Decentralised operation and collaboration: Agent systems are typically designed to enable decentralised collaboration, especially variants like AAA [83] have
their main focus on this topic.
J) Comprehensibility: The comprehensibility to users depends on the complexity
of the system. Since the motivation of this thesis is founded on the observation that systems
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become too complex for standard design techniques, BDI is assumed to be not applicable
to the corresponding systems.
K) Real-world requirements: Typically, agent systems are simulation-based abstractions of real problems [70] – thus, they can cope with abstracted real-world requirements.
L) Generalised approach: The BDI design pattern formulates a generalised approach
for a certain category of systems. Additionally, it integrates large parts of the system’s
functionality and is therefore not generally applicable.
Due to the abstract focus, the concepts developed for MAS are adapted in other research
initiatives like AC or OC in order to solve real-world problems, rather than just artificial or
scientific questions [88]. The BDI approach relies on the existence of goals, but an explicit
representation of these goals is missing in most cases [89]. In contrast to the system presented
in this thesis, BDI lacks mechanisms to learn from past actions, decisions, and observations
or to react on unforeseen situations. In particular, the architecture does not possess an
explicit component to cover self-optimising behaviour [90, 91]. Generally, it is difficult
to couple learning and the BDI architecture, since the model does not cover interaction
principles among agents of the population [92]. Besides learning questions, the approach
has weaknesses when being applied to real-world problems: the decisions are inferred using
multi-modal logics, which can hardly be applied to this problem domain due to incomplete
axiomatisations and inefficient computability [6, 93]. Furthermore, these inference rules
have to be developed in advance – here, a more autonomous solution would be useful. In
turn, scientists have not agreed on the necessity of the three BDI attitudes. In traditional
decision theory the distribution of responsibilities is questioned, while in artificial intelligence
researchers argue that three attitudes are insufficient [90].

2.3.4

Autonomic Computing

Based on the ideas of Autonomy Oriented Computing (AOC) [94], IBM developed the “Vision of Autonomic Computing (AC)” [1]. AOC focused on the development of artificial
technical systems capable of imitating behaviour observed in nature (e.g. ants) in order to
cope with computational-intensive problems. Jin and Liu defined four key aspects for a
new type of autonomy-oriented systems: autonomous entities, emergent behaviour, adaptive solutions, and self-organised behaviour. The basic ideas of AOC served as input for the
vision of AC. The AC Initiative by IBM adapted the concept and applied it to the domain
of computer infrastructures and large server farms.
Like OC, the AC initiative is motivated by the observation of rapidly growing complexity
of computing systems and the insight that their management needs new visions for designing systems. In particular, systems capable of self-management are desired. Driven by the
economical motivation to reduce cost and effort, the reduction of complexity is realised by increasing the freedom for self-managed entities. In this context, self-management is achieved
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by four basic attributes [3]: AC systems have to be self-configuring (be able to automatically configure their components), self-healing (faults and misbehaviour is automatically
detected and corrected), self-optimising (capable of monitoring the own performance and
adapting to the measured values), and self-protecting (able to pro-actively identify and
protect against arbitrary attacks). Following Sterrit’s approach [3], these four attributes are
achieved by self- and environmental-awareness in combination with a control loop defined
by self-monitoring and self-adjusting components of the system. The common architectural
pattern for AC systems enabling these attributes is the so-called MAPE cycle, which is
presented in the following part.

The MAPE Cycle
With the MAPE cycle, IBM introduced a
Autonomic Manager (AM)

basic architectural concept for autonomic
systems [1, 95]. Within this abstract information framework for self-managing IT
systems, an autonomic system is defined

Knowledge

as a set of autonomic elements (AE) with
Sensors

Effectors

Managed Resource (MR)

each AE consisting of an autonomic manager (AM) and the managed resource (MR).
The MR has to provide a management interface (defining the two attributes sensors

Figure 2.9: The MAPE cycle [1]

and effectors), which is used to perform
the communication between the AM and its

MR. In order to allow for an adaptation of the MR to changing environmental conditions
and reacting on failures, it has to be observable via these sensors. Additionally, it has to be
adaptable using the effectors to allow for changing the MR’s behaviour. The AM itself is
designed as a control loop, providing capabilities to perform the four tasks monitor, analyse,
plan, and execute (the MAPE cycle, see Figure 2.9). Additionally, the MAPE cycle takes
supporting knowledge of the environment and management policies into consideration. Compared to the OC approach as presented in Section 2.2, the MR represents the System under
Observation and Control, while the MAPE cycle covers the tasks of the Observer/Controller
component. In addition, AC systems following the MAPE concept are closed control loops
(cf. Figure 2.5(b)) in terms of control theory (see Section 2.3.1). The self-managing system
observes the status of some resources (software or hardware components) and autonomously
controls their parameters in order to keep them within a predefined range.
Similar to OC, the desired behaviour of the AM component relies on high-level business goals given by the system’s user in form of policies. Examples for such goals include
maximising a given utility function or keeping the system’s performance within certain
boundaries [1]. In addition, these abstract goals can be split into more specific simpler
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ones by forming a hierarchy of control loops: some autonomic managers can manage others
and these can directly manage resources. As a result, a management hierarchy similar to
business organisations can be built. Summarising, the approach proposes a design of interactive collections of autonomic elements. Individual entities are responsible for managing
resources (e.g. devices or groups of other autonomic elements) in order to cover parts of
the management process automatically without the need of a user. Instead, the systems
self-configure and adapt themselves in accordance with given policies from humans or other
higher-level elements.

Application and Extensions of the Concept
Since 2003, a variety of architectural frameworks based on the MAPE cycle and consisting
of self-organised autonomic components has been proposed. Besides theoretical considerations (e.g. White et al. defined general requirements for AC architectures [96] and Koehler
et al. searched for a computational model that allows for guaranteeing behaviours [97]), the
most important representatives of AC focused on investigating the design and the process
of the autonomous control cycle. As one example, Fuad and Oudshoorn presented a system architecture for such an autonomic element [98]. Based on the initial MAPE cycle,
they describe the structural operation, since this is the fundamental building block of any
autonomic system.
The basic MAPE cycle is widely accepted in the AC community at design level. It
serves as basis for several installations and prototypes in research ranging from a uniform
framework for automated management of Internet services and their underlying network resources (the Autonomic Service Architecture [99]) over a J2EE-based software architecture
for adaptive webserver applications [100] to systems for autonomic grid applications (AutoMate [101]). Furthermore, Liu and Parashar presented Accord, a programming framework
for autonomic applications [102]. A prototype installation in the context of large server
farms has been presented with Unity [103]. The autonomous behaviour of AC systems is
based on high level goals in terms of policies. Calinesu worked on the definition and description of these policies [104] and presented a model-driven autonomic architecture [105, 106].
The framework for the formal specification of autonomic computing policies has the disadvantage that the developed approach is very specific and consequently hardly transferable
to other domains.

Characterisation of the MAPE Concept
Considering the list of requirements as introduced before, the MAPE concept and its current
applications can be characterised as follows:
A) Adaptivity: Obviously, the whole approach is based on the goal to enable adaptivity.
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B) Robustness: Since the particular solutions of the general concept are based on

predefined behaviours, the robustness against disturbances is restricted. In particular,
it depends on which policies are foreseen by the developer as a discovery component is
missing.
C) No interference with the system’s logic: In general, the MAPE control loop is
able to control existing systems without interfering with their logic, but an investigation
of how this application can be conducted is missing. Thus, the idea has been formulated
but not yet sufficiently realised.
D) Operability: The MAPE cycle postulates an additional control loop – thus, it
should be possible that the managed device remains operable in cases where the control
mechanism fails.
E) Flexibility: Whenever goals are discussed in the context of AC, they are referred
to as static policies (e.g. [1]). Hence, flexible goals are not considered, but – in general –
they are consistent with the concept.
F) Vast situation and configuration spaces: AC’s predefined strategies are hardly
applicable to vast situation and configuration spaces. In addition, completely unanticipated situations cannot be covered.
G) Self-improvement: The need for self-improvement and the corresponding autonomous learning capabilities within the architectural concept is not emphasised.
H) Restricted exploration: MAPE’s degree of freedom does not include exploration
phases – consequently, there is no need of restricting the trial parts due to the usage of
predefined logic and policies.
I) Decentralised operation and collaboration: Initially, Kephard and Chess wrote
that an autonomous element “may require assistance from other elements to achieve its
goals” [1], but a systematic investigation of patterns for decentralised collaborative
behaviour is missing to the author’s knowledge.
J) Comprehensibility: The comprehensibility to users depends on the complexity
of the autonomic system. Especially in large systems, it might suffer if the required policies
have to take complex interdependencies into account.
K) Real-world requirements: AC systems are mainly applied to infrastructure –
thus, they fulfil real-world requirements.
L) Generalised approach: At an abstract level, the MAPE design is generally applicable. Due to the strong focus on IT infrastructure and mainframes, proof for a transferability
to other domains is missing and concepts for other technical systems have not been developed, yet.
Comparing the focused goal of this thesis’ system (and its context OC) with the one of
AC shows the main difference between both approaches: the application field. AC deals
with an increased heterogeneity, interconnectedness and complexity of IT-systems (namely
large-scale enterprise server systems [8]), while OC covers a variety of technical systems.
Main purpose of AC has been to build market-ready solutions used to decrease the effort for
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managing IT-infrastructure, rather than developing a generalised approach to controlled selforganisation in technical systems. In addition, learning and exploration of new behaviours
automatically has not been explicitly investigated by the AC community.

2.3.5

Further Architectural Approaches

The above presented examples cover the major part of research focused on designing adaptive systems. Of course, these are not the only domains dealing with aspects relevant for
this thesis. The following part gives a short insight into other related research domains and
loosely connected concepts. Considering the motivation to enable context-awareness, adaptivity, and self-organisation, further research areas have strong connections to these topics.
As one example, the Autonomic Communication [107] initiative has emerged recently covering similar goals compared to IBM’s Autonomic Computing proposal. The most significant
differences are that it focuses on individual network elements, studies how the desired element’s behaviour is learned, influenced or changed, and how it affects other elements within
this network. Thus, it has a strong connection to the Organic Network Control system as
presented in Chapter 7.
Furthermore, proactive computing [10] has to be named that served as foundation and
pool of ideas for current initiatives like OC or AC. Considering the aspect of highly interconnected devices surrounding everybody, ubiquitous computing [108] and pervasive computing
[109] share parts of the same motivation and vision. But since they follow a different target
definition, the architectural context of this thesis is not matched.
In the context of distinguishing between appropriate on-line reactions based on a fixed
set of policies and a separated planning component, further contributions from software engineering, mechanical engineering, and agent systems have to be mentioned: a three-layered
architecture for self-management [110], the Operator-Controller Module [111], and the Anytime learning concept [112]. The former one – the Three Layer Architecture Model for SelfManagement (3LA) – has been presented by Kramer and Magee in [110]. Figure 2.10(a)
illustrates the basic design. The system consists of a given goal and a set of software components providing the required logic. The target of the self-management process is that these
components configure themselves according to given goals – if this is not possible, they have
to be capable of reporting the problem. On the lowest layer (the component control ), the
system’s components are interconnected and provide the static operational functionality. In
case of malfunctions or changes in the bottom layer’s status, the middle layer is responsible
for executing a predefined sequence of actions in order to adjust the bottom layer’s system
to the new conditions. Due to these predefinitions, a fast reaction is guaranteed. In cases
where no adequate plan exists or the goals are changed, the highest layer is responsible for
planning new strategies. Current research focuses on deriving local strategies for given conditions from more abstract global goals. The main problems of this concept are described as
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finding a formal description for each situation, a powerful deriving engine, and a possibility
to derive specific goals from abstract directives. In addition, feedback on how the on-line
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Figure 2.11: Anytime Learning [112]

concept, the middle layer contains a reflective operator in software that can adapt the

operational controller based on a given set of policies. Finally, the highest level contains
a cognitive operator monitoring the level beneath. It is responsible for gathering information on itself and its environment. Therefore, various methods such as learning, use
of knowledge-based systems, or model-based optimisation in order to self-improve the behaviour are used. Due to the fully integrated control-loop-based system design, failures of
the learning module affect the whole system. In addition, the approach is highly domainspecific and considers learning only as determining new policies. Thus, it is assumed that
each of these policies is optimal (which makes the simulation model absolutely reliable) –
consequently, self-improvement by taking feedback on the applied policies into account is
not considered.
Finally, the Anytime learning concept by Greffenstette and Ramsey [112] can be considered as inspiration for two-layered learning. In the context of investigating machine learning
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techniques for sequential decision problems, the authors developed their SAMUEL learning
system [114, 115]. SAMUEL is designed to learn adequate reactive policies, described as
condition/action pairs, based on a given simulation model of the environment [112]. The
purpose of this simulated environment is to evolve new rules that are optimised using an
Evolutionary Algorithm [116]. This coupled learning module is integrated into the productive system as illustrated in Figure 2.11. The learning module is continuously executed. It
controls the interaction of the productive system with the environment, adapts its simulation model, and explores new policies. Such new policies are provided to the execution
module. The process assumes that the model-based simulation will always lead to appropriate solutions and does not cover an on-line improvement of the action-selection policies.
A similar approach has been proposed by Oreizy et al. in [117]. Additionally, hierarchically
organised LCS variants like ALECSYS [118] and MonaLysa [119] are known – in contrast to
the framework investigated in this thesis, they solely focus on increasing the learning speed,
rather than incorporating safety restrictions.

2.4

Summary

Based on the initial requirement analysis for the targeted system, this chapter discussed the
applicability of existing design patterns, their corresponding frameworks, and their prominent representatives to these requirements. In the first step, OC’s generic Observer/Controller design pattern has been identified as a basic platform for the developed framework.
The concept’s main control loop and its major components have been explained as well as
possible distribution variants and current applications. Afterwards, related architectural
approaches have been discussed and compared to the initially formulated requirements.
The analysis of the state of the art shows that none of the discussed concepts is applicable
to close the identified gap. In particular, no alternative approach fulfils all the requirements
sufficiently. Especially, a solution for restricted on-line learning in safety-critical environments is missing. Although different approaches to distinguish between learning tasks exist,
no explicit investigation of automatically improving the system’s behaviour while simultaneously guaranteeing an appropriate system performance has been identified. It is the goal
of this thesis to present a solution that is capable of both: fulfilling the requirements and
presenting an exemplary on-line learning concept for safety-critical systems. The following
Table 2.1 summarises the discussed results. The table distinguishes between five different
classifications: “XX”, “X”, “0”, “−”, and “−−”. The first one denotes a full match of the
requirement by the particular technique, “0” states that the requirement might be satisfiable
(but – to the author’s knowledge – has not been appropriately investigated, yet), and “−−”
states that the requirement is not fulfilled. The remaining two classifications are nuances
within this scale. Within the next chapter the developed framework is presented, which is
characterised by fulfilling the initially defined requirements.
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ID
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
K)
L)

Criterion
Adaptivity
Robustness
No logic-interference
Operability
Flexibility
Vast spaces
Self-improvement
Restricted exploration
Decentralised collaboration
Comprehensibility
Real-world requirements
Generalised approach

OC
XX
XX
X
XX
0
XX
X
X
−
X
XX
0

CT
X
X
−−
−−
−−
0
−
−−
−−
−
XX
X

Robotics
X
X
−−
−
−−
0
0
−−
−−
0
XX
−

Table 2.1: Classification of the state of the art

MAS
X
X
−−
−−
−−
0
0
−−
XX
−
0
0

AC
XX
X
X
XX
0
0
0
−−
0
0
XX
0

Chapter 3

System Design
This chapter presents the developed framework and the corresponding design of the system.
Thus, the main focus is set on the functional concept and the contained main components,
their co-operation, and their responsibilities. The investigation, which particular techniques
are used to fill out the needs described by these components, is subject of Chapter 4. The
chapter is divided into four basic parts. Initially, the system’s objective is defined. The
desired behaviour of the system is designed using an adapted variant of a classification from
the OC domain (see Schmeck and Müller-Schloer [120]). Based on this definition of what
the system has to be able to do and how it is supposed to behave, the scope of the system is
discussed. Here, the question is for which existing technical solutions the architecture and
the resulting framework are applicable. Therefore, requirements for systems to be controlled
by the framework are introduced.
Furthermore, the architecture itself is presented. Based on an abstract overview of the
design, the particular layers and their functionalities are presented. Thereby, a special focus
is set on the necessary adjustments needed to enable the observation and control of a new
system - in particular, the question “What has to be done in order to wrap a system with
the developed framework?” is brought up. This is of special interest, since the solution
presented within this thesis aims at providing a generalised approach for varying types of
systems. Consequently, the tasks for the adjustment process have to come with low effort
and considerable knowledge about the underlying problem.
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3.1

Target Definition

Based on the terminology given by Schmeck and MüllerSchloer in [120], the target of the framework is defined in the
following section, which is based on previous work presented in

CM

S‘

[121]. Let S be a parametrisable productive system controlled
by the framework (the control mechanism CM ). Figure 3.1
illustrates the context. S is the productive system and the

S

combination of S and its CM is denoted as S 0 . The combined system S 0 operates in an environment, which is subject Figure 3.1: Controlled system and control mechanism
to changing conditions.
Definition 1 (Environment) The environment aggregates
all entities outside of S and its control mechanism CM . It consists of four types of attributes: local, receivable, global, and inaccessible. Local attributes are completely accessible
by CM , while global attributes need some higher instance with a broader focus (e.g. a hierarchical element). Receivable attributes are observed locally by a neighbouring system N
and communicated to the CM of S. In contrast, inaccessible attributes are hidden and
neither observable by CM , nor by higher entities.
The system S is continuously performing its productive tasks considering its configuration defined by the set of parameters. Typically, these parameter configurations are static –
the CM ’s goal is to adapt these parameters dynamically. One parameter set describes one
possible configuration of the SuOC. Consequently, the configuration space can be defined as
follows:
Definition 2 (Configuration space) All possible parameter configurations of the SuOC
define the configuration space CS (also called parameter space). Two types of parameters are distinguished: accessible and non-accessible (with respect to an external CM ). In
the remainder, all relevant parameters are assumed to be accessible. The current configuration of the SuOC at time t can be expressed as c(t) ∈ CS with c being one possible instance
of C.
The dynamic adaptation of S has to be performed according to changes of the environmental conditions: the situation. CM is responsible for monitoring all attributes of S
and all attributes of the environment affecting the performance of S, which results in a
description of the current situation.
Definition 3 (Situation and state space) The SuOC’s state can be observed using internal and external variables defining the state space Z. All environmental attributes with
impact on the SuOC’s performance define the situation space Y , with the current status of
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these environmental attributes being expressed as y(t) (also denoted as the SuOC’s situation). The current state z(t) of the SuOC consists of the status of the internal parameters
c(t) and the status of the external environmental attributes y(t). This can be expressed as
Z = CS × Y .
According to Definition 3, the configuration of S at time t can be defined as a function
z(t) – for instance, if n attributes are used to describe the state of S, z(t) is a vector in some
n-dimensional state space Z. Some of these parameters are used as evaluation criteria (also
called objectives) η1 . . . ηk , which are provided by a higher-level external entity (the user).
The CM depends on a user-specified goal g, which is expressed by the objective function f .
The system can incorporate a set of different goals G such that the user can choose a goal
g ∈ G. At runtime, the CM searches for the best mapping between an observed situation
y(t) (or z(t)) and a parameter configuration c(t): y(t) → c(t). Thus, it has to maximise
performance of S according to the current goal: fg (z(t)) → max.1 The function f uses the
evaluation criteria η1 . . . ηk and maps the aggregated system state z(t) into the set of real
numbers by estimating the current system performance. Typically, the functional space of
f is known in advance, including its maximum and minimum boundaries (e.g. if S is a Peerto-Peer protocol instance and the evaluation function refers to maximising the download
rate, the minimum of the functional space is equal to zero and the maximum is given by
physical characteristics of the channel). Based on the objective function f , a hierarchy of
subspaces of the space Z can be built characterising the system’s performance:
1. Target Space (TS): If the goal g of the CM is fulfilled, e.g. the performance quantified
by f (z(t)) is above a given threshold θt , the corresponding state z(t) is part of TS.
Thus, TS is the set of states where no control actions of CM are needed.
2. Acceptance Space (AS): The system state z(t) is called acceptable, if an acceptance
criterion or threshold θa is satisfied: θa < θt if the fitness function is to be maximised,
θa > θt otherwise. The set of all acceptable states satisfying the threshold θa is called
acceptance space (AS). Obviously, TS is a subset of AS. Typically, the standard static
configuration of S (without additional CM ) will lead to acceptable states on average.
Although the system’s state is acceptable, the CM will try to find a better solution
and consequently reach TS.
3. Survival Space (SS): If S is in an unacceptable state, but it is still possible to modify the system state z(t) such that at some later time t0 the resulting state z(t0 ) is
acceptable, the system state belongs to SS. For example, let S be an instance of a
data communication protocol – CM could have changed its queue sizes to zero and
no packages are stored anymore (and consequently none are processed). As a consequence, the system performance will be low – but it can return to AS by increasing
this value.
1 This

is equivalent to a goal specifying a minimisation of f , which can be solved by maximising −f (z(t))
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4. Dead Space (DS): If S cannot return into an at least acceptable state by itself, it is
not part of one of the previous sets and therefore belongs to the Dead Space. For
instance, a system running out of energy (battery-mode) is in DS until an external
authority tackles the problem.
Based on this enumeration, the target of the CM is to adjust c(t) depending on the

observed state z(t) in such a way, that at the next evaluation time t0 the corresponding
system state z(t0 ) will be part of TS. The remainder of this chapter explains, how this is
achieved in detail by explaining the architecture and its components.

3.2

Scope of the System

The following part of this chapter defines which systems can be controlled by the CM .
Since a real-world applicability is of major focus, the typical key-characteristics of realworld technical systems are discussed initially, based on the definition given by Rao and
Georgeff [6]. Afterwards, the effect of these characteristics on the CM ’s scope is explained.
The aspects given by Rao and Georgeff are used as a rough guide for the purpose of the
proposed framework:
• Environment: The environment is non-deterministic. It changes at each instant of
time and can evolve into potentially many different ways.
• System: Besides the environment, the technical system (the combination of S and
CM ) itself is non-deterministic. At any instant of time, the system can be instructed
to accomplish potentially many different objectives.
• Actions: The CM ’s best action depends on both, external stimuli (context-aware)
and the internal status of system S.
• Horizon: The system’s horizon is restricted to locally available sensor data, no global
information can be used to decide on which is the best action to be taken.
• Cycle: The processing of CM and its actions are performed in cycles that correspond
to the rate at which the environment evolves.
These real-world aspects affect both: the system S and its control mechanism CM provided by the proposed framework. Thus, only those systems are of interest that are situated
and processed in dynamic environments. This aspect corresponds to the requirement of
performing an adaptation according to changes of the environmental conditions and not
only according to internal changes. Furthermore, a possibility to access this environment
through sensors has to exist in order to allow for a suitable monitoring of the situation.
This monitoring is the basis for the decision about adapting S to observed changes – the
context-awareness. Hence, the effects of changes in the environmental conditions have to
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appear in such a form that the CM can adequately react on them – which means that effects
and actions of CM have to be within similar time-boundaries.

The CM has to work on locally available information only. Based on this locality aspect,
some restrictions regarding the applicability of the framework to technical systems can be
derived. On the one hand, the performance of a technical system S to be controlled by
CM has to be measured locally without additional global knowledge. On the other hand, S
has to be configurable on-line (at runtime) using a set of parameters from the configuration
space CS. The configuration of the variable parameters under control of the CM needs to
have impact on the performance of S – otherwise, such a situation-dependent adaptation
would be of no avail. In addition, this impact of the parameters on the performance has to
be deterministic (at least to a certain degree). The approach relies on drawing conclusions
about the past actions and the corresponding change in the objective function’s payoff.
If the impact is more random than deterministic, deriving such kind of knowledge is not
possible. Furthermore, the objective function f itself has to be deterministic, otherwise
deriving knowledge is again not possible. In addition, f has to work on locally observed or
received attributes of the environment and of S (the state z(t)). Other global or inaccessible
attributes cannot be taken into account in a distributed system (cf. Definition 1).

In addition, the quality analysis using the objective function f is continuously performed
by the CM . Thus, f has to possess characteristics like being continuously differentiable,
having a simple computability, and low structural change over time. The requirement that
the function has to be continuously differentiable is formulated due to the safety-based learning concept, which is realised by considering actions of “nearby” situations as appropriate.
Details on this assumption are given in the remainder of this chapter. The function f will
be frequently computed with the necessity of an immediate reaction – which restricts the set
of possible functions for f to those with relatively simple computability. In order to enable
learning within the CM , an automated acquisition and storage of knowledge is needed. The
learning relies on finding appropriate mappings between situations and the corresponding
actions. This implies that appropriate actions for a given situation exist and these actions
will also be correct, if the corresponding situation occurs again. A time-dependence of the
basic fitness landscape modelled by f can be covered if it is quasi static, i.e. it does not
completely change the landscape (only slightly changing landscapes are manageable since
the learning takes time).

The aspects discussed before serve as indicators to decide whether an existing technical
system S can be controlled by the proposed framework or not. If S fulfils all requirements
and is characterised by the discussed attributes, it can be equipped with the additional CM
and therefore adapted on-line to changing environmental conditions.
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3.3

System Architecture

Based on the goal and the scope of the system, an architectural design of the framework
has been developed that serves as basis for answering the research questions as brought up
at the beginning of this thesis. In the remainder of this chapter, the general architecture
defined by the framework is discussed. In the further course of this thesis, the framework is
applied to different application scenarios, which requires a customisation and corresponding
application-specific modifications of both – the framework and its architecture.
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Figure 3.2: System architecture (single node)
Figure 3.2 depicts the general architecture of the proposed framework which is based on
the generic Observer/Controller design pattern as introduced in Chapter 2.2.1. The design
distinguishes between four consecutive layers. The bottom layer (Layer 0) encapsulates an
existing technical system S, e.g. the before mentioned traffic control system. In terms of OC,
S is called System under Observation and Control (SuOC) [25]. The particular internals
of the system’s logic and insights on the corresponding domain are not needed. However,
it is required that the parameters of the encapsulated SuOC can be altered by the Layer 1
component and the status of the system and its environment are accessible to higher layers.
In combination with the component situated at Layer 1 of the architecture, Layer 0 forms
a control loop. The Observer of Layer 1 collects local information and current settings of the
SuOC and aggregates them into a vector describing the current situation. This situation
vector then serves as input to the learning component of the controller, which is responsible
for deciding on necessary actions to be applied to the SuOC and for increasing the quality of
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this selection process over time. The learning component works on a defined set of possible
actions and is not allowed to modify them or to generate new ones. In case there is no
parameter set available suiting the current needs, an alternative strategy is needed. The
architecture does not allow new rules (pairs of situation/conditions and parameters/actions)
to be created randomly by e.g. Genetic Algorithms [122]. Instead, control is transferred to
Layer 2 of the architecture.
Layer 2 of the architecture consists of a simulation tool and an optimisation technique and
constitutes the “creative” component of the system. Based on observing current demands
at Layer 1 (in cases of unknown situations or sub-optimal existing rules), the component
has to find the best available parameter setting for the particular situation. If the actionselection process of Layer 1 has no matching knowledge or the existing actions have not
been performant enough, the question “What would you do in this situation?” is given
to Layer 2. Based on an optimisation heuristic, Layer 2 evolves parameter settings and
repeatedly analyses them using a simulation tool. This bears the advantage that newly
created parameter sets are not directly used in the live system, as this could cause the
system to perform badly or even malfunction. Only those parameter sets qualifying in the
simulator of Layer 2 are passed back to Layer 1, and may then be applied in the real world.
Therefore, Layer 2 allows for a kind of “sandbox”-learning without the risk of applying
arbitrary parameter sets to the live system.
On the highest (or all-embracing) level, the Layer 3 component is responsible for communication and collaboration among distributed autonomous elements – each system being
equipped with an additional CM is able to communicate with others. Furthermore, this
layer provides the interface to the user or administrator of the system. Hence, the user has
access to current system measurements in order to monitor the system’s performance. Additionally, he can change or adjust the goal of the system by adapting the objective function.
Figure 3.3 depicts a network-wide view of the system. Several systems are equally wrapped
into the proposed architecture. They act within the same environment and communicate
via Layer 3. In addition, the user of the system can use the interfaces provided at Layer 3
of the particular autonomous elements to gain access to measurements, analysis, and the
objective function.
The architectural design has some similarity with the Viable System Model (VSM) as
introduced by Stafford Beer [123] as a recursively applicable template for structuring the
management of large enterprises. Beer distinguishes between five functional types of subsystems:
• the productive (value-adding) type
• the coordinating (of type 1 subsystems) type
• the optimising type (w.r.t. the current resource utilisation)
• the planning type
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Figure 3.3: Network-wide view of the architecture
• the decision level type (defining the goal for lower types)
As depicted in Figure 3.2, the task assignments of the introduced Layers 0 to 2 are
similar to those given by Beer with types 1 to 3. Type 4 is covered in a distributed manner
by collaboration (Layer 3) among equal elements. Only type 5 is not explicitly foreseen and
assumed to be situated in the user’s area of responsibility. Although the VSM is explicitly
non-technical2 , it can also be applied to various domains where autonomous entities form a
collective organisation.
The remainder of this chapter will introduce the particular layers in more detail.

3.3.1

Layer 0: System under Observation and Control

On the lowest level of the architecture, the “productive” part (the SuOC) of the system is
integrated into the proposed framework. Due to the targeted generic concept, the SuOC is
not restricted to a particular application domain. Therefore, existing technical systems from
varying domains can be controlled in the same way. Examples include urban traffic control
systems (see Chapter 6), data communication protocols (see Chapter 7), or production
systems (see Chapter 8.1).
Layer 0 encapsulates an existing technical system – consequently, both systems have to
cooperate at runtime. In order to keep the effort for manually customising the existing
system low, the Layer 0 component provides two basic interfaces: one for the observation
of the SuOC and its surroundings and one for accessing the variable parameters. During
2 Beer’s intention has been to model business organisations – thus, the original model belongs to the
domain of economic sciences.
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the integration process of the system S into the framework, the only part affecting the logic
and internal structure of S is to provide access for these two interfaces.
Although the approach of the proposed architecture aims at providing a generic solution,
an engineer applying the framework to his specific technical system S has to adjust it in a few
points and to supply additional information needed for the further process. For the bottom
level (Layer 0), these tasks are closely connected to the two basic interfaces as introduced
before. The first task corresponds to the observation interface of the Layer 0 component.
This interface has to provide access to all attributes representing the current status of S,
attributes quantifying the current performance of the system, and variables representing
the perceived environment. The information obtained by these attributes serves as basis for
the adaptation and optimisation processes at the higher layers of the architecture. Hence,
a complete description of the particular situation is needed, which is done by defining the
observation model. This observation model represents the decision which attributes are
observed.
Typically, the attributes of the observation model represent measurements for the current status of S (e.g. system attributes, parameter configurations, disturbed sensors, etc.),
but also environmental data like the distribution of neighbours has to be taken into account. The environmental data to be observed depends highly on the particular system S
and its application domain. Considering as example urban traffic control systems, the most
important attributes of the current situation are the traffic flows over the intersections on a
turning basis – which can also be used as part of the performance metric on Layer 1. Considering data communication protocols, such a general statement is even more difficult, since
network protocols vary in their purpose and application domain. Controlling mobile ad-hoc
networks will typically adapt the parameter sets according to changes in the neighbourhood
formed by other nodes – in contrast, Internet-based routers running the TCP/IP protocol
stack will more likely be adapted according to observed latencies, delays, or traffic loads on
specific links. Besides the pure information serving as condition for the adaptation process,
the situation description has to provide all relevant information to analyse the performance
of the adaptation process locally.
The second task considers the particular system and its adaptation at runtime – which
parameters have to be changed according to the observations? A system to be controlled by
the framework has to possess runtime-adaptable parameters with influence on the system’s
performance. The second task for an engineer applying the framework to a system S is
to define the variable parameters of S that will be subject of control interactions by the
Layer 1 component. Although these parameters are application-specific, they are typically
similar within a domain of applications. For instance, these parameters might be durations
of green times in traffic control systems; in data communication networks, such parameters
are buffer sizes, interval lengths, counters, or delay times.
The lowest layer of the proposed architecture is characterised by the encapsulated “productive system”. Based on the assumption of OC that a system has to remain fully operable
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although disturbances might lead to failures of single components, the proposed layers of
the architecture are strictly separated and operating autonomously. For instance, if the
Layer 1 component fails, Layer 0 and its SuOC are not affected. As a consequence, they
continue working on a static basis with the last parameter configuration – this will lead to
a sub-optimal performance until Layer 1 is operable again, but at least the system works.
Besides these general characteristics of OC systems, Layer 0 incorporates further attributes regarding real-world applications. It is designed to be performed in real environments leading to possible influences that do not occur in systems sealed off from environmental impact. Following again the considerations by Rao and Georgeff [6] (cf. Chapter 3.2),
Layer 0 is mostly characterised by noisy sensor values, possibly disturbed components, continuously changing conditions, and non-deterministic or non-predictable behaviour.

3.3.2

Layer 1: On-line Adaptation

Layer 1 of the framework provides the functional-
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sible parameters. Therefore, it contains two components to achieve the best possible adaptation strategy: an observer and a controller (see Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.4 depicts the formation of a control loop
consisting of these two components in combination
with the SuOC at Layer 0. The control loop and
thereby Layer 1 is processed in a discrete time inter-
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Figure 3.4: A first control loop defined by Layers 0 and 1

val, typically referred to as sampling rate.
The observer is responsible for monitoring the SuOC and its surrounding environment.
It receives a description of the current situation by querying the observation-interface of
Layer 0. This situation description (cf. y(t) in Chapter 3.1) contains data about the SuOC’s
settings, the status of the environment (if needed and accessible), and attributes to quantify
the SuOC’s performance. All of these values are based on sensor-data – thus, they might
be noisy or subject to disturbances (i.e. malfunctions of sensors). Therefore, the observer
serves as preprocessor: if possible, it filters bad values. Furthermore, it might contain a
prediction component calculating a forecast for some attributes based on historical observations or existing knowledge (depending on the underlying technical domain, approximation
functions might exist). Besides predicted and observed values, a sophisticated view on the
measured attributes might need additional information about historical data. As a result,
this processed and augmented data is transferred to the controller. Figure 3.5 depicts a
detailed view of the observer component.
Based on the preprocessed data provided by the observer, the controller has to decide
about necessary actions to be applied to the SuOC. This action-selection represents the
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Figure 3.5: Detailed view of Layer 1’s observer
problem to choose the best strategy for the current situation (select the best parameter
configuration for the SuOC: y(t) → c(t)). Thus, it is that part of the concept which
initially enables adaptivity. The Layer 1 controller contains a set K of already known
actions K ⊆ CS to choose from in combination with knowledge about for which situation
the particular actions have been chosen.
Due to safety reasons, the system is not allowed to try or use untested actions – it has to
choose from the set of existing ones. In real-world applications, boundaries for the resulting
behaviour of the technical system have to be guaranteed, since e.g. malfunctions are not
tolerated by customers. Especially systems with a high degree of self-organisation and
freedom to adjust their behaviours autonomously have to work within a tolerated corridor.
As a result, the system’s regulations have to be verifiable within given boundaries. In the
context of this thesis, two main techniques are used to ensure the desired effect:
1. Limited set of actions: The set of selectable actions is fixed for the controller of
Layer 1 – it is not able to create or modify actions. Actions are either initially inserted
to the rule-base by an engineer or evolved at runtime using the Layer 2 component.
2. Restricted choices: The system is not allowed to choose any possible action from
its rule base. Instead, it has to respect a measurement of similarity defining how
similar an observed situation is to the one the particular action is dedicated for. The
set of possible choices is then limited by a given threshold tmin defining the minimum
allowed similarity (the maximum distance).
These limitations ensure the desired behaviour of the system. It is allowed to autonomously adjust the SuOC bounded by policies of the user. In addition to the automated
adjustment of parameter configurations, the system is designed to improve the performance
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of its selection process over time. In order to enable such a self-improving behaviour, the
controller contains a learning component. The task of this component is to draw conclusions
from the measured system performance and the recently performed control decisions. More
formally, the system has to learn the mapping from situations y(t) to actions c(t) aided by
an observable fitness measurement (quantified by f ): f (z(t)) → R.
The situation descriptions as measured and provided by Layer 0 are based on attributes
from a real-world environment. They are defined on a subset of those variables describing
the system’s particular surroundings. These attributes are characterised by typical characteristics of the real-world, the most prominent in this context is that they are continuous
values in most cases. Due to the usage of continuous data to describe the current situation,
the action-selection mechanism has to incorporate continuous values, too. This leads to the
following problem. A situation will hardly appear again – expressed by exactly the same
attributes contained in y(t). The specificity of this statement depends on the size and the
nature of the underlying search space and is therefore a question of the specific scenario
the system has to work in. Consequently, the action-selection component is not able to
store an exact mapping between all situations and actions. In contrast, it has to decide
which from the known actions promises the highest benefit. This highest benefit cannot be
pre-estimated or determined via deterministic techniques (like using always actions whose
corresponding situation is most similar to the observed one in terms of a similarity metric),
since the actual shape of the underlying fitness landscape is unknown. Thus, the system
needs the possibility to determine the best match between situations and actions automatically at runtime. In other words, the system has to be able to learn this match – which is
the task of the learning component.
Learning necessarily relies on the possibility to try different solutions and then determine
which has been the best one based on a certain reward or feedback. This means that the
learning mechanism takes over the responsibilities of the action-selection mechanism. Thus,
the same restrictions have to be respected as defined for the action-selection. The learning
component is not allowed to create actions on its own and it has to consider the similarity
metric in combination with a predefined minimum of similarity. Chapter 4.1 discusses how
automated learning under these restrictions can be realised.
After performing the necessary process, the controller might have chosen to adapt the
SuOC. Therefore, it calls the adaptation-interface of Layer 0 and provides the new parameter configuration. Alternatively, it might keep the current configuration of the SuOC and
abandon an adjustment. Furthermore, if the current situation is unknown or the learning
component contains only rules with bad rating, it can trigger Layer 2 to find a new parameter setting for exactly the observed situation. Figure 3.6 depicts a detailed view of the
controller component.
Although the Layer 1 component of the proposed architecture provides a generic approach, three main customisation tasks have to be fulfilled. Similar to the tasks at Layer 0,
these tasks are needed to cover the specific character of the SuOC.
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Figure 3.6: Detailed view of Layer 1’s controller
(1) The first task is related to the automated learning. In order to equip the system
with the possibility to analyse its own behaviour and improve it over time, an evaluation
measurement is needed. An engineer customising the framework for the control of a
new system has to assure the availability of necessary performance indicators when initially
defining the situation description at Layer 0. Based on this data, a quantification method
is needed that allows for a fast computation of a measurement for the system’s performance
within the last cycle. This evaluation measurement is also subject to control interactions
of the user via the application interface provided at Layer 3. An external change of the
evaluation incorporates the possible flexible character of technical systems (i.e. the setting
of new goals).
(2) Besides the evaluation measurement, a quantification of the similarity between
situation descriptions provided by the observer is needed. Due to the divergence induced
by continuous values, the system needs a possibility to compare situations and compute
their similarity. Therefore, the engineer has to define a formula to compare these situation
objects.
(3) Finally, the observer can take prediction values into consideration when processing
and augmenting the observed attributes in order to provide a complete situation description
for the controller. Thus, an optional prediction model has to be defined. For some attributes,
prediction models exist (e.g. for the prediction of movements of neighbouring nodes [124]) –
they can be adapted for the corresponding attributes. Alternatively, these models have to
be developed and integrated into the framework.
Similar to the encapsulation of the SuOC and its Layer 0, Layer 1 remains fully operable
if higher layers fail. In this case, the adaptive control loop defined by the Layers 0 and 1
will still work as designed; but the absence of Layer 2 will lead to a static set of possible
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actions, which restricts the behavioural repertoire. Furthermore, Layer 1 is characterised
by its response time. Since the system has to work under real-world conditions, it has to
be able to react immediately on observations. Thus, both – the observer and the controller
part – cannot perform complex and time-consuming calculations. Especially a validation of
possible actions cannot be performed within feasible boundaries. Due to these restrictions,
the controller acts on pre-evaluated solutions – the safety consideration affects the set of
possible actions by only allowing tested solutions.
Finally, the system’s Layer 1 has to perform real-world learning. Thus, it is able to
self-improve over the complete operation period. This learning affects the quality of the
action-selection and results in a better system performance. Due to safety reasons, the
learning mechanism works on a defined set of possible actions at the beginning. Afterwards,
the behavioural repertoire is extended using the Layer 2 component and its sandbox-learning
mechanism.

3.3.3

Layer 2: Off-line Learning

The Layer 2 component of the architecture is responsible for extending the behavioural
repertoire of Layer 1 in case of unknown situations or insufficient knowledge. Thus, the
component realises the creative part of the system by implementing the sandbox-learning
principle. Such an off-line exploration allows to find appropriate actions without actually
having to test different alternatives in the real world. The latter could be detrimental,
as testing out potentially bad strategies in the real world can cause tremendous cost and
cause the system to fail permanently. Hence, it is guaranteed that the trial-and-error part
(which is necessary for unsupervised automated learning, see e.g. [125]) does not affect the
performance of the SuOC.
The Layer 2 component works on-demand – every time the Layer 1 component does not
know an adequate response to observed situations (e.g. no actions are known or only actions
which proved to be unqualified), it creates an optimisation task for Layer 2. The observer
of Layer 2 utilises the same pattern as discussed for the control loop at Layers 0 and 1 by
monitoring the adaptation component of Layer 1. If an optimisation task occurs, it is passed
to the controller, which is responsible for generating a new rule. In addition, the Layer 2
observer has to monitor the system resources and their utilisation by other tasks. Consider,
for instance, a standard PC performing an additional Peer-to-Peer client to download large
files from the overlay network (see Chapter 7.3.3). The generation of a new rule relies on an
optimisation task, which is performed using simulations as metric. Both – optimisation (a
large set of trials) and simulation – require high effort in terms of resource usage (CPU and
RAM). During such a rule-generation process, load situations might appear where a PC will
react slowly and does not provide the normal convenience for the user. Consequently, the
protocol adaptation has impact on the user and is not transparent anymore – this impact
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has to be avoided, otherwise acceptance problems will occur. Thus, the Layer 2 observer
monitors (and maybe predicts) the resource utilisation – the controller is only activated
during idle times.
The controller of Layer 2 is responsible for generating new rules. It receives the optimisation tasks and has to find the best possible action for these conditions. Therefore, it
combines an optimisation heuristic [126] with a simulation component. The optimisation
heuristic generates the particular candidate settings for the SuOC based on a target-oriented
approach. The performance of the candidate within the simulator serves as measurement
for its quality. Based on a “survival of the fittest” concept, the best setting is found after
several iterations of the optimisation cycle. The architecture defines the need of such a
technique, while Chapter 4.2 presents an investigation on which particular technique should
be used. A model-based planning is always limited by the necessary simplifications made
in the model. Thus, the best action with respect to the model is not necessarily the best
action with respect to the real world. Therefore, Layer 1 is allowed to fine-tune the selection
process by choosing between closely-situated conditions.
The second part of the controller is the simulation tool. Since nowadays many technical
systems are tested and developed based on simulations before building them or applying
them to the real world, simulation tools for nearly all significant technical solutions are
available. For those cases where no professional tool exists, an abstract implementation
of the problem and the system’s behaviour using Multi-Agent Toolkits like Repast [127] or
Mason [128] might be possible. Apart from the specific simulator, the purpose is to test
the behaviour of the SuOC with the parameter set generated by the optimisation heuristic
without applying it to the productive system S and the real environment.
The simulation tool itself has to be configured using a simulation model. This model
defines what exactly has to be simulated. It specifies the simulated SuOC’s status (e.g.
topology, abilities, disturbed components, etc.) and the environmental conditions (e.g.
neighbours, measured conditions). The situation description received from the observer has
to be turned into such a model by considering the internal values. In addition, the simulated
SuOC is configured using the parameter setting to be tested. For instance, the previously
used example of urban traffic control can be considered as follows. The simulated intersection
controller is configured with the control plan to be tested. Furthermore, the situation in
urban road networks might be defined using the observed traffic flow (in

vehicles
hour )

for all

turning movements crossing the intersection. Most importantly, the simulation relies on a
realistic model of the intersection’s topology. The simulated traffic is generated according
to specific car-arrival-patterns from the field of traffic engineering. The amount of cars
simulated for each turning represents the measured values from the situation description.
In contrast, the control of data communication protocols relies on other simulation tools.
Their purpose is to represent real-world data communication with all possible effects (lost
packets, sending distance in wireless networks, dispersion models, etc.). For instance, a simulation of a mobile ad-hoc network mainly relies on the protocol’s state machine, a movement
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model for the nodes, a message model, and a distribution of nodes within the simulated area.
Thus, the situation description will cover an aggregated view of the neighbours’ positions
in order to find the best parameter setting for these conditions.
In order to enable the rule generation of Layer 2, one final task has to be fulfilled by the
engineer. He has to provide the previously discussed simulation tool and the corresponding
simulation model. The current framework has already integrated tools for traffic control
(Aimsun [129]), data communication (NS-2 [130], Omnet++ [131]), and Multi-Agent Systems (Mason [128], Repast [127]).
The Layer 2 component of the proposed framework is responsible for the off-line generation of rules (mappings of situations to actions). In comparison to the Layer 1 component,
it is characterised by a larger time horizon: no immediate answer is needed for a given
stimulus. Thus, a possibly delayed response due to model-based evaluation is possible. This
simulation-based learning represents the creative part of the whole system, since it is responsible for discovering new actions. The corresponding trial-and-error part when discovering
new actions takes place in a “sandbox” – the simulation tool. Thus, the safety-critical part
of the learning process does not influence the real-world system.
Besides the safety aspect, Layer 2 has another key-characteristic – the effort. In contrast
to the relatively light-weight processes on Layers 0 and 1, simulation-based optimisation
requires high computational effort mainly provoked by the simulation tool and the large
number of simulations caused by the optimisation process. Although Layer 2 acts under a
larger time horizon, it also dictates the speed of the self-optimisation – it remains the only
possibility to extend the behavioural repertoire of Layer 1.

3.3.4

Layer 3: Regional Cooperation

The highest layer of the architecture (Layer 3) provides the basis for communication and
collaboration between neighbouring systems. In contrast to the other three layers, the
tasks and responsibilities of Layer 3 are not completely part of the focus of this thesis,
since collaboration and cooperation is highly application-specific and cannot be covered by
a generalised approach. Albeit, it provides basic key features of the system, which are
discussed in the following. Additionally, some further application-specific mechanisms are
outlined when discussing the particular applications, see Chapter 6.4 as example for the
OTC system.
As depicted in Figure 3.2, Layer 3 is not designed following the concept as used for
the three basic layers. Instead, it embraces the basic system (defined by Layers 0 to 2) by
providing collaboration and communication capabilities for possibly all contained elements.
Furthermore, it defines the interface to the user of the resulting system. User interaction
will mostly follow two main targets; the corresponding entities are explained in the following
part of this chapter:
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• a) control and analyse the system’s status and performance, and
• b) change or manage the system’s goal, which allows for flexibility in terms of OC [16].
Connection to Layer 0: The connection between Layer 3 and Layer 0 aims at extending the perception area of the isolated entity (framework and SuOC). The basic system
(Layers 0 to 2) is designed to operate on local information only, which might not reflect the
complete available information at the particular node. To alleviate this restricted perception, the Layer 0 components of directly neighbouring systems can be allowed to exchange
their sensor information through Layer 3. Considering the initially named example of urban traffic control at intersections, an exchange of sensor information between neighbouring
intersection controllers can be used to improve the switching decisions of traffic-adaptive
controllers. For instance, so-called NEMA-controllers [132] take gaps in arriving vehicle
queues into account – closely situated intersections are able to determine the best gaps in
the approaching traffic based on sensor data of their neighbours.
Connection to Layer 1: Besides a direct exchange of sensor data at Layer 0, communication on a higher abstraction level is performed between neighbouring Layer 1 components.
This communication can affect both – the observer and the controller part of Layer 1. The
observer is responsible for aggregating and augmenting the collected data from Layer 0 in
order to provide a situation description that reflects the current status of the system and
its perceivable environment. In this context, collaboration can provide a possibility for the
observer of Layer 1 to build even more reliable situation descriptions. Considering the traffic
control example, the observer can generate an improved prediction of the traffic situation by
taking the neighbours’ current situation into account, since this traffic will probably arrive
within a given time interval at the corresponding incoming section. Such an improved prediction allows for an earlier adaptation of the parameter settings and consequently allows
for further increasing the SuOC’s performance.
In contrast, the controller part directly affects the adaptation strategy for the SuOC’s
parameter settings. Collaboration mechanisms can be applied to negotiate the particular
configurations of some parameters. For instance, urban intersection controllers are typically
coordinated along large traffic streams such as main arterial roads to form so-called Progressive Signal Systems (PSS). Therefore, the begin of a cycle is adjusted in such a way that
arriving vehicles on coordinated streams do not have to wait at red traffic lights when arriving at the next intersection. This parameter defining the relative begin of a cycle is called
offset (see Chapter 6.4.1) and can only be determined appropriately among neighbours.
Connection to Layer 2: The connection between Layer 2 and Layer 3 of the architecture affects the sandboxing. Simulation-based learning has the drawback of depending
on the availability of computational power. Some scenarios will not allow for an on-demand
usage of Layer 2 as originally implied by the architecture. For instance, a population of entities might contain a subset coming with less energy and computational power, e.g. nodes
in wireless sensor networks (see Chapter 7.3.2). However, a situation-aware adaptation has
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to be possible. Therefore, collaboration comes into play, which provides external Layer 2
capabilities by sharing those of neighbouring nodes. Beside this extreme example of a completely missing Layer 2, further even more popular possibilities are feasible. Neighbouring
nodes can share their Layer 2 resources in case of idle times or return after failures. Furthermore, double creation of similar rules can be avoided by exchanging existing rules. Such
a mechanism has been exemplarily investigated for the Organic Network Control System in
Chapter 7.4.

Connection to the user: Finally, Layer 3 incorporates the flexible character of an
OC system – the user or administrator has the opportunity to change the system’s goal
at runtime. Therefore, the goal manager provides access to the current objective function,
which is considered by the learning component of Layer 1 when determining the reward for
the last evaluation cycle and by the rule-generation component of Layer 2 when rating the
performance of a candidate parameter set within the simulation tool. As example for such
a change of the objective function serves again the traffic control domain. In high traffic
periods, the predominant goal is to optimise the throughput. In contrast, the goal during
low traffic periods might be adapted to decrease the delay times caused by red traffic lights.
In addition, Layer 3 incorporates the functionality to monitor the controlled system and its
behaviour – the user interface is situated here.

Due to the application-specific character of Layer 3, there are no well-defined tasks
like for the other layers when applying the framework to a new system. But the system
has to be able to communicate with its neighbours. Therefore, two basic components are
necessary: a communication interface for physically exchanging messages between entities
and an identifier for entities to recognise others. Within this thesis, these two components
are assumed to be available.

The Layer 3 component provides a basis for on-line communication and collaboration between neighbouring systems. Since the purpose of collaboration mechanisms is applicationspecific, the component is mainly characterised by the application domain of the controlled
SuOC. Correspondingly, the communication itself is characterised by the particular entities. For instance, communication in data communication networks as considered by ONC
(see Chapter 7) can be established by taking advantage of the underlying communication
channel of the SuOC. But even in such networks the communication differs: latencies and
delays, link reliabilities, or delivery ratios of transmitted packages change with the type of
the network. Similarly, each intersection controller in urban road networks is assumed to
be connected with its direct neighbours, which reduces the problem to the one of ONC.
But – in some cases – such an assumption might not be possible. Here, further technical
equipment is needed or Layer 3 has to be deactivated.
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Discussion of Requirements

Based on the previously presented architectural design of the framework, the next section
discusses how the requirements as introduced in Chapter 2.1 are fulfilled:
A) Adaptivity: The control mechanism provided by the framework enables adaptivity for the parametrisable system. It adjusts variable parameters to changing internal
and external conditions.
B) Robustness: The control mechanism provides robustness against a set of disturbances. In cases where the standard system would suffer due to unexpected behaviour,
the adaptive version reacts and is able to find acceptable solutions within the granted degree
of freedom. In this context, disturbances are not only failures and misbehaviour of individual components, but also unexpected situations where the static setup of parameters leads
to a dissatisfying system performance.
C) No interference with the system’s logic: The architectural design of the framework wraps existing parametrisable systems and provides OC-characteristics for static systems (Layer 0). The framework does not interfere with the system’s logic – the communication is realised using well-defined observation and adaptation interfaces.
D) Operability: Each layer of the system encapsulates a specific part of the logic – the
underlying SuOC is able to continue its work (remain operable) in cases where Layer 1
or 2 fail. It just falls back to a static character again by keeping the last configuration.
E) Flexibility: Besides disturbed situations, interventions of the user have to be covered. A possibility of flexible goals is foreseen allowing the user to exchange goals at
runtime.
F) Vast situation and configuration spaces: The system is designed to deal with
vast situation and configuration spaces. Due to the two-layered learning concept, it
can appropriately react on unanticipated situations.
G) Self-improvement: Layer 1 contains a learning component responsible for selfimproving the action-selection process at runtime.
H) Restricted exploration: The sandbox of Layer 2 and the boundaries for the learning component of Layer 1 restrict the trial-parts of learning – only pretested solutions
are allowed. Since a pretesting at design time is infeasible due to the vast situation spaces,
a sandbox solution is foreseen. This mechanism tests and evaluates possible actions for a
given situation at runtime without interfering with the productive system.
I) Decentralised operation and collaboration: Layer 3 provides decentralised
collaboration possibilities allowing for a controlled self-organised behaviour of several cooperating elements.
J) Comprehensibility: The system design provides interfaces for monitoring. In addition, the actions performed by the additional adaptation component can be traced and
reconstructed – thus, the system’s behaviour is comprehensible to users.
K) Real-world requirements: The control mechanism of the framework can deal with
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real-world requirements, i.e. all kinds of improper inputs, noise, and continuous values.
L) Generalised approach: In general, the framework is applicable to all kinds of
technical systems. Four examples are introduced in the remaining chapters. In order to
investigate the general applicability, Chapter 8.3 provides a detailed analysis of this topic.
As a summary, the control mechanism provided by the proposed framework fulfils all
defined requirements as introduced in Chapter 2.1.

3.5

Summary

This chapter discussed the target definition and the scope of the proposed system, followed
by a detailed explanation of the architecture and its components. The resulting framework
allows for on-line adaptation of an existing system S to changing environmental conditions.
The architecture distinguishes between four different layers. The lowest layer (Layer 0)
wraps an existing technical system S into the framework by providing access through two
basic interfaces: one for the observation of the SuOC’s and its environmental status and one
for altering the parameter settings. In combination with the on-line adaptation component
of Layer 1, Layer 0 forms a first control loop of the system. Based on automated learning, the
system is able to improve its performance due to an optimised parameter-selection behaviour
over time.
The developed system provides a self-optimising behaviour with respect to the parameter selection. Therefore, automated learning is used without the drawbacks of “normal”
learning: trial and error. In order to guarantee that the system does not lead to failures
affecting the system’s performance significantly, two main differences to standard learning
approaches have been developed. The first restriction affects the set of possible choices
for the learning component – it is only allowed to select parameter sets that have been
generated for similar situations. Secondly, the explorative part of the learning component
is encapsulated and transferred to Layer 2 – this layer incorporates the sandbox-learning
paradigm. Parameter settings are tested under simulated conditions before they are applied
to the real system.
The basic system is defined by the Layers 0 to 2 and describes an isolated autonomously
acting system. Through the additional Layer 3, communication among and collaboration
between neighbouring systems is enabled. Collaboration is application-specific and ranges
from exchanging sensor data to negotiating parameter settings. The presented framework
is designed to provide a generalised solution. However, some basic tasks have to be fulfilled
before the framework is able to control a new system S and thus adapt it to changes in the
environmental conditions. Besides typical smaller implementation issues, these are mainly
the following five tasks:
1. Situation (observation model): All internal and environmental attributes having
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impact on the selection process or the performance measurement need to be available
through the observation interface of Layer 0.
2. Similarity measurement: The selection process of the learning component needs
a measurement of similarity for the situation descriptions to be able to choose only
nearby rules.
3. Performance metric: The self-optimising behaviour of the framework is based on
the existence of a metric defining good and bad behaviour.
4. Configuration space (variable parameters): Obviously, a framework that is designed to alter parameters of systems at runtime has to know which parameters have
to be changed.
5. Simulation model: If not already contained in the framework, a simulation tool and
a realistic simulation model are needed to enable Layer 2 sandboxing.
The next chapter investigates which techniques should be applied to the learning task
at Layer 1 and the optimisation task at Layer 2.
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Chapter 4

Design Choices
The previous chapter introduced the framework’s architecture with a special focus on discussing the particular layers and their responsibilities. In addition, the tasks of the layers
have been outlined by defining abstract responsibilities. In contrast to this abstract focus,
this chapter investigates these particular tasks in detail and determines solutions for possible
design choices. For instance, the machine learning part of the architecture’s Layer 1 component is defined based on its responsibilities and the designated result. Therefore, a specific
technique is needed, which is capable of fulfilling the corresponding tasks. Hence, the first
part of this chapter analyses the learning task, identifies possible techniques, and discusses
the usage of these different mechanisms. Based on an additional comparative study within
one exemplary application scenario, the achieved results of using these candidate techniques
are compared.
Considering the architecture as depicted in Figure 3.2, a design choice like the one for
the learning problem is also situated at Layer 2: the rule-generation component. The
architecture defines the need of an optimisation heuristic that is capable of finding the best
possible parameter configuration for the SuOC in one particular situation. Much effort has
been spent on investigating fast and accurate techniques to optimise a given function –
thus, the problem is similar to the learning problem outlined before. Hence, the second part
of this chapter analyses the optimisation task, identifies possible techniques, and discusses
the usage of them in the context of the framework. Finally, both aspects (learning and
optimisation) are consolidated and a recommendation on which combination promises the
best results within the framework is given.
61
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4.1

On-line Adaptation Using Machine Learning

In the first step, the question of how to realise the central learning component of Layer 1 is
investigated. Automated or machine learning has been a research area focussing on different
approaches and concepts to realise learning in technical systems for decades [133]. As a
result, a set of different techniques has been developed from which each single technique
is characterised by varying strengths and weaknesses. Thus, it is not the purpose of this
thesis to extend the existing set of different approaches, but to identify and adapt the most
promising ones according to the demands specified by the controller of Layer 1. Hence, this
section investigates the learning component of Layer 1 in detail and determines the most
promising way to realise the learning task. The investigation of the learning component
builds on previous research presented in [134].
Initially, the term “machine learning” needs to be defined to specify the context within
this thesis. Based on this definition, the special characteristics of the learning problem
are determined. Afterwards, possible techniques capable of coping with the problem are
identified and adjusted to meet the specific demands. Thereby, typical problems from the
field of machine learning are considered as reference and basis for a comparison. To validate
these analytical considerations, an empiric investigation has been performed that compares
the identified candidate techniques in an exemplary setting.

4.1.1

Term Definition: Machine Learning

Machine Learning (ML) is a well-established research area and has its origins in Artificial
Intelligence [135]. It forms a superordinate concept for all types of artificial knowledge
generation in computer systems based on experiences. Typically, an artificial system learns
by means of examples and is able to generalise them. The target is not to simply store
mappings between an input ij and an output ok in the form of ij → ok , but rather to
“recognise” the regularity within the sample data. This is necessary, since such artificial
systems aim at being capable of classifying and handling previously unknown or unforeseen
data.
ML techniques have been successfully applied to various application areas. Currently,
they are mainly used in domains like data analysis, data mining, and pattern recognition
[133]. Nowadays, an increasing distribution can be observed in all kind of “intelligent”
systems, which are able to adapt themselves according to changing conditions [136]. These
obviously heterogeneous application domains have motivated researchers from different areas
to develop definitions for the term machine learning (or the basic learning problem) suiting
perfectly to their special demands and interests. Thus, a consideration of learning within the
proposed framework has to start with determining a definition that clarifies the demands of
the particular component. Therefore, the most important term mentioned in the previous
paragraph is taken into account: experience. Scientists like Alpaydim [136] summarise ML
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as meaning to program a computer in such a way that a given performance measurement
is increased by taking example data and historical experiences into account. More formally,
the definition given by Mitchell is used in the context of this thesis [125]:
Definition 4 (Learning Problem) A computer program is said to learn from experience
E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P , if its performance at
tasks in T , as measured by P , improves with experience E.
Mapping this definition to the framework and the considered application scenarios, the
common problem becomes visible. The traffic control system has to select the duration of
green times at an intersection according to a given performance criterion (e.g. minimise delays at the intersection). Based on the expected reward determined by the simulator when
generating the parameter set and experiences with the parameter set in previous cases, the
learning component can increase its selection strategy of the signal plans. Furthermore, the
control of data communication networks has to select network protocol configurations (like
buffer sizes, delays, etc.) according to a particular performance criterion (e.g. decrease the
overhead in mobile ad-hoc networks). As a summary, the problem defined by the framework’s design is to increase the system’s performance by means of some kind of performance
criterion due to experiences – and accordingly an improvement of the parameter selection
strategy over time.

4.1.2

Characteristics of the Learning Problem

In literature, ML techniques are usually applied to artificial scenarios like controlling an
inverted pendulum [137], the approximation of a mathematical function [138], or choosing
the movements of an agent on a grid (the Woods-scenario [139]). Further popular application scenarios with a more realistic background (as e.g. discussed by Mitchell [125]) include
learning to recognise spoken words [140], to drive autonomous vehicles [141], to classify
astronomical structures [142], or to play games like backgammon [143]. Although these examples represent a variety of different tasks for the responsible learning component, different
ML techniques can be used to realise the learning part – meaning they are able to improve
the behaviour of the automated system over time by taking experiences into account. In
addition, each learning problem has its own characteristics leading to the observation that
not each technique is applicable for each problem domain.
Consequently, the question arises how the learning problem of the Layer 1 component
is characterised in contrast to the already investigated problems. Although some of the
mentioned problems have a real-world background (e.g. recognise spoken words, drive autonomous vehicles), most of the problems in literature are artificial, whereas the framework
of this thesis is designated to solve more complex real-world problems from different domains. Hence, the first main difference to most of the already investigated problems is given
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by the typical characteristics of real-world scenarios like insufficient information, noise,
need of fast reaction times, or disturbances.
Especially compared to the Woods-scenario or backgammon, the Layer 1 component is
confronted with highly complex and vast configuration spaces for both – input and output
variables. As a result, the system has to cover larger spaces for actions (configurations) and situations. Considering e.g. the control of data communication protocols, the
situation (or condition) serving as input to the learning component can contain attributes
like available neighbours, available resources, or movements. Neighbours in mobile ad-hoc
networks can highly vary due to the context – the extreme values of the possible range are
defined 1) by no neighbours (alone in the countryside) and 2) by several thousands (during
a football match or a concert). For the control of urban traffic lights, values for delay times,
queue sizes, and traffic flows for each contained turning movement will be considered to
describe the situation – all these values are real values ranging again from zero to several
thousands. In contrast, the most important situation characteristic for backgammon is the
distribution of the gaming pieces along the 24 fields of the backgammon board. Similar
observations can be made for the action part. In comparison, the Woods-scenario consists
of 6, 561 different situations in its simplest setting and provides just four different actions
for each agent.
The third main difference is the missing final target state for Layer 1’s controller. For
backgammon or the Woods-scenario, the decision whether the agent has been successful or
not is simple: if it reached the target (Woods) or won the game (backgammon), it receives a
reward. In contrast, the continuous control of traffic lights at urban intersections or of data
communication protocols has no final target state. There is no single task to be completed
(like to find the food or keep the pendulum upright). The approach is based on a single-step
reward function, but the reward as measure for the quality of the last action is always noisy.
Closely connected to the problem of missing target states is the fourth difference: the
subsequent state is not deterministic. In literature, the function δ : S × A → S
is defined (with S the set of situations and A the set of possible actions) which results in
the state st+1 . For the Woods-scenario, the mapping is deterministic: if the agent moves to
cell x, the agent will be at that cell in the next cycle. The same observation can be made
for the backgammon player – after his move, the opponent can choose from a set of valid
moves and adjust the setting of the game in a deterministic way. Considering the control of
mobile ad-hoc network protocols, the effect is not that simple – the subsequent state is also
influenced by joins/leaves of other nodes or collisions on the channel – but this information is
transparent for the system. Similarly, the urban traffic control system can predict a change
of the delays for turning movements caused by a change of the control strategy – but there
are mutual influences with the selection strategies of its direct neighbours.
Besides the subsequent state, other attributes are non-deterministic compared to standard problems – the one with the highest influence is the non-deterministic reward.
Considering again the previous examples, the contrast is clearly visible. Within the Woods-
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scenario, the agent receives a fixed reward for finding the food. The same setup is used for
winning the backgammon game or keeping the pendulum upright. Although the Layer 1
component adapts the parameter configuration, the impact on the reward cannot be predicted absolutely correctly in advance, since other influential factors cannot be measured.
The action of the system might have been correct, but environmental factors can disturb
the effect in a way that the reward leads to a bad classification of the action. As example,
the Peer-to-Peer filesharing protocol “BitTorrent” can be controlled by the proposed system
with the reward defined as using the achieved download rate of the client. This download
rate is influenced by the configuration of the protocol parameters, but also by factors the
agent cannot even observe. As one example, a high load on the underlying network caused
by other applications can lead to a decrease of BitTorrent’s download rate and consequently
to a bad reward. Thus, the agent cannot assume that action a applied to situation s will result at each time ti in reward r(s, a); but rather the reward can be modelled as a randomised
variable with the expected value E[r(s, a)].
Probably all classical ML techniques are based on the existence of experiences E either
at design time or at runtime. The performance of the learning rate depends strongly on the
number of learning cycles – simplified, one can state that as more different experiences E
are available the better is the learning performance of the system. In some cases, this effect
can turn in the opposite direction (see “overfitting” problem in Neural Networks [144]).
Thus, the approach relies on a large number of learning cycles. In contrast, real-world applications have the problem that only few evaluation cycles are possible – in contrast to
simulated environments where all possible stimuli can be generated and analysed extremely
fast. Thus, the number of evaluations is restricted by the normal time of the day. Furthermore, the most prominent situations will account for the largest fraction of situations, while
other situations will only occur seldom (and hence are evaluated once in a while). A system
might be trained in advance, but the problem of on-line learning is still present, since only
a small fraction can be considered at design time.
As a conclusion, we can state that the learning problem of the Layer 1 component has its
own characteristics compared to standard learning problems. Hence, there is no commonly
agreed standard solution from literature to be obviously applied. Thus, the following part
focuses on determining candidate techniques and adapting them for an application in the
framework.

4.1.3

Machine Learning Techniques for Layer 1

Based on the preceding consideration of the learning problem’s characteristics, the next part
of this section deals with the question of how learning has been covered by research and how
these results can be applied to the particular problem defined for Layer 1. In addition, the
question arises which of the existing concepts from literature are applicable and how they
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have to be adapted to match the initially formulated safety restrictions.
Therefore, a first step is to classify existing approaches of machine learning to create
a basis for the succeeding question of which techniques are promising candidates. Several
different classifications are known in research, one of the most popular ones is based on the
way knowledge exists in the particular learning techniques: symbolic systems (propositional
logic, predicate logic) where knowledge is represented explicitly by examples and induced
rules are distinguished from subsymbolic systems like Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),
which are trained to show a specific behaviour, but which do not provide insights into the
“learned” solution process – here, knowledge is implicitly represented.
Based on Definition 4, one more popular aspect to distinguish between different classes
of ML techniques is given by the question of how the experiences E are present. Consider,
for example, a computer program controlling a player in the game four in a row. One
possible approach might be to provide a trainer that determines the ideal moves for specific
situations. Alternatively, the experiences E can be present in a more indirect form – the
automated player receives a feedback at the end of the game. Based on the outcome, it can
analyse whether its sequence of moves has been successful or not. The two possibilities are
representatives for two more generalised learning concepts: Supervised Learning realises the
learning (or training of the system) by providing examples and Reinforcement Learning by
means of reward or punishment (reflecting a positive or negative outcome).
Supervised Learning (SL) assumes to have an appropriate set of input and (correct)
output pairs available at design time. Typically, techniques from the field of SL are applied
to classify large data sets where an expert-classified subset already exists (see e.g. LeCun
et al.’s detection of handwritten digits [145]). Thus, a prerequisite for applying SL to the
learning task of the framework is the availability of optimal actions for different kinds of
situations – ideally covering the complete situation space. What seems to be manageable
for handwritten digits, is dramatically more complex for the control of varying technical
systems. For handwritten digits, a validation is based on a configuration space of 10 different
possibilities (the digits “0” to “9”). In contrast, a validation of correct matchings within the
proposed framework depends on an optimisation component and the possibility to oversee
the complete situation space at design time. Although the former aspect is potentially
feasible, it is time-intensive and requires large computational effort. Even more limiting is
the latter aspect. Typically, the situation space is too vast. In addition, a trained SL-system
is not able to take a feedback of the environment into account and is consequently not able
to further improve at runtime (or react appropriately to unanticipated situations).
The most famous representatives of SL are Concept Learning [146], Decision Trees [125],
Bayesian Belief Networks [147], or Artificial Neural Networks [148]. Although they describe different approaches and even different types of representing knowledge (implicitly
vs. explicitly), they all are based on a pretraining at design time and a succeeding static
configuration at runtime. Thus, SL techniques are not applicable to the framework.
Reinforcement Learning (RL) differs fundamentally from SL. Although the system
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also learns mappings between situations and actions, it is not supported by an external coach.
There is no training set allowing to derive a policy or generalise inherent correlations. In
contrast, the learning approach depends on receiving a feedback of the performed actions
providing the possibility to evaluate its decisions automatically. This evaluation is done
by receiving a numerical reward quantifying good or bad performance. If the initial state
has been improved by the last action (or set of actions) considering the particular task, the
system receives a high reward. In contrast, the system receives a low or even a negative
reward, if the chosen action has proven to be ineffective or bad [133]. Since the SuOC’s
performance needs to be quantifiable using numerical values, the basic concept suits the
initially defined requirements for learning in the developed framework.
Due to the on-line learning capability, RL is a widely investigated domain resulting
in various different solutions. Within this domain, three major concepts have to be distinguished: Temporal Difference (TD) learning [143], Q-Learning [149], and Rule-based learning
[133]. TD Learning has been introduced by Samuel in 1959 [150]. He investigated possibilities to develop an automated player with learning capabilities for the board game Draughts.
The concept relies on an evaluation function for all states of the board – such a function
estimates the probability that the own player wins. The estimations for succeeding states
serve as training input for preceding states [151]. This simple concept is also the main problem for the application to the framework’s learning problem. The next situation is predicted
based on the historical ordering of situations – this assumes a strong dependency between
situations and neglects unanticipated events like disturbances.
Q-Learning is an extension of TD and has been initially described by Watkins in [149].
He adapted the concept by changing the purpose of the evaluation function – it describes
pairs of states and actions. The system learns a function Q mapping a pair of situation and
action onto a numeric reward:
Q : SxA → R

(4.1)

If the system considers the expected reward as selection criterion, it has to determine
that action maximising Q for the given situation. In classic Q-Learning [149], this selection
process is done using a look-up table storing all pairs of situations and actions. Such a lookup table is not feasible for continuous and vast situation spaces. Beyond look-up tables,
TD learning has been equipped with different update prediction functions (like function
approximation) all trying to reduce the limiting effect defined by look-up tables. But even
these variants have major drawbacks. They are not concordant with the safety-restrictions
of Layer 1’s learning component and there is no possibility to combine the approach with
Layer 2’s sandboxing.
Based on the early TD and Q-Learning approaches, Rule-based learning emerged as
a further reinforcement-based method. Early work by Holland [152, 153] served as basis for further developments, leading to one of the most active and well-documented areas
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in genetic-based machine learning [154]. As a result, Learning Classifier Systems (LCS)
[155] and the closely connected Fuzzy Classifier Systems [156] are well-established concepts.
Classifier systems store knowledge explicitly by using rules (the so-called classifiers), which
allows for a comprehensibility of their behaviour. They learn on-line by receiving a reward
from the environment and updating the performance values assigned to the classifiers. Classifier systems fulfil most of the requirements formulated for the learning task of Layer 1; the
most significant deviation can be observed when considering the rule-creation process and
the selection-base of the system. Thus, they are modified in the remainder to fully match
the demands.
Besides the two popular concepts SL and RL, several other directions of research are
known in literature. But these concept are neglected for varying reasons. In some cases,
mathematical inference and reasoning is used, which cannot be applied to the problem due
to inappropriate information and the lack of a consistent world model. In other techniques,
knowledge about the fitness landscape defined by the learning problem is required (see e.g.
[125, 136] for the previous examples). The discussion named only a few criteria why some
concepts are not applicable and others serve as basis for further adjustments. Thus, it summarises the investigation performed on the basis of the initially formulated requirements
for the learning component and the special characteristics of the learning problem as introduced previously. As a result of this process, a matrix has been generated classifying
each considered learning technique according to these criteria – this matrix can be found in
Appendix A.

4.1.4

A Modified Real-valued Learning Classifier System

As stated before, the most promising candidates are rule-based systems. Since there is no
adequate rule set in advance and due to the need of an improvement over time, simple
rule systems mapping a situation to an action are not useful. Instead, learning rule-based
systems are needed. The most prominent representatives are Learning Classifier Systems
(LCS). The field of LCSs as introduced by Holland in the 1970ies [152, 153] is probably one
of the best-investigated genetic-based machine learning domains in literature [154] and is
founded on the concepts of reinforcement learning. Holland describes the basic approach as
a three-step process:
• classify the input,
• choose an appropriate action, and
• gain experience from observing the behaviour [155].
This reflects exactly the learning problem outlined by the architecture at Layer 1.
In literature, two broad categories of LCS are known: Pittsburgh and Michigan style
classifier systems. The former one is based on concepts proposed by researchers at the
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University of Pittsburgh [157, 158]. This type of LCSs focuses on learning as an off-line
optimisation process. In contrast, researchers at the University of Michigan investigated
on-line learning systems. Since an on-line learning is targeted here, Pittsburgh-style is
neglected and Michigan-style is meant when discussing LCS in the following. Considering
the Michigan-direction in LCS research, the eXtended Classifier System (XCS) as proposed
by Wilson [159] is widely accepted as one of the most prominent variants and serves as basis
for several extensions. Figure 4.1 describes the typical schematic design of an XCS – the
basic concept is explained in the following, while the reader is referred to the literature for
further details and a detailed algorithmic description [160, 161, 162].
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Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of an XCS according to Wilson [159]
In general, an LCS is designed to learn the best action for a given situation – which
is typically defined as a vector of numerical values. In this context, best specifies that
action resulting in the highest reward. Therefore, the system contains a set of possible
actions from which it can choose the most promising one. The quality of this selection
process is improved over time by taking the reward into account – this value represents
the experience as mentioned in Definition 4. In other words, the environment provides
some kind of reinforcement (also called payoff ) serving as a measure for the quality of
the last actions performed by the LCS. Considering the application within the proposed
framework, the success of the SuOC’s adaptation process is quantified by some kind of
performance measurement for the SuOC. Based on such a performance measurement, the
LCS can determine whether it is promising to choose a specific action again for a given
situation or not.
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In order to fulfil the described task, the LCS operates on large sets of rules, so-called

classifiers. Each of these classifiers represents a mapping of a condition (the situation) to
an action (a parameter set of the SuOC). Furthermore, it contains some rating attributes
– the learning is done by updating these rating attributes according to the performance of
the classifier when it has been applied to the system. A classifier within an XCS-style LCS
consists of several more attributes (see Figure 4.1) [160, 161, 162]:
• Condition: c ∈ C specifies the condition part of the classifier – the situation for
which the classifier can be applied. C is defined as the complete situation space and
corresponds to the set Z in Chapter 3.
• Action: a ∈ A specifies what the system does, if the classifier is chosen in the particular situation. A correpsonds to the set CS as introduced in Chapter 3.
• Prediction: The prediction ρ is a forecast of the reward r, which is expected if the
proposed action ai is applied in the given situation cj .
• Error: The error  is a measurement of the wrong predictions occurred within the
preceding evaluation cycles.
• Fitness: The fitness F reflects the reliability of the classifier’s prediction.
These five attributes define the core of a classifier. In addition, further values can be
found in different implementations, like the number of occurrences of the classifier in action
sets, the averaged size of these action sets, or the last time the classifier participated in
forming offspring. For the context of this thesis, these further attributes are irrelevant.
As depicted in Figure 4.1, the basic cycle of the XCS can be divided into two phases: the
performance and the evaluation (or learning) phase. The former one determines one action
and applies this to the live systems, while the latter one is used to learn from the achieved
experience by observing the corresponding effect in the controlled system.
Performance phase: Initially, the LCS contains a basic set of classifiers – the population denoted as [P ]. The performance phase begins with comparing the condition parts
of all contained classifiers to the stimulus as observed from the environment – the matching
classifiers become part of the match set [M ]. Typically, [M ] consists of several different
actions proposed by the contained classifiers, but the system needs only one. Consequently,
it has to choose the most promising one. Thus, the next step is to build a prediction array [P A] assigning one real-valued measurement to each distinct action proposed by the
classifiers in [M ]. In Wilson’s XCS, this value is calculated as fitness-weighted prediction.
As a result, each action in [M ] is rated by a numerical value – based on the corresponding
distribution, the required action is chosen. Following these measurements for all actions in
[M ], there are several different strategies known to choose the required action, which will be
applied to the controlled system. For instance, one can obviously always choose the most
promising one (highest-weighted prediction value), or rely on probability-based approaches.
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Typically, a roulette-wheel-based determination process can be found in scenarios from literature [159], since this allows for a good trade-off between using the most promising action
and allowing others to proof their performance and consequently gain experience. All classifiers proposing the selected action form the action set [A]. The corresponding action is
performed afterwards and [A] is stored for later updating within the evaluation cycle.
Evaluation phase: The second phase – the evaluation phase – is responsible for updating the evaluation figures of the classifiers. This part of the process derives the knowledge
and stores it for further use. Since an XCS is an accuracy-based classifier system, the target
is to increase this accuracy κ over time by using Temporal Difference Learning techniques
[149]. After applying the selected action aj to the system, the performance is observed and
some amount of payoff is received. Based on this payoff, the performance values of all classifiers contained in [A] are updated according to the observation. Initially, the prediction ρ
of each classifier is altered in the direction of the payoff using a Q-Learning-like algorithm.
The approach takes the maximum figure as part of the prediction array into account and
discounts this by a factor (by multiplication).
In addition, each classifier’s (contained in [A]) prediction error  and fitness f are updated
using the received payoff. Since the prediction ρ is a forecast of how the system will perform
using this classifier in the matching situation, the prediction error  describes the mean error
of this prediction. In contrast, the fitness value f considers the accuracy of the classifier’s
prediction – it is computed as follows. Initially, the accuracies κ of all classifiers in [A] are
computed. Afterwards, the relative accuracy of each classifier is determined (divide κj by
the sum of all κi ∈ [A]). Finally, the fitness value f is determined based on this relative
accuracy, which makes f representing the accuracy of the particular classifier in relation to
the accuracies of those classifiers typically being part of the same action sets. Consequently,
a pressure is put onto classifiers to perform better than similar ones – according to the
principle “survival of the fittest”. More details of the update mechanisms for ρ, , and f
are given by Wilson [159].
Besides these two main phases of an LCS, an important question arises: where do the
classifiers come from? The answer to this question is founded on two different mechanisms:
1) the covering process and 2) the Genetic Algorithm (GA). If no matching classifier was
found during the building process of the match set, a classifier consisting of a condition
matching the current stimulus, a random action, and a default value is added to the rule base.
This process is called covering. Additionally, a reproduction cycle is started sporadically.
Within this cycle some classifiers are chosen to be “parent” individuals, and the genetic
operators crossover and/or mutation are applied to copies of these parents to form offspring,
which are inserted to the rule base [159]. Classifiers with high accuracy values are reproduced
more frequently than less accurate classifiers. In Wilson’s XCS algorithm, the generation of
offspring is performed on the action set, other variants consider the match set or the whole
population. For further details on this topic, the reader is referred to Wilson [139, 159].
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Since the concept contains a mechanism to create new classifiers, it needs another mech-

anism to delete bad classifiers in order to keep the size of the rule-base at a manageable
level. The complexity of an LCS depends on the number of contained classifiers. In each
performance phase, the population has to be searched for matching classifiers. Afterwards,
only subsets of the population ([A] and [M ]) are considered. The corresponding complexity
of the LCS is O(n) with n denoting the number of classifiers. In order to keep the search
feasible although new classifiers are created continuously, a mechanism to get rid of bad or
redundant ones operates on the population regularly. Wilson’s XCS is configured to keep the
population size at a given level. Therefore, the proposed concept selects existing classifiers
to be substituted stochastically whenever new classifiers are created.
Modifications of the original algorithm: Although LCSs are evolutionary on-line
learning systems, some modifications are necessary before using them for the control task
of the framework. The modifications described in the following part of this chapter are
based on previous work (cf. [163, 164, 2]). Existing systems like XCS (which serves as basis
for a modified version) create classifiers in a stochastic process and evaluate their quality
by applying their actions directly to the environment. For the task defined by Layer 1 of
the architecture, this is inadequate due to, for instance, the safety requirements formulated
before. In order to use an LCS within the proposed framework, both aspects of the classifier
generation have to be adapted: 1) the covering mechanism and 2) the rule generation using
GAs. The latter part is already considered within the architecture of the framework –
instead of using a GA on the action set [AS], new classifiers – or more precisely their action
parts containing the SuOC’s parameters – are evolved by an optimisation heuristic, which
uses a simulation software to evaluate the parameters’ quality with respect to a specific
situation. Due to this sandboxing, an approximate quality of a classifier is known even if
it has not been previously applied to the SuOC in the real environment. Although it is
assumed that the simulation models of Layer 2 reflect the reality, imprecisions induced by
the simulation-based evaluation are inevitable – however, the on-line learning performed
by the LCS is intended to cope with these limitations. During the overall operation time,
underperforming classifiers are sorted out – with underperform meaning that they do not
reach the best performance, but still do not behave badly.
The concept of the previous paragraph demands that Layer 2 is activated whenever the
LCS does not contain a matching or only inappropriate rules. Unfortunately, evolving good
parameters based on simulations takes time, while an LCS is expected to react on changes
in the observed environment immediately. Hence, a mechanism is needed that provides a
promising action, although the rule base does not cover the current stimulus – in Wilson’s
XCS, this is done by the covering mechanism. Again, this part has to be adapted, since a
randomised approach cannot be tolerated. Thus, covering is also customised by 1) selecting
a classifier located most “closely” to the unmatched situation and 2) widening its condition
as far as necessary to match the situation. The widening of existing classifiers located closely
to an unmatched situation enables an immediate response of the LCS while, on the other
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Figure 4.2: Modified covering mechanism

hand, the situation-dependent quality of the parameter set remains (somewhat) predictable.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the concept of the modified covering mechanism using an example with
a two-dimensional situation space. The point marked “Input” in the two-dimensional space
describes the observed situation. In the example, the rule base contains only two classifiers:
A and B. Both classifiers cover a certain part of the search space defined by intervals in
each dimension. By copying A and B and widening their condition parts (the intervals)
as far as necessary, new classifiers are created that match the current stimulus. Based on
the discussed adaptations, the developed variant of Wilson’s XCS can be applied to the
framework and used as learning component.
Management of the rule-base: In addition, stochastically organised deletion of classifiers is not useful if the generation is done using time- and resource-expensive optimisations.
Thus, the concept has been adapted as follows. Whenever new classifiers are created by
Layer 2, the mechanism searches for other classifiers covering the same condition and exchanges them by the new one. Typically, this happens if the covering component has copied
a nearby classifier. If no preceding classifier is found, a classifier is only exchanged when
matching the following conditions: 1) it has a given minimum experience (has been part of
action sets), 2) a relatively low fitness value (compared to the rest of the population), and
3) it has been created by covering. Layer 2-based classifiers are assumed to be optimal and
typically covering-based classifiers make up for the largest part of the population – thus,
they are preferably chosen.
Flexibility: Furthermore, XCS (like other LCS variants) does not cover flexibility issues. A fixed fitness function is used considering the payoff and consequently updating the
performance values ρ, , and f of the classifiers. Currently, the approach has been extended
by storing such a triple (ρ, , and f ) for each foreseen evaluation function of the system. This
allows the user to switch on-line between a set of given possibilities. Current research focuses
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on more appropriate solutions [165]. Besides these previously explained adjustments, the
rest of the XCS algorithm as proposed by Wilson [159] remains untouched. The presented
variant has been implemented based on the reference implementation and its configuration
as presented in [161].

4.1.5

A Modified Real-valued Fuzzy Classifier System

Traditional LCSs as discussed before are designed to learn matching actions for situations
that can be represented as character strings [166, 139, 159]. This representation is not applicable to most of the real-world learning problems, because sensor data (which is the basis
of the situation) is typically characterised by continuous values and error-prone. Wilson (as
well as the adapted XCS variant presented before) deals with the problem by modelling the
condition part of the classifiers using intervals [167]. An alternative concept is formulated
by Fuzzy Classifier Systems (FCS, [168]) – it is inspired by the way humans percept their
environment. Typically, humans describe their perceptions by using qualitative expressions
like large and small or hot and cold. This classification is not based on objectively measurable boundaries – instead, they are subjective and fuzzy [169]. Classifiers for FCS map such
a fuzzy classification onto the condition part by introducing linguistic terms. In addition,
the continuous membership function µ(x) is needed quantifying the degree of membership
of element x in a linguistic term. Figure 4.3 illustrates such a membership function for the
example of humans describing the temperature. There are fuzzy ranges where a given temperature belongs to two linguistic terms (e.g. 25◦ belongs to “cold” and “warm” with 50 %
degree of membership each). In order to enable this representation within FCS, Casillas et
al. [138] propose to use the disjunctive normal form (DNF) as follows:
IF ((X1 is Ã1 ) and . . . and (Xn is A˜n )) T HEN (Y is B)

(4.2)

where each input variable Xi represents a set of linguistic terms: Ãi = {Ai1 ∨ . . . ∨ Aij }.
The output variable Y is a single usual linguistic variable. In the original concept, the
classifiers have been encoded using the following scheme. Let (S [small], M [medium], and
L [large]) be the three linguistic terms for each input/output variable used in the example,
then the fuzzy rule

[IF (X1 is S) and (X2 is M or L)] T HEN (Y1 is M ) and (Y2 is L)

is encoded as [100|011||23].

(4.3)
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is used to aggregate the actions contained
in [A] into one action ai that is applied to

the system via the effectors. Due to the fuzzy concept, some modifications of the original
XCS algorithm are required as discussed by Casillas et al. [156, 138]. The following part
describes the differences to the basic XCS algorithm:
• Match Set: The match set [M ] is constructed by all classifiers with a matching degree
greater than zero for the current input.
• Prediction Array: In FCS, classifiers do not support one single action. In contrast,
they support different ones with a certain degree of membership. Therefore, the
[P A] is replaced by the computation of candidate subsets ([CS]). Each of these [CS]
is computed by grouping all classifiers matching the input into different groups of
consistent and non-redundant fuzzy rules Si with the maximum number of rules in
each group. Casillas et al. [138] use a greedy-based heuristic to generate these groups.
• Action Set: The previous step resulted in several different candidate subsets. From
this set, one candidate set is selected as Action Set: [A] is that rule subset from the
set of [CS] with the highest mean prediction.
• Effectors: In XCS, only one action is supported by [A]. In contrast, [A] in FCS
supports different actions each with a certain degree. Thus, the final action has to
be derived from [A] – the approach is based on calculating the centre-of-gravity of
the parameter space defined by the contained classifiers. As a result of this so-called
defuzzification, one action is derived, where each single parameter is calculated from
the set of supported actions. Hence, the final action of the FCS may not be contained
in the population. On the one hand, this contradicts the to safety requirements, but,
on the other hand, a similarity of nearby situated parameter configurations is assumed
to alleviate the apprehended effect.
Similarly to the XCS approach, the basic algorithm has been adapted to match the safety
demands of the learning component:
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1. Covering mechanism: Inspired by the standard XCS algorithm, Casillas et al. propose the selection of a random action as covering mechanism [138]. This would again
lead to undesired behaviour in the proposed framework. Thus, the covering mechanism is reduced to select nearby rules (based on a certain measurement of similarity)
and the usage of a given standard parameter set as discussed for the XCS.
2. Rule generation: Within the FCS concept, a GA is responsible for creating new
rules. This capability is taken over by Layer 2 in the same way as described for the
adapted XCS variant.
3. Membership functions: The fuzzy approach relies on the existence of fuzzy sets
defined for the configuration space of both – input and output variables (situation
and action part). Thus, the user has to decide about the number and the form of
their membership functions. Since the form of the fuzzy sets has typically no relevant
impact on the performance of the system [173], the adapted variant relies on easy to
compute forms in terms of determining the centre of gravity: isosceles triangles.
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Figure 4.4: Concept of a Fuzzy Classifier System according to Casillas et al. [156]
Based on these adaptations, a variant of FCS to be applied to the learning task of Layer 1
has been developed. Rules are only generated by Layer 2 using the sandboxing approach
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and the covering mechanism is again defined on the similarity metric, which allows only
“nearby” rules to be used. Although some modifications have been performed, the original
algorithm of FCS remains untouched.

4.1.6

Comparison of Learning Techniques

Previously, two machine learning techniques have been identified as promising candidates.
The following part of this chapter applies these techniques to a representative scenario
for the framework and compares the received performance. In order to extend the basis
of comparison, ANN have been applied to the problem, although the approach has been
sorted out due to (among other criteria) the missing concordance to the safety restrictions.
The desired effect of taking ANN into account is to demonstrate that the on-line learning
techniques outperform the off-line learning techniques. The candidates LCS and FCS are
considered based on the adapted versions introduced before. Details on the adaptation of
the ANN-variant are given in [134] as well as a further comparison taking a combined variant
of Q-Learning and ANN into account.
Chapter 8.3 investigates an abstracted model of the underlying learning problem and
analyses for which type of problems the developed framework is applicable. Therefore, a
classification according to four different types of problems is defined. The evaluation of the
abstracted model results in the insight that systems characterised by problems of type 1
or type 2 can be controlled by the developed framework. In addition, those of type 3 can
be controlled under certain restrictions. The OTC and ONC scenarios presented in the
remainder of this thesis can be classified as type 2. Since systems belonging to the same
type of learning problem are exposed to the same characteristics of learning, it is assumed
that one of them can be considered exemplarily for the complete set.
As basis for the empiric comparison serves an exemplary application of the proposed
framework: the Organic Network Control System (ONC). ONC has been developed to
automatically adapt network protocol parameters according to changes in the environmental
conditions. For details of ONC, the reader is referred to Chapter 7. As one example, ONC
has been applied to the domain of Peer-to-Peer protocols. In particular, a single instance
of the filesharing protocol BitTorrent [174] serves as SuOC that has to be adapted on-line.
The comparison has been performed using the BitTorrent implementation for the standard network simulation tool NS-2 [130] as developed by Eger et al. [175]. Four consecutive
downloads with one hour download duration each serve as basis for the simulation. Due
to comparison reasons, the characterising aspects of the downloads (especially the ordering
or the sizes) are given in advance, which makes them identically repeatable. The learning
component is triggered in discrete time steps of one simulated minute and has to decide
whether an adaptation of the protocol’s parameter configuration is necessary or not. Thus,
each simulation contains 240 discrete evaluation cycles for the learning components. The
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presented results are averaged figures taking 50 simulations into account.
The performances of the learning components are compared under exactly the same conditions to the standard configuration and to each other. Therefore, the goal of the learning
component is to increase the achieved download rate of the BitTorrent protocol. The timing
of the simulation for all peers and seeds is depicted in Figure 4.5. In addition, the figure describes the availability of download bandwidth – the utilisation of this available bandwidth
has to be maximised by the particular learning techniques. Details on the scenario and the
control of BitTorrent in general are given in Chapter 7.3.3.

Figure 4.5: Test scenario for the on-line learning comparison: downloads and available
bandwidth
The first part of the evaluation investigates the influence of available knowledge on the
performance achieved by the techniques LCS and FCS. In order to provide the initial knowledge, 75 different situations occurring in the scenario have been chosen randomly and an
off-line optimisation using the Layer 2 component has been performed. Afterwards, Layer 2
has been deactivated for the simulation. This knowledge has been provided at startup as
available rules in the population of both classifier systems. In order to distinguish between
different amounts of available knowledge, the simulation scenario has been processed with
three different settings: 25, 50, and 75 available rules (the first two subsets are generated
randomly from the last one). As illustrated by Figure 4.6, both techniques benefit from additional knowledge: with increasing population size, the bandwidth utilisation becomes more
accurate. Figure 4.6(a) describes the achieved results for the modified LCS, Figure 4.6(b)
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those of the FCS. The LCS resulted in an averaged performance of 92.8 KByte/s with 25
rules available (50: 93.8 KByte/s; 75: 94.8 KByte/s), which is an increase of 10.6 % (50:
11.8 %; 75: 13.0 %) compared to the performance achieved by the protocol’s standard configuration (89.3 KByte/s). In contrast, the FCS results in slightly worse results. The averaged
performance has been increased to 91.5 KByte/s with 25 rules available (50: 92.5 KByte/s;
75: 92.6 KByte/s), which is an increase of 9.0 % (50: 10.3 %; 75: 10.4 %).
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of LCS and FCS controlling a BitTorrent client
The second part of the evaluation deals with the question of how well the targeted
bandwidth utilisation has been achieved. Therefore, Figure 4.7 depicts the averaged results
for all three techniques (LCS, FCS, and ANN) distinguishing again between 25, 50, and 75
available rules. Layer 2 has been deactivated to analyse the pure performance of the on-line
adaptation performed by the learning technique. As a comparison, the bandwidth utilisation
using the protocol’s standard configuration (the configuration is listed in Table 7.3) resulted
in an averaged download rate of 89.3 KByte/s. The figure demonstrates the advantage of
the LCS in comparison to the other two techniques. In all cases, the performance achieved
by the LCS is the best one. In addition, a continuous increase in the performance can be
observed for the rule-based techniques (LCS and FCS), while the ANN seems to run into the
“overfitting” problem [144] – its performance does not necessarily increase with more rules
(cf. values for 75 rules). Typically, the effort to achieve the results is considered besides the
pure results, but this has been identical in the presented setting: preparation and training
are done using the Layer 2 component.
A third aspect in the evaluation is the question whether the learning techniques choose
inappropriate parameter settings or not. In this context, inappropriate is defined as decreasing the bandwidth utilisation compared to the performance achieved when using the
protocol’s standard configuration. Again, the LCS shows the best results, since such an
inappropriate parameter set has only been chosen in 56 (55; 48) cases for 25 (50; 75) available rules. This means, providing only 75 rules leads to a better performance in about 80 %
of the 240 cases. In comparison, the FCS selects an inappropriate parameter configuration
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of LCS, FCS, and ANN with increasing knowledge
in 23 % and the ANN in 28 % of the 240 situations. Selecting inappropriate parameter
settings in about 20 % of the situations sounds quite high, but this is caused by the limited
knowledge base. Therefore, the last part of the evaluation considers the improvement of the
selection quality during the operation period.
To analyse the quality of the selection process, the scenario has been processed in a
re-occurring sequence. Within this setting, a continuous decrease in selecting inappropriate
parameter settings has been observed for LCS and FCS with activated Layer 2, while the
ANN keeps the current level due to the pretraining and lack of taking on-line feedback into
account. Especially after training the populations of LCS and FCS using several iterative
runs of the scenario, the quality of the selection process has been significantly increased and
simultaneously the number of selected inappropriate parameter sets has been reduced to 0
(LCS) and 3 (FCS - about 1 %), respectively. The LCS selects always the best possible
rule after 50 runs of the scenario leading to a nearly optimal bandwidth utilisation. The
performance of the FCS is only slightly lower. In contrast, the performance of the ANN
stays constantly at the level illustrated by Figure 4.7.

4.1.7

Summary: Automated Learning

The previous part of this thesis investigated the design choice for Layer 1 of the proposed
framework: which machine learning technique provides the best results when covering the
learning part of the controller? Therefore, the specific characteristics of the learning problem (especially in comparison to prominent artificial problems from literature) have been
presented. Based on these characteristics, existing directions in machine learning have been
discussed and candidate solutions have been identified. As a result of this analytic process,
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rule-based learning techniques – in particular, Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) and Fuzzy
Classifier Systems (FCS) – have been chosen for the usage within the framework. In order
to fulfil all requirements, modified variants of both approaches have been developed taking
especially the safety restrictions into account.
In order to identify the most promising technique, a comparison in an exemplary scenario
has been performed taking further techniques into account, although they are not applicable
due to e.g. safety restrictions. The scenario for the comparison is taken from the domain
of dynamic network protocol control as explained in detail in Chapter 7. Although the
presented results have been generated only for one scenario, they are meaningful since the
control problem and the corresponding learning problem are assumed to be comparable (see
Chapter 8.3).
As a result of the comparison, the modified LCS leads to the best observed performance.
In addition, the safety restrictions are not violated and the initially formulated requirements
(see Chapter 3.3.2) are fulfilled. Thus, the modified LCS will be used as on-line learning
component of Layer 1.

4.2

Off-line Optimisation Component

The automated learning performed by the proposed framework consists of two parts: the
on-line improvement of the selection strategy and an off-line generation of new actions for
previously unknown situations – the sandbox. This sandbox is characterised by a similar
design choice as previously discussed for the machine learning techniques. As depicted in
Figure 3.2, a simulation tool is combined with an optimisation heuristic. The simulation
part serves as evaluator and is application specific – in contrast, the optimisation heuristic
is application-independent.
Since the framework provides a solution for controlling different types of SuOCs and
each SuOC can be characterised by an (in principle) unique search space, a generalised
description of search space and evaluation function are hardly possible. But, typically
search spaces of real-world systems consist of a large number of dimensions leading to a
complex optimisation problem. Considering the search space as arbitrary without any apriori information, the No-Free-Lunch-Theorem [176] states that no better or worse search
algorithms exists: no optimisation algorithm has significant advantages or disadvantages
compared to any other algorithm, if they are applied to all possible search spaces and
evaluation functions. Typically, all possible evaluation functions and search spaces do not
reflect the particular problem to be optimised, no matter how broadly defined it is [177].
Thus, it does make sense to search for a preferably good technique for the considered class
of problems.
Application problems from the real-world domain are characterised by a correlation
−
between neighbouring points of the search space. More formally, two values f (→
x ) and
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−
f (→
x l ) of the evaluation function for two nearby (in terms of the search space) elements
→
−
−
x,→
x l are seldom deviating largely [178, 179]. Such a correlation is also assumed for the
search spaces of the particular control problem. Based on this assumption, a comparison
of search heuristics can be performed looking for the best results in an exemplary setup for
Layer 2. The remainder of this section investigates which optimisation heuristic promises
the best results when applied to the sandbox’s optimisation task.

4.2.1

Term Definition: Optimisation Problem

The optimisation problem to be solved by the Layer 2 component is based on the search
−
space S and a given evaluation function f (→
x ) and can be defined as follows:1
−
−
f (→
x ) → max; →
x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xD ) ∈ S ⊆ RD ; xmin,i ≤ xi ≤ xmax,i , i ∈ [1, . . . , D] (4.4)
−
with →
x describing the parameter vector for the SuOC, D denoting the dimensions of
the parameter vector, and xmin,i , xmax,i being the minimum and maximum boundaries
−
−
for the parameter x . The evaluation function f (→
x ) quantifies the quality of a point →
x
i

within the search space S. In addition, the general optimisation problem is also defined for
an aggregated evaluation function consisting of several single evaluation functions – in the
−
context of this thesis, only single evaluation functions f (→
x ) are considered.
−
The global optimum →
x ∗ (the “best” solution) of the optimisation problem is defined
as:
−
−
−
∀→
x ∈ S : f (→
x ) ≤ f (→
x ∗)

(4.5)

This means, there exists no other parameter configuration of the SuOC in S leading to a
−
−
better function value of f than →
x ∗ . In contrast, a local optimum →
x l defines an optimum
in a restricted environment:
−
−
−
−
−
∃ > 0 : →
x ∈ S : p(→
x,→
x l ) <  ⇒ f (→
x ) < f (→
x l)

(4.6)

−
with p a distance measurement within the search space S. Hence, a parameter set →
x l is
the best solution within an  environment. As summary, the target of Layer 2 is to find the
−
global optimum →
x ∗ for a given setting and a given function f by avoiding local optima.

1 The

→
minimisation can be solved equally by maximising −f (−
x)
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Overview: Optimisation Heuristics

Optimisation is a well-known research domain attracting researchers mainly from mathematics and computer sciences for decades. Thus, several different concepts have been presented
and a full listing of all of them is unrewarding. In contrast, a classification of existing
techniques provides a short overview of different directions in research. According to Weise
[178], the two main categories of deterministic and probabilistic approaches can be distinguished. Deterministic algorithms are used, if a close connection between solution and
problem exists or a-priori information about the search space is available. In this case, the
search space can be partitioned according to schemes like Divide-and-Conquer [180] and the
optimisation problem can be solved using deterministic algorithms like Branch-and-Bound
[180]. In addition, research has developed deterministic methods to decide whether a global
optimum has been found or not [181]. The drawbacks of these algorithms are visible whenever the search space is too vast, when it is characterised by many dimensions, or when there
are no (or only loose) connections between the different points within the search space: the
algorithms do not scale anymore.
In contrast, probabilistic algorithms use (at least at one position) randomised values
– consequently they are heuristics that might not always lead to the best solution. But their
advantage is the handling of the drawbacks named before. In addition, they are often more
efficient and have a less complex implementation, while the solutions found are typically only
slightly deviating from the optimum. This is accompanied by the advantage of a significantly
faster delivery of the result. In most cases, probabilistic algorithms contain heuristics or
meta-heuristics providing the possibility to approximate solutions without mathematical
proof of convergence [179]. These heuristics take already derived knowledge into account to
decide about the next candidate to be tested. Furthermore, a meta-heuristic is a technique to
solve abstract problem classes more efficiently. Therefore, abstract heuristics are combined
with an evaluation function without allowing a deeper insight into the particular structure
of the evaluation functions [176].
The class of probabilistic algorithms can be further partitioned according to the way the
heuristic works. Besides several less-famous concepts, two broad categories can be distinguished: population- and trajectory-based approaches [126]. Population-based approaches
use a set of different self-motivated entities looking for the best solution. Due to the distribution of the search problem to several entities, the approach is more robust than individual
search and typically easier to parallelise. The knowledge stored in the particular individuals
can be used to direct the search and make use of cooperative behaviour.
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [116] mimic the evolution of biological creatures using
the three basic concepts selection, crossover, and mutation. Based on a randomly created
population, the following loop of steps is continuously carried out by the EA until a stop
criterion is reached: 1) the EA determines the values of the objective function for each
solution candidate, (2) the EA selects the fittest individuals from the population according to
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their fitness values for reproduction of new offspring solutions using crossover and mutation,
and (3) the EA checks whether a termination criterion is met or not (e.g. a maximum number
of function evaluations) and either returns the best solution found so far or repeats the steps
from 1 to 3. Based on this working principle, different directions of EAs can be distinguished
with GAs and Evolution Strategies the most famous ones [182]. EAs have been successfully
applied to a wide range of application domains from function optimisation [183] to image
processing [184].
Differential Evolution (DE) is another population-based optimisation algorithm, initially proposed by Storn and Price [185]. The approach is founded on a different concept to
generate new parameter vectors. Instead of genetic-based reproduction, new parameter vectors are generated by adding a weighted difference vector between two population members
to the parameter vector of a third one.
Let x ∈ Rn be one individual parameter vector describing a possible solution in the
population. Then, the DE algorithm can be described as follows: 1) all candidates xi are
initialised at random positions of the search space, 2) the following loop is repeated for each
individual xi in the population until a termination criterion is met:
• Select randomly three distinct agents a, b, and c from the population
• Choose a random index R ∈ 1, . . . , n, with n equals the number of dimensions
• Compute xi ’s new position y = [y1 , . . . , yn ] by iterating over each i ∈ 1, . . . , n:
• Choose a random number ri uniformly distributed in the range (0,1)
• If (i = R) or (ri < CR), set yi = ai + F (bi − ci ); otherwise set yi = xi
• If (f (y) < f (x)), set x = y in the population (replace)
• Return the best solution found so far
Within the previous algorithm, F ∈ [0, 2] denotes the differential weight and CR ∈ [0, 1]
the crossover probability, both parameters and the population size (N P > 3) are configurable
in advance. DE has been successfully applied to several real-world applications [186].
A third population-based optimisation algorithm has been developed by Kennedy and
Eberhart: Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [187]. In contrast to the evolution-driven
approaches before, this algorithm is inspired by the flocking of birds, where individual birds
spread in the environment to look for food and move around independently from the other
group members. The environment of the birds corresponds to the search space of the
optimisation heuristic, while each bird is represented as an individual. Each individual (the
particle) keeps track of the best solution it already discovered and the best global solution
found so far. In addition, it is propelled towards these positions at each optimisation step.
To choose the next position within the search space, each particle has to determine a velocity
vector according to the following formula:
i
Vk+1
= ω ∗ Vki + ϕ1 ∗ U1 [0, 1) ∗ (Pid − Xid ) + ϕ2 ∗ U2 [0, 1) ∗ (Pgd − Xid )

(4.7)
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where Vki represents the current velocity of the particle, ω stands for the inertia weight, Xid
for the current position of the particle, Pid for the personal best position of the particle, and
Pgp for the best global position found so far. ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the acceleration coefficients, while
U1 [0, 1) and U2 [0, 1) are uniformly distributed random numbers generated between 0 and
1 (excluding 0). PSO is a well-known technique and has already been applied to different
real-world applications [188].
Harmony Search (HS) [189] is another population-based search heuristic, which is
inspired by jazz musicians trying to find a harmonic consonance of their instruments [190].
The approach consists of five iterative steps: 1) generate random vectors (x1 , . . . , xhms )
with hms defining the size of the Harmony Memory (the population size), store them in
the Harmony Memory (HM):


x11
 .
.
HM = 
 .
xhms
1

...
..
.

x1n
..
.

...

xhms
n


f (x1 )

..

|
.

| f (xhms )
|

−
In step 2, a new vector →
x l is created by choosing each contained xi as follows. With the
given probability hmcr (harmony memory considering rate), a randomly chosen entry from
column i of HM is selected – otherwise (1 − hmcr), a random value within the allowed
range is picked. Step 3 performs randomised mutations with a given probability and step 4
−
−
checks whether the performance f (→
x l ) of the new vector →
x l is better than the worst one
−
−
contained in HM – in this case, the worst one is exchanged by →
x l (otherwise →
x l is neglected).
Afterwards, step 5 defines a loop by repeating steps 2 to 4 until a stop criterion is reached.
HS has been successfully used e.g. in therapeutic medical physics to optimise radiotherapy
of cancer tumours [191].
The most prominent representative of trajectory-based optimisation algorithms is Simulated Annealing (SA) [192] – also known as Monte Carlo annealing or probabilistic hill
climbing. The approach is based on an analogy taken from thermodynamics – SA uses a
temperature-based approach to escape local optima. In general, SA accepts new solutions
in two cases: 1) if they are better as the currently known best one or 2) if a bad solution
fulfils the following condition:

random[0, 1) < e

eval(vn )−eval(vc )
T

(4.8)

where vn represents the new solution, vc represents the current solution and T describes
the temperature. Eval is the evaluation function. T is continuously decreased over time
leading to a corresponding decrease in the probability to accept “bad” solutions. Due to
the decreasing temperature and the correspondingly decreasing probability to accept new
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solutions, SA converges according to the chosen cooling rate. At the end of the optimisation,
the temperature may be so low that the final stages of SA merely resemble an ordinary hillclimbing algorithm. The concept has been successfully applied to different scenario domains
from combinatorial optimisation to machine learning [193].
Besides these most prominent algorithms, several further approaches can be found. Especially nature-inspired techniques have generated attraction within the last years. But
most of them can be reduced to population-based or trajectory-based approaches. In addition, most of them have been developed or adapted to solve special problems. Thus, the
focus of this thesis is set on comparing the standard approaches from literature.

4.2.3

Comparison of Optimisation Heuristics

In contrast to machine learning techniques, an exclusion of categories or single techniques
based on analytic considerations is hardly possible for optimisation algorithms. Only deterministic approaches can be excluded due to to their limitations considering vast search
spaces. Thus, the remainder of this section presents an empiric comparison of the most
famous techniques in a representative setting for the developed framework. Therefore, the
presented investigation is based on the work done by Domdey in [194] and re-uses the
scenario.
Similar to the previous part of this chapter, the second part of the learning problem
(the Layer 2-situated optimisation problem) is assumed to be comparable for all systems
applicable to the developed framework. In particular, the relation between situation and
best interrelating action corresponds to the functional model as introduced in Chapter 8.3.
Thereby, it is assumed that all investigated applications are of the same type. Thus, one of
them can be analysed as representative for the complete group. As indication for this assumption to be correct, the reader is referred to Reeves [195] and Kauffman [196]. Kauffman
investigated the characteristics of real-world fitness landscapes in general and introduced the
N K-landscapes [196]. Based on these considerations, Reeves states that fitness landscapes
of real-world applications are comparable and quite similar in most cases.
Again, the environment of the Organic Network Control (ONC) system as discussed
in Chapter 7 is used as foundation for the comparison. In mobile ad-hoc networks, the
optimal parameter configuration of the protocol depends highly on the distribution of other
nodes in the direct neighbourhood. Thus, Layer 2 might receive a snap-shot of nodes in the
direct neighbourhood (as observed by the observer of Layer 1) to find the best parameter
configuration for this situation. Figure 9.2(b) depicts the setup for one scenario (Scenario 4).
The node to be optimised is situated in the centre of the sector-model, each point represents
a neighbour. The arrow describes the moving direction of the node. The evaluation is
based on simulations performed in the standard network simulation tool NS-2 [130], with
NS-2 serving as operating part of the evaluation function (the processing of the particular
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Figure 4.8: Exemplary optimisation scenario (scenario 4)
search techniques makes up only a small fraction of largely less than 5% of the evaluation
duration, the rest is spent on NS-2 runs). Details on the scenario and the corresponding
control of a mobile ad-hoc network protocol are given in Chapter 7.3.1. In order to determine
appropriate test scenarios for the comparison, a set of different situations has been chosen.
Appendix B describes all scenarios in detail and lists the achieved results of all compared
techniques.
The comparison includes the previously introduced techniques EA, DE, PSO, HS, and
SA. Therefore, the algorithms have been implemented according to the basic design presented by the particular authors. All of these techniques can be customised to specific
optimisation problems by choosing a set of configuration parameters. Since the target of
the comparison is to find the best technique for the analysed scenario, the best parameter configuration for each algorithm has to be determined in a first step. Therefore, a
parameter study has been performed choosing that setup providing the best results for all
considered scenarios. Thereby, a similarity of the scenarios has been observed – in most
cases, one parameter configuration prevailed against all other tested configurations in each
scenario. Thus, the investigated scenarios seem to provide quite similar challenges to the
search techniques. Another supporting aspect for the setup using the configurations found
for the algorithms is that they are in conformity with those recommended in literature. The
configurations of the particular techniques are listed as follows.
The EA is realised as a GA, using a population size of 10. In each generation, five new
individuals are generated as offspring using one-point cross-over, ranking list selection, and
a continuous state model with elitist strategy. New individuals are mutated according to
[182] based on a Gaussian-distribution model. Thereby, a standard deviation of 10% of
the particular dimension is considered. The DE algorithm is realised in the DE/rand/1/bin
variant using a population size of 20, a scaling factor of 0.9, and a cross-over constant of 0.2.
These values correspond to the configuration as described in [197]. For the HS algorithm,
the size of the harmony memory has been set to 10. The harmony memory consideration
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rate is 0.85 and the pitch adjusting rate is 0.45 with 10 % bandwidth in each dimension.
This setup corresponds to the configuration as given in [190].
The PSO technique has been initialised with 20 particles. Their inertia has been defined
with 0.73, while the constant c1 has been set to 2.8 and c2 to 1.3. Furthermore, the maximum
−
velocity →
v
has been defined as half of the spatial extent of each dimension. The topology
max

of the neighbourhood is defined as a ring-based topology with an asynchronous update of
the particles – these configurations correspond mainly to those described in [198, 179]. For
all population-based search techniques, a preferably small population size has been searched
in order to allow for finding first results quickly. In general, large population sizes do not
provide a higher benefit, since the calls of the evaluation function restricts the search [182].
The SA algorithm starts with an initial temperature of 20 degrees, with a cooling taking
place each five calls of the evaluation function. The configuration parameter α has been set
to 2 and the parameter K to 500. The selection of a point in the neighbourhood is done
using a direction cosine, the scaling factor corresponds to 10% of the spatial extend of each
dimension. These configurations can also be found in [199, 178].
The Layer 2 component has to provide solutions as good as possible and has to find them
as fast as possible. Thus, the comparison is based on evaluating these aspects. The success
rate (SR) defines the percental fraction of successful optimisations. An optimisation is called
successful, if the optimal or an approximately optimal solution (solutions approximating the
optimum to a certain degree) has been found. Since the optimal setting is typically unknown
for protocol configurations in given situations, the performance of the standard protocol
configuration is used as reference. In addition, the averaged performance (AP) is a
measurement to describe the averaged success of the algorithm. It is calculated as average
of the best candidates’ performances in all runs. Both measurements (AP and SR) quantify
the success of the algorithm; in addition, the speed of its success is needed. Therefore, the
number of fitness function calls (NC) is taken into account, which counts how often the
NS-2 simulator has been used until the best candidate (the final result) has been found.
As a further metric for the success of the techniques, a random-based search strategy
(Rand) has been implemented. Here, a randomly chosen parameter configuration is tested
using the NS-2-based evaluation function. Only the best solution found so far is stored –
which is returned when queried. The different comparison measurements (SR, AP, NC)
have been defined according to those proposed in literature when comparing optimisation
techniques [182]. All results presented in the remainder of this section have been determined
as averages of 100 different runs. The comparison has been performed on a 2.66 GHz dualcore machine with 4 GByte RAM and openSUSE 10.3 as operating system.

Criterion 1: Averaged Performance
The first aspect covered by the evaluation is the averaged performance achieved by the
particular techniques. In order to quantify the performance in relation to the number
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of calls of the evaluation function, two different measurement series have been analysed:
the achieved performance after 83 calls of the fitness function and after 500 calls. Both
values have been determined by another parameter study. The former value (83 calls of the
evaluation function) has been chosen since it describes a lower boundary for the optimisation
technique. From this point on, at least a subset of the heuristics results in stable good
solutions compared to the protocol’s standard configuration. The Layer 2 component of the
framework has to work under real-world conditions, which makes a fast reaction necessary –
thus, one aspect is to quickly find good solutions. In contrast, the latter value (500 calls of
the evaluation function) describes a trade-off for an upper boundary. Although not always
the best solution is found, the majority of the heuristics has converged to approximately
optimal solutions.

Averaged performance (normalised)
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Figure 4.9: Averaged performance after 83 calls of the evaluation function (higher values
are better)
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Figure 4.10: Averaged performance after 500 calls of the evaluation function (higher values
are better)
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Figure 4.9 describes the results after 83 calls of the evaluation function. The y-axis

depicts the normalised achieved performance of the candidate techniques, while the x-axis
lists the different investigated scenarios. The performance has been normalised as follows.
The achieved fitness has been calculated for each scenario in relation to the best achieved
value as reference (100 %) – thus, the different scenarios become comparable. Besides the
five techniques to be compared (DE, GA, HS, PSO, and SA), the figures name two further
candidates: Rand and Default. The former one is the previously mentioned random search
strategy, while the latter one represents the performance achieved by using the protocol’s
standard configuration (the static setup as proposed by the authors of the protocol).
The results depicted in the figure show that the considered GA finds the best solutions
in all scenarios, followed by HS and PSO. Surprisingly, the random technique leads to
better results than SA, while (as expected) the protocol’s standard configuration has been
outperformed by all techniques. Similar results can be observed when increasing the number
of calls of the evaluation function to 500. Figure 4.10 depicts the results showing again that
the GA finds the best solutions. In contrast to the previous figure, the range of the best
solutions is significantly smaller: DE, HS, and PSO find nearly the same (best) parameter
configurations. Only SA declines from the rest as it results in solutions comparable to the
randomised strategy. The standard deviation observed for all 100 runs of the optimisation
per candidate technique is very small, a significant deviation is observed in scenario 8 only. A
small standard deviation means that all runs lead to comparable results. Scenario 8 differs,
since it seems to be the most complex optimisation task in this context. For instance, the
scenario contains a higher number of nodes – details are depicted in Appendix B.

Criterion 2: Calls of the Evaluation Function
The second criterion describes how many calls of the evaluation function are needed until a
successful solution has been found. Even in literature, there is no commonly agreed definition
for successful [182]. Intuitively, one could define successful as better than the reference value
(e.g. the performance achieved by using the protocol’s standard configuration), but this is
not useful since each optimisation technique results in relatively better solutions only after
a few calls of the evaluation function. The consideration of an additional factor  to increase
the basis for comparison (default performance + ) has proven to be not applicable due to
the variability of the different scenarios. In some scenarios only a few percent increase is
found compared to the reference value, while in others it has been largely outperformed.
Hence, a relative measurement has been chosen quantifying the performance according to
the achieved results in the particular scenario. The simulation is stopped for each technique
if it finds the first solution that is only  % worse than the best averaged solution found for
this technique in 10 optimisation runs with 500 calls of the evaluation function ( = 10 %).
Thus, the metric describes how fast the technique converges in relation to the best solution
it can find after 500 calls of the evaluation function.
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Figure 4.11: Averaged calls of the evaluation function to find successful candidates (lower
values are better)
Figure 4.11 illustrates the results. Compared to the previous diagrams, the design is
adjusted concerning the y-axis. It depicts the averaged number of calls of the evaluation
function until a successful solution has been found. The relative measurement for successful
candidates is reflected by the results of the previous evaluations. The GA requires the
smallest number of calls, while HS, DE, and PSO result in approximately the same number
of calls. Again, SA performs at a comparative level to the randomised strategy.

Criterion 3: Success Rate
Finally, the success rate of the optimisation techniques is considered describing which fraction of the 100 optimisation runs has been successful. Again, successful is defined according
to the previous evaluation criterion. Hence, it is a relative measurement for the set of investigated techniques. Figure 4.12 depicts the results after 83 calls of the evaluation function
and Figure 4.13 after 500 calls – in both cases the y-axis describes the success rate. Both
figures illustrate again that the EA is the most promising technique. Only in scenario 2
(500 calls), the EA did not lead to the best success rate. Here, DE and HS showed a slightly
better performance.

4.2.4

Summary: Optimisation Heuristics

The previous part of this thesis investigated the design choice for Layer 2 of the proposed
framework – which optimisation heuristic provides the best results when covering the optimisation part of the sandbox-learning component? Since this selection cannot be solved
analytically like for the on-line learning component in Chapter 4.1, an extensive comparison
in an exemplary scenario has been performed. This scenario is taken from the domain of
dynamic network protocol control as explained in detail in Chapter 7. Although the pre-
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Figure 4.12: Success rate after 83 calls of the evaluation function (higher values are better)
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Figure 4.13: Success rate after 500 calls of the evaluation function (higher values are better)
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sented results have been generated only for one scenario, they should be meaningful: they
belong to the same type of control problems and consequently the corresponding learning
and optimisation problems are assumed to be comparable.
Considering the results as presented in Chapter 4.2.3, the usage of EAs (in particular, a
GA) seems to lead to the most promising results. In nearly all investigated scenarios, this
technique has found the best results. In addition, it needed the lowest amount of evaluation
function calls. Both figures describe the special requirements for optimisation techniques
applied to the sandbox. Typically, fast results are needed to extend the behavioural repertoire of Layer 1 and these new behaviours have to be as good as possible. Therefore, the
previously described analysis of the achieved results is based on two different optimisation
durations: a short one (lower quality results, but very fast) and a longer one (good results,
about 6 times slower).
For the configuration of the optimisation heuristic within the framework, the question
arises of how many calls of the fitness function should be allowed. Here, a trade-off between
both aspects seems to be most promising. Initially at start-up, the system is typically
confronted with a large set of previously unanticipated situations. Thus, a fast delivery
of new behaviours by Layer 2 is needed (supporting a lower number of fitness function
calls). In contrast, the rate at which new situations appear is significantly decreased after a
certain period of operation – here, the time horizon of the optimisation task can be extended
to allow for solutions with an ever higher quality. In addition, former behaviours can be
reviewed and probably improved, which allows for a continuous self-improvement during the
complete operation period of the system. As a summary, the GA will be applied to Layer 2
of the framework.

4.3

Design Recommendation

This chapter discussed design choices for two major components of the architecture: the
on-line learning and the rule-generation component. Initially, the special characteristics of
the learning problem of Layer 1 have been discussed, followed by determining promising
candidate techniques from the set of existing machine learning techniques. From these,
LCS (in particular the XCS variant by Wilson [159]) and FCS have been identified as most
promising approaches. Based on these concepts, adapted variants have been developed
matching the requirements of restricted on-line learning in the framework. These adapted
variants have been compared in an exemplary setting to further ML techniques resulting in
different performances of all candidates. As a result, the LCS variant has been proven as
most promising approach and thus will be used in the remainder of this thesis.
In addition, the rule-generation component of Layer 2 (the “sandbox”) is composed of a
simulation tool and an optimisation heuristic. Thus, the second part of this chapter focused
on choosing the most promising optimisation heuristic to be used within the framework.
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Therefore, the optimisation problem has been defined, followed by a short overview of existing techniques in literature. Since an analytic classification as done for the on-line learning
part is not feasible, the selection process is based on an exemplary comparison only. As
a result of this comparison, the developed variant of an EA leads to the most promising
results and will therefore be used in the framework.

Chapter 5

Structure of the Evaluation
The previous chapter introduced the design of the system and investigated which particular
techniques should be used to cover the tasks defined by the framework. The following three
chapters address the evaluation of the previously introduced framework. An analysis of
the framework’s performance requires an underlying application scenario. Therefore, the
following chapters introduce two application scenarios in detail and present an overview of
two further application scenarios. Based on the former two examples, the question of how
the system’s performance is influenced by applying the framework to the parametrisable
system will be answered. Therefore, domain-specific metrics of the particular area will be
used to analyse the behaviour.
The first application scenario is the Organic Traffic Control (OTC) system, which is
designed to control traffic lights at urban intersections without the need of network-wide
knowledge (see Chapter 6). Afterwards, the Organic Network Control (ONC) system (see
Chapter 7) is introduced, which adapts network protocol parameter configurations dynamically and in response to changing environmental conditions. Besides the impact of domainspecific metrics, a second criterion is the effort needed to achieve the adaptive behaviour.
Therefore, the number of rule-generations, the performed parameter adaptations, and the
size of Layer 1’s rule base will be analysed.
Furthermore, the question arises for which parametrisable systems the framework is
applicable – and in which cases problems might occur. This question is investigated following
two different directions. On the one hand, two further application scenarios are introduced
to generalise the approach (an Organic Production System and an error-prediction system
for mainframes). Afterwards, the framework is evaluated for an abstracted mathematical
problem. On the other hand, aspects of the OTC and ONC scenarios are used. In ONC,
wireless sensor nodes are investigated as one possibility to apply the framework to systems
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with hard resource constraints. Typically, applications running on a sensor node are limited
in terms of available computation, storage, and communication resources. Within this
scenario, the minimally required resources for applying the framework are analysed.
One basic concept within the design of the framework is to restrict the exploration part
of the learning technique by introducing a simulation-based sandbox component. In order
to figure out the limitations of this approach, the ONC system is applied to the control of
the Peer-to-Peer protocol BitTorrent. A BitTorrent client has only limited information
about its neighbourhood, the network’s status, the network’s design (in terms of available
links and bandwidths), and the status of the neighbours. In addition, the neighbourhood
is not locally restricted like in OTC. Hence, it consists of significantly more neighbours
and unknown interdependencies. Consequently, it is expected that the simulation-based
approach will show its drawbacks for systems with such inadequate neighbourhoods.
Another important capability of the framework is to deal with disturbances and noise.
Hence, already the first scenario (OTC in Chapter 6) distinguishes between a “normal” and
a “disturbed” scenario. This classification is also used in the second application example
(ONC in Chapter 7). Thereby, the exemplary customisation of ONC for wireless sensor
nodes has been chosen to investigate whether there are differences in the performance with
increasing dynamics or not. In addition, the impact of noise is covered since OTC works on
the basis of data obtained from (simulated) sensors. Finally, Chapter 8.3 will analyse the
framework’s behaviour at a more abstract level by applying it to a generalised mathematical
model. Within this model, both aspects – noise and disturbances – can be analysed in an
isolated manner detached from other influences of the learning behaviour.

Chapter 6

Organic Traffic Control
Due to the dynamic characteristics of urban transportation (both, individual traffic and
public transport), the control and management of traffic control systems for urban road
networks is a complex phenomenon. In particular, many varying and possibly conflicting
objectives cause this complexity – which has attracted research from different domains of
science (including civil engineering, physics, and informatics) to investigate solutions for
and characteristics of the underlying problem. Many participants (e.g. car drivers, cyclists,
or bus drivers) are constantly interacting in parallel leading to difficulties in predicting the
future state of the complete transportation system. In combination with the interdependencies resulting from the impact of one’s decision on the other’s behaviour, approaches
with standard optimisation techniques are not promising since they tend to give obsolete
solutions. Usually, the problem of which control strategy is best changes before it can be
optimised.
Traditional approaches proposed to cover control tasks in urban traffic systems (like
Scoots [200] and Scats [201]) have focused on a centralised system structure. Consequently,
they are characterised by natural limitations in terms of scalability and response times since
the central computing power necessary for these tasks grows significantly with the system
size. In addition, the amount of data to be collected in real-time and the transmission to a
centralised location are further limitations. Especially, if the target is to find a global optimum for the behaviour of all contained control units within a traffic network, a centralised
approach becomes infeasible with growing size of the network [202, 203]. Even networks of
small cities are often too complex to determine a matching solution in real-time. In contrast,
decentralised solutions promise faster reaction times due to a locally restricted sensor horizon and consequently a less complex optimisation problem. Research has already generated
considerable output for locally organised traffic control, but so far only small networks with
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reduced functionality or proprietary solutions have been investigated [204, 205, 206]. Therefore, the optimisation of traffic control strategies has become part of the focus of initiatives
considering decentralised approaches (like OC [207]) and serves as first application scenario
in the context of this thesis.
One example for the limitations of current traffic control systems and their installations
is given by Figure 6.1. Reoccurring patterns in traffic (as depicted in Figure 6.1(a)) can
already be handled by existing urban traffic control systems, since they are known at design
time and can be covered by responsible traffic engineers. Therefore, one possible concept is
a time-dependent switching of signal plans. In contrast, Figure 6.1(b) picks up an example
from reality [208] and illustrates the drawbacks of preplanned strategies and schedules. The
figure compares the traffic demands of an arterial road at Karlsruhe, Germany, for two
subsequent Sundays. June 20, 2010 has been a regular Sunday and the corresponding traffic
profile has been handled according to the preplanned schedule in a satisfying manner. The
irregularity occurred one week later in the afternoon of June 27, 2010. Germany played
England in the round of last sixteen of FIFA’s World Cup 2010. The game took place
at Bloemfontein, South Africa, but also affected the traffic in Karlsruhe. Until noon, the
observed traffic is similar to the previous week, which serves as standard profile. Afterwards,
a dramatic change is visible: an unanticipated peak before and a dramatic drop of traffic after
begin of the match. Such unanticipated behaviours cannot be handled with time-dependent
solutions and consequently require more context-aware and autonomous solutions.
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Figure 6.1: Traffic demand of an arterial road at Karlsruhe, Germany [208]
As a consequence of these considerations, the Organic Traffic Control (OTC)1 System
has been introduced as one approach for such a context-aware traffic control system. Based
on the general design and the corresponding framework of this thesis, the system adapts the
control strategy of traffic lights to changes in the observed traffic flows at the intersection.
The initial concept of OTC has been presented in [163] and was continuously extended
1 The OTC system has been developed within the DFG project “Organic Traffic Control” of the Priority
Programme 1183 “Organic Computing”. The project is a cooperation between Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Institute for Systems Engineering and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Institute AIFB. Research on
OTC has been done cooperatively with Fabian Rochner (Hannover) and Holger Prothmann (Karlsruhe).
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[164]. An overview of the concept in the context of autonomously and locally organised
traffic control at urban intersections using OTC is presented in [2, 208].
Within this chapter, the OTC system is discussed with a special focus on the architecture
and its application to the domain of traffic. Initially, the traffic control problem to be solved
by OTC is introduced. Afterwards, related work considering traffic control from different
points of view is discussed: centralised systems and locally organised approaches. Since the
framework as presented in Chapter 3.3 requires a customisation to the specific application
domain, Section 6.3 describes the necessary adaptations. In addition, collaborative extensions for the Layer 3 component are presented and analysed (see Section 6.4). Based on
the resulting system, an experimental evaluation has been performed, which is presented in
Section 6.5. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary of the achieved results.

6.1

Problem Description

Considering existing solutions in urban traffic control, two main types of control strategies
for intersections can be distinguished: fixed-time controllers (FTC) and traffic-responsive
control systems (following e.g. the American NEMA standard [132] or the Swiss VS-Plus
standard [209]). Both approaches rely on a cycle-based processing of control logic. The
traffic lights of the turning movements are grouped into signal phases, which obtain the
right of way (they are switched to show “green”) in a reoccurring sequence. Additionally,
interphases might be applied to afford the clearing of the intersection’s conflicting area
before other streams can affect this area. Thus, the cycle time is defined as the sum of all
phases and interphases to be switched before the iterative process starts over. The difference
between both approaches named before can be found by the durations of phases and their
sequences – they are fixed for FTCs. The result is a constant cycle time. In contrast,
traffic-responsive controllers can vary the phase durations and sometimes even the phase
sequences. For instance, the American NEMA standard [132] defines the decision to switch
to the next consecutive phase based on the queue length of currently detected waiting cars
and based on gaps in the approaching traffic.
The OTC system is designed to autonomously control each intersection of the network
without the need of a centralised element covering network-wide optimisations: each intersection controller is responsible for a limited area only. Thus, the control system for the
particular intersection can learn from its actions and optimise its behaviour more effectively
than solutions with a broader focus – especially centralised systems. Hence, the task of the
OTC controller is to choose appropriate lengths for the durations of all phases contained
by the local intersection’s signal plan and consequently for the resulting cycle time. This
selection is done according to the observed traffic situation at the particular intersection.
The control of an intersection in order to minimise waiting times has been proven to be an
NP-complete problem [210]. Since FTCs account for the major part of the installations in
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Germany and because of a better availability of real-world data for comparison purposes, this
thesis focuses on FTCs. However, the concept itself is also applicable to traffic-responsive
installations.
Besides the pure local optimisation of the control strategy, decentralised collaborative
tasks are part of the problem. Typically, control strategies of urban traffic networks are
coordinated along main routes and during peak periods (main traffic hours in the morning
and evening, see Figure 6.1(a)) forming Progressive Signal Systems (PSS, also called green
waves). This coordination can have a beneficial effect on the traffic flows and the average
number of stops per car travelling through the network. Therefore, Layer 3 of the architecture contains collaboration mechanisms being capable of e.g. establishing PSSs. Adapting
the intersection’s signalling and establishing a traffic-dependent coordination is a pure reactive task according to observations in the current traffic patterns. In order to develop
a more integrated traffic management system, route guidance and driver information are
necessary parts to achieve an active management. Therefore, OTC contains further Layer 3
mechanisms for these purposes.
Concluding the aspects named before, the requirements of the underlying problem to
be solved by OTC have a high degree of similarity to those initially defined for the general
framework. Considering e.g. the characteristics discussed by Diakaki for the TUC system
[211], the demand of such a solution can already be found in literature:
• The system provides an efficient solution to traffic control in terms of fast reaction
times and low additional computational needs.
• The system is robust with respect to possible measurement inaccuracies and disturbances.
• The system is reliable in case of hardware failures (detectors, communication links,
etc.).
• The system can be easily deployed to a new installation without high adaptation effort.
• The system’s behaviour is traceable – an engineer has the possibility to understand
with reasonable effort what the system does in a given situation.
• The system is based on limited measurement requirements – ideally, it works based
on current installations.
• The system works with low computational effort and communication requirements.
Thus, OTC’s goal is the locally-organised control of traffic lights at urban intersections
in combination with collaborative elements to achieve a network-wide optimisation of traffic
flows. The system is implemented as a distributed solution and acts based on locally observed knowledge and measurements only. Therefore, it provides an ideal test case for the
customisation of the general framework. The listed characteristics are provided by the OTC
system due to decentralised operation and the customisation of the proposed framework.
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Since traffic control is an own research domain by itself and has attracted researchers and
industry for decades, OTC is by no means the only relevant approach. The following section
gives an overview of related work and compares it with the OTC solution.

6.2

Related Work

The usage of computers to improve traffic control for urban road networks has been investigated since the 1960ies. Motorised traffic has large impact on the environment and
economics which motivated both – scientific and commercial research – to develop novel
solutions. The range of applications for computer-aided or automated systems includes offline planning, reactive processing of control logic, and automated traffic-adaptive systems.
Considering real-world installations in cities worldwide, centralised commercial systems are
wide-spread. Centralised systems or static optimised solutions (which are quasi-standard)
are characterised by inherent limitations: small deviations from the normal traffic situation can cause major delays due to static configurations from a global perspective or slow
reaction times of central elements. Thus, self-organising approaches have been developed.
To introduce the state of the art in traffic control systems, the following part of this
section gives an overview of different research directions. Initially, centralised systems are
described accounting for the major part of the installations worldwide. Afterwards, a wrapup of more recent approaches with a strong focus on self-organising aspects is given, although
most of these examples have a more scientific and theoretical background.

6.2.1

Centralised Systems for Traffic Control

One of the first successful approaches towards automated traffic control is the Split, Cycle
and Offset Optimisation Technique (Scoot), which has been developed in the 1980ies
[200]. The system is installed at over 200 cities worldwide. Based on the computation of
a single cycle time for all contained intersections, Scoot determines the best configuration
of phase lengths for each intersection controller and then adjusts the offset times between
neighbouring intersections in order to minimise waiting times. To be able to perform this
adjustment, the network is split into sub-networks and a dynamic traffic model is used.
Besides Scoot, several other commercial traffic control systems have been developed. The
Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System (Scats) [201] emphasises especially the
regional character of the system. Instead of a fully centralised solution, regional entities
are responsible for the strategic control of the intersections’ traffic controllers. The local
controllers at the intersections are used to collect data and perform the tactical control
(e.g. extend phases based on arrivals). Scats itself relies on a rule base of different controls,
which are selected according to traffic conditions. The system-wide optimisation of the
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control strategy for the urban traffic network takes the current traffic state into account.
During the night, the system might try to minimise the number of stops, while it tries to
maximise the throughput at day time.
More recently, a third popular system has been developed: the Traffic-responsive
Urban Control (TUC) system [212]. TUC focuses on the traffic-responsive control and
coordination of traffic signals within large-scale urban road networks. Based on the initial
work by Diakaki [211], the system has been extended and applied to testgrounds in Greece
[213]. The main focus of the system is to determine appropriate cycle times and to coordinate
the intersection control sequences in order to establish PSSs using centralised knowledge.
Additionally, it can consider public transport priorities. The approach distinguishes between
two main parts: 1) a centralised cycle control mechanism is responsible for adjusting the
cycle time to the maximum saturation level and 2) a decentralised offset control algorithm
coordinates the main phases of consecutive nodes. Finally, the resulting signal plans for
each intersection are adapted by a public transport priority module in order to favour
public transport vehicles.
Another popular development is Balance [214, 215], which aims at finding the best coordination of intersections by simultaneously considering a prioritisation of public transport.
The system is based on a hierarchical architecture with a central component. This central
component is responsible for determining the cycle time, the maximum and minimum green
times of the traffic-responsive controllers, and the offsets between intersections by using a
heuristic approach. Furthermore, the particular green times and the phase sequences are
determined at each intersection controller using a simple microscopic model. The process
to determine the best settings for the network is based on traditional traffic objectives like
queue lengths, number of stops, and waiting times [216, 217].
Furthermore, subsequent systems have been developed which make no longer use of
variables like cycle, split, and phase sequence; these systems are therefore called acyclic.
Here, the green times of individual phases are modified directly. Several examples for such
acyclic systems can be found in literature, the most prominent are the American system
Opac [218, 219], Cronos [220, 221] from France, and the Italian Utopia/Spot system [222].
Since all these systems are centralised solutions, they have to use simplifications to keep
the task of finding the best solution for a network-wide control strategy and coordination
tractable. Among these, the Utopia/Spot system is the only one allowing for a network-wide
optimisation by using a macroscopic model of the network.
Centralised traffic control systems are characterised by the following inherent problems.
Although they are powerful, they are also complex and hard to configure. Besides these
configuration aspects, they have been judged to have a limited traffic-responsive behaviour
during rapidly changing conditions (see Dinopoulou et al. [213]). Especially disturbances in
normal traffic patterns like unforeseen peaks or incidents affect the impacts of the control
strategy. Furthermore, typical limitations for systems with central elements can be observed
with the single point of failure as the most prominent one. Determining the traffic situation
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has to be done locally at the particular intersections using physical detectors (e.g. induction
loops) – this local knowledge has to be accessible from server side. With increasing network
size, the amount of collected data to be transferred to and processed by the server is getting tremendously large. This requires high capacity in terms of computation power and
communication bandwidth.
Even more promising is a (at least partly) decentralised operation. Every intersection
controller can perform traffic-adaptive controls based on locally measured data only. Communication is taken into account if an additional coordination with local neighbours is necessary or if a centralised control element adjusts the control policy. Typically, an intersection
on the one side of a network does not need information about what is happening on the
other side. Thus, systems with locally organised subsystems have become more prominent.

6.2.2

Self-organising Approaches in Traffic Control

Since centralised solutions to traffic control have drawbacks, research shifted the focus towards the investigation of locally organised solutions. Already in 1986, Barriere et al. [223]
presented a decentralised variant of the Prodyn traffic control system as introduced in
[224, 225, 226]. Prodyn is inspired by studying the on-line computation of a short sample
time optimal control of an intersection. Although the locally organised variant does not require any central components, the resulting performance describes a behaviour similar to the
hierarchical variant. The authors state that the main advantages of their system are good
scalability and enhanced reliability, but further documentation and progress of the system
or dependable results of the concept have not been published or are not well-documented.
A more recent approach to locally organised traffic control has been proposed by Helbing
et al. in [227]. They presented a fluid-dynamic model for the simulation of traffic networks
[228], which is used to develop a self-organising control principle for traffic lights. Their
switching strategy for traffic lights at intersections is based on the “pressure”, which is generated by cars waiting to be served. The more cars and the longer they are waiting, the
higher is the pressure to give the corresponding turning movement the right of way. Simultaneously, cars blocking subsequent road sections create a “counterpressure” when green
times cannot be used effectively in the current situation. Based on the current pressures
and counterpressures, those traffic lights to be active within the next time period are selected. Furthermore, this results in a dynamic composition of turning movements for each
run of the process. The intersections are loosely coupled by monitoring their connecting
road segments, but do not perform an explicit coordination. According to Helbing et al.,
this loose coupling is sufficient to dynamically establish PSSs as some kind of emergent
effect. Lämmer compared the performance of this basic model to coordinated FTC systems
[229] and states that a positive effect in terms of decreased delay times can be observed.
Although the approach has some desired characteristics like being highly decentralised
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and adaptive, it has also drawbacks. Helbing assumes that the existing infrastructure at
intersections will be significantly extended. In order to estimate queue lengths and delay
times per car as well as the counterpressure for outgoing sections, a large number of additional detectors is needed in combination with further computational effort to analyse and
aggregate the measured data. Furthermore, the dynamic composition of turning movements
for each time period is problematic. Users might have difficulties to accept the system’s behaviour (they cannot understand dynamic reassignment from their point of view) or legal
restrictions have to be considered (like preventing conflicts during phase changes). Additionally, the current system does not consider so-called qualified conflicting traffic streams
(e.g. traffic streams going straight ahead cannot be combined with left-turning traffic from
the opposite direction simultaneously).
Similar to Helbing, Gershenson developed an approach for Self-organising Traffic
Lights (SOTL) [230, 231, 232]. Both concepts have in common that their traffic-responsive
controllers are locally organised and take only figures like the number of waiting cars or the
gaps between arriving vehicles into account when determining their control decisions. In
contrast to Helbing, SOTL is more focused on traditional phase-based traffic control systems
leading to strong similarities to e.g. uncoordinated NEMA controllers [132]. Gershenson’s
control decision relies on a counter κ for the number of waiting cars in front of each traffic
light with each car weighted by its waiting time. This κ value is used to decide whether
the corresponding traffic light demands to switch to green or not (by using a predefined
threshold). Since a simple threshold-based switching decision can lead to fast switchings
and an oscillating behaviour, several restrictions are implemented in the SOTL control
method, e.g. to avoid the interruption of moving platoons or deadlocks caused by long
platoons. In addition to the purely locally organised control logic, Gershenson describes
the observation of coordination effects similar to those achieved by PSSs, although the
system has no explicit coordination mechanisms. But these effects can also be caused by
the simple network structure (Manhattan-type) and the highly artificial traffic generation
pattern (cars leaving the network are immediately relaunched at the opposite side of the
network). A comparative implementation of Gerhsenson’s approach and the OTC system
within a realistic network simulation tool has been developed in cooperation with Zechner
[233]. In this study, SOTL showed nearly the same performance as OTC-controlled FTCs,
although SOTL uses more knowledge and performs significantly more adaptations. Future
work will compare SOTL to OTC-controlled NEMA controllers, where SOTL’s advantage
of faster adaptation cycles and a more traffic-responsive behaviour should be minimised.
Hence, both approaches are expected to result in a similar performance.
An agent-oriented approach to decentralised traffic control has been presented by Bazzan in 2005 [234], where intersections are modelled as individually-motivated agents. These
agents define a distributed traffic signal system that has to be coordinated in a decentralised
manner. Thus, the approach is mainly related to the decentralised coordination mechanism
situated at Layer 3 (see Section 6.4.1). The intersection-control agents select their behaviour
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from a predefined set of control strategies with each selection based on observed local events
as well as on the results of so-called coordination games that are played among neighbouring
agents. Bazzan demonstrated the approach by applying it to simplified scenarios, in particular an arterial road containing 10 intersections. Within the scenario, the intersection-agents
have to choose between just two strategies during the simulation – they have the choice to
take part in a coordination for one of the two arterial directions. This agent-based coordination is compared to a centralised solution that establishes the coordination based on
detector data. From the results of the comparative simulations, Bazzan concludes that her
agent-based approach has advantages in situations where the flow of traffic in the different directions is nearly equal, while both approaches show the same behaviour in strongly
unequal conditions. Compared to the OTC approach, Bazzan’s system is based on the existence of predefined strategies to choose from. Consequently, it is hardly flexible and has
to be configured for all possible situations at design time.
Similar to Bazzan’s work, further more artificial examples are known in literature focusing on virtual traffic lights (intersection control without physical traffic lights): Cakar
et al. presented their simulation of an “Indian junction” [30], Chaaban et al. [235] use a
trajectory-based approach and investigate dynamic replanning in the presence of disturbances, and Vasirani and Ossowski [236] developed a reservation-based intersection control
mechanism. Further systems are referenced e.g. in [237].
In contrast to the OTC approach and the context of this thesis, all of these approaches
are artificial and currently not applicable to realistic environments. Furthermore, most
of them require the existence of new technical solutions (both at cars and intersection
controllers) and additional infrastructure like detectors. Besides legal aspects, especially
safety reasons and problems when running in parallel with existing solutions will make a
technical realisation within a manageable time period unlikely.
Recently, a third way besides already applicable systems and more artificial scenarios
emerged. The Next Generation Urban Traffic Control (UTC-NG) project has its focus
on future solutions for urban traffic control systems and integrated traffic management
systems. The basic assumption is that upcoming systems will rely on a broader range
of information. Fixed (e.g. cameras) or mobile sensors (e.g. vehicle-mounted) as well as
communicated data from neighbouring intersection controllers are assumed to be available
at each intersection. Current installations such as SCATS [201] break down the controlled
network into subsets of intersections for which optimal strategies can be calculated. As a
result, traffic flowing into and out of areas formed by sets of intersections requires complex
interactions and is mostly neglected. Besides locally organised intersection control based on
policies, UTC-NG proposes a stigmergy model to address the complex interaction problem
between these areas. All kind of information is provided to a middleware that serves as
stigmergy communication basis. Details on how this stigmergy is realised are not given
yet. Currently, two main aspects have been focused and demonstrated using simulations of
Dublin’s inner-city road network: a collaborative learning approach [238] and a middleware
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solution [239]. In contrast to UTC-NG, the OTC approach does not focus on sensor-fusion
approaches and works with already existing infrastructure.
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Figure 6.2: Design of the OTC system

6.3

Application of the Generic Architecture

The Organic Traffic Control (OTC) system is based on the general framework as presented
in Chapter 3. In order to “wrap” traffic light controllers by the framework, a customisation
of the general approach is needed – this customisation requires knowledge about aspects
of the control process. Therefore, five basic tasks have been formulated to cope with the
customisation:
• the definition of the environmental conditions and the node’s status (the situation),
• a similarity metric for situation descriptions,
• a learning feedback to distinguish between good and bad behaviour,
• the definition of controllable variable parameters, and
• a simulation model (in combination with a simulation tool) for the “sandbox” component.
In the OTC architecture, an industry-standard traffic light controller (TLC) with fixedtime logic serves as SuOC. Alternatively, standard traffic-responsive controllers (e.g. following the NEMA standard [132]) can be used. This TLC is responsible for physically setting
all of the intersection’s traffic lights using a set of parameters that define its behaviour.
The task for the OTC system is to choose these TLC parameters according to observed
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changes in the traffic conditions at the particular intersection. The control loop consisting
of Layer 1 and Layer 2 of the architecture is defined as follows. The information gained
by the Layer 1 observer is passed to the Layer 1 controller, which is realised as an adapted
Learning Classifier System (LCS) (see Chapter 4.1.4). In case where no appropriate rule is
found, the Layer 2 component evolves a new parameter set for the specific situation. Therefore, an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is combined with the standard traffic simulation tool
“Aimsun” [240]. Figure 6.2 depicts the adapted architecture for the OTC system. Details
of the customisation are given in the remainder of this chapter.

(1) Situation Description
The observer of Layer 1 is responsible for monitoring the SuOC and its environmental conditions. Based on the description of the current situation at the intersection, the controller
of Layer 1 has to decide whether an adaptation of the parameter configuration is needed
or not. Thus, the situation description has to cover all information relevant to analyse the
current status. For traffic control at urban intersections, the goal is typically to decrease
delay times caused by red traffic lights and to increase the network’s throughput. Detectors
(like induction loops in the street surface or video cameras) serve as basis for determining
the current situation – typically, they are used for calculating the number of waiting cars per
traffic light, the flow (in

cars
hour )

for the corresponding turning movements, or the aggregated

delay times at each turning movement.

Detector

Turning

Figure 6.3: An examplary intersection with turnings and detectors
Figure 6.3 depicts an exemplary four-armed intersection. The turning movements crossing the intersection are labelled from A to L. Based on detectors situated at different
points of the incoming sections, statistical data as outlined before can be determined. For
OTC, the situation at the intersection is defined in terms of the measured flow-values per
turning movement. For an intersection with n turnings, the system input consists of an
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n-dimensional real-valued vector containing the traffic flows measured in vehicles per hour
( veh
h ) for each of the intersection’s turnings. The flow-based situation description has been
chosen, since the goal of the system is to find a balanced throughput for all streams passing
the intersection. For instance, a situation description for the intersection from Figure 6.3
might look as follows:
Turning
Flow ( veh )
h

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

500.0

60.0

10.0

50.0

95.0

33.0

98.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

(2) Similarity Metric
Based on this situation description, a similarity metric is needed to allow for a comparison
of situations. The condition part of a classifier consists of n interval predicates forming an
n-dimensional hyper-rectangle and the input situation is an n-dimensional vector. Thus,
the Euclidian distance can be used as metric. If the value of dimension i is contained in the
corresponding interval, the distance is 0. Otherwise, it is calculated in relation to the centre
of the interval to avoid classifier conditions becoming too large.

(3) Learning Feedback
Several different metrics to quantify the performance of traffic control systems are applicable.
Typically, the goal of a traffic engineers is to minimise the travel time through a network (or
over an intersection), to reduce the number of stops per vehicle, or to avoid longs queues of
cars waiting at turnings. Nowadays, metrics considering the environmental impact become
more prominent: the vehicles’ fuel consumption and their emission of pollutants. OTC
provides a solution that can be applied to existing systems without huge additional impact
by re-using existing infrastructure – hence, emission models and similar metrics cannot
be considered as they are not observable with current technical installations. In traffic
engineering, the performance of a controlled intersection is often measured in terms of the
Level of Service (LOS) [241], which is the average delay per vehicle passing the intersection.
For illustration purposes, this value is mapped to a discrete scale of six levels labelled A (no
delay) to F (heavy congestion). Other measurements like number of stops per vehicle or
queue length are sometimes incorporated into a performance index to represent optimisation
goals. Due to its wide acceptance in traffic engineering, this LOS-value is used for the OTC
system to quantify the system’s performance. The formula is defined as follows [241]:

LOS(x) =

P
t∈T ft · dt
P
,
t∈T ft

(6.1)
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where x is the particular intersection and T is the set of the intersection’s turnings. The
variables ft and dt denote the flow and the averaged delay for a turning t ∈ T .

(4) Configuration Space
The target of OTC is to adapt the traffic light control strategy according to the currently
observed traffic situation at the intersection. Signalling at intersections in real-world installations has some characteristics that have to be considered when defining the configuration
space of the OTC system. Figure 6.4 depicts an exemplary four-armed intersection with the
corresponding signalling. Each incoming section has turning movements leading to the left,
to the right, and straight ahead to cross the intersection. Typically, non-conflicting turnings
are aggregated into signal groups, which receive the right of way together. The example of
Figure 6.4 demonstrates such a grouping of turnings.
Si
gnal
gr
oupA

Si
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gr
oupB

Si
gnal
1and3
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gnal
gr
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2and4

Si
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oupD
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Figure 6.4: Exemplary intersection with signal groups
Figure 6.5 depicts an exemplary signal plan for the intersection from Figure 6.4, which
corresponds to one possible action for the OTC system. The figure describes the green,
yellow, and red times for each contained signal group (Signal 1 to 8) of the intersection.
Within each cycle, each of these signal groups gets the right of way for a specific duration in
a static and reoccurring order. The green boxes define the durations of having the right of
way. Otherwise, the traffic light of this signal shows yellow or red (no box). The durations
are defined using the scale on top of the figure. The ordering and the corresponding grouping
of signals to signal groups is not altered by the OTC system – in contrast to the durations
of the particular green times and the corresponding cycle time. Hence, one action describes
the phase durations of each signal group (A to D).

(5) Simulation Model
Finally, the sandbox-learning principle of Layer 2 relies on using a simulation tool and a
simulation model. In traffic engineering, several different simulation tools emerged starting
in the mid 1980s with e.g. the VISSIM [242] predecessor PELOPS/DYNAMO [243]. Today, two of the most famous simulation tools are VISSIM [242] and Aimsun [129]. From
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Figure 6.5: Corresponding signal schedule
these, the latter one is used within the OTC system, since it provides realistic simulations
– a comparison of tools describing their advantages and disadvantages can be found in
[244]. Aimsun is a software application for traffic engineers offering three types of transport
models: static traffic assignment tools, a mesoscopic simulator, and a microsimulation tool.
In the context of the OTC system, only the microsimulation for urban traffic networks is
used. Alternatively to traffic simulators, approximation functions from the domain of traffic engineering like the one from Webster [245] can be used. Each intersection controller
possesses an Aimsun-model of its topology taking only the local intersection into account.
This model is configured with the observed traffic situation. The simulated traffic passing
the intersection is equal to the observed one (in terms of the measured value in

cars
hour

passing

a specific turning movement). Based on this model and its configuration, an EA is applied
to the optimisation problem. The simulator serves as a possibility to analyse the quality of
the generated traffic signal plan for the given situation. Therefore, the Level of Service as
introduced for the on-line learning component is used as fitness measurement.

6.4

Collaboration Mechanisms

The previous part of this chapter considered the OTC system as a single installation at
one isolated intersection. Thus, only local measurements and locally observed data have
been taken into account for deciding about the control strategy and the corresponding
TLC’s parameter adaptation. In contrast to such a strictly local focus, urban intersections
in real-world installations are typically coordinated and integrated into a network-wide
concept developed by traffic engineers. Consequently, initiatives in research and economy
started to investigate integrated solutions typically referred to under the term “Intelligent
Transportation System” (ITS), see e.g. [246]. Some of the responsibilities are already covered
in older systems. For instance, establishing PSSs has already been covered by SCOOTS
[200].
In order to provide the basis for such an ITS founding on the OTC system, Layer 3
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of the architecture is introduced to handle collaboration among neighbouring intersections.
In the context of the OTC project, several collaboration mechanisms have been developed
which are introduced in the following part of this chapter:
• A fully decentralised mechanism to establish PSSs (the DPSS mechanism)
• A hierarchically extended version (the HPSS mechanism)
• A decentralised incident detection mechanism
• A traffic guidance system
The particular mechanisms are also depicted in Layer 3 of Figure 6.2.

6.4.1

Decentralised Progressive Signal Systems

Traffic networks in urban regions typically consist of a large set of neighbouring intersections. Considering such real-world traffic installations, the controllers between neighbouring
intersections on main roads (like arterials) are often coordinated to form PSSs. Coordination can have a positive effect on the traffic flow, since the number of stops per car travelling
through the network can be decreased. The goal of such a PSS is given as follows. Vehicles
driving on a coordinated stream do not have to stop in front of traffic lights – they arrive
at the intersection when the corresponding phase is switched to green.
Coordination depends on several factors. A first prerequisite for establishing a PSS
is a common cycle time for all coordinated intersection controllers. Furthermore, each
participating intersection controller needs to determine a synchronised phase starting always
at a fixed point of the cycle. Since vehicles that are going to benefit from such a coordination
have to pass a given distance between the neighbouring nodes, appropriate offsets have to
be defined taking this travel time into account. This offset defines the relative start of the
synchronised phase. Due to the static character of FTCs, coordination can be established
by determining the previously mentioned variables. Although this task is more complex for
traffic-responsive controller variants, it is generally possible [247].
The following part of this chapter presents a decentralised mechanism to establish PSSs.
The mechanism has been initially presented in [247] and further discussed in [248, 208]. The
approach distinguishes between three consecutive steps.
• Initially, all nodes in the network determine partnerships for collaborating in a PSS
(Step D.1).
• Afterwards, nodes agree on a common cycle time which is a prerequisite for synchronisation (Step D.2).
• Once the cycle time has been chosen, every node selects its preferred TLC parameters
with respect to the common cycle time and calculates the offset to its predecessor.
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When the last participating node activated its new TLC, the PSS has been established
(Step D.3).

Step D.1: Determine Collaborating Nodes
The first part of the DPSS algorithm is used to determine the participating intersection
controllers. The goal is to find a sequence of intersections where coordination improves the
network’s traffic flow. A suitable heuristic approach when identifying appropriate streams
without network-wide knowledge is based on determining the strongest streams at the particular intersections locally. Therefore, each intersection controller chooses its turning movement with the strongest vehicle flow. It is assumed that all intersection controllers of the
network have synchronised common clocks, such that a periodic check is feasible where all
intersection controllers perform the selection process at the same time.
In the following, the term node is considered to represent both, the intersection controller and the corresponding intersection. Imagine node j’s turning movement from upstream node i to downstream node k is its strongest stream in terms of vehicles per hour.
A synchronisation of the signal phase serving the corresponding turning should have the
highest benefit for node j. If more than one signal phase matches this condition (serving
the particular turning), the longest one is chosen since the phase duration corresponds to the
relative flow values. After the selection and the corresponding creation of the synchronised
phase, node j informs its desired predecessor (node i) about its intention to be its successor
in a PSS. The process as described for node j is performed by all nodes of the network simultaneously – when all nodes informed their desired predecessor, each node performs a local
matching. Within this matching process, each node compares the received information to
its own preference. Matching predecessors are immediately acknowledged and partnerships
are established. Other nodes that registered with node j are rejected.
Nodes receiving such a reject message have a second chance to find partners for a PSS.
Therefore, these nodes select a new desired predecessor by choosing the turning with the
second highest stream. The previous process is repeated with this second-best predecessor.
Nodes with successfully established partnerships reject incoming messages, while nodes with
open successor positions consider the request analogously to the first iteration. Since typical
intersections in urban road networks are three- or four-armed, a second chance is enough
for the process to find appropriate partnerships. All nodes becoming part of a PSS received
acknowledgements, which allows for a self-organised determination whether the node is part
of a PSS and which of its neighbours are predecessor or successor in the system. Nodes at
special positions of the PSS (the begin- and the end-node) are aware about their position,
since they have no predecessor (no successor) but a successor (a predecessor). Furthermore,
isolated nodes being not part of a PSS did not receive or send acknowledgements and hence
know about their isolation. Thus, partnerships are consistently established and nodes within
a PSS can start to negotiate a common cycle time.
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Step D.2: Determine a Common Cycle Time
In order to allow for establishing a PSS, the participating nodes have to agree on a common
cycle time in the second step of the process. This common cycle time has to be chosen
carefully, since it has direct influence on the node’s capacity. On the one hand, a longer
cycle time increases the fraction of green times as part of the cycle time, since the duration
of interphases used to clear the intersection is always constant. If a smaller percentage of
the cycle time is used for interphases, the capacity of the intersection is higher. On the
other hand, longer cycles increase vehicle delays in undersaturated conditions due to the
increased waiting times resulting from longer red periods. Thus, the cycle time determined
by the intersection’s OTC system provides a trade-off between these two aspects – it provides
sufficient capacity while keeping delays short.
During step 2 of the process, a common cycle time is determined that fits these requirements. In order to allow for a fully decentralised determination, each node i has to keep
track of two values: its own desired cycle time (DCTi ) and an agreed cycle time (ACT ) for
the PSS. The desired cycle time DCTi is the currently preferred cycle time of node i if it is
not part of a PSS. It can be received using the same process as when selecting actions to be
applied to the SuOC. Furthermore, the agreed cycle time ACT is that cycle time the nodes
taking part in the PSS agreed on. Since DCTi of each node is as short as possible, ACT
can be selected as the maximum of all DCTi in the PSS. A shorter ACT could affect the
most heavily loaded node of the PSS by decreasing its capacity and consequently inducing
rising vehicle queues.
ACT := max{DCTi }

(6.2)

Determining the agreed cycle time ACT for the PSS is based on the following echo
algorithm (cf. [249]). The first node in the PSS chooses its desired cycle time DCT1 , sets
ACT1 := DCT1 , and sends ACT1 to its successor in the PSS. The succeeding nodes i,
i = 2, . . . , n (with n the last node in the PSS), successively update their DCTi by activating
their LCS, setting

ACTi

:=

max{DCTi , ACTi−1 }

=

max{DCTi ,

=

max
j∈{1,...,i−1}

(6.3)
{DCTj }}

max {DCTj }

(6.4)
(6.5)

j∈{1,...,i}

and sending ACTi to the next node in the PSS. The process terminates when reaching the
last node n of the PSS. At this point, node n’s ACTn is already the sought-after one. Thus,
it has to be propagated back to the predecessors, such that each node i in the PSS can
update its ACTi :
ACTi := ACTn ; f or i = 1, . . . , n − 1

(6.6)
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The second part of this echo-algorithm terminates when node 1 is reached – all nodes taking
part in the PSS have agreed on a common cycle time.

Step D.3: Determine Offsets and Establish Synchronisation
Finally, the third step of the algorithm establishes the PSS. Therefore, each node beginning
with the first one has to select an appropriate TLC (with respect to the ACT ) and to
determine the offset to its predecessor. Since the first node does not have a predecessor, no
offset restriction exists. Thus, it can directly choose and apply a TLC according to the ACT .
To cover the constraint of choosing TLCs according to a given cycle time, OTC’s learning
component situated at Layer 1 of the architecture has been equipped with an additional
procedure – details are given in Section 6.4.1. As a result, the OTC system selects a TLC
that suits both – the current traffic conditions and the ACT . For each succeeding node i,
i = 2, . . . , n, the TLC is chosen accordingly – in addition, the particular offset oi depends
• on the predecessor’s offset oi−1 ,
• on the start pi−1 of the synchronised phase within the predecessor’s TLC,
• on the time di−1,i vehicles need to arrive from the predecessor,
• on the start pi of the synchronised phase within the node’s own TLC, and finally
• on the time qi needed to serve queued vehicles for the synchronised phase.
In addition, node 1 has to communicate the absolute time s when activating its selected
TLC, since all successors have to know the start time of the PSS to determine their relative
start. Afterwards, a second echo algorithm is used to successively establish the PSS. The
first node communicates the start time s, its offset (which is zero for the first node), and the
start p1 of the synchronised phase in its TLC to its successor. Based on this information,
nodes i (with i = 2, . . . , n) successively select their own TLCs (according to the ACT ),
determine their pi , and calculate their own offset relative to the first node in the PSS using
the formula:
oi = (oi−1 + pi−1 + di−1,i − pi − qi )

mod ACT.

(6.7)

The underlying assumption of time di−1,i being stored locally at each node for all its
neighbours j is reasonable, since di−1,i depends only on the fixed distance and speed limits
between neighbouring nodes. Furthermore, qi is currently chosen as a small constant, which
will reflect characteristics of the particular connection and the local traffic in the future.
After finishing the offset calculation, the values for s, oi , and pi are forwarded to the
successor until the process terminates with reaching the last node of the PSS.
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Temporary TLCs for Establishing the PSS
A further aspect has to be considered when establishing the PSS by finally changing TLCs.
Due to clearing times and safety restrictions, an abrupt change of controllers is infeasible.
Such a change might lead to undesired behaviour in terms of unbalanced green times. To
counter these effects, a temporary TLC is activated for exactly one cycle after the currently
active TLC’s cycle has ended. This temporary TLC is used to close the gap between the
currently active TLC and the desired begin of the new one. Therefore, all non-interphase
durations of the currently active TLC are proportionally adjusted (typically decreased). Its
cycle time t is given by the equation

t = s + oi − r − c

(6.8)

where r denotes the remaining duration of the active TLC’s cycle and c is the current time
at the node. In those cases where time t is not applicable because it is too short (t is
smaller than the required minimum duration for each phase plus all interphase durations),
t is adjusted by ACT :
t := t + ACT

(6.9)

After finishing one run of the temporary TLC, the PSS is finally established by activating the
selected TLC. The temporary TLC process explains a lower boundary for the DPSS-update
interval. If it is performed too often, the learning process of OTC’s Layer 1 component is
disturbed, since the temporary TLC affects the performance of the OTC system and is not
considered during the evaluation phase.

Time Requirements for the Communication
The previously introduced distributed algorithm requires synchronised clocks [250] available
at all participating nodes. This assumption can be realised by using e.g. a GPS receiver or
time synchronisation protocols such as the Network Time Protocol (NTP) [251]. Furthermore, Step D.3 of the algorithm assumes bounded processing times. A known upper bound
π is required for the processing at each node. Furthermore, the communication latency
between two neighbouring nodes of the PSS is restricted by a known upper bound λ. The
necessity is caused by the need of switching new TLC configurations reasonably accurate at
a given time in the future. In the context of the investigated scenarios, the start time s for
switching to the new configuration needs to be at least

s > t0 + (n − 1) ∗ (π + λ)

(6.10)
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where t0 is defined as the time at which the first node starts establishing the PSS and n is
the number of intersections in the PSS. Typically, the time period between establishing two
consecutive PSSs is significantly larger than the latency for communication and processing.
Furthermore, the number of intersections n is assumed to be low. Consider as example
π = 0.1 s, λ = 0.2 s and n = 10; the new configuration can be established in 9∗(0.1 s+0.2 s) =
2.7 s or later after starting the third step of the algorithm. Since TLC parameters are
changed every 15 minutes on average, a time period of 2.7 s can be neglected. Hence, the
communication requirements are met even in networks with comparably high latencies.

Updating a PSS
Besides initially establishing a new PSS, a dynamic update is needed due to the timedynamic nature of traffic. Instead of a complete recalculation in a reoccurring sequence and
independently of the changes in the traffic conditions, the system reacts on the following
events representing relevant traffic changes:
• A node participating in a PSS changes its TLC due to a (significant) improvement of
local delays predicted by its LCS. The new TLC respects the agreed cycle time ACT
of the PSS, but the start time of its synchronised phase differs from the original TLC.
• A node i participating in a PSS (significantly) increases its desired cycle time due to
changes in traffic such that DCTi > ACT .
• A node i with DCTi = ACT (significantly) reduces its desired cycle time due to
changes in traffic.
• For a node participating in a PSS, the turning exhibiting the strongest vehicle flow
has changed.
In the first case, only the changing node i is concerned: it has to adapt its offset such
that the new offset o0i satisfies the equation
o0i = (oi + pi − p0i )

mod ACT

(6.11)

where p0i denotes the start of the synchronised phase in the new TLC, while oi and pi
denote the respective values for the previous TLC. The established partnerships, the agreed
cycle time ACT , and the offsets of all other nodes participating in the PSS may remain
unchanged.
In the second and third case, the agreed cycle time ACT needs to be adapted, which
is achieved as follows. The node responsible for the change announces the necessity of an
ACT update to the first node in the PSS, which as a result starts the echo algorithms for
determining a common cycle time and offset recalculation resulting in an updated PSS with
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the same collaborating nodes. Since the update temporarily reduces the performance of the
collaborating nodes again, the process should only be activated if the change in the agreed
cycle time ACT exceeds a given threshold.
Finally in the fourth case, the importance of traffic movements has changed, while in
the other cases only traffic volumes were responsible for changes. Here, the partnerships in
the PSS should be reassessed by completely recalculating new PSSs.

Integration of DPSS into the OTC Architecture
The DPSS algorithm is embedded into the OTC system at Layer 3 (see Figure 6.2) of the
architecture. In addition, the learning component of Layer 1 has to be able to handle the
additional cycle time restriction that is necessary when selecting TLCs under constraints
given by a PSS. In particular, the selection procedure of the learning component realised as
a modified LCS has to cover these cycle time constraints by restricting the set of possible
solutions to those proposing appropriate cycle times. Therefore, the initial selection process is adopted by considering a further condition. If none of the rules matching the traffic
conditions proposes an appropriate cycle time, rules (closely) matching the traffic situation
are modified to fit the cycle time restriction by proportionally decreasing or increasing the
non-interphase durations of their actions. This modification of rules is based on copying
existing ones and including them in the rule set – similar to the presented covering mechanism. This extension leads to a full integration of the DPSS algorithm into the existing
OTC approach.

6.4.2

Hierarchical Progressive Signal Systems
The decentralised process as presented before selects
the partners for the PSS based on the locally observed strongest turning movements. As a consequence, the strongest streams within the network are
preferably treated – which is a good heuristic, but it
does not always establish the best possible PSS configuration for the network. Figure 6.6 illustrates such

Figure 6.6:
Traffic flows in a
Manhattan-type network

a non-optimal example.
The Manhattan-type network of the figure contains six intersections and five prominent traffic

streams. Two streams are running from west to east, while three streams are running
from north to south. The width of the arrows is proportional to the corresponding traffic
flows for the depicted streams, traffic for the other directions is neglected in this example.
The strongest stream is the central one of the southbound streams, but in sum both east-
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bound streams are larger than the three streams running from north to south. Considering
the DPSS mechanism’s algorithm as presented previously (in particular Step D.1), the approach would initially establish a PSS-coordination for the central southbound stream as
the strongest stream. Further iterations of Step D.1 would also result in a coordination of
the other southbound streams. A comparison of arrows’ widths in Figure 6.6 demonstrates
the non-optimal character of this solution. In total, the establishment of PSSs for the two
eastbound streams would lead to a higher benefit.
In order to be able to decide automatically about favouring a set of PSSs to others, the
benefit of the synchronisation has to be measurable. Less formally, the benefit of a PSS
can be defined as number of cars having the advantage of not stopping anymore due to the
coordination – a vehicle driving on a coordinated stream can pass the intersections without
having to stop at a red light. The coordination affects all intersections taking part in a
PSS except the first one, since vehicles arrive randomly. As a consequence, the sum of all
vehicle flows for the coordinated turning movements at all intersections except for the first
one represents the desired benefit. This issue is expressed by the following formula:

benef it(P SS) =

n
X
(synchStreami )

(6.12)

i=2

with n being the number of all participating nodes in the PSS, i specifying the particular
node, and synchStreami the traffic flow of the synchronised stream at node i.
The following part of this chapter extends the DPSS mechanism with an additional
hierarchical component – the Regional Manager (RM) [252, 208]. The RM is capable of
dealing with special cases as discussed in the motivating example. The approach is able to
find better combinations of PSSs for the underlying network and its current traffic status
than the DPSS mechanism – if available. In particular, it replaces Step D.1 of the DPSS
mechanism, while keeping Steps D.2 and D.3 to finally establish the coordination. The
process of finding better solutions emphasises the heuristic character of the RM – although
it aims at determining the best possible combination of PSSs for the network, it does not
compare all possible solutions. Thus, the optimality of the solution cannot be guaranteed.
The RM works in three steps:
• RM.1: Collect local information about the traffic situation and build a weighted
graph representation of the network.
• RM.2: Identify possible streams to be coordinated by PSSs.
• RM.3: Combine non-conflicting streams to stream systems and select the most
promising stream system.
Figure 6.7 illustrates the concept. All three steps are discussed in more detail in the
remainder of this section.
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...

(a) Step RM.1: Build network
graph

...

(b) Step RM.2: Determine traffic streams

...

(c) Step RM.3:
stream systems

...

Determine

Figure 6.7: Steps performed by the Regional Manager
In the following, a centralised element (the RM) is assumed to perform the computational
...

...

tasks. Since no further system-wide information is needed besides communicated data of the
participating nodes, the mechanism can also be realised in a distributed manner. Therefore,
concepts from the domain of distributed systems like Leader Election [253] provide the
possibility to select one node as responsible for the task. Such distribution variants do not
have any influence on the mechanism itself and can therefore be neglected.

Step RM.1: Build Network Graph
Step RM.1 of the process derives a graph representation of the current traffic flows within
the network as basis for the calculation of the succeeding steps. Therefore, each node creates
a subgraph representing its topology and the local traffic flows. This subgraph contains one
vertex for each outgoing section, one vertex for each incoming section, and one edge for
each turning movement. Edges are directed and weighted, with the weight corresponding
to the currently observed traffic flow of the turning. The RM receives the subgraphs from
all nodes of the network, connects them, and consequently obtains a graph representation
of the network augmented with the current traffic situation. Figure 6.7(a) depicts the result
of Step RM.1 for an exemplary Manhattan-type network of six nodes (similar to the one
from Figure 6.6).

Step RM.2: Determine Traffic Streams
Step RM.2 identifies promising streams where establishing a PSS can be beneficial for the
network. Based on the graph G = (V, E) created in Step RM.1, the RM iteratively builds
streams by connecting edges e ∈ E to candidate streams until all edges have been removed
from E or the remaining edges’ weights are below a predefined threshold. Therefore, it selects
the edge ei with the highest weight and iteratively determines the best predecessors and
successors by selecting the edges with highest weights from the particular candidates. When
continuing in both directions, the process of adding a new edge to the stream terminates
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as soon as there are no further candidates or the next candidate has a conflicting higher
stream within the current subgraph. The latter case avoids choosing streams according to
the example in Figure 6.6: lower streams will not cut larger ones. Figure 6.7(b) depicts
some of the resulting traffic streams obtained for the examplary network (Figure 6.6), each
stream is visualised as a connected sequence of thick edges within the figure.

Step RM.3: Choose the Best Stream System
Finally, Step RM.3 is used to find the most-promising combination of streams. Thus, the
selected streams need to be non-conflicting – in particular, they must not intersect each
other or run in different directions on the same roads. As a consequence, each node can
participate in one PSS only. The selection is based on the metric as initially presented,
i.e. the combination of streams maximising the number of benefiting vehicles is searched.
Therefore, the RM uses a greedy-approach to create promising stream systems without
generating the power set of streams. Initially, potentially conflicting streams are identified
and cached. Afterwards, the streams are ordered according to their potential benefit. Based
on this ordering, stream systems are iteratively built by adding the next beneficial and nonconflicting stream. Furthermore, the process ensures that each stream is part of at least
one stream system. Figure 6.7(c) depicts several systems of non-conflicting streams for the
examplary network. Streams are again visualised as connected sequences of thick edges.
The resulting set of different stream systems can be rated by summing up the benefit of the
contained PSSs. Finally, the system with the highest benefit is applied to the network.
All steps performed by the RM can be efficiently implemented, details about the particular algorithms can be found in a previous publication [252]. With replacing Step D.1 of the
DPSS mechanism by Steps RM.1 to RM.3, a hierarchical system architecture is obtained
having similarities with the design of e.g. BALANCE [215]. The main difference to these
approaches from literature is the locally organised selection and optimisation of signal plans.

6.4.3

Further Collaboration Mechanisms

Establishing coordination between neighbouring intersections using PSSs is a reaction on
the observed status of the traffic network. In contrast, the objectives of upcoming integrated
traffic management systems are broader. Traffic through the network has to be optimised by
an active management of traffic flows. One aspect of such a broader view is an infrastructure
which is actively guiding drivers to prominent directions. Such a concept relies on the
availability of further knowledge about the network’s status. Examples are an automated
incident detection and the prediction of traffic flows’ states for the upcoming time period.
Thus, the following part of this chapter outlines two further collaborative mechanisms, which
have been integrated into the OTC system: incident detection and route guidance. Traffic
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prediction for OTC has been investigated in cooperation with Volhard and presented in
[254].

Distributed Incident Detection
Automated Incident Detection (AID) is a prerequisite if the distributed routing protocol has
to be capable of dealing with disturbances. In literature, incidents are defined as “events
which cause a need for assistance of involved drivers and/or warning of oncoming traffic
in order to maintain safe driving conditions” [255] meaning it is not only restricted to car
accidents. In contrast, road blockades, unscheduled maintenance, and construction activities
or breakdowns and spilled loads are also considered [256]. Typically, incidents are claimed
to be a major reason for undesired effects like decrease of road capacity, increase of delays
and pollution, congestion, and increasing cost [256, 257]. To counter these effects, a research
area has been established investigating solutions to detect such events fully automated or at
least machine aided. Existing approaches analyse data obtained from regularly distributed
road sensors (like induction loops) and try to characterise the observed traffic conditions as
incident-free or -bound. Hence, AID systems are not able to directly detect incidents (like
it might be possible one day by computer vision), but indirectly through classifying traffic
conditions according to known patterns. These patterns describe incidents as temporal
and spatial road obstacles creating changes in the traffic flow. Besides the pure pattern
recognition approach, several other techniques have been developed – a classification and
survey of these approaches is given by Martin et al. in [258].
Currently, AID mechanisms are only applied to outer-city main routes like highways.
A famous example in Germany is the “Autobahn NRW” approach [259] where the status
of the motorway network in the Ruhr-area is observed and classified in terms of capacity
utilisation and corresponding traffic jams. An application of AID algorithms to urban
areas is significantly more complex, since incident-like traffic patterns can also be caused by
normal activities. For instance, waiting queues in front of red traffic lights will cause the
same pattern like stop-and-go traffic on highways. Furthermore, waiting vehicles dropping
off a passenger or quickly delivering goods cannot be distinguished from real incidents when
using existing techniques. The problem becomes even more complex as OTC builds upon
existing infrastructure – consequently, an AID approach for Layer 3 has to work on induction
loops only.
Thus, a modified variant of the California algorithm (CA) [260, 261] has been developed by Klejnowski [262], which is explicitly designed for urban areas and copes with the
previously mentioned restrictions. The CA has been chosen as basis since it works on the
currently available infrastructure conditions and is referred to as quasi-standard solution
in literature. The algorithm detects incidents by continuously comparing detector values of
two consecutive sensors. Thereby, one sensor represents two induction loops installed in the
street surface together. The most significant difference to the initial application domain of
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the CA is given by the signalised intersections. Comparing the measured flow values of the
corresponding traffic flows passing these detectors would constantly result in false-alarms.
In contrast to detectors on highways or non-interrupted roads, the problem might be handled by a cumulative strategy: an alarm is only given after a certain number of consecutive
incident detections. But this strategy results in a significantly increased rate of non-detected
incidents and still has a high false-alarm ratio. The modified CA addresses these problems
by introducing a collaborative solution between neighbouring intersection controllers. In
this context, neighbouring means that a direct connection between two intersections (both
sharing the same road) is needed. In addition, the distance between these intersections is
not allowed to exceed a certain length. The collaboration is based on a plausibility check
for the detected alarms taking the incoming and outgoing traffic of the connecting road into
account. Since an intersection receives the outgoing traffic from its predecessor, it can verify
the predecessor’s alarms. Such a verification is only applicable, if the traffic patterns are
comparable – this leads to a maximum distance between nodes. In the conducted experiments, neighbouring intersections with a distance of about 250 m had a good performance
(about 100 % detection rate and below 5 % false alarm rate depending on the scenario),
while distances larger than 1 km showed substancially worse results. In contrast, the standard CA leads to significantly worse results – in some cases, more than 50 % false alarms
by only 75 % detection rate. Details on the algorithm and further results can be found in
[262].

Distributed Traffic Guidance
In contrast to investigating traffic signalling and coordination mechanisms, traffic-responsive
route guidance is a relatively young research area. Most of the installations in real-world
traffic systems rely on the usage of Variable Message Signs (VMS). These VMS are used
to communicate route recommendations to drivers and are typically controlled by humanoperated traffic control centres. Besides these often motorway-bound VMS, a more finegrained routing recommendation system is known by navigation systems. Early navigation
systems have performed the route guidance task based on static information about the road
network, while nowadays the market share of more traffic-responsive systems is increasing.
These systems take additional data into account received by the radio’s Traffic Message
Channel (TMC, available mostly for highways) or on-line travel time databases provided
by system manufacturers. These databases contain information about travel times recently
observed by other drivers using the particular navigation system. In addition, a novel
approach emerged previously introducing floating car data (FCD). This FCD can be used
to analyse the current traffic situation within the road network. One example is the honeybee-inspired BeeJamA approach as introduced by Wedde et al. [263].
The OTC system has been extended with a VMS-based approach [208]. Signalised
intersections are assumed to be equipped with VMS at their approaching sections. These
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VMS provide the possibility to communicate information about the currently best route
choice taking some prominent destinations into account. The recommendation is based
on informing about which turning to take and how long it will approximately take to the
destination. Therefore, each intersection controller contains a routing component, which is
responsible for determining route recommendations to these prominent destinations. These
recommendations are stored in routing tables for each incoming section. One aggregated
routing table for the intersection controller is not feasible, since the recommendations of
incoming sections differ. Drivers are not allowed to turn on the intersection and come
back on the same road as they approached the intersection. Figure 6.2 illustrates the
integration of the mechanism into the architecture of the OTC system. In principle, this
routing component can incorporate varying routing protocols – the variant presented in
the following is inspired by the Distance-Vector Routing (DVR) [264] as known from the
Internet.
Routing of vehicles in road networks differs fundamentally from routing in data communication networks. Besides missing acceptance of high delays, mechanisms like buffering of
elements, resorting, or discarding elements (in data communication an element is a packet,
in traffic a vehicle) are not feasible. Hence, the original DVR protocol has to be adapted to
match the requirements of traffic control. The modified approach works as follows. At the
beginning, each intersection controller checks whether it has direct access to a prominent
destination by a connecting section. In this case, the controller generates an entry for the
routing table of each incoming section that has a turning movement to the corresponding
outgoing section leading to this direction. These entries store the destination, the recommended turning, and the currently predicted time to reach the destination. The latter value
can be determined by receiving the current delay at the corresponding turning movement
and adding the (static) travel time for the outgoing link. The delay is calculated based on
the current traffic flows at the intersection and the turning’s green time fraction using a
standard formula from the field of traffic engineering (the Webster formula [245]).
As soon as a routing table entry is created or updated, the contained information is
submitted to the corresponding upstream neighbour. The receiving neighbour adds the
travel time needed to reach the sender to the submitted value of the message. Afterwards,
the routing tables of all incoming sections with a turning connection to the sending neighbour
are checked. A new routing entry is generated from the received information for previously
unknown destinations. Otherwise, the existing routing entry is checked. In case this routing
entry recommends the same turning to the sender, the entry’s travel time is updated with
the new one. In case of the existing entry recommending a different turning movement, the
travel times are compared and only the entry predicting a shorter travel time is kept.
The previously described steps are processed by all intersection controllers similarly. As
a result, routes to the initially determined destinations are iteratively propagated through
the network. By performing the DVR-inspired routing protocol, a decentralised mechanism
to guide traffic through the underlying traffic network without the need of a centralised
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element is performed. In combination with mechanisms to detect incidents in urban road
networks, the approach allows for a traffic-responsive routing in the presence of disturbances
and enables robustness in traffic control. The protocol can be augmented by supporting an
intra- and inter-regional routing, which reduces the effort in terms of computation and
communication and consequently increases the scalability (see [265]).
In comparison to the previously mentioned state of the art, the approach has significant
advantages. In contrast to the FCD technique, it does not require equipped vehicles. Radio’s
TMC has the disadvantage of communicating all known traffic information (or disturbances),
while the VMS approach can be organised using a hierarchical indication. Destinations far
away are aggregated into regions (“to district A turn left, duration 15 to 20 minutes”),
while nearby destinations are explicitly mentioned. Furthermore, the direct access to the
observed traffic situation leads to more up-to-date information and thus a better description
of the network’s current status. This effect is even stronger supported by the reduction of
communication to and aggregation by a third entity (e.g. the manufacturer of navigation
systems). In the standard DVR protocol, some major problems are known – the countto-infinity problem [266] is probably the most famous one. In the modified variant, this
problem does not occur due to two reasons: a) typically, traffic situations do not change
abruptly and therefore link cost are only slightly changing over time, and b) the approach
relies on recalculations of the network’s complete list of routing tables, which avoids using
outdated information.
Similar to the DVR-inspired approach, Lyda developed three further routing mechanisms
and integrated them into the OTC system [265]: a greedy-based approach, an approach
founding on the A-star algorithm [267], and a mechanism inspired by the Link-State Routing
(LSR) protocol [268] as known from the Internet. In addition, a region-based extension
similar to the Internet’s BorderGateway protocol [269] has been developed for the DVR and
LSR algorithms resulting in a better scalability of the approaches.

6.5

Evaluation

The experimental evaluation of the OTC system distinguishes between three scenarios: an
artificial Manhattan-type road network, a model of the stadium environment situated at
Hannover, Germany, and a model of an intersection of an inner-city suburb situated at
Hamburg, Germany. The first example is based on an artificial road network with manually optimised and configured reference values, while the latter two examples represent
the current installations as developed by traffic engineers. In addition, both networks from
Hannover and Hamburg are configured using realistic traffic data from a census and the
actual signallings. All experiments have been performed on a Dual Core PC running at
1.66 GHz each and 4 GByte RAM. The Aimsun simulator has been used in version AIMSUN NG Professional Edition 5.1.11 based on a Windows 7 Professional 64-bit operating
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system.
The evaluation demonstrates the benefit of using OTC in disturbed and undisturbed
situations. For comparison purposes based on taking the performance obtained by the
current installations into account, representative metrics are needed. As discussed when
defining the local evaluation function of the learning mechanism, OTC’s goal is to reduce
waiting times occurring locally at the intersections. These are measured as averages based on
the queues of all incoming sections. The simulation-based evaluation allows for calculating
a mapping between driving behaviour (driving, waiting, stopping, and accelerating) and
the corresponding fuel consumption by taking realistic models into account [270, 271]. In
addition, the network-wide view allows for evaluating the averaged number of stops per
vehicle – which are going to be reduced by mechanisms like PSSs. Thus, the traffic-based
analysis of OTC’s performance is based on these basic metrics (delays, fuel consumption,
number of stops) in the remainder of this chapter.

6.5.1

An Inner-city Area at Hamburg, Germany

OTC has been developed as a novel approach in traffic control. Thus, its inherent goal is
to provide a substantially better solution than existing approaches in traffic engineering.
Since a comparison to industry-standard solutions is not feasible at urban installations
due to proprietary, monetary, legal, and safety-based reasons, a simulative evaluation has
been performed. The system provides an applicable solution for real-world traffic control –
hence, a comparison to existing control strategies according to the actual traffic conditions
is needed. Therefore, the topology of inner-city regions has been modelled in the Aimsun
traffic simulator taking realistic traffic data from a census and the actual control strategies
of the particular intersection controllers into account. Figure 6.8(a) depicts the investigated
road network situated at Hamburg, Germany.

(a) The road network at Hamburg

(b) Model of the intersection

Figure 6.8: Investigated road network located at Hamburg, Germany
The traffic data and the signal schedules are provided by the Schmeck Ingenieurge-
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sellschaft mbH, Hamburg, based on a manual optimisation performed by order of the Freie
und Hansestadt Hamburg. The corresponding traffic data has been obtained by a census
processed at Tuesday, May 4, 2004 and illustrates the typical course of a day without further
irregularities. In this census, cars and trucks passing the intersections were counted and documented for each turning with a time resolution of 15 minutes. Fixed-time signal programs
for all nodes of the network have been developed by traffic engineers. These programs are
used in reality and serve as reference controllers in the evaluation.
Without activating collaboration mechanisms of the architecture’s Layer 3, the OTC
system is an isolated installation at each intersection. Thus, the first part of the evaluation
focuses on an exemplary single intersection to demonstrate the potential benefit of the
OTC system. Figure 6.8(b) depicts the topology of the intersection.2 The corresponding
Aimsun model has been configured with the traffic data obtained by the census and the
fixed-time signal program used in reality. The OTC system is assumed to start without
further knowledge. The initial population is empty, only the standard signal program is
known in advance. Figure 6.9 depicts the traffic demand during the day. The y-axis depicts
the number of vehicles (cars and trucks) passing the intersection. The following results
are obtained as averages from five runs of the particular simulations with different random
seeds.
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Figure 6.9: Traffic demand in number of vehicles passing the intersection
The main goal of the OTC system is to decrease the occurring delays at the intersection.
Figure 6.10 illustrates the achieved results for three consecutive days in comparison to the
reference solution. The x-axis depicts the simulated time of the day (6 am to 7 pm: 13
hours), while the y-axis shows the measured averaged delays for all turning movements.
The lower the delays are, the better is the corresponding control strategy. Obviously, the
reference solution has been outperformed at all three days. Compared to the reference
solution, OTC reduced the occurring delays at the intersection by 14.1 % at day 1. Day 2
2 The intersection as depicted in Figure 6.8(b) is located in Hamburg-Eppendorf and consists of the streets
Alsterkrugchaussee, Deelböge, and Borsteler Chaussee; the figure shows the Aimsun model.
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has been slightly better with a decrease of 15.6 % and day 3 stayed almost at the level of
day 2 (15.9 % reduction).
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Figure 6.10: Averaged delay for three consecutive days (lower values are better)
Besides the pure delays occurring at an intersection, traffic engineers try to decrease
the number of stops per vehicle. Typically, this metric is obtained at network level since it
describes the coordination effect achieved by e.g. establishing PSSs. Besides the coordination
effects, the metric is influenced by the control strategy since a balanced configuration of
the phase durations will tend to increase the probability to cross the intersection without
stopping. Figure 6.11 depicts the obtained results. The reference solution resulted in an
averaged number of stops per vehicle of 2.41 stops, which is caused by the high traffic
demands. This value has been reduced by the OTC system to 2.32 stops at day 1 (3.67 %).
The following two days underline the results of day 1 (day 2: 5.09 %, day 3: 4.51 %). The
increase at day 3 is within tolerated simulative deviations.
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Figure 6.11: Number of stops per vehicle (lower values are better)
The reduction of delays and the number of stops are the most visible aspects for drivers
passing the intersection regularly. A more indirect measurement is the fuel consumption,
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which is significantly influenced by waiting and stopping at traffic lights. Especially in
the context of current debates about the environmental impact of traffic, the reduction of
fuel consumption is an important issue. Therefore, the environmental models integrated in
Aimsun have been used to evaluate the vehicles’ fuel consumption. The models consider
idling, accelerating, and decelerating periods of the simulated vehicles as well as different
cruising speeds. Their configuration is according to AIMSUN’s manual using data from
1992 and 1994, respectively [270]. In general, more current figures might affect the overall
consumption figures, but they would not change the proportional reductions. Figure 6.12
depicts the results obtained from the simulations. The reference solution results in an averaged fuel consumption of 15.23 litre
km . Due to the OTC control, this value can be decreased
significantly. During day 1, the fuel consumption is reduced by 5.18 % to 14.44 litre
km (day 2:
litre
reduced by 5.84 % to 14.34 litre
km and day 3: reduced by 5.77 % to 14.35 km ). The positive

effect is already visible at day 1, while day 2 and day 3 lead to nearly the same results. In
general, an overall reduction of nearly 6 % just due to the organic control of one isolated
intersection at normal traffic conditions is an auspicious result.
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Figure 6.12: Fuel consumption (lower values are better)

Adaptation Effort of the Framework
The previous results demonstrated the benefit of using OTC in terms of traffic-based metrics. Another important aspect to be analysed is the performance of the framework itself
– in particular, the adaptation and rule generation effort needed to achieve these results is
a major criterion in the analysis. Therefore, Figure 6.13 depicts the progress of classifier
generation using the Layer 2 component with ongoing simulation duration. Since the system starts with an empty population at day 1, no knowledge is available and the Layer 2
component is triggered constantly. This effect decreases significantly after the first day.
During the first day, an averaged number of 90 new classifiers has been evolved. At day 2,
Layer 2 evolved only 22 new classifiers on average and at day 3 only 15.3. This trend is
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continued afterwards. Starting at day 4, maximally one new classifier is generated per hour.
In addition, the probability of needing a new classifier decreases to nearly zero from day 10
on. Here, the rule base is almost static. The randomised traffic generation can lead to
seldom deviations in demanding new classifiers. Thus, the rule generation converges after
only a few days. In case of the occurrence of unknown situations, the population size could
be further increased – but the normal classifier demand is covered with this population.
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Figure 6.13: Development of the created classifiers in the Hamburg scenario

Besides the rule creation, the usage of classifiers is of interest, since it quantifies the
adaptation demand identified by Layer 1. Figure 6.14 depicts the required number of classifiers at the first three simulated days. On average, 13.8 classifiers have been used per
hour: maximally 18.7 and minimally 5.8. The profile during the day corresponds to the
occurring traffic flows – a higher necessity of adaptation occurs in more dynamic situations.
The number of possible adaptations is bounded by the sampling rate of Layer 1. Each
parameter set has to be processed for at least two complete cycles to enable a qualified
feedback. The cycle time of the created classifiers changes according to the particular traffic
situation. In case of high demands (e.g. morning peaks), they tend to be longer while they
are significantly shorter in case of low traffic demand (e.g. between 6 and 7 o’clock). For this
intersection, the created classifiers recommend a cycle time of 91 s on average. Thus, the
maximal number of adaptations per hour is given by: 3.600 s/(91 s ∗ 2) = 19.8 adaptations.
As depicted in Figure 6.14, Layer 1 took advantage of most of the possibilities to adapt the
SuOC’s parameter set. This observation is caused by the highly dynamic traffic profile and
will be different in cases of static or only slightly changing profiles. Thus, the effort spent
on achieving OTC’s adaptive behaviour is within an acceptable range – especially after the
system’s startup period, the rule generation effort decreases dramatically. In contrast, the
adaptation process of Layer 1 is performed continuously – but performing the control loop
every 3 min does not lead to unacceptably high computational effort.
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Figure 6.14: Adaptations of the SuOC performed by Layer 1 in the Hamburg scenario

6.5.2

The Stadium Area at Hannover, Germany

The previous example compared OTC to current installations in urban environments by
taking typical situations into account, which have been (approximately) foreseen by traffic
engineers at design time. This design time process is performed using the following classification: Mondays, Fridays (equal to last day before a bank holiday), Saturdays and Sundays
have their own characteristics, while Tuesdays to Thursdays can be handled in the same way.
Although the traffic profile during the course of the day is not exactly the same at each day,
these five categories can be used to handle normal traffic patterns sufficiently. Consequently,
traffic engineers define different time-dependent strategies for each of these categories. One
crucial aspect not considered in either of these categories is given by non-regular events
affecting the normal traffic situation. One of these examples has been introduced in Figure 6.1 when describing the effect of a worldcup football match on the traffic situation at
Karlsruhe.
The second scenario is used to evaluate OTC’s behaviour in the presence of such nonregular events where the situation is hardly controllable with predefined static solutions
developed at design time. An event at the stadium takes place generating abnormally high
approaching and departing traffic. In terms of OC, this event can be seen as disturbance.
Consider the current football season in Germany as example to motivate the stadium scenario: November 20, 2010 the local football team Hannover 96 played Hamburger SV in
a regular season match (a Saturday, match start at 3:30 p.m.), while one week later on
November 27, 2010 Hannover 96 played SC Freiburg again in a regular season match (a
Saturday, match start at 3:30 p.m.). The former match is a “derby” against local rivals,
which resulted in an attendance of 49.000 people (booked out). In contrast, SC Freiburg
seems to be less attractive resulting in a significantly lower attendance of 34.100 people.3
The former match has attracted about 44 % more people attending the match compared
to the Freiburg match, entailing a comparable difference in traffic at the surrounding road
network. However, the signal plans of this inner-city road network surrounding the stadium
3 All

attendance figures are taken from http://www.fussballdaten.de at December 20, 2010.
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area are following the same strategy in both cases – a strategy already developed for such
cases and thereby differing from standard signal plans.
Similar to the previous example, the signal plans and the traffic data are modelling
a realistic setup.4 A complete description of the simulation considering traffic data and
signalling can be found in Appendix C. The signalling of the traffic network surrounding
the stadium is part of the overall traffic strategy for the urban area of Hannover. The
intersection controllers are operated by seven different daytime-depending strategies: five
according to the initially mentioned classification and two especially designed for stadium
events. The latter two control strategies cover the approaching and departing traffic – in
general, the former one optimises the network’s throughput on the main streets approaching
the stadium, while the latter one provides traffic’s fast departure of the inner-city region.

Figure 6.15: Averaged delays per vehicle in the simulation of the stadium area located at
Hannover, Germany (lower values are better)
The first part of the simulation-based evaluation covers typical metrics from the domain
of traffic engineering again. Intuitively, the goal for control strategies responsible for arriving
and departing traffic in the presence of such stadium events is to maximise the throughput of
the network. The corresponding local effect at each intersection controller is to minimise the
waiting queues and consequently to decrease the occurring averaged delays per vehicle. The
following results are obtained as averages from five runs of the particular simulations with
different random seeds. Figure 6.15 depicts the achieved results at network-level. The abrupt
drop after 3 hours of simulation time is caused by the setup of the simulation. The provided
traffic data did not contain figures for the time interval between arrival and departure for the
stadium event. Thus, only the arrival and the departure parts are simulated, which leads to
4 All traffic data and signal strategies have been provided by the Landeshauptstadt Hannover, Fachbereich
Tiefbau (Bereich Koordinierung und Verkehr) and the Verkehrsmanagementzentrale Niedersachsen (Region
Hannover). The traffic data has been obtained from a census performed on May 09, 2009. The Aimsun
models have been built in cooperation with Weinreich [272].
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an abrupt change in the traffic situation. The figure shows four curves for simulations with
the same data. The reference solution leads to an averaged delay of 174 s per vehicle. The
“OTC Day 1” line represents a simulation of the OTC system starting with an empty rule
base. Obviously, the adaptive control strategy of OTC outperforms the reference solution
already with limited knowledge. The simulation of the first day resulted in an averaged delay
of 97.1 s per vehicle, which corresponds to a decrease of 44.2 % compared to the reference
solution. In the following days, the same event is repeated and the OTC system recognises
the learned traffic situations. Consequently, an additional benefit is visible. The “OTC Day
2” simulation resulted in a decrease of 45.6 % (delay of 94.7 s per vehicle) and “OTC Day
3” in a decrease of 46.1 % (delay of 93.8 s per vehicle) – both compared to the reference
solution.

Figure 6.16: Averaged number of stops per vehicle in the simulation of the stadium area
located at Hannover, Germany (lower values are better)
Besides the pure delays occurring when crossing the underlying network, the number of
stops at red traffic lights is a second major aspect. Figure 6.16 depicts the corresponding
results. The simulation of the reference solution results in 3.33 stops per vehicle on average,
which is reduced by 23.3 % at day 1 to 2.56 stops (day 2: 24.5 % to 2.51 stops; day 3: 25.0 %
to 2.49 stops) due to OTC control. Closely connected to delays and stops is the averaged
fuel consumption. Figure 6.17 depicts the achieved result. Again, a significant reduction can
be observed compared to the reference solution (21.4 100lkm ). During day 1, OTC reduced
the fuel consumption by 14.0 % to 18.4 100lkm , while day 2 (19.6 % to 17.2 100lkm ) and 3
(19.9 % to 17.1 100lkm ) resulted in an even better performance.
Especially compared to the previous Hamburg-based example, the stadium scenario
demonstrates the benefit of using OTC. Disturbed and unanticipated situations are handled significantly better than static existing installations. Thus, the scenario supports the
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Figure 6.17: Averaged fuel consumption per 100 km in the simulation of the stadium area
located at Hannover, Germany (lower values are better)
initially described motivation why adaptive solutions are desirable. The classifier usage
and generation analysis showed similar results as in the previous example and is therefore
neglected in this context.

6.5.3

A Manhattan-type Test Network

In contrast to the former two scenarios, the third scenario is artificial by means of the investigated traffic network and its configuration. Due to the realistic models and the inherent
characteristics of the former two examples, the potential benefit of the coordination mechanisms is not clearly visible or separable enough from the effects caused by the pure OTC
control. Thus, the artificial environment provides a possibility to compare the coordination
effects achieved by the DPSS and HPSS mechanisms. Since no reference solution exists for
such an artificial network, the pure uncoordinated OTC system serves as reference.
The investigated Manhattan-type network consists of six intersections with identical
topology (see Figure 6.18). Each road is defined as single-laned road with a length of 250 m
and provides an extra side-lane for left-turning traffic in front of signal lights. The setup
of the traffic demand has been chosen according to the motivating example as depicted
in Figure 6.6. In particular, the expected effect is a sub-optimal coordination when using
the DPSS mechanism and an optimal coordination when using the HPSS approach. The
corresponding traffic demands are listed in Table 6.1. During the first two simulated hours,
the most prominent traffic stream is the stream running from intersection G to intersection
H (see Figure 6.18 for labels). Consequently, the DPSS mechanism will establish PSSs for
the north-south streams. This is less efficient than creating PSSs for the west-east streams
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Figure 6.18: Simulation model and signal phases for an artificial Manhattan-type network
O/D pair
A↔B
C↔D
E↔F
G↔H
I ↔J
Others
Total
Table 6.1: Simulated traffic demands (in
work

1st half
→
←
450 200
450 200
200 100
575 200
200 100
10
10
3475
vehicles
hour )

2nd half
→
←
200 450
200 450
100 200
200 575
100 200
10
10
3475

for the investigated Manhattan-type net-

from A and C to B and D, respectively. The latter coordinations are preferred by the HPSS
mechanism using aggregated network-wide data and therefore detecting a higher potential
in terms of benefiting vehicles. For the second half of the simulation, the traffic demands
change their directions – as a result, the coordination mechanisms have to detect the new
demands and adapt the PSSs. The simulation starts with empty rule bases in all cases.
The PSSs are checked and potentially updated every ten simulated minutes. The following
results are obtained as averages from three runs of the particular simulations with different
random seeds.
The first part of the experimental evaluation considers the travel times needed to pass the
network. Figure 6.19 depicts the results. The uncoordinated OTC system (running neither
the DPSS nor the HPSS mechanism) leads to an averaged travel time of 181.3 s for passing
the network. This value has been slightly reduced by both mechanisms. Using the DPSS
mechanism in addition to the pure OTC control resulted in a decrease of 3.02 % (175.8 s)
and HPSS in a decrease of 3.92 % (174.2 s). The goal of the coordination is to reduce stops in
front of red traffic lights – the corresponding values are depicted in Figure 6.20. Considering
the figure, a significant reduction of stops caused by both mechanisms can be observed. For
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the complete simulation period, an average reduction of 3.9 % for the DPSS and 9.4 % for
the HPSS mechanism is obtained. These results reflect the initial expectation – the HPSS
mechanism achieves higher reductions in terms of stops, but even the performance of the
DPSS mechanism results in a significant improvement in comparison to the uncoordinated
system. Due to the abrupt change in the traffic conditions after two hours of simulation
time, the scenario does not provide ideal conditions for the coordination mechanisms – the
change causes temporarily increased travel times and stops for both approaches. However,
the benefit of the two coordination mechanisms is visible.
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Figure 6.19: Network-wide travel times for the Manhattan-scenario (lower values are better)
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Figure 6.20: Network-wide number of stops for the Manhattan-scenario (lower values are
better)
The previous results illustrated the network-wide benefit of establishing PSSs. To illustrate the differences between both approaches and to demonstrate the effect of coordination
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at stream-level, two prominent streams have been investigated in detail. The Stream G → H
is the most heavily used one during the first two simulated hours – consequently, this stream
is chosen by the DPSS mechanism to establish a coordination for this period. After the
abrupt change, it is no longer coordinated and as a result travel times and stops re-increase
to the level of the uncoordinated operation. During the complete simulation period of four
hours, a reduction of 11.5 % with respect to travel times and 19.8 % with respect to stops is
obtained for this traffic stream by the DPSS mechanism.
As intended by the initial setup, the west-east Stream A → B is coordinated by the
HPSS approach during the first half of the simulation due to the higher potential benefit.
After the change in the traffic situation, the stream is no longer coordinated. For the whole
simulated period, the expected effect can be observed. The travel time has been reduced
by 11.9 % for all vehicles following the stream from A to B. Even more significant is the
averaged number of stops: it has been decreased by 36.9 %. Table 6.2 lists the improvements
of both approaches compared to the reference solution.

Network
Stream A → B
Stream G → H

DPSS
Travel time
3.0 %
−0.6 %
11.5 %

Stops
3.9 %
3.1 %
19.8 %

RM
Travel time Stops
3.9 %
9.3 %
11.9 %
36.9 %
3.7 %
4.0 %

Table 6.2: Reduction of travel times and stops compared to uncoordinated operation in the
Manhattan-type network (higher values are better)
A major goal of coordinating the control strategies of intersections is to reduce the environmental impact of traffic. To analyse the effects caused by both mechanisms, AIMSUN’s
environmental models have been used to evaluate the vehicles’ fuel consumption and their
emission of pollutants. During the complete simulation period, the uncoordinated OTC
system serving as reference resulted in an averaged fuel consumption of 14.1 100lkm . This
value has been reduced by the DPSS mechanism by 4.5 % to 13.4 100lkm . Even better is the
performance of the HPSS mechanism, which reduced the fuel consumption by approximately
9.8 % to 12.7 100lkm . According to the models from [271], the presented reductions for fuel
consumption can be directly mapped to e.g. the emission of Carbon Dioxide (CO2 ). For
a given type of fuel, a vehicle’s CO2 emissions are directly proportional to the quantity of
fuel consumed. Consequently, the coordination using DPSS reduced the CO2 emissions by
approximately 3.5 % and using HPSS by approximately 6.6 %. Thus, the coordination using
both approaches has a significantly positive effect on the environment.
In summary, both presented traffic-adaptive coordination mechanisms have a beneficial
impact on the network’s traffic conditions. All relevant values for travel times, number
of stops, and emissions have been significantly decreased. The investigated test scenario
has been designed to exploit a weakness of the DPSS mechanism – in most other cases,
both approaches will establish the same PSS systems. Although the HPSS mechanism
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outperformed the DPSS mechanism in the investigated scenario, both approaches provide a
significantly better solution than the uncoordinated system.

6.6

Summary for the Organic Traffic Control System

This chapter presented the Organic Traffic Control (OTC) system, which is based on the presented framework. OTC has been developed to enable a traffic-responsive adaptation of the
control strategies at urban intersections. In addition, the system incorporates decentralised
coordination mechanisms for establishing Progressive Signal Systems (PSS), to automatically detect incidents in the underlying road network and for traffic-adaptive routing of
traffic participants. The chapter introduced the general control problem and described the
necessary customisation of the general framework to match the demands of traffic control.
In addition, the current state of the art in traffic control has been presented.
The experimental evaluation introduced three test scenarios:
• a model of an intersection situated at Hamburg, Germany,
• a complete model of the road network surrounding the stadium at Hannover, Germany,
and
• an artificial Manhattan-type road network.
The former two scenarios represent real conditions at the modelled installations including the
corresponding traffic demands and signal plans. The latter scenario uses artificial values and
a regular network configuration in order to investigate the benefit of additional coordination
mechanisms. Therefore, typical metrics from the domain of traffic engineering have been
used: travel times, delays occurring at intersections, Level of Service, number of stops, and
emissions.
The first scenario at Hamburg showed that the OTC solution outperforms the existing
installation taking the actual signal strategy and traffic data from a census into account.
Within the simulations, the delays caused by waiting cars in front of red traffic lights have
been reduced by 16 % compared to the reference solution. In combination with a 5 % reduction of the number of stops, the negative environmental impact of traffic has been decreased
by 5.1 % in terms of fuel consumption. In addition, the evaluation analysed the generation
and usage of rules for the on-line learning component of Layer 1. The second scenario investigated an atypical traffic event. Based on real-world traffic data and signallings again,
the traffic control strategy of OTC has been compared to a reference solution in case of a
stadium event taking place. The evaluation showed that such a special situation is handled
with even higher benefit as the previous undisturbed example. For instance, the delays have
been reduced by 46.1 %.
The third experiment introduced an artificial Manhattan-type network to analyse the
impact of the two developed mechanisms to establish PSSs: DPSS and HPSS. Since no
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reference solution from the real world is available, an artificial setup has been chosen, which
prefers the HPSS approach. In general, the benefit of using both approaches has been
demonstrated, since the values of all relevant metrics have been significantly reduced. In
summary, the chapter demonstrated the benefit of using OTC and therefore the developed
framework in the domain of traffic control.
Since the OTC system is based on joint work with other project partners, the following
Table 6.3 intends to distinguish the author’s own work from the project’s general results.
Content
Analysis of the state of the art
General system
Customisation of architecture
DPSS
HPSS
DVR Routing
LSR Routing
AID
Evaluation
Hamburg Scenario
Hannover Scenario

Project work
X
X
X
X
X
-

Author’s work
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 6.3: Assignment of OTC parts to project work and author’s own work

Chapter 7

Organic Network Control
The development of networking during the past decades is characterised by an increasing
number of protocols proposed for different applications at all layers of the protocol stack.
This is partly due to the ubiquitous availability of networked devices for a wide spectrum
of applications, and ranges from classical desktops and servers in wired networks to small
handheld and embedded devices in wireless networks, such as mobile phones and sensor
nodes. This development is accompanied by the users’ requirements of a better convergence
of all these networks and applications.
Most protocols offer a large number of parameters that allow for customising them
to different usage scenarios, e.g. they allow for changing settings for timeouts, number of
nodes to connect with, and retransmission counters. However, these parameters are seldom
changed at runtime. Instead, they are mostly investigated and set at design time or – at
best – changed manually at runtime. This leads to a rather static configuration even though
the situation in the network is constantly changing. These arising dynamics are not only
characterised by changes in – for instance – available bandwidth, network topology, and
channel quality over time. Additionally, new applications (and protocols respectively) are
introduced. As one example, the class of Peer-to-Peer applications is probably one of the
most dynamic classes of applications contributing to the changes in the protocol landscape
during the past years. In essence, well-established protocols (e.g. for web traffic) have to
co-exist with protocols that no one would have thought of some years back in the first place.
Considering the developments in data communication and the provoked upcoming demands, research initiatives predicted new challenges and correspondingly the need of new
technologies [273]. As one example, Hummel et al. describe their prediction that especially
protocols for the Internet will be subject to adaptations, since the increasing mobility caused
by handhelds and smartphones leads to new requirements for current protocols [274]. Other
139
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researchers state that completely different basic technologies are needed to tackle the upcoming demands [275]. Since some networks are already reaching their load limits, fast
solutions are needed, which are compatible with existing technologies – the parametrisable
character of network protocols constitutes a promising application domain for the developed framework. The special properties of network protocols makes them an ideal testcase.
Protocols have to cope with long-term trends (increasing data volume), short-term changes
(peaks in the transfer loads), or temporary malfunctions (node failures).
This chapter introduces the Organic Network Control (ONC) system as one implementation of the thesis’ general architecture. The ONC system allows for “wrapping”
existing data communication protocols into the general framework, which enables a large
degree of adaptivity based on self-organisation in existing networks. Initial research for
the ONC system focused on the question, whether there is a significant benefit due to
scenario-dependent reconfiguration of the protocol parameters or not. Using the examples
of a mobile ad-hoc network (MANet)-based broadcast algorithm (the R-BCast protocol by
Kunz [276]) and a smart-camera protocol (the ROCAS protocol by Hoffmann et al. [277]),
a standardised system to optimise network parameter configurations for given scenarios has
been developed [278].
Further on, the concept of adaptive protocol control using ONC has been outlined in
2009 [4] and since applied to different protocols ranging from reliable broadcast protocols
for MANets [279, 280] over wireless sensor network (WSN) protocols [281] to Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) protocols [282]. A summary of ONC in the context of biologically inspired networking
and sensing can be found in [121], a current status description and an outlook on future
activities is given in [283].
The chapter is organised as follows. Initially, the problem to be covered by the ONC
system is defined. Afterwards, related work in the field of adapting network protocols to
dynamic changes in the environmental conditions is discussed. Afterwards, the application of
ONC to the previously mentioned protocols is explained by introducing examples for MANet,
WSN, and P2P protocols. All three examples are evaluated in simulation-based settings.
Using the achieved results, the benefit of the additional ONC-control is demonstrated in
comparison to the existing static protocol solutions. Finally, a collaboration mechanism is
introduced, which allows for the exchange of knowledge and a dynamic load balancing of
Layer 2 tasks. The chapter closes with a summary for the ONC system.

7.1

Problem Description

The performance of a network protocol depends strongly on the configuration of its parameter set. These parameters are highly protocol-dependent. Although there is no complete list,
some classes of protocols share the same functionalities and therefore similar parameters.
For instance, protocols for MANets typically have intervals to send “hello”-messages and a
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counter indicating after which number of not-answered “hellos” a neighbouring node is assumed to be outside the sending distance due to mobility. Even more popular are protocols
from the Internet, especially the TCP (parameter: delays, timeout, size of receiver window,
etc.) or the IP protocol (TimeToLive, etc.). Hence, researchers and engineers developing
new protocols or adapting existing ones try to find a standard configuration, which works
best on average in all considered situations. The underlying situation space is assumed to
be indefinite due to unforeseen interdependencies and mutual influences – thus, only a small
fraction of these situations can be considered during the design process. Consequently, the
task of ONC is to provide an adaptation mechanism that chooses the best parameter configuration according to the observed environmental conditions and the corresponding node’s
status.
Not only the parameters differ when considering varying protocols, but also the important characteristics of the observed situations. Consequently, the control problem of ONC
cannot be defined straightforward as done for OTC in the previous chapter. Thus, not
a single controller – which is a network protocol instance in this case – is investigated in
different settings, but a set of different protocols. Correspondingly, varying requirements
appear that have to be covered by protocol specific engineering solutions that are discussed
in accordance with the particular protocol scenarios.

7.2

Related Work

Adaptive control of data communication networks is a research domain focused from several
points of view. The amount of literature covering aspects of the topic is growing larger
every year. The following section gives an overview of how network protocols are configured,
introduces related approaches, and describes the differences to the ONC system.

7.2.1

Determine Protocol Parameter Configurations

As outlined before, the performance of a network protocol depends highly on the configuration of its parameter set. Thus, a main task for engineers is to configure protocols and find
the best settings. This configuration process is usually performed at design time when new
protocols are developed or existing ones are adapted. In order to determine the best-fitting
set of parameters, a network engineer can try to choose parameters manually and continue
using a directed trial-and-error approach. Alternatively, he can rely on an automated system since the effort for manual optimisations increases exponentially with the number of
parameters and the size of the configuration space.
Due to monetary and safety reasons, the testing of network protocols can hardly be
performed in real environments. Consequently, simulation tools are used to model the
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reality and analyse the protocol’s behaviour. Currently, the most popular tools to simulate
data communication networks in research and industry are NS-2 [130] and Omnet [131] –
an overview and comparison of current simulation tools is given by Weingärtner et al. in
[284].
In contrast to manual parameter configurations, ONC chooses and adapts parameter
settings automatically at runtime. The process of automatic parameter configuration to finetune the settings at design time has been investigated depending on specific protocols, which
resulted in scenario-dependent solutions. One approach has been presented by Montana and
Redi in 2005 [285] – they use an EA to optimise a protocol for military MANets. Another
example using an EA is the optimisation of parameter settings as described by Sözer et al.
[286] for an underwater communication protocol. Thirdly, Turgut et al. [287] discuss the
usage of a Genetic Algorithm to optimise their MANet-based clustering protocol. They all
compare their achieved results to a manual optimisation. All three systems are used as
representatives for network engineers developing solutions to automatically fine-tune their
protocols at design time – the authors’ intention in these cases has been to optimise a specific
protocol and not to create a generic system. The following part of this section discusses
possibilities to adapt parameter settings automatically at runtime.

7.2.2

Automatic Protocol Adaptation

In recent years, automatically performed on-line adaptation of network protocols has become a highly dynamic field of research. A broader community has been generated in
the course of IBM’s Autonomic Computing (AC) initiative [1] and the subsequent Autonomic Communications initiative [107]. Compared to the off-line configuration as described
previously, on-line adaptation is a significantly more complex task – due to time and computational restrictions. Besides ONC, different directions of research are known to cope
with the problem: adaptive protocols, composition of protocol stacks, centralised solutions to
adapt protocol configurations, or self-parametrising systems.

Adaptive Protocols
The most obvious way of adapting network protocols to changing environments is to consider adaptivity aspects within the protocol logic. Thus, several examples can be found in
literature ranging from the Media Access Control (MAC) up to the application layer. As one
MAC-based example serves the work presented by van Dam and Langendoen [288]. They
focus on contention-based media access. To handle load variations in time and location, an
adaptive duty cycle is used by ending the active part of it dynamically. Similar examples
for the MAC layer are e.g. given by Huang et al. [289], or Farago et al. [290, 291].
One layer upon the MAC layer, Goyal et al. presented an adaptive network layer protocol
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that aims at minimising buffer requirements within the network without losing packets.
Simultaneously, it tries to minimise end-to-end delays and jitter of frames [292]. The authors
introduced a receiver-oriented, adaptive, and credit-based flow control algorithm capable of
adapting the settings of the protocol according to observed attributes. On the same layer,
Whiteson and Stone introduced an on-line learning mechanism to increase the performance
of a routing protocol [293]. Based on the Q-routing techniques presented in [294], they learn
the best routes by receiving immediate answers from the next hop. Enlarging the focus,
congestion avoidance in TCP [295] and collision detection for Ethernet-protocols [296] can
also be seen as adaptive protocols, since they react on observed stimuli.
All these protocols provide specific solutions – they are designed to enable adaptive
behaviour just for one task, mainly situated at the MAC layer. These are reactive approaches
and rely on pre-estimated configurations and actions. Thus, they cannot be applied to other
protocols, layers, or tasks.

Protocol Composition
Since developing protocols with adaptive logic for all purposes is infeasible and the set of
systems requiring adaptive communication services (e.g. services adapting their behaviour
according to changes in the environment) is increasing simultaneously, a research field called
protocol stack composition emerged, covering the upcoming tasks by exchanging protocols
and stacks dynamically [297]. In contrast to ONC, which keeps the existing and currently
used techniques and optimises their behaviour, a re-combination of protocols is performed.
Although the goal deviates from the ONC approach (i.e. the protocol stack exchange has
impact on all involved systems and can hardly be done locally), the approach enables adaptivity aspects at protocol-level.
As a first basic aspect, protocol composition and execution frameworks aim at simplifying the usage, design, and configuration of data communication protocols. The more
complicated a protocol is, the harder it can be exchanged against another comparable or
(depending on the situation) more suitable one. This leads to the insight that protocols
should be designed in a more modular way. Hence, the goal of protocol composition is to
provide the opportunity of composing protocol stacks according to the application needs.
At runtime, the framework covers the necessary monitoring and data exchange tasks to provide knowledge for deciding on the best available protocol composition. The most important
frameworks covering these tasks are Appia [298], Cactus [299], Consul [300], Ensemble [301],
Horus [302], and the system presented by Mena et al. [303]. Besides the locality aspect, some
characteristics of the approaches separate them from the requirements of the ONC framework. For instance, the protocols and their configurations have to be known in advance and
further automated extensions with new behavioural repertoires are not intended.
Furthermore, Schöler and Müller-Schloer presented an adaptive monitoring architecture
for protocol stack configuration which already focuses on the techniques used within the
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ONC system [304, 305]. In particular, it makes use of OC’s Observer/Controller pattern
(see Chapter 2.2). Similar to ONC, the authors’ approach relies on self-optimisation based
on learning at runtime – thus, they describe the application of a Fuzzy Learning Classifier
System [168] to cover the protocol exchange decisions and to learn from the feedback prepared by the observer. But, unlike the ONC framework, the system is again built without
offering the opportunity of handling different protocols and extending the set of possible
solutions autonomously and on demand.

Centralised Systems for Protocol Adaptation
The previously discussed approaches have drawbacks, especially in the limited repertoire
of possible actions. As mentioned for protocol stack composition, researchers focused on
finding network-wide solutions to adapt protocols to current demands. Besides choosing
matching protocols, another option is to change their configuration. First attempts proposed
centralised systems capable of adapting the protocol’s configuration dynamically at runtime.
In 2001, Sudame and Badrinath [306] presented a first example. They introduced a first
TCP- and UDP-based study and defined the need of dynamic adaptation, but detailed
examination and a demonstration of the re-usability for other protocols have not been
addressed.
In the same year, Ye et al. presented their system, which is based on a centralised adaptive random search algorithm that tries to combine the stochastic advantages of pure random
search algorithms with threshold-based knowledge [307, 308]. This search heuristic is used
to determine the best-fitting parameter settings for the entire network – all contained nodes
are configured centrally with the same settings. Recently, they extended their approach
towards a back-end support tool for large-scale parameter configuration that is based on
efficient parameter state space search techniques and on-line simulation [309].
Another related approach is introduced by Georganopoulos and Lewis in [310]. They
describe a dynamic optimisation framework for the reconfiguration of network protocols at
all layers of the protocol stack. The approach is based on previous work done for adapting
configurations of mobile terminals in a TCP/IP setting [311, 312]. Their system tries to
optimise its performance according to given goals by adjusting or replacing different entities
(applications, protocols, etc.). All these approaches rely on a centralised element and adapt
protocol settings for all affected nodes in the whole network. To allow for such a division of
work between a central server and the particular nodes, problems like bandwidth usage, single
point of failure, or local knowledge accessible from server-side have to be covered. Besides
these three systems, further approaches (especially protocol-specific ones) are known, but
the presented ones are those most similar to the scope of ONC.
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Self-parametrising Systems

Since all solutions presented before have several drawbacks due to the need of a central
element, research focused on developing self-organising approaches – like ONC. As one example, Su et al. [313] presented their approach for a mobility-adaptive self-parametrisation
of different unicast and multicast routing protocols in the MANet-domain. The approach
assumes that each node can determine its position by a positioning system (e.g. GPS). By
periodic position measurements, a node can additionally determine its velocity and its moving direction. This information is included in the control messages of the routing protocols.
Thereby, mobile nodes get informed about the position, speed, and moving direction of
other nodes. Based on this information, link expiration times and route expiration times
are computed as a basis for configuring routing parameters like update intervals, or to select
stable routes.
In contrast, Ahn et al. [314] do not depend on the existence of a positioning system.
Instead, they use the observed number of changes in the single-hop neighbourhood of the
nodes as mobility metric. The nodes exchange lists of new and lost neighbours in the last
interval and calculate a metric describing the dynamics in the neighbourhood. Following
this metric, a dynamic adaptation of the protocol is achieved. In comparison to the ONC
approach, the authors rely on a protocol extension that is responsible for updating and
exchanging these lists. Furthermore, the approach is only feasible for the MANet-domain.
Similar to Ahn et al. [314], Boleng [315] determines the mobility by analysing the observed neighbourhood locally. Considering the average link duration as mobility metric, the
author uses the received values to control the data forwarding of his Adaptive Location Aided
Routing from Mines (ALARM) routing protocol (an extension of [316]). If the average link
duration exceeds a given threshold, low mobility is assumed and the packets are forwarded
by normal routing. In contrast, high mobility is assumed and the data packets are flooded
if the average link duration falls below this threshold. Again, this approach is a specific
solution just for one protocol.
The most recent development has been presented by Stanze et al. in 2006 [317]. They describe a system for mobility-adaptive self-parametrisation of a routing protocol in MANets.
Therefore, they measure the mobility by using their MANET Relative Velocity Indicator
(MARVIN) protocol. Based on continuously measuring MARVIN and the corresponding
observed situation, the authors adapt the parameters of their routing protocol. All approaches named before are restricted to specific routing protocols in MANets. They are
application-specific and cannot be transferred to enable self-parametrisation of protocols
from other domains, since they focus on determining the mobility aspect in MANets and
use predefined actions for observed situations.
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7.3

Application of the Generic Architecture

Since the ONC system is designed to control several different network protocols, a general
adaptation to a specific application is not possible. Thus, a protocol-specific solution is
needed, which is described in the remainder of this section. Initially, a broadcast protocol
for MANets is investigated, which is situated at lower layers of the OSI protocol stack
[318]. Afterwards, the application layer is focused in the context of wireless sensor networks
and Peer-to-Peer networks. On the one hand, these three scenarios have been chosen to
demonstrate the generic character of the ONC system. On the other hand, different aspects
of ONC can be explained using the particular characteristics of the protocols.

7.3.1

Broadcast Algorithms in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

A demanding challenge for the ONC system is investigated in the context of the first scenario:
the control and adaptation of MANet protocols. The possible movements of nodes lead to
continuously changing situations: neighbours are getting out of reach or joining the sending
distance. Hence, highly dynamic environments and vast situation spaces occur making
MANets a promising application area. An important mechanism to distribute messages in
MANets is broadcasting – these algorithms are used as a basic technique in further protocols
on higher layers of the protocol stack (e.g. routing).
In order to apply ONC to MANet-based broadcast protocols, the exemplary R-BCast
protocol as introduced by Kunz [276] has been selected. In the following section, the protocol and its parameters are explained. Afterwards, the adjustments of the general framework
as introduced in Chapter 3 are discussed. Therefore, the basic tasks as formulated for wrapping a new system into the framework are fulfilled. Based on an experimental simulation
environment, the achieved results of the evaluation are analysed and explained. The scenario as discussed in this section has been initially published in [279]; an extended approach
can be found in [280].

Protocol
The Reliable Broadcast Protocol (R-BCast) as introduced by Kunz in [276, 319] has been
chosen, since it is representative for the domain. The goal of the protocol’s development
has been to achieve reliability when delivering messages in ad-hoc networks and to increase
the packet delivery ratio compared to other protocols. Therefore, the author designed techniques like equipping the nodes with extra buffers to retain messages in temporary storage.
These round-robin-based buffers are used to store the last p received unique packets. In
contrast to other protocols, the R-BCast protocol has significantly more variable parameters. Consequently, the task of controlling the protocol is more complex, but – in turn – it
also offers a higher potential benefit to be gained from a dynamic adaptation.
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Parameter
Delay
AllowedHelloLoss
HelloInterval
δHelloInterval
Packet count
Minimum difference
NACK timeout
NACK retries
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Standard configuration
0.1 s
3 messages
2.0 s
0.5 s
30 messages
0.7 s
0.2 s
3 retries

Table 7.1: Variable parameters of the R-BCast protocol

Parameters

The R-BCast protocol has several variable parameters, a detailed discussion of the purpose
and the functionality of each of these parameters is given in [276]. Table 7.1 lists them
with their particular standard configuration. In order to understand what the purpose of
each parameter is and what effect an adaptation can have, they are briefly discussed in the
following.
The delay variable is used to define the maximum deceleration time between receiving
and forwarding a message. Due to the mobility in MANets, many protocols are built on
exchanging “hello”-messages to keep track of their neighbours’ availability. Therefore, the RBCast protocol has an AllowedHelloLoss variable defining the maximum of “hello”-messages,
which may be lost until a neighbouring node is assumed to be out of transmission range.
Furthermore, the HelloInterval defines the duration between sending “hello”-messages, and
the δ-HelloInterval randomises this interval to avoid collisions. Besides managing a list of
available neighbours, the protocol has a mechanism to hold broadcast messages in temporary
storage – if a new node joins the sending distance, lists of the last n broadcasts (and notacknowledged messages) are exchanged and missed messages are updated. Therefore, the
Packet count parameter defines the number of messages in the temporary storage – the Minimum Difference defines the lowest border of the duration between two not-acknowledged
messages to be handled as different broadcasts. The last two variable parameters are also
part of this not-acknowledged (NACK) mechanism. These NACK messages are used to get
missed broadcast messages. If a node has a broadcast message from Sender S1 with ID4
in its queue and receives a new one with ID6, it asks for the one with ID5 using a NACK
message. In the process, NACK timeout defines how long the node waits for an answer
for the NACK message until it repeats the process. NACK retries specifies how often the
process is repeated.
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Customisation of ONC
The application of ONC to a new protocols requires the completion of the five basic customisation tasks as introduced for the general system in Chapter 3. Since the approach aims
at providing a re-usable framework, an out-of-the-box solution is hardly possible. Thus, the
framework provides the general mechanism and functionality, which has to be extended at
only a few points to be able to control a new system. The customisation according to the
five steps is explained as follows.
(1) Situation Description

The first task when applying ONC to the control of a new

protocol is to define what is relevant for the adaptation process and has influence on the
protocol’s performance – the situation of the SuOC. Considering MANet protocols, the
most important dynamic factor is the distribution of other nodes within sending and sensing
range. The goal for reliable broadcast algorithms is to deliver messages to all receivers. This
has to be reached with minimal effort (in terms of forwarding messages), since forwarding
increases the load of the network. The more nodes are within sending distance, the higher
is the probability that forwarding the message is not required, since the neighbours have
already received this message by another forward.
Assuming that nodes are able to determine the current positions of their neighbours
within the sensing range relative to their own position (e.g. based on GPS, see [320]), the
situation of the nodes’ environment can be described. But when considering exact positions
of neighbours based on GPS coordinates, current and previous situations will hardly be
identical. In addition, the learning component relies on a classification of situations to keep
the set of possible rules manageable. As a result of these considerations, a sector-based
approach as depicted in Figure 7.1 has been developed [279], which discretises the search
space. For each of the sectors depicted in the figure, the situation description stores the
number of neighbouring nodes within the covered area.

Figure 7.1: Environment representation for MANet protocols
The radius of the outer circle is equal to the sensing distance (sensDist) of the node,
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as this is the most remote point where messages of this node can interfere with other ones.
Typically, the transmission range for Wireless-LAN-based MANets is about 250 m and the
sensing distance is twice the sending distance (500 m). The radii of the inner circles have
been chosen empirically. Since nodes within the first circle are really close (50 m), their
exact positions have only minor influence on the best parameter configuration – probably
all neighbouring nodes within this circle receive the same messages. The second circle
(125 m) has been partitioned into 4 sectors, the third circle (200 m) into 8 sectors, and
the forth circle (250 m, maximum transmission range) into 16 sectors. This corresponds to
a trade-off between a classification of the nodes’ distribution and keeping the information
where the nodes are. The next two circles (375 m and 500 m) are representing the area
within sensing range – both circles are divided into 32 sectors each. Besides storing the
number of neighbours for each sector, the situation description contains the node’s speed (if
available) and its direction of movement, since it has high influence on the best parameter
set (e.g. moving towards/away from a set of nodes may influence the best delay value).

(2) Similarity Metric Based on the aforementioned description, a metric to quantify
the similarity of two situations is needed, since the learning component of Layer 1 is only
allowed to choose from the set of “nearby” rules. Therefore, the distance function δ(A, B)
is defined as follows. The more similar two situation descriptions A and B are, the lower
is the distance value determined by the δ-function. Before applying this distance function,
the possible influences of rotation and reflection are deducted. Afterwards, the formula for
the distance can be defined with r ∈ RADII and s ∈ SECT ORS as follows:
δ(A, B) =

XX
(Ar,s − Br,s )2 /r.distance
r

(7.1)

s

The function r.distance defines the radius size as introduced before (50 m, 125 m, . . . ).
Ar,s refers to the number of neighbours within the sector s of radius r for the situation
description A. Consequently, the importance of a neighbour decreases with increasing distance.

(3) Learning Feedback

Besides the situation description and a distance measurement

between situations, the learning component needs a learning feedback to draw conclusions
from its past actions. Several metrics have been proposed for MANet protocols – in the
context of broadcast algorithms, the most prominent ones are Packet Delivery Ratio and
Packet Latency. Although both cannot be measured locally at each node (they are global
figures in the context of Definition 1), they give a hint on what the overall goal is – the
system shall reduce the number of forwarded broadcasts and assure the delivery of the
broadcast to each node at the same time. To achieve this, the following fitness function
(F it(x)) has been developed:
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F it(x) =

#RecM ess
#F wM ess

(7.2)

In Equation 7.2, x represents the currently observed network protocol instance. Since
a new parameter set has to be applied for a minimum duration to show its performance,
evaluation cycles are used defining discrete time slots – the control loop consisting of Layers 0
and 1 is performed once every evaluation cycle. The duration of these cycles depends on how
dynamic an environment is. The faster the environment changes, the shorter is the cycle
(and the more often is the SuOC adapted). Thus, the formula above takes all messages sent
and received within the last cycle into account. It divides the sum of all received messages
(#RecM ess) by the sum of all forwarded messages (#F wM ess). As a result, high effort
(unnecessary forwards) and low delivery rates (not successful broadcasts) are penalised.
(4) Configuration Space

Furthermore, the variable parameters to be controlled by ONC

have to be defined as the fourth task of the adaptation process. Here, all variable parameters
as introduced by Kunz are covered by ONC (see Table 7.1). ONC aims at providing a black
box solution and does not interfere with the SuOC’s logic – thus, only those parameters
accessible by the configuration interface are considered.
(5) Simulation Model

Finally, Layer 2 has to build adequate simulation scenarios from

the information obtained by Layer 1. Therefore, the network simulation tool NS-2 [130]
is used to perform the simulation tasks. Kunz provides a standard implementation of the
R-BCast protocol for NS-2, which has been applied to ONC. The situation description is
converted into a simulation scenario for NS-2 by creating a randomised instance of the sectormodel. The resulting distribution of the neighbouring nodes stays at the given position
during the simulation time and the investigated node moves according to the observed
speed and movement direction. During the simulations, BCast messages are introduced
from outside the simulated network. The fitness calculation is again based on the F it(x)
function as discussed before. The simulation duration depends on the desired effects: in
MANets, the movements of the agents are the most important factor. Assuming a maximum
pedestrian speed of 6 km
h , a node moves about 100 m in 60 s. This distance is a good tradeoff between keeping the simulation duration low and providing a basis for effects like closing
the gap between two nodes by movements. In general, the simulation duration depends on
the particular scenario and has to be determined when setting up the simulation model.

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of two parts: the simulation environment and the particular
scenarios. The simulation environment is implemented in JAVA using the Multi-Agent
Simulation Toolkit MASON [128]. Within this simulator, the R-BCast protocol has been
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implemented according to the NS-2 based solution provided by the author of the protocol.
Within the simulated area of 1000 x 1000 meters, ten agents are created at random positions
and move according to a random-waypoint-model (see e.g. [321]). From these agents, only
one is equipped with the ONC system – the other nine agents perform the standard protocol
configuration. The sampling rate of ONC’s Layer 1 is set to 1 s. The simulation relies on
pseudo-randomised movements by taking seeds into account – which makes them repeatable
and comparable to the usage of the protocol’s standard configuration. The investigated
simulation period covers seven hours.
The analysis of the ONC system in this setting investigates several different aspects.
First of all, the question has to be answered, whether there is a benefit due to additional
ONC-control or not. A special focus in this context is set on the development of ONC-control
over time. The system starts with a completely empty rule-base and has to use its Layer 2
component to learn new rules. Based on this start from scratch, the performance has to
improve with each simulated day. To quantify this desired effect, the following figures have
been recorded during the simulation: 1) the number of successfully delivered broadcasts,
2) the averaged latencies of this delivery process, 3) the number of network-wide messages
sent, 4) the number of network-wide messages received, and 5) the rule-generation and
SuOC-adaptation effort performed by Layer 1 of the controlled node.
The second part of the evaluation focuses on the required effort for the achieved adaptability caused by ONC. Therefore, the developments in terms of a) the rule-generation part
and b) the population size are determined.

Results of the Evaluation
The first part of the evaluation analyses the general impact of the additional ONC control
in this scenario. ONC’s goal contains two aspects: assure the delivery of broadcasts and
decrease the overhead needed to achieve this delivery. Since deliveries of broadcasts can only
be considered at network-level, this analysis demonstrates the results from a more global
perspective. Figure 7.2 illustrates the delivery ratio of broadcast messages. Therefore, the
number of received distinct broadcasts has been divided by the number of sent broadcasts.
The figure illustrates the desired effect. The reference solution reported a delivery ratio of
4.63 on average, which is clearly improved by the ONC-control. Day 1 resulted in an increase
of 7.38 % (delivery ratio of 4.99), day 2 in an increase of 6.93 % (delivery ratio of 4.97), and
day 3 in an increase of 6.42 % (delivery ratio of 4.94). Although the results decrease slightly
for the three ONC days (which can only be explained by statistical effects), the increase of
the delivery ratio is significant. The second aspect in this context is the latency needed to
achieve this delivery ratio. The latency values have been determined as the averaged time
to deliver a unique broadcast to a receiver. All four values (reference and ONC days 1 to
3) are within a similar range – the maximum deviation between two values is 0.95 %. Thus,
the impact of ONC on the latencies can be neglected.
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The second part of Layer 1’s objective function aims at minimising the overhead needed

to deliver the broadcasts successfully. In this context, overhead is defined as all nonbroadcast messages – in particular, this includes NACK messages, “hello”-messages, and
re-transmissions. Figure 7.3 depicts the results for all four simulations. The reference solution (all nodes performing R-BCast’s standard configuration) resulted in an average number
of 9, 109.9 overhead messages. This value has been decreased in case of an activated ONC
for one agent. Day 1 resulted in 8, 549.3 overhead messages (decrease of 6.15 %), day 2
resulted in 8, 757.0 overhead messages (decrease of 3.87 %), and day 3 resulted in 8, 647.0
overhead messages (decrease of 5.08 %). This means, that the capacity of the network has
been increased between 3.87 and up to 6.15 % due to ONC control – which is a significant
improvement. Considering the figure, one can observe that the graph for the reference solution is above the ONC lines, except for the fifth simulation hour. In this case, the standard
configuration of the protocol leads to better results than the ONC-controlled version. But
this effect decreases with longer learning duration. The third day leads to nearly the same
results as the reference solution in these situations.
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Figure 7.2: Delivery ratio of broadcast messages (higher values are better)
As mentioned for the scenario’s setup, only one node is equipped with the ONC system. The advantage of this limitation is that ONC’s behaviour can be considered without
interferences between mutual learning and adaptation effects – it is traceable which node
has been responsible for the changes in comparison to the reference solution. Thus, the
following part of the evaluation considers the local results of the adaptive node equipped
with ONC. Due to the local focus, network-wide figures like latencies and delivery ratios are
not measurable. Therefore, the analysis covers the same figures as observed for the on-line
learning component when deciding about necessary adaptations. It is founded on measuring
the received and sent messages by taking three ONC days and the reference solution into
account. As reference, the node’s ONC system has been deactivated and the protocol’s
standard configuration has been performed. Figure 7.4 depicts the results for the received
messages and Figure 7.5 depicts the results for the sent messages.
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Figure 7.3: Overhead caused by the broadcast protocol (lower values are better)
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Figure 7.4: Number of messages received by the node under ONC-control (higher values are
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As illustrated by Figure 7.4, the reference solution resulted in an averaged number of

5, 109.3 received messages. This has been increased by ONC to 5, 167.7 (corresponds to an
increase of 1.13 %) at day 1, to 5, 460.3 (corresponds to an increase of 6.43 %) at day 2, and
to 5, 265.3 (corresponds to an increase of 2.96 %) at day 3. Considering the averaged results
and the different graphs for the four simulations, all of them behave comparably. This
observation conforms with the expected effect that a parameter adaptation will probably
have a higher impact on sending messages than on receiving them – in case of considering
the node’s local view.
Hence, the decision about sending messages is in the node’s area of responsibility. Consequently, the figure for the sent messages is more important for the local view. Figure 7.5
depicts the results. The reference solution sent and forwarded 924.14 messages. This has
been decreased drastically by ONC. During day 1, only 680.85 messages have been sent (decrease of 26.33 %), while day 2 resulted in a slightly worse performance by sending 868.85
messages (decrease of 5.98 %). The final day 3 of the simulation showed the best performance
with only 533.71 messages sent (decrease of 42.25 % compared to the reference). Thus, the
aspect of minimising the sending effort of Layer 1’s target function has been achieved successfully – this reduction of the sending effort is caused by reducing “overhead” messages
only.
Effort caused by ONC The second major aspect of analysing ONC-control in the scenario is to determine the required effort caused to achieve this behaviour. This aspect is
concerned with the rule-generation and the SuOC-adaptation behaviour of ONC. Therefore, the following part investigates: a) the development of the rule base over time, b) the
closely-connected number of Layer 2 optimisations during the simulation period, and c) the
adaptation-demand realised by ONC.
The former two aspects (a and b) are covered by Figure 7.6. The y-axis depicts the
number of classifiers, while the x-axis depicts the simulation time in hours. In order to
visualise the development through all simulated runs, the x-axis has been defined on an hourbasis showing all three consecutive runs. The figure lists the Layer 2 runs (left bars) and the
corresponding population size (right bars) at the end of the particular simulation hour. Since
the population contains “covering”-based rules in addition to the Layer 2-generated ones,
the population size is not equal to the aggregated number of Layer 2 runs. As depicted in
the figure, the population size increases drastically at the begin of the simulation. Starting
from hour 14 on, the convergence process begins. Further simulations showed that the
number of new rules decreases continuously and the size of the rule base converges to about
3, 000 rules. At the end of ONC’s day 3, the population contains 2, 570 rules that have to be
compared to the input stimulus. Due to the convergence, the effort stays manageable. This
effect is supported by the observation regarding the utilisation of Layer 2. Obviously, the
first day demanded the highest number of Layer 2 runs. The corresponding effort decreases
afterwards. In total, 2, 170 rule-generations have been performed during the simulated period
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(day 1: 1, 066 rules; day 2: 925 rules; day 3: 139 rules). Especially by considering the number
of Layer 2 runs for all three days, the decreasing behaviour is visible.
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Figure 7.6: Development of the population size at Layer 1 and the performed Layer 2 tasks
during the simulation period
Finally, the effort to achieve the ONC-based results has been analysed. The sampling
interval has been chosen as 1 s, which means that the ONC-controlled agent had the opportunity to adapt its SuOC 3, 600 times per simulated hour. Analysis of the data showed
that the Layer 1 component constantly took advantage of this possibility to about 90 %
each hour. Thus, every 10th chance to adapt the SuOC has not been used. In general,
the number of adaptations corresponds to the speed at which the neighbourhood changes
(and consequently to the nodes’ movement speeds). Choosing lower movement speeds would
decrease the number of adaptations significantly. But as choosing an appropriate rule depends on a linear search of the rule base and the size of the rule base converges to about
3, 000 rules, the effort is manageable. Summarisingly, an application of ONC to the control of a MANet-based broadcast algorithm has been successful. The overhead caused by
retransmissions and “hello”-messages has been significantly decreased, while the delivery of
broadcasts has been improved.

7.3.2

Mode-selection Protocols in Wireless Sensor Networks

The first scenario has been used to investigate the general functionality of ONC and the
applicability to MANets. In contrast, the second scenario focuses on further aspects of
applying ONC to data communication protocols. So far, it has been assumed that the
particular entities performing the protocol are equipped with sufficient resources to cover all
aspects of the proposed system. This assumption is not necessarily fulfilled for each protocol
or class of protocols that can be controlled by ONC. For instance, research in wireless sensor
networks (WSN, see [322]) has to cope with limited resources in terms of computational
power, storage, and available energy. Consequently, effort has been spent on providing
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highly efficient algorithms and communication. Considering the basic design as depicted in
Figure 3.2, simulation-based optimisations as performed by Layer 2 are contradicted for the
application to wireless sensor nodes. Nevertheless, there is a potential benefit of applying
ONC to such restrictive scenarios. Therefore, the scenario is used to investigate cases where
a trade-off between adaptivity and resource-usage is needed. The work presented in the
following section has been published initially in [281] and is based on the implementation
as presented by Zgeras in [323].
As mentioned before, one major problem in WSNs is the efficient usage of resources.
Hence, the following scenario has its major focus on the question of how ONC can be adapted
to cope with these restrictive circumstances. To address reasonable energy consumption in
general, mode-selection protocols (see e.g. [322]) have been developed. Mode-selection means
to determine whether a node can be switched to standby mode for the next cycle or not.
By temporarily deactivating nodes, redundancy is reduced when covering the area with the
WSN. Consequently, this leads to an enlarged operation time of once-supplied WSNs due
to saving energy. Considering the protocol stack, this protocol class can be assigned to the
application layer.
This section is organised as follows. Initially, the exemplarily chosen mode-selection protocol is introduced, followed by discussing the variable parameters to be controlled by ONC
and their influence on the protocol’s performance. Afterwards, the necessary customisation
of ONC and the corresponding adaptation of the basic framework are explained. The approach is analysed using a simulation-based evaluation. The setup and the achieved results
are presented in the last part of this section.

Mode Selection Protocol
The exemplary mode-selection protocol Adaptive Distributed Resource Allocation Scheme
(ADRA) as presented by Lim et al. [324, 325] has been chosen to demonstrate the benefit of
ONC-control under hard restrictions. The ADRA protocol has a relative simple logic and
offers just a few parameters to be adapted when deciding whether a node will be switched to
standby mode for the next cycle or not. Its mode of operation makes it a representative for
the whole domain, and its relative simplicity provides a possibility to analyse the behaviour
of ONC. Furthermore, focusing on just a few parameters allows for a processing on sensor
nodes, although the investigation presented here is performed using simulation.
The ADRA algorithm distinguishes between three consecutive phases: 1) initialisation,
2) processing, and 3) decision. Following the protocol, each node is able to decide autonomously at the end of the third phase whether it will be in standby mode for the upcoming cycle or not. During the first phase, the node queries the neighbours’ mode status, gets
information about detected events (if any), updates its local variables (e.g. battery life),
and sends information on detected targets to its neighbours. Afterwards, the information
is processed in phase 2. The node receives the queried information on events, compares
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Parameter
LocP rio
CovP rio
BatP rio
T hsd
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Standard configuration
0.4
0.5
0.5
10.0

Table 7.2: Variable protocol parameters of the ADRA-scheme
its own information about events with the received ones, computes its mode-scheme, and
sends this to its neighbours. Finally, the decision about the mode-selection is done in phase
3 by receiving the neighbours’ planned schemes, resolving the own plan according to the
neighbours’ data, and executing the plan (e.g. select standby or active mode).

Parameters
Following ADRA’s three-phased algorithm, the mode-selection is determined by calculating
a so-called potential value (pot). The process starts with initialising pot for the next cycle.
Afterwards, the three priority values for influencing aspects are considered: localisation,
coverage, and battery. The localisation priority (LocP rio) is used, if the node has to locate
an event (e.g. triangulation using different nearby nodes). In contrast, the coverage priority
(CovP rio) is needed to ensure a complete sensing of the environment (the less nodes in the
neighbourhood, the higher is CovP rio). Additionally, the battery priority (BatP rio) covers
the aspect of different energy levels among neighbouring nodes. Finally, a threshold (T hsd)
is needed defining whether the node will be in active or standby mode within the next
cycle. For the standard ADRA protocol, all four values (LocP rio, CovP rio, BatP rio, and
T hsd) are predefined and constant. In this scenario, they will be subject to ONC control and
therefore altered at runtime. Table 7.2 lists all parameters and their standard configuration.
Since Lim et al. do not discuss the settings of the parameters, this configuration is the result
of a manual simulation-based optimisation process.

Customisation of ONC
The adaptation of the framework is done by following the five basic tasks as introduced in
Chapter 3.Due to the resource questions, the definition of the simulation model is accompanied by a discussion of task distributions for the particular layers of the architecture.
(1) Situation Description Initially, a description covering the current situation of the
sensor node and its environment is needed. For WSNs, this environment is mainly characterised by the distribution of neighbours within the node’s sending and sensing range
in combination with their energy levels. Similar to the MANet-based scenario before, an
abstract classification of the neighbourhood is needed. Due to the restricted resources for
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wireless sensor nodes, a detailed representation as introduced for the MANet-based scenario
is not feasible. Hence, a further abstraction is chosen, which aggregates more situations
into one class of situations. In addition, an expensive calculation based on distinguishing
between different radii and sectors is not feasible. The result of these considerations is a
modified sector-based approach with a simplified partitioning according to the direction of
the particular neighbour (Figure 7.7). The figure describes the classification of an observed
neighbourhood and its representation as done by each node. For each of these sectors (see
Sector 1 to Sector 8 as depicted in Figure 7.7), four different values are stored in the situation
description: the number of neighbours in active or passive (standby) mode with more/equal
or less energy than the current node. In total, 32 values are stored representing a counter
of nodes (four types of nodes, eight sectors – 32 different entries).

Active node (more/equal energy)
Passive node (more/equal energy)
Active node (less energy)
Passive node (less energy)

Figure 7.7: Encoding of the situation for ONC-controlled mode-selection protocols

(2) Similarity Metric Besides the pure representation of the current situation, the ONC
system needs a possibility to compare situations and to determine their similarity. Considering the representation as depicted in Figure 7.7, the situation for ONC’s learning component
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is identical, if the sectors are e.g. shifted clockwise. More formally, this means that the possible influence of rotation and reflection have to be deducted before determining the distance
by searching for the most similar match – similar to the MANet-based scenario before.
Based on the most similar match, the absolute difference between all corresponding values
of the situation description is added up and used as distance measurement. As a result, the
distance value is lower for more similar situations. Consider as example that two situation
descriptions are only differing in the representation of one sector: SectorSit(A) is 1000 and
SectorSit(B) is 0000 – the distance measurement is 1.
(3) Learning Feedback As third step, the learning feedback is needed to enable automated learning. As mentioned initially, the main goal for mode-selection in WSNs is
to reduce the energy consumption while simultaneously keeping the coverage of the area.
Hence, the fitness function has to take three main aspects into account: 1) the distribution of
neighbours within sending distance (goal: minimise number of active nodes), 2) the overlap
rate of the environment (ensure complete coverage of the environment), and 3) the energy
status (minimise energy consumption). All three aspects are measured locally at each node
by taking the neighbours’ status into account (available due to ADRA’s mode-selection
process). The heuristic formula is given as:
F it(n) =

x+y+z
3

(7.3)

with n identifying the currently observed network protocol instance, x representing the
node availability part, y evaluating the degree of environmental coverage, and z determining
the energy levels. This fitness value is calculated for each node locally, taking the covered
area into account. The corresponding formulas for the three aspects are given as follows:
2

I.) x = e−(xi −a)

+b

;

2

II.) y = e−(yi −c) ;

III.) z = d + e ∗ zi − f ∗ zi2

(7.4)

a, b, . . . , f are constants and have been configured empirically, whereas the resulting
curves are chosen to achieve a specific behaviour. The x value as defined in part I.) of
Formula 7.4 provides a Gaussian distribution for the interval between 0 and 100 % of active
nodes within the node’s sensing range. The goal of this aspect is to penelise situations
where only a few nodes or nearly all nodes are active. Furthermore, the y value (see part II.
of the previous formula) is defined between 0 and 100 % coverage rate of the environment.
The resulting curve describes a normal distribution with a maximum at 100 % and drops
strongly towards 0 when reducing the fraction of the actively covered environment. Here,
the assumption is that uncovered parts of the environment lead to a decreasing detection
rate. Finally, the z value defines the influence of the energy consumption of all nodes within
sensing range on the fitness value. Based on the theoretical minimum and maximum values
for the energy consumption and the number of nodes in sensing range, a ratio between
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the determined energy consumption and the desired one can be determined. Therefore, a
parabolic curve of the ratio is used, which penalises again the extreme values (all nodes
being active or in standby mode) but favours low consumption values.

(4) Configuration Space

As fourth task, ONC’s control-interface has to be connected to

the adaptable parameters of the ADRA-scheme. As discussed in Section 7.3.2, the authors
of the protocol defined four basic parameter (LocP rio, CovP rio, BatP rio, and T hsd) that
can be customised without interfering with the protocol’s logic – these parameters will be
subject to ONC control.

(5) Simulation Model

Finally, a simulation model for Layer 2 of the architecture has to

be provided. Since an optimisation of new parameter sets using a Layer 2-based simulation
tool is not feasible for sensor nodes due to resource restrictions, Layers 1 and 2 are assigned
to different locations (see Figure 7.8): Layer 1 remains on the sensor node, but Layer 2 is
removed and transferred to a) the sink node and b) the design time for preconfiguration of
the node’s learning component. Since all nodes are identical, they can share the same rules:
a rule that works for NodeA will show the same performance for NodeB in the same setting.
For part a), it can be assumed that long-lasting WSNs will have the possibility to distribute
updates from the sink node to all sensor nodes using broadcast messages. Since rules for
the learning component are simple pairs of situation/action and both can be serialised using
only a few Byte and floating-point values with separators, the effort for communicating these
new rules is low. Backwards, the communication of new needs as observed by single nodes
can be performed by extending the already existing status and event messages by adding
data about needed rules. In total, this means that an active management of the nodes’ rule
bases can be achieved without significant new overhead.

sensor node

sink node
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User
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Controller
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Offline learning

Observer
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Controller
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ADRA scheme

Control
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Figure 7.8: Adapted architecture of ONC for the application in WSNs
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Alternatively and in addition to a sink-based update mechanism, the ONC system can
be configured in advance to cope with arising situations at runtime (part b). Therefore,
the simulation-coupled optimisation of rules is processed at design time. Hence, a trade-off
between two extreme points is needed. On the one hand, a rule base can cover each possibly
occurring situation using the sector-model. On the other hand, the computational effort and
the needed storage increase linearily with the population size. Consequently, an appropriate
size of the rule base has been determined incorporating as few rules as possible while still
increasing the protocol’s performance significantly.
This trade-off corresponds to the more general problem of finding a balanced solution
between adaptivity aspects and effort due to resource needs. In current OC systems, it is
usually assumed to have enough resources such that no trade-off is needed. But, especially
in case of wireless sensor networks, hard restrictions for energy resources and computation
power exist – the adaptivity is decreased for the benefit of making it easier to compute. In
contrast, e.g. high-loaded routers in the Internet can be equipped with additional computation power in order to achieve a higher adaptivity and consequently increase the performance. Typically, the desired solution will be found between these two extreme positions –
but again, this is application-specific and cannot be answered in general.

Experimental Setup
The experiments have been conducted using simulations. Therefore, the WSN environment
has been implemented in JAVA using the Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (Repast
Simphony) [127]. The simulated area consists of 100 x 100 cells, which corresponds to
2,500 x 2,500 meters. In total, 150 nodes (149 sensor nodes and one sink node) have been
created and equally distributed on this area. In order to imitate real-world installations,
the distribution is chosen automatically at the begin of a simulation in a randomised way.
The Physical/MAC layer is assumed to be an IEEE 802.11 in ad-hoc mode. Therefore, the
sending distance is ten cells (corresponds to 250 m). As discussed before, the application
to WSNs limits the available resources. Thus, the node’s rule base has been restricted
to 48 different classifiers, which corresponds to the best trade-off found in simulations.
Especially compared to standard LCS-populations, this is an extremely small population
size. The classifiers are the result of the off-line optimisation and selection process as
mentioned previously – Layer 2 has been used to evolve matching parameter sets covering
the space of possible situations. From this set, the best 48 classifiers have been selected.
By increasing the population size, more specialised classifiers can be created leading to a
potentially increasing system performance.
Like the authors of the ADRA protocol, an abstract representation of energy (the energy
unit e) and its consumption has been used. Additionally, the Repast-based simulation relies
on its own abstract unit of time, called ticks. A tick is equal to one step of the simulation.
All nodes start with an initial energy level of 20, 000 e. At each tick, all nodes consume
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a defined amount of energy depending on their current mode: 5 e in active and 0.5 e in
standby mode. Neglecting communication cost does not influence the results, as the effort
is constant for all compared scenarios. The mode-selection algorithm is processed every
50 ticks.

Results of the Evaluation
In order to analyse the impact of ONC’s dynamic adaptation process, a comparison between
the static protocol version and the ONC-based version has been performed. In the following,
three basic experiments are discussed: 1) a static distribution of nodes with periodically
repeating events, 2) a static distribution of nodes with varying events, and 3) a dynamic
distribution of nodes with varying events. The first experiment shows that the ONC system
leads to a significant increase in terms of the performance metric, although the advantages
of the approach compared to static versions are expected in more disturbed or dynamic
settings. Thus, the second and third scenario are used to increase the degree of dynamics.
In the second scenario, no pattern of repeating events can be learned anymore. Finally, the
nodes have to deal with changing neighbourhoods of nodes in the third scenario – some will
be disturbed during the simulation. The analysis is based on the same metrics as used by the
authors of the protocol: the network operation time until the last node dies (no energy left)
and the observed events. The goal of the system is to increase the network’s operation time
while simultaneously observing all occurred events. In addition, an aggregated fitness value
is determined, which is based on the formula for the local learning feedback as introduced
in Section 7.3.2. All figures depict the results obtained by 480 consecutive simulations
using the same configurations – thus, the effect of the learning process is visualised. In this
context, consecutive means that a run of the simulation is started with the rule-set of the
previous run. Hence, the knowledge obtained by the learning component is transferred to
the succeeding simulations.
In the first scenario, a static distribution of nodes and periodically repeating events
(every 500 ticks) are simulated. Figure 7.9 illustrates the achieved results. The standard
protocol version reported ten events (of 14 in total during the simulation time), corresponding to 7, 241 ticks until the last node of the network died. As depicted in Figure 7.9, the
standard protocol version shows constant results for all 480 consecutive runs of the simulation. In contrast, the ONC-controlled version changes steadily due to the trial and update
effects of the learning component – the network’s operation time is increased by 4.4 % on
average (corresponds to 7, 556 ticks). At each of the 480 consecutive simulations, the graph
representing the ONC version is above the graph representing the reference version.
The learning effect is even more visible for the number of reported events. The ONC
systems starts with a predefined set of classifiers, but it has to learn which one fits the current
situation better. Until simulation run 285, the graph for the ONC-controlled version remains
below the one for the uncontrolled version or oscillates around it. Afterwards, the number of
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of uncontrolled and ONC-controlled system performance in a static
scenario (higher values are better, zero is suppressed for both vertical axes)

successfully reported events is constantly higher. On average, the ONC-controlled version
reported 10.3 events, which is an increase of 3 % – although, the initial learning period
reduces the benefit for the complete simulation. Neglecting the influence of this intial
learning period leads to a more significant increase. The network’s operating time stays the
same, but the number of detected events increases to 10.6 events.
The fitness function of the on-line learning component takes both previously discussed
aspects into consideration. Figure 7.10 depicts the normalised fitness values. Since the
fitness value of the standard configuration (uncontrolled ADRA scheme) stays the same
for all 480 experiments, it is defined to be one in all cases – ONC’s fitness value is then
calculated in relation to this reference value. For the first static scenario, the fitness value of
the ONC-controlled protocol instance has been increased by 3.7 % compared to the standard
protocol configuration.
The results of the first, static scenario demonstrate the benefit of the additional ONCcontrol. The performance has been increased compared to the reference solution. In general,
adaptivity as provided by ONC has its advantages in more dynamic environments. Therefore, the second scenario increases the level of dynamics. It keeps the setup of the previous
one, but changes the event occurrence (randomised interval). Considering the results as
depicted in Figure 7.11, the expected impact of the increased dynamics is clearly visible.
Although there is only a small benefit of 4.6 % in terms of the network’s operation time – the
ONC-controlled version lasts 7, 575 ticks compared to 7, 241 ticks of the reference version,
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Figure 7.10: Achieved performance in the static ADRA scenario (higher values are better,
zero suppressed for y-axis)

the number of reported events has been increased significantly. The ONC-controlled version
reported 11.2 events on average, which is an increase of 22.2 % compared to the reference
(nine events on average). Furthermore, the normalised fitness function shows similar results:
15 % (1.15 compared to 1 – see Figure 7.12) better than the reference.
The dynamics of the previous scenario have been modelled by randomly generated events.
Considering real-world installations of WSNs, another dynamic factor is the distribution of
wireless sensor nodes. Due to disturbances (e.g. caused by the weather), some nodes may fail
during the network’s operation time and other nodes may have short-term malfunctions. To
simulate this behaviour, the third scenario provides an even more dynamic setting. In each
run of the simulation, a set of nodes is randomly selected and disabled for a certain period.
For this experiment, the following setup has been chosen: 18 nodes are selected randomly
and disabled for 2, 000 ticks. An undesired side-effect of disabling nodes is that they do not
consume energy in this period and consequently increase the network’s operation time. To
counter this effect, disabled nodes consume the same amount of energy as defined for the
standby mode. As depicted in Figure 7.13, the number of observed events can be increased
by using ONC from 8 events to 9.3 events on average (16.3 % more). Simultaneously, the
network’s operating time is increased from 7, 982 ticks to 8, 321 ticks on average, which is a
benefit of 4.2 %. The corresponding normalised fitness value results in an increase of 10.2 %
(see Figure 7.14).
The achieved results for all three scenarios of the evaluation demonstrate the benefit
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of uncontrolled and ONC-controlled system performance in the
second ADRA scenario with dynamic events (higher values are better, zero suppressed for
y-axis)

of using ONC for sensor nodes. The system’s performance has been increased significantly
in dynamic environments, but there is also a noticeable positive effect for static solutions.
Especially when considering the hard restrictions applied to the ONC system, the results
have been obtained with low additional effort. An LCS with just 48 classifiers is a very
restricted variant of the learning part. Simulations with a rule-base of 250 trained classifiers
applied to the first static scenario showed that the performance can be increased easily. Here,
the network’s operation time has been extended by about 25 % to 9, 043 ticks on average.
Thereby, the ONC-controlled version reported 14.1 events on average, which is an increase
of 38.8 %. Considering the achieved results, the expected trade-off between adaptivity and
resource usage has been observed.
Finally, the question arises whether the setup as described before can be applied to
wireless sensor nodes. Considering the initially discussed representation of the situation, the
condition part of a classifier contains eight sectors with four values encoded in Byte-format.
In combination with four values encoding the action in floating-point-format, 48 Bytes are
needed for one classifier. The LCS at Layer 1 contains 48 classifiers, which means that a
maximum of 2.5 KBytes of RAM is needed. The system does not rely on having the whole
rule base in RAM – instead, it can be stored in the node’s flash-memory. The selection of a
rule, based on the set of classifiers and the distance measurement as presented before, relies
on 48 comparisons (number of classifiers) of 32 values in Byte-format (situation description)
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of the resulting fitness value for uncontrolled and ONC-controlled
system performance in the second ADRA scenario with dynamic events (higher values are
better, zero suppressed for y-axis)
– in total, about 1, 536 simple Byte-comparisons have to be processed in each cycle. This
is feasible for nearly all types of sensor nodes. Furthermore, an algorithmic solution of
an adapted variant of Wilson’s XCS has already been realised in hardware (see e.g. [19])
– which makes the application of ONC’s Layer 0 and Layer 1 possible for wireless sensor
nodes.

7.3.3

Peer-to-Peer Networks

The previous two examples have been used to prove the overall benefit of applying ONC to
the control of a data communication protocol and to demonstrate the feasible application
even under hard restrictions in terms of resource usage. Beyond these basic parts, the
third scenario shows the limitations of ONC. Therefore, the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) protocol
BitTorrent [174] is investigated which is widely-used and has been responsible for up to 53 %
of all P2P traffic on the Internet [326] (based on measurements in June 2004). Recent studies
estimate that P2P traffic comprises 40 − 70 % of today’s Internet traffic [327]. P2P protocols
build an overlay layer on top of the physical network – therefore, the neighbourhood differs
largely from the previous two scenarios. Since there are no physical neighbours having
impact on the decisions of the particular node, all nodes currently known as provider of files
(possessing the sought-after file) or as consumer (asking for files) form the neighbourhood. In
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of uncontrolled and ONC-controlled system performance in the
third ADRA scenario with dynamic events and random node-failures (higher values are
better, zero suppressed for y-axis)
contrast to the scenarios before, a node has no knowledge about interdependencies between
its neighbours – every node manages its own lists of peers. The local selection process for
parameter settings can tackle this problem as it learns directly from the feedback and relies
on existing rules. In contrast, the Layer 2 component needs a realistic simulation model,
which is problematic due to the interdependencies between other nodes and the insufficient
knowledge about the neighbours’ status.
The investigation of this section is based on results already published in [282]. The
section is organised as follows. Similar to the scenarios before, the presentation of the
investigated protocol is followed by an introduction of the variable parameters controlled by
ONC. Afterwards, the customisation of ONC is discussed in order to allow for a dynamic
control of BitTorrent. Furthermore, the experimental setup is explained, which serves as
basis for the achieved results presented afterwards. Finally, the limitations of applying ONC
to P2P protocols are discussed.

Protocol
BitTorrent is a very popular and commonly used P2P protocol for distributing large files to
a large group of users. Previous P2P protocols had problems regarding fairness or efficiency
(like Gnutella and its relatives [328]). Thus, the developers focused on a fairness-based
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distribution of data when developing the initial BitTorrent concept [174]. Therefore, the
typically large files are split into small parts (so-called chunks). Besides the standard P2P
client, the protocol contains an additional centralised web server (the tracker ). This tracker
is responsible for the bootstrapping and provides a search mechanism to find data files within
the P2P overlay-network. A new client needs the address of such a tracker to become a
member of the system, since this tracker manages lists of available parts for all files. When
searching for a file, the peer receives a list of other peers providing chunks of the sought-after
file. Furthermore, it can ask for more if the received set did not contain enough active peers.
Individual chunks are exchanged following a tit-for-tat approach to achieve fairness and to
avoid free-riding. A peer is only uploading data to those peers from which it receives the
highest download rate; all other peers are said to be choked.
The process itself is organised by defining several parameters, which can be controlled
by the peer (some only when setting up a new file for the overlay network, like the chunk
size). Besides the choking mechanism, BitTorrent has another unique feature: the optimistic
unchoking technique. Here, the client reserves a minor part of its available bandwidth for
sending pieces to randomly selected peers with the intention of discovering even better
partners and to ensure newcomers getting a chance to join the group. Further details on
the protocol are given by Cohen [174].
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Variable
N umberP eersP erT racker
M inP eers
M axInitiate
N umberOf U nchokes
ChokingInterval
RequestP ipe
M axConnections
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Standard value
50 peers
20 peers
40 peers
4 conn.
10 sec.
5 req.
1000 conn.

Table 7.3: Variable parameters of the BitTorrent protocol

Parameters
The process of the protocol is organised by defining several parameters, which can be controlled by the peer. One part of the parameter set refers to the tracker-based process when
searching for files (N umberP eersP erT racker, M inP eers, and M axInitiate), one part to
the choking process (N umberOf U nchokes and ChokingInterval), and one part to local
request and connection settings of the client (RequestP ipe and M axConnections). Besides
these seven basic parameters, the protocol consists of more configuration possibilities. Since
these further parameters are not accessible through the configuration interface of standard
clients (like Vuze [329]) and ONC provides a black box solution, which does not interfere
with the protocol’s logic (other parameters are hidden within the protocol logic), they are
neglected for the context of this thesis.
Table 7.3 lists the variable parameters of the BitTorrent protocol with their standard
value as proposed by Cohen. The N umberP eersP erT racker parameter defines the number of requested peers from the tracker, while M inP eers specifies the minimum number of
peers before asking the tracker for further peers. Additionally, M axInitiate defines how
many peers are requested initially. Besides the request part, two parameters are used to
configure the unchoking process. N umberOf U nchokes defines the number of simultaneously unchoked connections and the ChokingInterval specifies the time period between
two verifications of the current choking status. Furthermore, the RequestP ipe defines how
many requests of parts are sent to other peers simultaneously and M axConnections specifies the maximum allowable number of open connections to other peers (both, providers
and requesters).

Customisation of ONC
Based on the same process as discussed for the previous two scenarios, the ONC framework
is customised to the control of BitTorrent. Hence, the five basic tasks are discussed in the
following part.
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(1) Situation Description

Again, the first task is to define a situation, which serves

as input for the Layer 1 adaptation mechanism. Since the local BitTorrent client has no
influence on other file-providing peers joining or leaving the network, an adaptation of the
parameter settings according to the observed availability of other nodes is not feasible.
Furthermore, the list of waiting peers to access files is managed locally by each peer – thus,
nodes have no possibility to speed-up their waiting time. Considering these characteristics,
the available influencing factors regarding download and upload of the BitTorrent client
are the utilisations of local resources. For instance, visiting web-sites, streaming videos, or
just using CPU- and RAM-resources for standard computational tasks have impact on the
protocol’s performance.
Typically, performing a network protocol is only affected by limited resources if the
system is completely busy with other tasks. Within the following evaluation scenario, a
normal course of day is simulated for a standard PC running an additional BitTorrent client.
Thus, the resources to be monitored for the situation description are the available up- and
download bandwidth. The corresponding goal for ONC is to utilise the free resources as
well as possible by increasing the download rate. Hence, the situation description contains
only the two values for the observed utilisation of up- and download capacity (without the
fraction used by the BitTorrent client). Considering this situation description, insights on
the limitations of ONC are visible already; all factors having impact on the node’s current
situation have to be fully accessible locally. Especially for protocols that are not based on
physical connections, neighbourhood information can be transparent to the particular node.

(2) Similarity Metric

For Layer 1, a measurement to compare the similarity of two situ-

ations is needed. The distance measurement can be formulated by calculating the Euclidian
distance for a two-dimensional space. The two axes for the space defining the basis for the
Euclidian calculation are given by the values for up- and down speed. For instance, the
comparison of SituationA (upstream: 25 KByte, downstream 100 KByte) and SituationB
(upstream: 20 KByte, downstream 80 KByte) leads to a value of 20.6.

(3) Learning Feedback As third aspect, a metric defining good and bad system behaviour is needed. As mentioned before, the goal of using a P2P client like BitTorrent is
to download large files as fast as possible. Thus, the metric for the learning component is
based on the achieved download speed of the BitTorrent client. Since the available bandwidth changes dynamically due to other tasks performed by the user, the relative accessible
download speed is considered with dlBit defining the download speed of the BitTorrent
client, dlCap the available download speed, and dlU ser the fraction required by the user:
F it(x) =

dlBit
dlCap − dlU ser

(7.5)
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(4) Configuration Space
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Additionally, the variable parameters to be controlled by ONC

have to be defined. As discussed in Section 7.3.3, these are the seven basic parameters that
are typically configurable using the client’s control interface (see Table 7.3).
(5) Simulation Model Finally, a simulation model for Layer 2’s sandbox learning component has to be provided. At this step of the process, the limitations of the ONC approach
are visible again. A simulation model for P2P protocols has to take global information into
account in order to provide a reliable simulated copy of the reality.
Every node in a P2P network keeps track of its own two lists: a) files to be downloaded
and b) files to be shared. Furthermore, each link is individual due to the heterogeneity of the
Internet and the varying usage profiles of the particular computers running the P2P client.
But this information is not accessible locally – which makes a mapping from the real world
to the simulator impossible. For the simulations performed in the next section, it is assumed
that all nodes have the same characteristics. In particular, their network links (ADSL-line
with 400 Kbyte
for downstream and 40 Kbyte
for upstream), resources (CPU and RAM),
sec
sec
their resource usage (just the BitTorrent client), and the files (searched and provided) are
equal. For instance, these assumptions are realistic when performing a laboratory setting
with identical clients.
Based on these assumptions, a simulation model can be configured, which is applied
to the discrete network event simulation tool NS-2 [130] again. Eger et al. developed a
“BitTorrent-like” model of the protocol for NS-2 [175], which is available on-line at [330] and
used for this scenario. The implementation is called “BitTorrent-like”, because it does not
implement a specific version of BitTorrent and relies on some simplifications. Although these
simplifications lead to a decreased functionality of the whole protocol, it still behaves like
the standard protocol – most of the abstractions are concerned with the distributed usage
within the Internet. This simulation model is configured using the situation description
obtained at Layer 0. The link characteristics are adapted with the values determined for
the available up- and download bandwidth.

Experimental Setup
The evaluation shows the results of NS-2-based simulations. The considered scenario contains 100 peers and one tracker. Three peers are seeds: they have the complete file available
from start on. All other peers do not have any part of the file. Each peer tries to download
the same 500 MByte file during the simulation and starts over after finishing the download.
In this scenario, one of the downloading peers is equipped with an additional ONC
system, all other peers are performing the standard BitTorrent protocol. The dynamic
utilisation of the ONC-controlled node’s network link is simulated by assuming an artificial
usage-profile of a standard PC during one day. The user fulfils tasks, which leads to a certain
utilisation of resources. Sporadic lookup of information and downloading of files blocks a
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given fraction of the available up- and download capacity of the link, which is also used by
the BitTorrent client running in the background to download a high amount of data. In the
NS-2 simulation, this external usage of the link is simulated by reducing the available link
capacity for the BitTorrent client. Thus, ONC’s goal is to adapt the protocol configuration
to the changes in the observed utilisation of system resources. The assumed usage profile is
depicted in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.15: Assumed usage-profile of bandwidth during one day for the BitTorrent scenario

Results of the Evaluation
The evaluation compares the performance of the system (ONC-controlled and uncontrolled
version) for three consecutive days. In this context, consecutive means that the simulation
is started over after finishing by transferring the achieved knowledge. The existing classifiers
from the previous simulation are available at the beginning of the next one. The results for
all three days are depicted in Figure 7.16. During the first day, the system has nearly no
knowledge available – it starts with an empty rule base and has to go back to the standard
parameter set. Based on the observations, new rules are evolved and passed over to the rule
base of Layer 1. The usage profile defines relatively static situations – only eight different
situations occur during one day. Based on the similarity measurement as discussed for the
adaptation of the ONC framework, only a few situations are similar enough to be used by the
covering process. As a consequence, the system’s performance at day 1 (average download
rate of 165.5 Kbyte
sec ) is equal to using the static standard protocol parameter configuration.
Considering the next simulated day, an improved situation-aware selection of parameter
sets and the corresponding adaptation of the protocol can be observed. In comparison to
day 1, the system’s performance is increased by 7.2 % to an averaged download rate of
177.4 Kbyte
sec . Although the ONC system still does not have an appropriate rule for each
observed situation, the desired effect can be observed. ONC recognises already observed
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Figure 7.16: Resulting download performance due to ONC control of the BitTorrent protocol
(higher values are better)
situations and uses the rules evolved by Layer 2. In some cases, a similar rule (nearby in
terms of the distance measurement) is used by the covering mechanism (e.g. in the interval
between 8 to 9 o’clock). Since Layer 1’s controller is able to learn, it has to be allowed to
choose not always the best-matching rule. With a lower probability, it tries a rule situated
nearby (again in terms of the provided distance metric). This leads to the effect that the
Layer 2-generated rule has not been selected in one case, although it was already available
(see day 2, between 9 and 10 o’clock).
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Figure 7.17: Aggregated channel utilisation for all three simulated days in the BitTorrent
scenario (higher values are better)
The third day demonstrates the desired behaviour of ONC. It has already evolved an
appropriate rule base that covers all occurring situations. The resulting averaged download
rate is 199.3 Kbyte
sec , which is an increase of 20.4 % compared to the reference solution. This
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demonstrates the potential of controlling networks by using ONC, since the static standard
configuration does not lead to the best-possible performance. Finally, Figure 7.17 depicts
the impact on the channel utilisation. The aggregated figures for both (BitTorrent under
ONC-control and the assumed usage profile) are plotted to compare the development over
three days.
In general, the scenario demonstrates the potential benefit when applying ONC to the
control of BitTorrent and similar protocols. But it also reveals that the approach depends
highly on the local availability of all attributes having impact on defining an appropriate
simulation model and quantifying the system’s performance. In the previous scenario, this
is given only under certain restrictions. Apart from a laboratory-based setting, necessary information is missing. Alternatively, one could think about acquiring additional information
by a protocol extension. Through this extension, peers would provide necessary information to the tracker, which in turn informs the particular peers. Besides legal and privacy
issues, such an extension would cause a dramatically increased situation description – which
would have influence on the classification of rules. A situation space covering the status
of all known peers would not allow for a significant learning success in a manageable time
frame. Thus, a control of BitTorrent by ONC seems to be only promising in cases where
the network is restricted to uniform nodes – here, a significant increase of the performance
is possible.

7.4

Collaboration in ONC

The performance of ONC depends strongly on the existence of matching rules. The learning
component of the Layer 1 controller selects a matching (or a nearby, respectively) rule from
the rule base and applies it to the SuOC. Currently, the rule base is extended using two
mechanisms: the covering process and Layer 2. The covering mechanism provides a fast
reaction by copying a nearby rule and adjusting the condition part to match the current
situation – but a classifier created by covering is not an optimised solution. This optimised
and situation-dependent classifier is generated by Layer 2 using simulations – the so-called
sandboxing. Layer 2’s most restricting limitation is the effort needed to evolve a new rule
since simulations are time-consuming. For instance, the generation of a new rule in the
first scenario (broadcast protocols in MANets, see Section 7.3.1) needs between one and
up to 15 minutes depending on the scenario. Similar values can be observed for the WSNbased scenario of Section 7.3.2 (about 3 minutes on average) and the BitTorrent scenario of
Section 7.3.3 (about 10 minutes on average).
Considering these time-demands, a start from scratch is problematic as it takes significant
time and effort for a single node to evolve a sufficient rule base. A speed-up of the simulation
leads to shorter evaluation cycles and a decreased simulation period for each parameter set
under test – in turn, it affects the quality of the solutions. Thus, a promising approach
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to achieve a speed-up is collaboration. Due to the similarity of nodes in terms of topology
and characteristics, rules from one node can be re-used by another one. Furthermore, the
Layer 2 component is identical for all nodes. Hence, one node can tackle an optimisation
task for another one. Exactly these two aspects are the focus of the collaboration mechanism
explained in the remainder of this section. Nodes will have the possibility to share knowledge
with their neighbours by exchanging rules (and their experiences with these rules). In
addition, the mechanism is used to realise a load balancing of Layer 2 tasks. The presented
algorithm and the evaluation results have been published in [280] and are based on the
implementation by König [331].

7.4.1

Dynamic Load Balancing and Knowledge Sharing for ONC

Due to the goal of reducing the number of rule generations by Layer 2 and of achieving a
load balancing of rule generations among the nodes in the network, the approach intervenes
at the interface between Layer 1 and Layer 2. According to the basic approach, Layer 1
is responsible for detecting the demand of new rules and reports this to Layer 2. Instead
of immediately adding new optimisation tasks to Layer 2’s queue, the distributed algorithm intervenes and takes over responsibility for an active management of this queue. The
rule generation itself remains untouched – it processes always the queue’s first entry. The
remainder of this subsection explains how the distributed algorithm performs this queue
management.
The distributed mechanism is a three-step process:
• In the first step, nodes observe the demand of a new rule and activate their collaboration unit to contact their direct neighbours.
• Once the necessary information has been transferred to the recipients, these neighbours
check their local rule base and respond to the initial request.
• In the third step, the initial node analyses the answers and terminates the process.
At Layer 3 of the architecture, nodes are assumed to have the possibility of managing their
neighbourhoods and of communicating with their direct neighbours. This assumption is
extended: each node answers immediately to a received request. Hence, a short delay time
after sending the initial request is enough to ensure an accurate feedback. Furthermore,
non-collaborative or even malicious behaviour is neglected.
Part 1: Local activation Whenever Layer 1’s LCS has no adequate rule for the
currently observed situation, the collaboration mechanism is activated. So far, the basic
version of the ONC framework (Layers 0 to 2) activates Layer 2 to evolve a new rule. Instead
of directly activating its own Layer 2 component, the neighbours are involved into the rulefinding process. Therefore, a message-based technique has been developed guaranteeing a
fast and correct exchange of knowledge. The message is composed of three parts: (a) the
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situation description as basic setup information for Layer 2’s simulator, (b) the origin node’s
current queue length, and (c) a TimeToLive-value (TTL) indicating whether the message
has to be broadcasted to neighbours further away or not. The message is given as follows:
M essage : kHEADER|SituationDesciption|QueueSize|T T Lk
After sending the request to its neighbours, the node waits a given delay time (while the
neighbours are processing part 2) and continues with part three. The delay interval can be
determined as follows: 2 × (M aximum sending duration) × T T L + (processing constant).
If no neighbours are in transmission range, the task is directly added to the queue of Layer 2.
Part 2: Process request The second part of the process is performed by all neighbours
receiving the message from part 1 of the process (directly or forwarded from another node).
As the TTL-part is handled by lower protocol layers, the main task of the nodes is to check
whether they know an adequate rule for the submitted situation or not (current tasks within
the queue are also taken into account). If a node has a matching rule, this is sent to the
inquirer. Otherwise, the node compares the received queue size with its own. For those
cases where the received queue size is higher than the own one, the next spot in the queue
is reserved for the task and the inquirer is informed. The corresponding spot in the queue is
blocked for a time period tblock . If the own queue has more tasks than the inquirer’s queue,
a reject is returned.
Part 3: Finalise mechanism Finally, the node that started the process is able to complete the last part. Therefore, it analyses the received answers. The approach distinguishes
between two different possibilities: a) the node received a rule and b) it received no rule. In
the first case (a), this rule is added to the rule set of Layer 1 and the process terminates.
Otherwise (b), the received offers have to be analysed. The process accepts the best offer
and informs the respective node. If no acceptable offer is received, the task is added to the
own Layer 2 queue.

7.4.2

Evaluation of the Collaboration Mechanism

The collaboration mechanism has been evaluated using the MANet-based broadcast scenario
from Section 7.3.1. The setup of the evaluation is based on the NS-2 scenarios developed
by Kunz in [276] for the initial protocol. The first scenario contains 100 nodes and analyses
the load balancing performance. All nodes are using their ONC system, but only ten nodes
are able to evolve new rules by using their Layer 2 (they are assumed to have a better
power supply). If a node has no active node in its direct neighbourhood, it can increase the
TTL-value to consider e.g. a two-hop neighbourhood. The initial rule base for each node
is empty, which means the ten active nodes have to evolve new rules for all 100 nodes. All
results are averages of ten runs. The scenario is processed in three consecutive steps:
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• All 100 nodes determine their current situation (empty rule base).
• The collaboration mechanism takes place.
• The process is validated, i.e. the experiment is repeated with the newly acquired
knowledge provided by the learning mechanism.
The learning mechanism was able to respond correctly to a previously learned situation
resulting in the same performance at both occasions. Since the population of the classifier
system is initially empty, the standard parameter sets are used for the performance evaluation in step 1. In step 2, the queues of all ten active nodes have been processed and the
rules have been distributed. The fitness calculation takes place after processing each step.
The overall fitness (same function as in Chapter 7.3.1) of the system is 0.882 in the first step
and increases to 0.926 in the second step (equal to step 3). On average, each active node
needs 3 hours and 42 minutes to complete the queue of optimisation tasks (the maximum
is 7 hours and 6 minutes). Due to the abstraction of situations (some situation descriptions
are similar enough to be handled in the same way), an averaged number of 94.3 jobs has
been performed in total. Each active node had to process 9.43 jobs on average (the most
heavily loaded node had to process 11.33 jobs). The different queue sizes can be explained
by the distribution of nodes – two active nodes had only a few neighbours (lowest: five),
while the other eight had to work for comparatively more nodes (up to 14).
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Figure 7.18: Evaluation of the Collaboration Mechanism in ONC
The second part of the experiment determines the effort in terms of exchanged messages.
Figure 7.18(a) illustrates the results. The amount of system-wide messages changes during
the three consecutive steps: the total number of messages drops from 17, 922.6 to 17, 400
on average in step 3. An averaged number of 522.6 messages has been simulated for the
collaboration mechanism (Broadcasts 99.6, Unicasts 81.9, and replies 341.1) – which is just
a small overhead compared to the 17, 400 BCast messages (2.9 %).
Finally, the nodes’ reactions on abruptly changing situations have been investigated.
Therefore, a static setup of the scenario without node movements has been chosen and
nodes were exchanged. Nodes are not moving to avoid the occurrence of new situations and
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force them to receive the particular rule from their neighbours. The exchange takes place by
randomly choosing two nodes and switching their positions. The scenario consists of 25 steps
and contains again 100 nodes, the broadcast distance is two hops. Initially, all nodes are
active nodes (they learn the matching action for their particular situation). Since nodes
are not moving, the environment is static and consequently the observed situations stay
the same. Within each of the 25 steps, ten pairs of nodes are randomly selected and their
positions are exchanged. Probably, these nodes have to receive a matching rule due to the
changed situation – although their Layer 2 is deactivated (at least the predecessor at their
position has an appropriate rule). Figure 7.18(b) demonstrates the message traffic for all
steps. The graphs for the number of jobs decreases nearly to zero, which means that almost
every exchange is followed by a transmission of the rule. In some cases, a job is performed,
which means that the exchanged pair is not available in a two-hop neighbourhood. The
number of responses (and also the reply/request ratio) increases continuously as nodes do
not delete rules. Hence, the goal of the collaboration mechanism is fulfilled, since the
exchange of rules works and a re-creation of rules is avoided.

7.5

Summary for the Organic Network Control System

This chapter discussed the Organic Network Control (ONC) system, which has been
developed to allow for a context-aware adaptation of network protocol parameters. The
system is based on the thesis’ framework and has been applied to three different protocol
domains ranging from Peer-to-Peer protocols over mobile-ad-hoc networks to wireless sensor
networks. Based on a discussion of related work, the application of ONC to these three
scenarios has been explained with a special focus on the customisation tasks identified in
Chapter 3.
In contrast to the OTC example, a unified process to enable ONC control for communication protocols is not possible due to e.g. the varying neighbourhood information.
Therefore, the application has been shown exemplarily by means of three different protocol
types. The first example demonstrated the positive effect of additional ONC control for
a MANet-based broadcast algorithm. The analysis of the obtained results highlighted the
possible benefit and investigated the necessary effort to achieve these results. In general,
the scenario described a case where ONC can be applied without any restrictions and leads
to a significantly better performance.
The second example has been used to investigate the applicability of ONC to protocols
under limited availability of resources. Therefore, a mode-selection protocol from the domain
of wireless sensor networks has been chosen, since wireless sensor nodes are typically characterised by the demand of energy-efficient solutions. Especially computational-intensive
tasks like simulations cannot be performed at such nodes. Thus, a separation of tasks has
been proposed: Layer 1 stays at the particular node while Layer 2 is transferred to a cen-
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tralised element. The approach relies on a pretraining of rules at design time and an optional
update mechanism using communication at runtime. In addition, the LCS’s rule base has
been largely restricted to using only a few classifiers. Although this setup describes a tradeoff between adaptation and available resources, the simulation-based evaluation showed the
benefit of using ONC on sensor nodes. The two most important figures (the network’s operation time and the event detection rate) have been improved significantly – especially in
disturbed and dynamic situations.
The third scenario applied ONC to the control of the Peer-to-Peer protocol BitTorrent
and has been chosen to investigate the limitations of ONC’s applicability. In comparison
to the previous two examples, BitTorrent is characterised by limited knowledge about the
neighbourhood and the current local status of the network. The simulation-based generation
of new rules depends on the availability of a realistic simulation model, which has to be
configured appropriately using the observed attributes. In case of BitTorrent, a peer has only
limited knowledge, which does not allow for building an appropriate simulation model except
in laboratory settings where peers are identical. Besides these restrictions, the evaluation
demonstrated that ONC control of BitTorrent leads to a significant increase of the system’s
performance in such a laboratory setting.
Finally, the simulation-based generation of new rules has the drawback of needing computational effort and being time-consuming. Thus, a collaboration mechanism has been
developed which is capable of sharing existing knowledge and enabling load balancing of
Layer 2 tasks among neighbouring nodes. The evaluation demonstrated that the fully decentralised approach leads to the desired effects. Therefore, the first scenario of MANetbased broadcast algorithms has been used. Compared to the OTC example, ONC has the
advantage that all nodes are identical – thus, they can re-use rules from their neighbours and
will probably gain the same experiences. In contrast, intersections of urban road networks
differ strongly in their particular topology (apart from artificial Manhattan-type networks)
– consequently, rules cannot be transferred to neighbouring nodes in OTC. When applying
the mechanism to OTC, only the load balancing part could be used since simulation models
might be part of the messages.
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Chapter 8

Generalisation and Discussion
The previous two chapters presented systems based on the framework. Both provide a
substantial contribution to current research in their particular domain. Besides developing novel concepts for data communication and urban traffic control, this thesis focuses on
the general applicability of the developed framework. Thus, the following chapter aims at
generalising the approach and discussing the achieved results. Therefore, the applicability
of the framework is proven by considering different control problems. In contrast to the
network-based systems before, this chapter introduces two further application scenarios: an
Organic Production System (OPS) and an error-prediction system for business mainframe
systems. In the first example, the control problem differs from OTC and ONC as it discusses a task-assignment problem. In the second example, the focus of the sandbox has
been exchanged: from a simulation-coupled optimisation heuristic to a data-mining-based
prediction component.
The previously named examples make the general applicability of the developed concept
visible. In order to prove this applicability and to derive insights for which control problems
the framework leads to the desired behaviour and for which more probably not, the SuOC is
abstracted by using mathematical models. These abstractions are useful to describe different
types of control problems and their corresponding degree of complexity. In addition, the
impact of noise added to sensor data can be measured, since the undisturbed values are
known for comparison. Finally, the achieved results of all application scenarios including
the more general mathematical model are summarised and discussed.
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8.1

An Organic Production System

Industrial production experienced a dramatic change in the last 20 years, which is characterised by novel manufacturing technologies and by the rapidly growing importance of
information and communication technologies. Nowadays, production differs largely from
previous approaches. On the one hand, much effort has been spent on optimising setup
and schedule of production systems. On the other hand, flexible and adaptive solutions
become even more important. Both aspects are mainly driven by economical needs to keep
production cost at a minimum. Due to this continuous optimisation process, researchers
and industry have developed a large set of different solutions ranging from highly specific
installations to more generalised concepts with a broader focus.
The aspect of needing even more adaptive solutions makes production control a promising
application domain for OC principles and techniques. In some settings, new tasks arrive
continuously and sometimes even unpredictably, while a production without corresponding
demands leads to full warehouses and high cost. Therefore, a continuous observation and
control process is needed responsible for deciding about the best possible situation-depending
production strategy automatically. Based upon the architecture described in this thesis, a
case study for an Organic Production System (OPS) has been developed. The results
have been published in [332]. The framework has been adapted by exchanging the underlying
control problem. Instead of continuous parameter values, the system has to decide about
the currently best task assignment for the available production units. In order to restrict
the complete domain of production control to one exemplarily investigated scenario, and
to map the previously described problem to a specific application case, the following setup
has been developed. Consider a fast-food store where the food is produced on-demand as
response to customer demands. The store has a set of production places where workers
prepare the different products. Each product has a certain production time, and changing
of tasks leads to a given changeover delay. In addition to the production part, a storage for
prepared products exists where the products can be kept for a certain duration until they
are sold or disposed. Hence, products are assumed to have a relatively short shelf-life and
cannot be stored for a longer period. Simultaneously to the production process, a counter
exists where customers can drop their orders and wait to be served.
The evaluation of the scenario shows that the framework is applicable to such a scenario.
In case of taking advantage of a production forecast (enabling the prediction module of the
Layer 1 observer), the OPS system outperforms the reference solution in terms of customer
satisfaction (measured by considering the customers’ waiting times) and defected goods
(sorted out products at the end of the shelf-life). Without prediction, the system increases
the performance for one part of the goal function only. For further details on the scenario
and insights on the results, the reader is referred to [332].
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An Error Prediction System for Mainframes

Based upon the architecture described in this thesis, Li developed an automated system to
predict undesired events in an IBM System Z [333] setting [334]. She adapted the framework
by exchanging the Layer 2 component. The simulation-based approach has been replaced by
a data mining mechanism, which analyses observed real-world data from customer servers.
The goal has been to find patterns like a specific sequence of events before an error occurs.
Thus, the task of Layer 1 is not to adapt a SuOC, but to serve as an early warning system at
runtime. Therefore, a Frequent Episode Mining technique as introduced by Mannila et al.
[335] has been applied to event series. The patterns found by the data mining technique are
stored as classifiers for the Layer 1-situated LCS, which is realised as the modified variant
introduced in Chapter 4.1.4.
The different types of customer data were collected on-line at the customer side and then
transmitted to a central server. Li tested the developed system using such real data from
customer servers – both error-free and error-prone. She demonstrated the reliability of the
system’s prediction for different settings and analysed the influence of the on-line learning
part on the one hand and the performance of the off-line pattern recognition on the other
hand. Since the work presents a case study and a proof-of-concept of the described approach,
further investigations are needed. Nonetheless, the approach underlines the generic character
of the architecture.

8.3

Abstraction of the Learning Problem

In the previous examples, concrete problems have been solved by applying the developed
framework to a specific application domain. Most of the investigated examples provide a
significant contribution to the state of the art in the particular domain. So far, the application of the framework has been compared to realistic models of real-world installations
since the sizes of the underlying situation and configuration spaces do not allow for making a
statement in relation to the possible optimum. In the following, this question is investigated
using an artificial scenario based on introducing an abstracted model of the underlying problem. Due to this abstraction, it is possible to draw conclusions about the applicability of the
developed framework. The contents of the following section have been initially published in
[336] and the results are based on the implementation as done by Brameshuber [337].

8.3.1

Problem Description

The basic problem covered by the following part of the thesis is given by the question for
which types of real-world systems the developed approach is applicable – and in which situation problems might occur. The basic tasks of Layers 1 and 2 are to find adequate response
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strategies for observed situations and to learn a mapping between situations and appropriate actions. Thereby, the term situation describes an n-dimensional space defined by all
observed input variables defining the state of the environment, while actions correspond to
parameter settings of the SuOC. Hence, the learning component has to achieve two goals:
(1) find the best action for an observed situation and (2) increase the accuracy of predicting
a certain feedback if this action is selected (typically called reward ). More formally, it has to
−
−
−
−
learn the following mapping: (→
x ,→
z ) → r(→
x
) ∈ R with the objective to choose →
z to
t

i

t+1

i

−
maximise r. Thereby, →
x t denotes the n-dimensional situation vector at some time t, which
−
corresponds to the condition part of Layer 1’s action selection. →
z i ∈ Z aggregates a pa-

rameter set with Z describing the SuOC’s configuration space. Furthermore, the predicted
−
−
reward of the next evaluation time t + 1 (if →
z is chosen in situation →
x ) is represented as
i

t

−
a real value and denoted as r(→
x t+1 ).

8.3.2

Application of the Generic Architecture

In order to investigate the success of the developed framework, a generalised model of the
learning problem is introduced. The goal of this generalisation is to consider several types
of models to map situations to corresponding actions. Simultaneously, it must be possible
to calculate the optimal action of the learning component for each occurring situation,
which allows for quantifying the success in relation to the best possible solution. Figure 8.1
describes the adaptations at design level, which are introduced in the following part of this
section.
Layer 2
Offline learning

Observer

Controller
Model
Calculator
Rule

Situation

Layer 1

Controller

Parameter selection

Observer

Learning
Component
Prediction

Situation

Layer 0
Random Walker

Figure 8.1: Modified architecture for the generalised model
Modelling the Environment: The environment is modelled as an n-dimensional
space, which corresponds to the n observed attribute values obtained by sensors to de-
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scribe the current situation. The situation at some time t is one point in this space and
−
defined as the vector →
x t . In dynamic environments, the situation changes constantly, i.e.
any of the n entries in the vector may vary from time t to time t + 1. These dynamics
are modelled by a randomised walker exploring the situation space. In order to reflect
the assumption that situations in real-world applications are only changing abruptly in the
presence of disturbances, the n-dimensional situation (x1 , x2 , . . ., xn ) at time t is modified
by a random walker to create the following situation (y1 , y2 , . . ., yn ) at time t + 1 with
−1 ≤ (yi − xi ) ≤ 1:
 

y1
x1
.
 . 
 . → . 
.
 . 
yn
xn


The size of the allowed deviations in each dimension corresponds to the speed at which
the random walker traverses the search space. In the investigated scenario, this speed is
set to one for each dimension. Three different movement models for the random walker
have been implemented: 1) a classic random walker, 2) a random-waypoint model, and 3)
a random-direction model (see e.g. [321]). In the first model, the walker follows the current
direction within the situation space determined by the difference of the last two situation
−
−
vectors: (→
xt−→
x t−1 ). The walker decides about modifying its current movement direction
by considering a Gaussian-distributed probability for the interval [−180◦ , 180◦ ]. As soon as
it reaches the boundaries of the search space, the movement direction is reflected by the
boundary of the search space. In the second model, the walker chooses a random point
within the boundaries of the investigated search space (the waypoint) as next destination.
Afterwards, it selects the next available point, which reduces the distance to this waypoint
in each step of the simulation, until it arrives at the waypoint – then, the previous process
is repeated. Finally, the last model chooses a direction of movement, which is followed until
the end of the search space is reached. In this case, a new direction is chosen randomly and
followed until the previous criterion is fulfilled again.
Layer 0 – System under Observation and Control: In the basic design, the SuOC
is the productive part of the system and adapted to the particular environmental situation.
This means that an optimal parameter setting exists for each occurring situation. This
relation is modelled by using a mathematical function mapping the situation space on the
corresponding optimal SuOC configuration. The resulting correct actions are determined
by different functions with varying characteristics. According to Cakar et al. [338], systems can be classified into three categories considering the time-dependent character of the
learning problem’s fitness landscape: static, dynamic, and self-referential. The static class
−
−
corresponds to all systems where an action →
z in a situation →
x results always in a repeatable
j

i

and constant reward. In contrast, this reward changes for systems in the dynamic category,
e.g. according to time-dependent patterns. Even more dynamic are the rewards of systems
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in the self-referential class – here, the system adaptation to match the observed situation
influences the next situation and thereby the received reward. In the context of this thesis,
the regard is confined to systems of the static class (see Chapter 3.2). Within this class,
four different types of functions modelling the optimal action for a given situation space can
be distinguished:
• Type 1 describes a continuously differentiable function without any local maxima
mapping the situation space on the action space – this trivial type is seldom found in
reality. The following function serves as example:
Pn
−
f (→
x)=
x.
1

i=1

i

• Type 2 comprises more complex continuously differentiable functions being characterised by more than one maximum. The following function serves as example:
Pn
−
f (→
x ) = (1 + sin( x1 ∗ π)) ∗
x.
2

4

i=1

i

• Type 3 classifies even more complex non-continuously differentiable functions with
discontinuities (not due to time-dependent reasons), etc. – at least, these mappings
can be modelled
using functions. The following function serves as example:

Pn x ,
∀xi : (xi 6= 5)
i
−
f3 (→
x ) = Pi=1 p
.
 n
|xi |, otherwise
i=1
• Type 4 covers all randomised mappings – if no relation between the action values of
two neighbouring situation values exists, a functional description is not possible. To
investigate such an example, a random function value for each possible situation value
has been generated and stored in a database:
−
−
f4 (→
x ) = RandomSeed (→
x ).
Layer 1 – On-line adaptation: In contrast to the Layers 0 and 2, Layer 1 is identical
to the standard implementation – in particular, it does not have any knowledge about the
form of f . The modification affects only the purpose of the on-line adaptation, since no
parametrisable SuOC exists in the abstracted model. Therefore, the functions of type 1
to 4 are used to describe the best “configuration” in a particular situation. Hence, the
environment and the SuOC are collapsed into the function f . Figure 8.2 illustrates this
modification of Layer 0. Analogously, Layer 1 has to determine this best configuration.
Thus, the actions performed by Layer 1 are used to predict the next value of the underlying
−
function (as defined by type 1 to 4). Thereby, not the functional value for →
x observed
t

at the current time step t is to be predicted, but the value that is going to occur at time
t + 1. This corresponds to the same learning problem as in e.g. OTC where the best possible
phase durations for the next evaluation period are selected based on (averaged) traffic data
from the previous one. The Layer 1 controller is implemented as modified LCS again (see
Chapter 4.1.4).
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Figure 8.2: Modifications at Layer 0
Since the covering part of the modified XCS relies on quantifying similarities between
situations (nearby), a distance metric is needed. In this example, the Euclidian distance of
two situation vectors has been used. Additionally, a learning feedback is needed to quantify
good and bad predictions - the reward. In the OTC and ONC examples, this reward is
calculated based on sensory input or internal attributes. To model such an observation,
Layer 1 is assumed to be able to observe the correct functional value in the following time
step. Based on this value, the modified LCS can update its prediction, prediction error, and
fitness values according to the original XCS algorithm by Wilson [159].
The improvement of the prediction of the next functional value is influenced by two components: a) the rule-generation process and b) the updating of the classifiers’ performance
attributes. Therefore, a reward has to be defined quantifying good and bad performance.
The goal of the system is to decrease the deviation of the predicted functional value over
time. Therefore, the reward r(t) obtained from the SuOC at time t is modelled as follows:
r(t) = 1 −

|P redictedV alue − OccurredV alue|
max(|P redictedV alue|, |OccurredV alue|)

(8.1)

In case of a perfect prediction, the reward is one, while it decreases to zero in the worst
case. This feedback is calculated by the SuOC and provided together with the situation
vector in each step of the simulation.
Layer 2 – Rule generation: The framework’s basic design contains a simulatorcoupled optimisation heuristic for Layer 2, since usually no exact model exists to determine
the optimal response for a given situation. This optimisation takes time, but it is assumed
that this process results in near-to-optimal actions for the particular situation. In OTC and
ONC, new rules are usually available after 3 to 15 evaluation cycles of Layer 1 depending
on the configuration of Layer 2 (simulation time, number of evaluation function calls).
To imitate this delay, a value at the lower boundary of this range is assumed (3 ticks).
Simulations showed that choosing longer delays has only impact on the shape of the achieved
performance curve (the system converges later), but does not influence the learning effect
in general. Similar to the realistic examples, Layer 2 is only allowed to optimise one rule
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per time. Since an accurate model exists and the evaluation aims at analysing the learning
behaviour of Layer 1 rather than Layer 2, the function used for the SuOC is assumed to be
available at Layer 2. Thus, no simulation-based optimisation is needed. It is consequently
replaced by a calculation of the particular function for the observed situation vector.
The following list summarises the five customisation tasks for the application of the
framework to the abstracted learning problem:
(1) Situation Description: The current position of the random walker in the search
−
space represents the situation description. This corresponds to the n-dimensional vector →
xt .
(2) Similarity Metric: The Euclidian distance is used as distance metric between two
situations.
(3) Learning Feedback: The learning feedback reflects the success of predicting the
correct functional value for the next time step t + 1. Therefore, the formula as defined by
Equation 8.1 has been developed.
(4) Configuration Space: In contrast to the previous application scenarios, the abstract model does not contain a parametrisable system. Hence, no configuration in the
direct sense is searched. Therefore, the prediction of the functional value of f occurring in
the next evaluation cycle t + 1 serves as replacement of this configuration task.
(5) Simulation Model: Since the correct model exist (i.e. f is known), no simulationbased optimisation is needed. This process is modelled by determining the correct functional
value for the particular situation description and providing it with a certain delay.

8.3.3

Evaluation

The evaluation of the developed approach has been performed using a 2.66 GHz dual-core
machine with 4 GByte RAM and openSUSE 10.3 as operating system. Each result is given
as average of ten runs using varying random seeds. For all investigated scenarios, the number
of dimensions has been set to six and the boundaries of the search space for each dimension
to [0, 50]. The modified LCS has been configured according to Butz and Wilson [162].

Experiment 1: Impact of the Different Walker Models
The first part of the evaluation considers how changing situations influence the learning
performance by taking the three different walker models into account. Figure 8.3 shows
the results using function type 1 and the three different walkers. The figure depicts the
simulation time (x-axis) and the achieved learning effect (the deviation between the predicted value by the modified LCS and the correct function value; y-axis). The simulation
time has been measured in terms of ticks, which refers to an abstract time unit used e.g.
in Multi-Agent Toolkits such as MASON [128] or Repast [127]. One tick corresponds to
one simulation step. Considering the figure, the different walker models have only limited
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the system performance caused by all three random walker models
(lower values are better)

influence on the learning performance. For the complete simulation period, the Random
Waypoint Walker resulted in an averaged deviation of the predicted functional value of
43.78, the Random Direction Walker of 46.23, and the standard Random Walker of 41.94.
Besides the similar convergences of the learning effects using all three walker models, the
values after 500, 000 ticks simulation time are nearly identical – the averaged values of the
last 5, 000 ticks are: 2.22 (Random Waypoint), 2.37 (Random Direction), and 2.83 (Random
Walker). The similarity of the results obtained by the three different walker models has been
observed for the other function types (f2 , f3 , and f4 ), too. Thus, the initial assumption
has been supported: it does not matter how the situation changes as long as it changes
with a minimal similarity to the previous situation. Therefore, the remaining part of the
evaluation will be based on using only one walker model: the Random Waypoint model.

Experiment 2: Different Functions
The previous experiment compared the three walker models using only one of the four
function types. In contrast, Figure 8.4 depicts the results achieved by using one walker
model for all four types of functions. In total, function type 1 results in an averaged
deviation of the prediction of 43.78, f2 results in a deviation of 69.64, f3 in a deviation of
86.87, and f4 in a deviation of 159.96. Statistically, a randomised guessing without any
learning effect would lead to predicted values of 150 on average – this value is deduced from
the number of dimensions multiplied by the centre of the search interval:

randomDeviation : 6 ∗ 50/2 = 150

(8.2)
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of the system performance taking all four different types of functions
into account (lower values are better)
Correspondingly, the maximum deviation is given by 6 ∗ 50 = 300: the number of
dimensions multiplied by the highest possible deviation per dimension. Obviously, the performance of the learning system based on a situation-action mapping modelled by function
type 4 is comparable to randomised guessing. In contrast, the first three types of functions
lead to a convergence due to learning: f1 converges to values of about 2.22 on average after
500, 000 ticks simulation time. f2 (7.50) and f3 (29.11) show a similar behaviour, but result
in higher values. In general, the system is able to self-improve the selection process of the
corresponding actions in case of a possible modelling using types 1 and 2 without any restrictions. In case of function type 3, the self-improvement is restricted, since it leads to a
significantly higher deviation.

Experiment 3: Impact of Noise
The four types of functions f1 to f4 define basic categories – each type can be further
classified according to the observation characteristics: either it is noisy or not. Typically,
real-world applications rely on the usage of sensors to observe the environmental and the
internal states. Sensors are error-prone and to some degree unreliable. Thus, these applications usually have to cope with noisy feedbacks. Therefore, this part of the evaluation
considers artificial noise by taking a Gaussian-distributed random noise-factor into account
when determining the current functional value for the n-dimensional situation vector – this
noise is assumed to amount to at most 10 % of the absolute value. Thus, the third part of
the evaluation investigates the impact of noisy feedback according to this simplified concept.
Figure 8.5 illustrates the results. The first graph describes the behaviour of the proposed
framework again using the modified LCS and a Random Waypoint Walker dicovering the
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Figure 8.5: Impact of noise on the system’s performance (lower values are better)
situation space. The corresponding actions are modelled using the function of type 1. The
second graph describes the results obtained for the same setup using the additional noise
model. Considering both curves, a later convergence and a slightly higher deviation after
500, 000 ticks of simulation time are visible. In general, the noisy setup resulted in an averaged increase of 36.6 % for the complete simulation period (59.82 instead of 43.78). The
averaged values of the last 5, 000 ticks are: 2.22 (without noise) and 13.79 (with noise).
Thus, noise has influence on the absolute performance, but it has only a minor effect on the
convergence itself.

Experiment 4: Alternative Rule-selector
For comparison reasons, a deterministic rule-selection mechanism has been developed for
Layer 1 which does not incorporate on-line learning capabilities. This SimpleSelector replaces the modified LCS and relies on using the same distance metric for the selection
process. It chooses always the nearest rule (by means of comparing the situation parts of
the rules). Similar to the modified LCS, it queries Layer 2 to receive new rules in case of
unknown situations. Thus, this SimpleSelector is used to distinguish between the on-line
and the off-line learning effect, since it relies only on knowledge from the latter mechanism.
Figure 8.6 depicts the obtained results for the modified LCS variant and the SimpleSelector approach. In both cases, the Random Waypoint Walker and the action modelling
using function type 1 have been used again. Considering the figure, the SimpleSelector
leads to better results at the beginning. This can be explained by the trial-and-error parts
of the LCS system – the usage of non-optimal rules in the particular situations resulted in
a later decrease in terms of deviation of the predicted correct functional value. Considering
the complete simulation time, the LCS-based approach resulted in an averaged deviation
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of the achieved performance for the standard LCS-based system
and a SimpleSelector-based alternative (lower values are better)
of 43.78, while the SimpleSelector resulted in an averaged deviation of 37.46. In total, the
SimpleSelector showed a better performance, but this effect decreases with longer simulation
times.
Starting at tick 230, 000, the learning effect becomes visible. The performance of the
LCS-based approach is better than the SimpleSelector-based solution. The SimpleSelector
chooses always the nearest rule, since it is not able to generalise situations based on the
received feedback. As a result, it makes less mistakes at the beginning compared to the LCS.
The SimpleSelector does not converge to zero, but to a constant value of about 13.5. This
is caused by the configuration: for both techniques, a minimum similarity has been defined.
The Layer 2 component is only triggered if the rule base does not contain a rule whose
situation part is at least ten units away from the observed situation (using the Euclidian
distance). Without this limitation, the rule base would become too large, since the system
would query a new rule for each occurring situation. Hence, the SimpleSelector should
converge to this configuration value. In contrast, the LCS has the possibility to generalise
existing other rules – this part of the learning process causes the better values at the end
of the simulation period.

Experiment 5: Impact of Disturbances
The last part of the evaluation introduces disturbances to imitate severe challenges of realworld systems. In reality, such disturbances can be malfunctions of system components (like
sensors) or just unanticipated behaviour. Mapping this concept on the model to explore the
situation space, a disturbance is defined as an unanticipated change of the walker’s position.
Therefore, two kinds of re-positioning effects are distinguished: a) only one dimension of the
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Figure 8.7: Impact of disturbances on the system’s performance (lower values are better)

situation vector is affected (e.g. one sensor is disturbed) and b) all dimensions are affected
(unanticipated behaviour). In the former case, a randomly selected dimension value is
replaced by a new random value (within the given boundaries of the search space); in the
latter case, this is done for each dimension. Both types of disturbances occur several times
during the simulation leaving enough time in-between to allow the system to return to
normal system behaviour. To avoid regularity effects, an alternating occurrence has been
chosen which takes place in a Gaussian-distributed interval of ±50 ticks every 25, 000 ticks
of the simulation time.
Figure 8.7 depicts the obtained results for the disturbed and undisturbed cases. The
scenario covers again the LCS-based learning approach, the Random Waypoint Walker and
the function type 1. Considering the graph with the disturbed values, the disturbances are
visible due to the peaks every 25, 000 ticks. In one case (simulation time between 108, 000
and 150, 000 ticks), the disturbed curve shows a better performance than the undisturbed
one. Analysis of the obtained simulation data showed that in these cases the previous
disturbances resulted in earlier knowledge, which has been used within this period. In
general, such effects are expected to disappear when taking more simulations into account for
calculating the averages. The performances caused by both approaches are comparable – the
disturbances lead to isolated effects, which can be covered quickly. In addition, the averaged
influence of the disturbances on the deviation decreases, since the available knowledge covers
similar situations and therefore reduces the undesired disturbance effects relatively faster.
In total, the disturbed variant resulted in a slightly increased deviation over the complete
simulation period (46.8 instead of 43.7 – about 7.01 %). Thus, the assumed behaviour
that the developed system covers disturbances without significant effects on the overall
performance has been demonstrated.
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8.3.4

Application of the Developed Classification

The previous part of this chapter introduced a novel classification for OC systems and
applied the developed framework to representatives of each class. Thereby, it has been
shown that the framework is able to control systems belonging to type 1 and 2 of the
classification, while type 3 can only be controlled under certain restrictions. Consequently,
the question arises to which of these classes the previously described applications have to be
assigned to – namely the OTC system (see Chapter 6) and the ONC system (see Chapter 7).
Hence, this question is exemplarily investigated for the former application in the remainder
of this section.
In general, some statements about the characteristics of fitness landscapes (and thereby
about the mapping function f ) can be made for real-world systems. As one example,
Reeves observed that “[...] on average, local optima are very much closer to the global
optimum than are randomly chosen points, and closer to each other than random points
would be. That is, the distribution of local optima is not isotropic; rather, they tend to be
clustered in a central massif [...]” [195]. This observation is also referred to as the big valley
theorem. In the context of this thesis, the most important point in Reeves’ work is that
fitness landscapes of real-world systems are mainly characterised by the same attributes
and shapes. Furthermore, Kauffman investigated the characteristics of real-world fitness
landscapes in general and introduced the N K-landscapes [196] – they also describe the
same effects as observed by Reeves.
Hence, we can assume that the underlying fitness landscape tends to model similar functional dependencies for the investigated application scenarios. This is a first indication but
does not lead to concrete results for the considered OTC scenario. Thus, the corresponding
function to map the situation to the configuration space is needed as a basic requirement to
investigate the question to which type of the classification OTC belongs. In contrast to the
other examples (like ONC or OPS), such a mapping can be modelled for OTC by using one
of the existing heuristic approaches to approximate traffic delays for traffic situations. Based
on the occurring delays, the performance of the traffic control strategy can be quantified
(cf. Chapter 6.3).
Typically, the formulas by Webster [245] and Akçelik [339] are used in traffic engineering
to estimate delays – in the context of this thesis, the former formula is focused. According
to Webster, turning delays can be derived as follows. Assuming that M corresponds to a
turning’s current traffic flow (in veh
h ) and that SF denotes the turning’s saturation flow (i.e.
the maximal flow that can be served assuming permanent green), the turning delay td can
be computed as defined in Equation 8.3. Thereby, SF is a constant and typically chosen
as 1, 900 for standard urban intersections. Furthermore, tC denotes the intersection’s cycle
time, while tg represents the turning’s effective green time (both given in seconds). In
addition, g = M/(tg /tC · SF ) defines the degree of saturation of the turning for the current
traffic flow and green time.
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tC · (1 − tg /tC )2
1800 · g 2
td = 0.9 ·
+
.
2 · (1 − M/SF )
M · (1 − g)


(8.3)

Equation 8.3 calculates the delays for one turning. To estimate the average vehicular
delay for a signalised intersection, the delays for all turnings of the intersection are combined
in a flow-weighted sum. Assuming that Mi is the traffic flow for the i-th turning and that td,i
specifies the turning’s delay computed according to Webster’s formula, the average delay tD
of the intersection can be calculated as defined by Equation 8.4. This equation serves as
evaluation function and metric for the quality of a mapping from situation to action.
P
tD =

· td,i )
.
M
i
i

(Mi
iP

(8.4)

The exemplary investigation of the OTC scenario is performed by assuming a four-armed
intersection similar to the one depicted in Figure 6.3 – although the particular topology does
not have any noticeable effect on the following example (which means that the approach
works as well for different kinds of intersections). Furthermore, the scenario assumes constant traffic conditions and green durations for all turning movements except turning 1 (see
Turning A in Figure 6.3 – but which specific turning is chosen does not have any impact).
In addition, the following Table 8.1 list the assumed traffic conditions for each turning and
the assignment to the corresponding phases. Afterwards, Table 8.2 describes the assumed
green time durations for the particular phases. In addition, P 1 to P 3 denote the phases 1
to 3, while I1 to I3 denote the corresponding interphases in Table 8.2.
Turning
Flow ( veh )
h
Phase

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

300.0
P2

50.0
P2

200.0
P1

50.0
P3

300.0
P3

50.0
P3

50.0
P2

300.0
P2

200.0
P1

50.0
P3

300.0
P3

50.0
P3

Table 8.1: Assumed traffic example for the intersection of Figure 6.3

Phase
Duration

P1
28 s

I1
2s

P2
28 s

I2
2s

P3
28 s

I3
2s

Table 8.2: Assumed phase duration for the example of Table 8.1
Based on this setup, the functional relation between different green-phase durations for
one turning, the different amount of traffic for this turning, and the corresponding evaluation
criterion as defined in Equation 8.4 can be estimated. Figure 8.8 illustrates the achieved
results.
Considering Figure 8.8, an assignment of OTC to type 2 of the classification is possible.
The figure demonstrates that the relation between an occurring situation and the possible
actions (as response from the control mechanism define by Layers 1 and 2 of the architecture)
show the characteristics as required by type 2: the mapping is continuously differentiable
and leads to a fitness landscape with one global optimum and optional local optima. The
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figure illustrates the relation between situation, action, and evaluation criterion for varying
the situation and configuration space of one dimension of the corresponding vectors. This
limitation to one dimension is caused by the restrictions of visualising the results in a threedimensional figure. Taking more dimensions into account does not affect the observations –
it leads to more local minima and maxima, but it still results in a continuously differentiable
function without any discontinuities. Hence, OTC belongs to type 2 of the classification.

Figure 8.8: Three-dimensional plot of the mapping between situations, actions, and corresponding evaluation values in the OTC example
For data communication protocols, no approximation functions to derive a measurement
for the quality of the solution exist. Hence, it is not possible to validate the type of classification analogously to the aforementioned case. But there are some indicators and similarities
suggesting that ONC also belongs to type 2 of the classification. Similar to OTC, the parameters are continuously configurable. In addition, previous work [278] investigated the
relation between situations, actions, and the corresponding fitness evaluation of the MANetscenario (cf. Chapter 7.3.1). The result of this investigation is that the fitness landscape
models a continuously differentiable function with local maxima/minima. Consequently,
ONC is also assumed to belong to type 2.
In contrast to the OTC and ONC examples, OPS is characterised by a different control problem and hence by a slightly different functional mapping. Instead of adapting
continuous parameter values, the adaptation mechanism has to decide about discrete task
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assignments. Due to these “either – or” decisions, each change of the configuration vector
causes discontinuities in the fitness landscape. This is a strong indicator that OPS belongs
to type 3 of the classification.

8.4

Discussion

Based on the initial design of the framework, several application scenarios have been presented in the previous chapters. These applications range from traffic control (see Chapter 6)
over three different implementations of network protocol control (see Chapter 7) and a case
study for production control (see Chapter 8.1) to an error prediction system in mainframe
systems (see Chapter 8.2). In addition, an abstracted model to analyse the general applicability of the developed concepts has been presented. This abstracted model is based on
a proposed classification introducing four different classes of real-world applications. Applications can be assigned to a certain type by considering the relation between the situation
space and the corresponding best configuration as one point within the configuration space
(see Chapter 8.3).
Especially based on the last example, statements about the general behaviour of the
system are possible. Hence, the analysis of the general model showed that applications of
type 1 and 2 are controllable by the framework. This statement holds for type 3 applications
only with major restrictions. The approach itself is applicable and leads to a stabilising system behaviour, which is characterised by a significant improvement compared to arbitrary
or static configurations. But for the investigated cases, a qualitatively clearly worse performance has been observed compared to the types 1 and 2. In contrast, applications of
type 4 cannot be controlled by the framework. But this was to be expected, since a random
function contains no information in terms of a predictable regularity. Furthermore, the
reaction of the system has been investigated when exposed to noisy rewards. The general
behaviour of the system defined by the developed framework can cope with a certain degree
of noise (in the investigated scenario the noise made up for up to 10 % of the reward). In
addition, it is robust against these disturbances that do not cause the system’s situation
and configuration to leave the defined boundaries of the corresponding spaces.
Besides the general applicability of the framework to different types of real-world systems,
the possibilities and limitations of the proposed system have been focused when investigating
the particular application scenarios. Therefore, the wireless sensor network scenario of the
ONC system served as example for highly limited resources (see Chapter 7.3.2). Typically,
nodes in sensor networks are characterised by major restrictions considering the possible
effort for computation and communication. Here, the simulative results demonstrated the
positive effect even for small rule bases and the absence of Layer 2. In contrast, the BitTorrent application of the ONC system served as example where the real-world restrictions
resulted in a less powerful application of the framework (see Chapter 7.3.3). Due to missing
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knowledge about the network’s status, an appropriate simulation model cannot be derived
from current observations. Consequently, an integration of ONC into existing BitTorrent
clients had no positive effect for the protocol’s performance. In contrast, the way how situations change seems to have no influence on the system performance (cf. the different walker
models in Chapter 8.3.2) – as long as a certain similarity between consecutive situations can
be guaranteed.
In addition, some exemplary modifications of the sandbox component have been presented. On the one hand, the component has been used only at design time due to the
previously mentioned resource restrictions in wireless sensor network settings. On the other
hand, the simulation tool has been replaced by an approximation function (the Webster
formula, see Chapter 6), or the complete component has been exchanged by a data mining concept (see Chapter 8.2). Although the particular realisation of Layer 2 differs, the
purpose is still untouched – it has to generate new rules based on safety restrictions and
without affecting the live system. Considering these different possibilities, several further
approaches might be promising depending on the particular scenario. As far as available for
the underlying scenario, analytic solutions might be applicable. Furthermore, an empiric
consideration of the basic search space might be possible and consequently makes the optimisation component redundant. Especially for real-world systems, the application of both
approaches is not realistic due to the typically vast situation and configuration spaces. The
opposite direction is to extend the system’s degree of freedom – in particular for those cases,
where only inappropriate simulation models exist or necessary knowledge is missing (i.e. the
BitTorrent scenario of ONC). In these cases, Layer 2 might be exchanged by a component
with a modified focus. Instead of finding the best-possible action for a given situation, it
might verify or guide the selection process of Layer 1. For instance, this component can
restrict the set of selectable rules for the on-line system according to previous experiences.
Simultaneously, Layer 1 receives a higher degree of freedom by e.g. using the non-modified
XCS as proposed by Wilson. For further thoughts in this direction, the reader is referred
to [340].
Another important question arises when applying automated learning to technical systems: does the mechanism converge to stable solutions within a reasonable time frame?
This issue has been investigated in cooperation with Rudolph and the results have been
presented in [341]. This work considers the convergence of the modified variant as used
in the framework as well as the original XCS algorithm. It is proved mathematically that
such a convergence can be guaranteed under certain restrictions (i.e. choosing a constantly
decreasing learning rate).
Summarising the previous discussion, the applicability of the developed framework and
the potential benefit of the resulting adaptive and self-organised solution have been demonstrated. Based on the different application scenarios and the generalised model, the scope
of the framework has been defined and analysed. Thus, the initial goal of the framework
has been fulfilled.

Chapter 9

Conclusion
This thesis presented a framework to enable Organic Computing principles like adaptivity
and robustness for existing technical systems. Based on the general design of the framework,
design questions about techniques to be used for particular tasks have been investigated and
answered. Afterwards, the framework has been applied and customised to different domains.
In particular, the control of traffic lights at urban intersections and the dynamic reconfiguration of data communication protocols have been investigated and analysed in detail.
Furthermore, two case studies considering adaptive production control and the prediction
of errors in mainframe systems have been presented followed by introducing an abstracted
model of the underlying learning and control problem. Based on this model, the question
for which kind of systems the framework is applicable has been answered by considering a
classification of real-world systems.
The previously described contents of this thesis contain a set of contributions to research’s
state of the art in the following domains:
• Organic Computing / System design: A system architecture to allow for considering adaptivity aspects at design level has been developed. This architecture describes
a generalised way of equipping existing parametrisable systems with desired characteristics as proposed by Organic Computing. In addition, a framework to realise the
general design has been presented, which serves as customisable black box solution for
engineers wanting their application to be characterised by additional attributes like
adaptivity, robustness, and self-improving behaviour.
• Machine learning: Two modified variants of existing machine learning techniques
have been developed and presented in the context of this thesis. Both techniques – a
modified Learning Classifier System and a modified Fuzzy Classifier System – allow
for on-line learning while simultaneously taking real-world restrictions into account.
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In addition, the behaviour of the Learning Classifier System-based approach has been
analysed using a generalised model of the underlying learning problem of real-world
applications. Accordingly, these real-world systems have been classified using the
introduced model.
• Traffic Control: The Organic Traffic Control system describes a novel approach to
traffic-responsive control of traffic lights at urban intersections. Due to its decentralised installation, the demand-oriented collaboration, and the self-improvement at
runtime, it can cope with problems arising in currently used concepts.
• Adaptive network protocols: Situation-aware reconfiguration of network protocols
has gained increasing attention in the last decade. The Organic Network Control
System proposes a novel approach to achieve situation-aware networking by proposing
a fully decentralised solution based on the developed framework. The approach has
been applied to three exemplary protocols: a reliable broadcast algorithm for mobile
ad-hoc networks, a mode-selection protocol for wireless sensor networks, and a Peerto-Peer protocol.
Although describing a generalised approach to adapt existing systems dynamically ac-

cording to changes in the environmental conditions, the presented work leaves space for
further research. For the general framework, this concerns questions about the following
issues:
• Further Organic Computing characteristics: In the present thesis, the major
focus has been set on enabling adaptivity and robustness for systems to be controlled
by the developed framework. Besides these fundamental Organic Computing characteristics, several further aspects exist. For instance, the aspect of flexibility has
been outlined at a technical level when introducing the modified Learning Classifier
System, but it has not been analysed in detail. This topic is currently investigated
by Becker in his diploma thesis [165]. In addition, the model calibration is a second
issue, which has been mostly neglected in the context of this thesis. Currently, the
simulation model of Layer 2 is configured according to the observed situation. But
what happens, when the reality changes such that the model itself becomes inappropriate? Further investigations could focus on developing concepts to determine these
changes and consequently adapt the simulation model.
• The purpose of Layer 2: As discussed in Chapter 8.4, the design of the sandbox
component can differ for varying application scenarios. Especially in cases where the
simulation-based solution has its limitations, alternatives are needed. One promising
approach is to increase Layer 1’s degree of freedom and to use Layer 2 for guiding the
decision process of Layer 1 (see also [340]).
• Optimisation heuristic: Recent work in the context of Organic Computing introduced a novel search heuristic, which is especially designed to deal with noisy envi-
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ronments: the Role-based Imitation Algorithm [338, 342]. Thus, it suits perfectly to
the demands for the Layer 2 component. Current work shows that the Role-based
Imitation Algorithm outperforms the chosen Evolutionary Algorithm in one Organic
Network Control-based example.
• Layer 3: In the current scenarios, Layer 3 has been investigated exemplarily by
developing ad-hoc solutions. Examples are mechanisms to establish Progressive Signal
Systems in urban traffic networks or to achieve a load balancing of Layer 2 tasks. A
detailed investigation of the layer and a generalised model of the component have not
been the subject of this thesis.
• Active learning / exploratory behaviour: Typically, Layer 2 is heavily loaded
at startup of the system due to mostly empty rule bases. Afterwards, the work load
decreases dramatically. The resulting idle times can be used to actively explore the
underlying search space in order to generate knowledge for situations that might occur
later on. Alternatively, the system can try to find better solutions for situations where
the system’s performance has shown to be imperfect.
• Undesired feedback effects: In the current version, each node equipped with the
additional framework learns autonomously and adapts its parameter configurations
according to the locally most-promising strategy. The evaluations have shown that
such an approach has positive effects on both, the single node and the complete network. But uncoordinated local decision can lead to feedback effects and oscillating
behaviour caused by local decisions and learning – in Organic Computing typically
referred to as emergent effects. Currently, these effects are not considered.
• Social components: The system design takes a decentralised coordination and collaboration at the highest layer of the architecture into account. Especially current
trends in Organic Computing propose to extend the scope by taking normative and
social elements into consideration (see e.g. [11]). Thus, it might be useful to extend
Layer 3’s focus.
• Trust: The locally organised collaboration between neighbouring systems equipped
with the developed framework is currently assumed to work in a perfect world. In
particular, all nodes are assumed to work together, to serve the overall goal, and to
fully cooperate. Thus, misbehaviour or undesired demeanour are neglected. When
moving the systems from simulations to the real world, safety concepts have to be
considered, which makes principles like safety and trust necessary.
Besides these general considerations, an application to further technical domains can
be promising. In addition, moving individual applications like Organic Traffic Control and
Organic Network Control from simulations to the real-world could lead to novel insights on
the concept’s applicability and help to formulate ideas for upcoming demands.
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Organic Traffic Control For the Organic Traffic Control system, the overall goal should
be to push the development towards real-world applicability in urban traffic control. Thus,
the main topics for further work are closely connected to problems arising when moving the
application from simulation to the real world: connect the developed system with actual
sensor and control equipment, provide interfaces for current installations, and set up test
cases using traffic lights in protected environments. Probably, the less development-based
aspects of clarifying legal and liability questions are even more important.
Organic Network Control

The Organic Network Control system has been analysed

using single, isolated protocols only. Typically, data communication needs a set of different
protocols for varying purposes when transmitting data from a sender to a receiver. Thus,
cross-layer or multi protocol optimisation can be seen as natural next step in the development
process. In addition, the investigated protocols are mainly characterised by a limited number
of variable parameters and a restricted application area. In general, most of today’s traffic
is processed using the UDP/TCP and IP protocols of the Internet – successfully applying
Organic Network Control to this general protocol stack would finally prove the applicability
and possible benefit of Organic Network Control.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Classification of Machine Learning
Techniques
Part A of the appendix lists the result of the classification process of machine learning
techniques in the context of Chapter 4.1. Therefore, the general characteristics as introduced
in Chapter 4.1.2 serve as basis for the classification. The following list repeats the particular
characteristics and assign an ID to each of them. This ID is used in the following table.
Within this table, the scale as introduced for Chapter 2 is applied by using five classes:
“++”, “+”, “0”, “−”, and “−−”. The first one denotes a full match of the requirement by
the particular technique, “0” states that the requirement might be satisfiable under certain
circumstances, and “−−” states that the requirement is not fulfilled.
• A Learning at runtime
• B Pre-training
• C Online sandboxing
• D Traceability by engineer
• E Noisy sensor data
• F Fast reaction time
• G Large configuration space
• H Large situation space
• I No final target state
• J Subsequent state is not deterministic
• K Non-deterministic (on-line) reward
• L Limited learning cycles
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Technique
Decision Trees
Bayesian Belief Networks
Association rule learning
Inductive logic programming
Support vector machines
Artificial Neural Networks
(Modified) ANN
Learning Classifier Systems
(Modified) LCS
Fuzzy Classifier Systems
(Modified) FCS
Q-Learning
TD-Learning

A
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
++
++
++
++
++
++

B
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

C
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
++
−−
++
−−
−−

D
+
0
++
++
−
−−
−−
++
++
0
0
−−
−−

E
0
0
0
0
0
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

F
++
++
+
+
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

G
−−
−−
−−
−−
−
++
++
++
++
++
++
−−
−−

H
−
−
−−
−−
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
−
−

Table 9.1: Classification of machine learning techniques

I
+
+
+
+
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
+
+

J
+
+
+
+
+
++
++
++
++
++
++
+
+

K
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
+
+

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
−
++
−
++
−
−
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Appendix B: Comparison of Optimisation Techniques

(a) Situation 1

(b) Situation 2

Figure 9.1: Exemplary situations (Situation 1 and 2)

DE
GA
HS
PSO
RD
SA

SR(500)
49
83
28
23
0
1

SR(83)
3
61
23
14
1
1

AP (500)
12.9429
13.1183
12.4767
12.6921
10.6144
9.8204

Std. Dev.
0.8049
0.7004
1.1038
0.6658
0.4651
1.3502

AP(83)
10.0367
11.6277
10.7654
10.6435
9.8613
8.2905

Std. Dev.
0.8242
1.0250
0.8490
0.8263
0.6608
1.5520

NC
248.16
78.10
156.69
152.99
160.67
321.21

Std. Dev.
96.90
40.25
103.43
80.70
84.05
133.33

NC
202.81
67.99
147.47
142.22
276.74
252.16

Std. Dev.
91.10
54.73
102.24
71.55
137.37
167.63

NC
135.48
48.30
82.62
90.53
173.44
267.23

Std. Dev.
66.68
27.14
60.55
52.55
116.82
158.68

Table 9.2: Results for Situation 1

DE
GA
HS
PSO
RD
SA

SR(500)
33
18
24
16
0
4

SR(83)
9
76
28
17
4
4

AP (500)
13.3011
13.2470
12.6763
12.7442
11.1281
10.1105

Std. Dev.
0.7076
0.5791
1.0206
0.6978
0.6796
1.6329

AP(83)
10.2740
11.9748
10.9437
10.6999
10.1905
8.0619

Std. Dev.
0.8754
0.9573
0.9711
0.9171
0.6022
1.6475

Table 9.3: Results for Situation 2

DE
GA
HS
PSO
RD
SA

SR(500)
34
85
29
44
3
5

SR(83)
22
91
60
48
22
7

AP (500)
22.8668
24.9561
22.4558
23.6499
19.3371
15.8673

Std. Dev.
1.9424
1.4507
2.2356
1.8405
1.9788
4.7608

AP(83)
15.4908
20.1839
17.8443
13.3274
16.0749
8.5769

Std. Dev.
2.6483
2.3254
2.3607
2.8862
2.1606
4.7380

Table 9.4: Results for Situation 3
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(a) Situation 3

(b) Situation 4

Figure 9.2: Exemplary situations (Situation 3 and 4)
DE
GA
HS
PSO
RD
SA

SR(500)
35
61
52
51
8
8

SR(83)
24
96
61
39
9
10

AP (500)
21.2105
22.9522
21.9391
22.0187
15.8486
14.6737

Std. Dev.
1.6065
2.2211
2.7724
1.6402
2.5044
5.5508

AP(83)
13.6879
19.6722
16.0406
14.5536
12.5327
8.2697

Std. Dev.
2.4773
2.3403
3.2818
2.9352
2.5351
4.1664

NC
124.45
42.10
92.54
108.91
204.94
246.48

Std. Dev.
52.13
20.76
80.22
60.94
136.85
154.08

Table 9.5: Results for Situation 4

(a) Situation 5

(b) Situation 6

Figure 9.3: Exemplary situations (Situation 5 and 6)
DE
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PSO
RD
SA

SR(500)
42
86
48
58
3
5

SR(83)
21
89
58
45
21
9

AP (500)
23.0487
24.3678
22.9355
23.6461
18.8036
15.2561

Std. Dev.
1.0968
1.1340
1.8952
1.1240
2.2663
6.0656

AP(83)
14.6087
21.0835
18.0346
16.2594
14.7831
8.8607

Std. Dev.
3.2400
2.7751
3.4676
3.4386
2.9576
4.7522

Table 9.6: Results for Situation 5

NC
134.76
47.98
83.20
105.00
185.37
244.79

Std. Dev.
74.47
28.90
57.16
58.43
126.92
159.56
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SR(83)
35
84
65
51
24
11

AP (500)
28.1198
30.7414
28.1439
30.5453
25.5172
23.1877

Std. Dev.
1.0925
2.4902
1.7005
2.5959
1.4986
5.6783

AP(83)
21.1208
26.5917
24.3454
22.9540
20.4808
14.7351

Std. Dev.
3.7389
3.5866
2.6449
3.6205
3.4786
5.6662

NC
119.92
46.42
80.02
94.76
186.38
236.61

Std. Dev.
68.42
34.92
82.07
55.48
133.19
150.69

Table 9.7: Results for Situation 6

(a) Situation 7

(b) Situation 8

Figure 9.4: Exemplary situations (Situation 7 and 8)
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RD
SA

SR(500)
3
47
5
21
0
2

SR(83)
9
85
39
24
5
5

AP (500)
27.4569
29.5304
27.0549
28.7896
23.4211
24.0763

Std. Dev.
1.0056
2.2898
1.4978
1.8344
1.3423
2.6695

AP(83)
21.9374
26.9274
23.5525
23.0679
21.2852
16.5265

Std. Dev.
1.7774
2.2272
2.1253
1.8054
1.5042
5.1809

NC
183.30
56.39
133.67
124.23
240.28
305.77

Std. Dev.
74.83
38.94
103.77
60.65
155.71
149.35

NC
195.01
72.62
104.96
154.13
196.67
285.69

Std. Dev.
94.96
45.59
71.84
82.54
124.00
142.12

Table 9.8: Results for Situation 7

DE
GA
HS
PSO
RD
SA

SR(500)
22
74
59
32
15
19

SR(83)
13
67
48
18
10
6

AP (500)
23.2290
27.2051
26.3289
24.4271
17.5451
17.9791

Std. Dev.
7.2118
5.4273
5.7101
6.6363
8.1467
10.7517

AP(83)
11.8427
16.9912
15.1670
12.5649
12.1552
8.0483

Std. Dev.
4.1119
5.7171
6.3728
4.2316
4.7833
4.1706

Table 9.9: Results for Situation 8
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Appendix C: Organic Traffic Control
C.1: Scenario located at Hamburg, Germany

K

B

A
D

E
F

H

C

J

G
I

Figure 9.5: Turnings of the investigated intersection

Signal Group ID
Contains turning

S1
A+J

S2
H

S3
F

S4
C+D

S6
G

S7
I

S8
B

S10
E+G+K

Table 9.10: Relation between signal groups and turning movements for node K3

Phase ID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15

Contained signal groups
S3 + S7
S7
S7 + S8
S7 + S8 + S10
S7 + S8
–
S2
S2 + S4 + S6
S1 + S2 + S4 + S6
S1 + S2 + S6
S1 + S2 + S3 + S6
S1 + S2 + S3
S1 + S2 + S3 + S7
S2 + S3 + S7
S3 + S7

Phase duration
1s
5s
3s
34 s
3s
3s
2s
5s
9s
4s
3s
7s
1s
6s
4s

Table 9.11: List of signal groups, their assignment to phases, and the green time durations
for node K3
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Borsteler Chaussee

Alsterkrugchaussee

Borsteler Chaussee
Alsterkrugchaussee
Deelböge
Rosenbrook

Deelböge
8, 754
1, 738

1, 080
7, 7, 38
1, 618

690
13, 307

13, 586

Total 78, 723

10, 436

13, 997

24, 078

Rosenbrook
2, 016
14, 209
13, 987
30, 212

Table 9.12: Aggregated traffic demand for node K3 (number of vehicles)

C.2: Stadium scenario located at Hannover, Germany
The following tables list the traffic demands as considered for the simulation of the stadium event in Chapter 6.5.2. The data has been provided by the Landeshauptstadt Hannover, Fachbereich Tiefbau (Bereich Koordinierung und Verkehr) and the Verkehrsmanagementzentrale Niedersachsen (Region Hannover). The traffic demands are derived from a
census performed at the 9th of May, 2009. Additionally, turning probabilities for in-between
intersections (and approaches to car parks) where no actual data exist, have been approximated [272]. In some tables, the roads of an intersection appear twice – each with an
additional attribute. Thereby, E (east), W (west), N (north), and S (south) specify the
part of the road if it crosses the intersection.

Traffic demands for intersection Aegidientorplatz / Friedrichswall / Willy-BrandtAllee / Osterstr.
Aegidientorplatz
Aegidientorplatz
Willy-Brandt-Allee
Friedrichswall
Osterstr.
Total

176
740
199
1115

Willy-Brandt-Allee
253
43
57
353

Friedrichswall
1162
38
132
1332

Osterstr.
230
145
175
550

Table 9.13: Arrival 12 – 13 o’clock

Aegidientorplatz
Aegidientorplatz
Willy-Brandt-Allee
Friedrichswall
Osterstr.
Total

100
1008
235
1343

Willy-Brandt-Allee
268
68
56
392

Table 9.14: Arrival 13 – 14 o’clock

Friedrichswall
1271
44
130
1445

Osterstr.
237
97
143
447

netzes blockierten. Dies machte eine Auswertung und einen Vergleich der beiden
LSA-Steuerungen unmöglich. Aus diesem Grund mussten die verwendeten Verkehrsbelastungen für die Anfahrt auf 75% und für die Abfahrt auf 92,5% ihres eigentlichen
Wertes reduziert werden. Durch diese Modikation wurden die Straÿen bis nahe an
ihre Belastungsgrenzen hin ausgelastet, ohne dass es zu Blockierungen kam, die das
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Netzwerk beeinträchtigten.

Abbildung 3.1.: Straÿennetz der AWD-Arena

Figure 9.6: The investigated road-network of the stadium area at Hannover, Germany
Aegidientorplatz
Aegidientorplatz
Willy-Brandt-Allee
Friedrichswall
Osterstr.
Total

Willy-Brandt-Allee
253

128
991
247
1366

127
61
441

Friedrichswall
1431
76
141
1648

Osterstr.
199
118
141
458

Table 9.15: Arrival 14 – 15 o’clock
Aegidientorplatz
Aegidientorplatz
Willy-Brandt-Allee
Friedrichswall
Osterstr.
Total

210
1277
250
1737

25

Willy-Brandt-Allee
233
56
49
338

Friedrichswall
942
97
113
1152

Osterstr.
102
123
200
425

Table 9.16: Departure 17:30 – 18:30 o’clock
Traffic demands for intersection Friedrichswall / Culemannstr. / Karmarschstr.
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Aegidientorplatz
Aegidientorplatz
Willy-Brandt-Allee
Friedrichswall
Osterstr.
Total

Willy-Brandt-Allee
291

300
876
205
1381

Friedrichswall
919
68

45
43
379

101
1088

Osterstr.
99
139
135
373

Table 9.17: Departure 18:30 – 19:30 o’clock

Friedrichswall (E)
Culemannstr.
Friedrichswall (W)
Karmarschstr.
Total

Friedrichswall (E)

Culemannstr.

81
768
60
909

229
144
373

Friedrichswall (W)
320
240

Karmarschstr.
35
35
822

560

892

Friedrichswall (W)
356
227

Karmarschstr.
39
34
806

583

879

Friedrichswall (W)
455
398

Karmarschstr.
51
27
680

853

758

Friedrichswall (W)
264
401

Karmarschstr.
29
10
651

665

690

Table 9.18: Arrival 12 – 13 o’clock

Friedrichswall (E)
Culemannstr.
Friedrichswall (W)
Karmarschstr.
Total

Friedrichswall (E)

Culemannstr.

78
1046
72
1196

360
99
459

Table 9.19: Arrival 13 – 14 o’clock

Friedrichswall (E)
Culemannstr.
Friedrichswall (W)
Karmarschstr.
Total

Friedrichswall (E)

Culemannstr.

62
1016
84
1162

408
94
502

Table 9.20: Arrival 14 – 15 o’clock

Friedrichswall (E)
Culemannstr.
Friedrichswall (W)
Karmarschstr.
Total

Friedrichswall (E)

Culemannstr.

86
1084
87
1257

267
144
411

Table 9.21: Departure 17:30 – 18:30 o’clock
Traffic demands for intersection Friedrichswall / Leibnizufer / Lavesallee
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Friedrichswall (E)
Culemannstr.
Friedrichswall (W)
Karmarschstr.
Total

Friedrichswall (E)

Culemannstr.

102
860
58
1020

236
124
360

Friedrichswall (W)
315
342

Karmarschstr.
35
11
555

657

601

Table 9.22: Departure 18:30 – 19:30 o’clock
Leibnizufer
Leibnizufer
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee
Total

284
310
594

Friedrichswall
679
659
1338

Lavesallee
289
664
953

Table 9.23: Arrival 12 – 13 o’clock
Leibnizufer
Leibnizufer
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee
Total

318
375
693

Friedrichswall
823
930
1753

Lavesallee
308
743
1051

Table 9.24: Arrival 13 – 14 o’clock
Leibnizufer
Leibnizufer
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee
Total

500
351
851

Friedrichswall
808
896
1704

Lavesallee
388
1166
1554

Table 9.25: Arrival 14 – 15 o’clock
Leibnizufer
Leibnizufer
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee
Total

332
739
1071

Friedrichswall
546
1130
1676

Lavesallee
231
775
1006

Table 9.26: Departure 17:30 – 18:30 o’clock
Leibnizufer
Leibnizufer
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee
Total

331
425
756

Friedrichswall
637
673
1310

Lavesallee
235
774
1009

Table 9.27: Departure 18:30 – 19:30 o’clock
Traffic demands for intersection Lavesallee / Gustav-Bratke-Allee
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Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee (S)
Total

229
641
870

Friedrichswall
253

Lavesallee (S)
707
96

113
366

803

Table 9.28: Arrival 12 – 13 o’clock
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee (S)
Total

211
941
1152

Friedrichswall
267

Lavesallee (S)
791
111

145
412

902

Table 9.29: Arrival 13 – 14 o’clock
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee (S)
Total

219
927
1146

Friedrichswall
323

Lavesallee (S)
1261
135

148
471

1396

Table 9.30: Arrival 14 – 15 o’clock
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee (S)
Total

156
1692
1848

Friedrichswall
295

Lavesallee (S)
830
91

228
523

921

Table 9.31: Departure 17:30 – 18:30 o’clock
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Friedrichswall
Lavesallee (S)
Total

169
646
815

Friedrichswall
289

Lavesallee (S)
811
97

114
403

908

Table 9.32: Departure 18:30 – 19:30 o’clock
Traffic demands for intersection Lavesallee / Am Waterlooplatz
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Am Waterlooplatz
Lavesallee (S)
Total

46
708
754

Am Waterlooplatz
120
124
244

Table 9.33: Arrival 12 – 13 o’clock

Lavesallee (S)
683
146
829
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Lavesallee (N)

Lavesallee (N)
Am Waterlooplatz
Lavesallee (S)
Total

Am Waterlooplatz
135

60
1026
1086

Lavesallee (S)
767
168

184
319

935

Table 9.34: Arrival 13 – 14 o’clock
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Am Waterlooplatz
Lavesallee (S)
Total

Am Waterlooplatz
194

99
976
1075

Lavesallee (S)
1102
316

235
429

1418

Table 9.35: Arrival 14 – 15 o’clock
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Am Waterlooplatz
Lavesallee (S)
Total

Am Waterlooplatz
138

301
1619
1920

Lavesallee (S)
783
171

336
474

954

Table 9.36: Departure 17:30 – 18:30 o’clock
Lavesallee (N)
Lavesallee (N)
Am Waterlooplatz
Lavesallee (S)
Total

Am Waterlooplatz
136

93
667
760

Lavesallee (S)
767
125

93
229

892

Table 9.37: Departure 18:30 – 19:30 o’clock
Traffic demands for intersection Ritter-Brüning-Str. / Allerweg
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Allerweg
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

100
832
932

Allerweg
125
147
272

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
705
100
805

Table 9.38: Arrival 12 – 13 o’clock

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Allerweg
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

100
1210
1310

Allerweg
125
214
339

Table 9.39: Arrival 13 – 14 o’clock

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
710
100
810
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Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Allerweg
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

100
1211
1311

Allerweg
213

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
1205
100

214
427

1305

Table 9.40: Arrival 14 – 15 o’clock
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Allerweg
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

80
1955
2035

Allerweg
143

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
811
80

345
488

891

Table 9.41: Departure 17:30 – 18:30 o’clock
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Allerweg
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

80
760
840

Allerweg
134

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
759
80

134
268

839

Table 9.42: Departure 18:30 – 19:30 o’clock
Traffic demands for intersection Ritter-Brüning-Str. / Stadionbrücke
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Stadionbrücke
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

334
645
979

Stadionbrücke
211
161
372

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
594
215
809

Table 9.43: Arrival 12 – 13 o’clock

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Stadionbrücke
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

306
1118
1424

Stadionbrücke
262
280
542

Table 9.44: Arrival 13 – 14 o’clock

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
709
140
849
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Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Stadionbrücke
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

Stadionbrücke
251

258
1167
1425

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
790
94

292
543

884

Table 9.45: Arrival 14 – 15 o’clock
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Stadionbrücke
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

Stadionbrücke
137

62
2300
2362

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
409
174

256
393

583

Table 9.46: Departure 17:30 – 18:30 o’clock
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (N)
Stadionbrücke
Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
Total

Stadionbrücke
90

100
894
994

Ritter-Brüning-Str. (S)
318
184

99
189

492

Table 9.47: Departure 18:30 – 19:30 o’clock
Remaining intersection without traffic demands
Beuermannstr. (N)
Beuermannstr. (N)
Schützenplatz
Beuermannstr. (S)

Schützenplatz
50 %

50 %
50 %

Beuermannstr. (S)
50 %
50 %

50 %

Table 9.48: Approach to car park Schützenplatz from Beuermannstr.

Beuermannstr. (N)
Beuermannstr. (N)
Arthur-Menge-Ufer
Beuermannstr. (S)

Arthur-Menge-Ufer
50 %

50 %
50 %

Beuermannstr. (S)
50 %
50 %

50 %

Table 9.49: Intersection Beuermannstr. / Arthur-Menge-Ufer

Arthur-Menge-Ufer (W)
Arthur-Menge-Ufer (W)
Seuferallee
Arthur-Menge-Ufer (E)

50 %
50 %

Seuferallee
50 %

Arthur-Menge-Ufer (E)
50 %
50 %

50 %

Table 9.50: Approach to car park Seuferallee from Arthur-Menge-Ufer
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Arthur-Menge-Ufer
Arthur-Menge-Ufer
Culemannstr.
Willy-Brandt-Allee

Culemannstr.
50 %

0%
0%

Willy-Brandt-Allee
50 %
100 %

100 %

Table 9.51: Intersection Arthur-Menge-Ufer / Culemannstr. / Willy-Brandt-Allee

Stadionbrücke (W)
Stadionbrücke (W)
Stammestr.
Stadionbrücke (E)

Stammestr.
50 %

50 %
50 %

Stadionbrücke (E)
50 %
50 %

50 %

Table 9.52: Approach to car park Stammestr. from Stadionbrücke

Stadionbrücke
Stadionbrücke
F.-W.-Fricke Weg
Beuermannstr.

F.-W.-Fricke Weg
50 %

50 %
50 %

Beuermannstr.
50 %
50 %

50 %

Table 9.53: Intersection Stadionbrücke / F.-W.-Fricke Weg / Beuermannstr.

F.-W.-Fricke Weg
F.-W.-Fricke Weg
Lodemannweg
F.-W.-Fricke Weg (P)

Lodemannweg
50 %

50 %
100 %

F.-W.-Fricke Weg (P)
50 %
50 %

0%

Table 9.54: Approach to car park Lodemannweg from F.-W.-Fricke Weg

Ritter-Brüning-Str.
Ritter-Brüning-Str.
Beuermannstr.
Lavesallee

0%
100 %

Beuermannstr.
20 %

Lavesallee
80 %
100 %

0%

Table 9.55: Intersection Ritter-Brüning-Str. / Beuermannstr. / Lavesallee (Arrival)

Ritter-Brüning-Str.
Ritter-Brüning-Str.
Beuermannstr.
Lavesallee

0%
100 %

Beuermannstr.
5%

Lavesallee
95 %
100 %

0%

Table 9.56: Intersection Ritter-Brüning-Str. / Beuermannstr. / Lavesallee (Departure)
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